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Note

This work is a cutical examination of the Hegelian and the

Marxist. Dialectic^ m the hght of contemporary science In

particular I ^lave tried to examine the findings of biology and
psychology, £«;;|\d to relate them to the problem of an adequate

concept of process If nothing else, the book should dispose

of the notion tha| a Marxist is afraid of the most fundamental

reconsiderations of theory.

The essays were not all written in the order here given.

That on Anthropology was first written ; and that on History

last. In many instances, aftei completing a section, I found an
important woik which helped me to clarify what I was trying

to say. Thus, it was most encouraging when in the first draft

of the essay on Biology I ended with stating that the unitary

approach would bring forward certain problems of the develop-

ment of the cell Then, discussing this point with Cedric Dover,
I found that in fact Ernest Just had covered the mam problem
I had stated Again, after beginning to formulate the attitude

which would integrate Gestalt method with the full processes

of aesthetic construction and moral development, I found that

Sylvia Anthony had already opened this track Such discoveries

made me feel that the unitary appioach must indeed have a
clarifying virtue, and that I had not been too presumptuous in

attempting so large a sphere of reference

Above all, I must express giatitude to Lancelot Whyte, whose
Next Development in Man was brought to my notice by Mulk
Raj Anand just at the moment when I was myself moving
towards something of the same appioach. The reading of that

book, with the most stimulating effects of conversation with
Whyte, has had a decisive influence, I feel, in bringmg my
thoughts to their final focus. Another debt I must emphasise is

to Dr Robert Silver, who has had patience in helping my
Ignorance to grapple with the problems of Statistical Thermo-
dynamics, and I must thank Prof Gordon Childe for reading
the chapter on Anthropology. Fmally I owe much to Alick
West, both for reading the whole manuscript and for discussions
over the last three years of the new basic emphases needed by
Marxism in our period Responsibihty for the formulations here
made is however entirely my own.
References m the footnotes are to the books in Bibliogiaphy at the back—thus,
Whyte {a) refers to Whyte (a) The Next Development in Man, 1944.



Second Note

This book was written during the latter part of 1946 and
the early part of 1947 that is, before there waa any detailed

information available about the postwar ^cussions on
Marxism m the Soviet Union f
Now that I have been able to get closer tu what were the

vital issues of those discussions, I feel tha* I can claim this

book to be largely in the same key The angle of approach
IS quite different. I have set out to draw together all the elements

I could see in world science, art and thought making for a new
comprehension of dialectical unity, of Marxism The Soviet

Union IS tackhng, in tei-ras of its own cultural inheritance,

the problems raised by sociahsm cormng of age there But
despite many differences in teinunology I feel safe in declaring

that my findings converge on the same point as that for which
the Soviet arguments aie making
These circumstances seem to me to give a sigmficance to

this book which I did not have in thought when I staited on
it as a lonely ventuie of exploration

In particular I should like to draw attention to the sub-

stantial accord between my sections on Biology and the position

of Lysenko Again, the approach differs, yet the conclusions

closely converge. The whole point of my analysis is that post-

Mendelian genetics are mechanistic and that the next step

must come through a fuller realisation of the/ unity of the

organism More, I emphasise that the post-Mendelian notion

of Mutation is mechamstic and that a radically new attitude

to envuonmental influences is needed
If, then, there is any validity in my case, Lysenko is funda-

mentally on the right track and has opened up a new era m
Biology What remains is the working out of the full interplay

between environmental influences and the stabihties of the

organism
I hope, then, that this book has done something in a pioneei

way to show that the crisis in thought represented by Lyspnko

m the USSR is no isolated phenomenon or (as its enemies

insist) the lesult of ‘State Interference’ in Science, etc At
loot that crisis reveals the need to leap into a new realisation

of the unity of dialectical relations—a need derived in the last

resort from the total cultural development of the Soviet



as vve move lowaids socialism and its necessaiy tiansfoimations.

The teiijis are not yet quite the same, for inheritance and
situation are-not the san^e But the ultimate conveigences are

on .die sank point, the same futuie ,

If I .were writing my thesis now, I should use a slightly

different idiom, aimed at bringing out the link between my
quest and the Soviet movements. Howevei 1 tiust that the
ditlerences m starting-points will not obscuie what 1 feel to

be a basic al^eement Let me specially emphasise that this

book does nim try to lay down the law on anything, it seeks
only to raise kejkpoints for discussion



( HAPTER ONE

Dialectics oj Unity

By niALECTicsimeana Logic capable of doling with life and

the world as piocess, and therefore closely related to the move-

ment of scientific thought For, taken in its entirety, the scientific

thought of any period represents the extent to which the teal

nature of the processes of life and the world have been grasped,

and out of the particular discoveries and their methodologies

must emerge a general methodology, a general concept of cause

and effect, the nature of lelationship and movement, the forms

of development This general concept has so far appeared in

conflictml philosophies, which seek to express the most

complete view of reality possible at that point in history The

limitations and conflictsm this field can be related to the degrees

of success and failure, ot correlation and division, m the

scientific field (In the full picture we should have to take into

account all the human activity of the period I am not suggesting

that plulosophy has been a mere reflection of positions reached

in science All I am stating is that there is an inescapable

relation between science and philosophy at any given moment.)

Painfully, after aeons of effort, men attained the system of

deductive and inductive logic out of which they could construct

the first scientific controls and investigations of phenomena
But the concepts of identity and difference in such a system are

inevitably mechamcal, static, quantitative They are ultmiately

based m dissociation and lead to the enthronement of abstrac-

tions as the basic elements of reality They ciivide off body and

soul, mmd and nature, necessity and will Yet no other way
could men, struggling to control nature with more than insuffi-

cient means and only dimlyaware of their own selves, lay hold of

things and processes For all the while, fighting hard to hatnmer

out an instrument foi keeping the fluid world still and obedient,

men weie m fact dealing with processes. Throughout their

thought the conflict appears a logic of duahstic trend seeks to

find stable foiins of identity, yet has to admit the mtractible

nature of process which insists on confusing the clear schemata

Thought has been a continual senes of such admissions Each
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extension of the scientific instrument has enlarged the area open

to schematisation, but at'the same time has deepened the sense

of process »

I do ,not intend here to deal with the whole story of this

conflict' I am concerned only with the two important attempts

made m the modern world to achieve a logic of process—the

Hegelian aniSthe Marxist—and the extent to which they provide

a logic capaKi of handhng the complex material of contem-

porary sciencevind of resolvmg effectively the oppositions of

identity and chaijge which have bedevilled aU past systems of

thought Before I pass on, however, I shall cite the statement

by L L. Whyte of the basic conflict of those past systems ^

When primitive man began to develop rational systematic thought,

static nouns forme'd the primary tools of thought, while the character-

istics of process were represented only by vague implications But

any particular group of static nouns could represent only the apparently

pemianent aspects of a particular process and had to be supplemented by a

complementary group referring to process aspects For exaniple, at one

stage of thought, the group of inert material things had to be supplemented

by a group ofconscious spirits capable ofpurposive action Similarly during

the development of scientific thought the permanent spatial frame had to

be supplemented by pure duration

These considerations are essential to the understanding of any type of

highly civilised man, and m particular of European man ‘ Intellectual

dualisms constitute a biological maladaptation, and them root? he m an

organic situation beneath the level of systematic thought and influence

every aspect of behaviour This separation of static and process concepts

IS the source of all intellectual dualisms On the one hand there are static

concepts, developed first and capable ofsystematic and precise formulation

On the other hand, the process concepts, remaining relatively vague and

formless, but accepted as refemng to the asymmetry of the time sequence

and therefore expressing a fact central to all human experience though

relatively neglected by systematic thought

^Whyte (a)58f I cite this as being (I think) generally correct, but a detailed

examination of language would reveal a much more complex situation than it

allows for Pnmitive language shows a confused but omnipresent fusion (as
well as conflict) between ‘idennties’ Man and Nature, We and 7, are still felt

as umties This element was never lost , but thought and language go through a
continual senes of crises in the fight to abstract and yet to relate vitally, to
sep'arate and to bring together A purely dualistic system would have
destroyed men, turning them mto pure schizophrenes But, taken broadly,
Whyte’s statement defines the ceaselessly shifting conflict which has gone on in

men—a conflict of thought related m turn to social organisation and psycho-
somatic processes—though Whyte tends to state it as purely a problem in
intellectual values
’‘European Man’ is ofcourse merely ‘industrialised man’—i e man at the culmin-
ation of the stages of capitalism with all their vast correlations in culture

10



DIALECTICS OF UNITY
The object set m space and formed of matter follows the necessity of

quantitative law Hence the world of permanence, preasion, and clanty

With these instruments man emancipates himself from his treacherous

subjectivity He ^ypostasises, or establishes as real entities, the permanent

features which he has abstracted from process, dividmg nature ifi order to

master it

But man cannot think by these alone The subject expAences memory
m time and the freedom of his purposive will. In these^onceptions man
struggles to express the central fact neglected in the stat/c picture He fails

because a duahstic language cannot express the true form of his unity with

the processes of nature * *

n
If this formulation is correct, then the problem of Umty is

obviously of central importance If the oeaseless conflict

inherent in all past thought is to be resolved, and if we are to

create a system of thought, a language, adequate to the vast

vision of the umty of process provided by modern science, then

we have above aU to be clear as to the significance of

Dialectical Umty
Wo have all been leainmg a little Marxism, we have been learmng how

and when it is possible to unite opposites Even more important is the fact

that the Revolution has compelled us to be constantly uniting opposites m
practice But let us remember that these opposites may be united so as to

obtain either mere discords or a symphony *

So W];ote Lenin after the 1917 Revolution of the experience

that was being gained, but his remarks are applicable to any
and eveiy effort to reahse truth m its fullness and effectively

develop human activities

Lemn thus states the same issue m more abstract terms

Dialectical ‘moment’ requires an indication of ‘unity’, i e of the con-

nection of the negative with the positive, requires the findmg of this positive

m the negative From affirmation to negation—from negation to a ‘unity’

with the affirmation, without this, dialectic becomes a barren negation, a

word-play or scepsis “

And again

Neither barren negation, nor purposeless negation, nor sceptical

negation, nor vacillation, nor doubt are characteristic and essential m
dialectic, which undoubtedly does contain m itself the element of negation

’ McDougal points out the tendency of psychologists to treat an emotion as a
thing, ‘indulging our natural tendency to reify whatever we name’ (a)314
Bergson is making the same pomt in assertmg that ‘intellect’ is better equipped
to deal with spatial than with temporal relatives—i e the ‘real’ is thought of as

timeless—as a spatial constellation at a moment of time (i e at no time at all)

* See Shinkov, 169
“ Lenin (b) ix 287

11



marxism and contemporary science

and moreover contains it as the most important element—No, this element

ofnegation is a moment of coflnection, is a moment of development with a

retention of "Ihe positive, i e without any vacillatiqps, witliout any

eclecticism “

For the moment I am not concerned with the analysts of

terms. It is ^ougb to point out that Wh3Te, who begins as a

physicist anwhnds himself driven to demand a unitary system

of thought, am Lenin, a Marxist revolutionary who seeks to

grapple in full activity with the human problem, both converge

on the same poi»t The discovery of opposites is frustratory

unless it IS always resolved on the discovery of the unity of
process m which the opposites exist For Whyte this means the

salvation of men from a permanent source of maladjustment
and discord; for*Lenin it means the overcoming of a radically

obstructive or regressive element, the achievement of a new
harmony, the crystalhsation-out of the ‘positive’.

Ill

Let us now make some elementary applications of this concept
of umty ’ Take any society. There must be a hving unity at

work m it all the while, or it would fall apart A functiomng
society must be a unity, otherwise it would be a disintegrating

collection of warring units and would dissolve overnight Marx
made this pomt succinctly in The Holy Family

Proletariat and nches are contradictions, as such they form a united

whole Both of them are brought forth by the world of pnvate property

The question is, what definite position does each of these two opposites

occupy m the contradiction

Marx IS deahng with capitahst society, but the same principle

apphes to all societies Whatever contradictions rend them, they
have an oveinding unity Capitalist society, for instance, is made
up at any given moment of a vast number of mtertwimng social

relations and functions, which constitute its hvmg umty of
movement If we distinguish two mam bands runiung across

that complexity and slowly separating out, yet these two main

‘ Lemn (b) ix 285 Lenin always insists ‘It is necessary to unite, to connect, to
combine the general principle ofdevelopment with the general principle of the
unifer of the world, of nature, of movement, of matter, etc ’ See Shunkov, 263

’ I take over the term Unitmy from Whyte By it I mean the approach which seeks
to find which aspects of process are integrally related (are ‘opposites’ in the
Hcgehan sense) and how the ‘contiadictions’, the conflicts or disequilibria,
are resolved within a unifymg grasp In human life the attempt to achieve this
unitary grasp ofphysical process is always bound up with the problems of over-
coming a conflict (personal and social) and actively stabilising the species
(Unitaiv thus means heie what Maixists have meant by calling Maixism
monistic )

12
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bands and all the subsidiary and modifying ones, combine
functionally to make up a single society

The moment we forget this vital fact, we forget the envelopmg
umty in which all struggles rending the society take place We
distort the whole historical situation and treat contradictions m
a mechamcal way As Marx said

The owning class and the proletanat represent the sfce human self-

alienation The former possesses through it the i^sion of human
existence “

The entire analysis by Marx of what he calfs the Fetichism of

commodity-production is based on this concept

IV

Keeping this point clear before us, we can better understand

what Marx meant m declarmg that the mam movement inside

capitalist society was an increasing conflict between sociahsed

content and monopohstic form That is, between the increas-

ingly co-operative way in which industry and distribution are

built up, and the contmual narrowmg-down of the class which

exercises control of production

We certainly do not understand him if we think he means a

simple stark separation-out Onlym a high moment of Revolu-

tion could that happen, and such a moment would be the

moment of transformation leading straight into new functional

umties Throughout the process of increasing contradiction, the

umty IS also being heightened * Men are bemg drawn closer

together, proletariat and monopohst alike But at the heart of

that sociahsing process lies the monopohstic contradiction That

is the whole pomt on which the essential conflict of the society

depends Precisely because the umty keeps mtensifying, the

contradiction becomes more acute

' See Slochower (a) 269 William Morris was one of the.Marxists who kept this

view steadily before him ‘The contrasts of rich and poor are unendurable and
ought not to be endured by either rich or poor Now it seems to me that, feeling

this, I am bound to act for the destruction of the system ’ See Arnot
Bruno Bauer, Young Hegehan, in his attack on Strauss’s Life of Jesus

declared that with the breakdown of the Greek world the ego was ‘ahenated’

from Itself, terrified of its own power, it represented that power as something
alien, outside itself So the Stoic efforts to lead the self into a safe inner world
failed, Christianity set up the image of the alienated power Christ-God, a

hostile brother of the Impenum Under the Christian slavery men tramed
themselves for the return of freedom on a fuller basis ‘The eternal conscious-

ness of self, realising itself, understandmg itself and comprehendmg its essence,

had power over the creator of its own alienation ’ Mehnng (a) 24 Though
idealist, this had psychological subtleties and helped Marx to his more fully

dialectical concept of Ahenation, to which Hess and Feuerbach also contributed

‘The factory the highest form of capitalist co-operation’, Lenin (a) ii, 442
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However an individual ^tries to separate himself out, on either

side, he is stiil a hving pWt of the umty which includes both

proletarian and capitalist The more that the hving unity with

all Its functional complexities grows, then the more powerfully

the sunultaneous contradiction beats against it and begets

conflict Within the total process the conflict and the harmony
are only diff^tent aspects

If we are t'^^understand what Marx was getting at and not

to distort his basic points, we must then keep always before us

his dialectical concepts of social umty'' OtWwise we cannot
understand his concept of conflict It is clear at once that the

cnticism which accuses his theory of class-struggle as mechan-
istic and contrayerted by the facts of everyday experience is

simply not relevant To point to the enormous complexity of

relations in a developed capitahst society, the infinite shading-off
'

of those relations one witlun another, is not to disprove Marx’s
thesis, as it would be if he were spealmg mechamstically of two
classes rigidly and absolutely opposed within a general social

framework It is merely to emphasise one side of his proposition
In fact, ^he mechanical interpretation of Marxism which sets

one class absolutely against another leads to a logical impasse'

^ transformation occurs through the dialectical umty of oppo-
sites (as when two gases merge to make water), then the moment
of social transformation would have to be the merging of two
opposed classes to beget a new society, and the idea of one class

tnumphing over another would then signify chaos Gilson has
used this as an argument against Marxism /‘The correct Hegelian
answer to the question (how class-struggle leads to new society)

would be both (classes) must be sublated by their common
absorption in a new totahty.’' The argument is conclusive

agamst mechamst Marxism, but it falls to the ground once we
see that Marx’s thesis is not4 simple mechanical statement that

one class, the proletariat, overthrows another, the bourgeoisie/

His thesis is that m capitahst society there is a dynamic umty
between the sociahsed methods of production and the indivi-

duahstic forms of orgamsing control or power, and that at a
certain point internal strains increase until they bring about the

need for a basically new balance or integration of method and
control. The two opposed aspects of the situation merge in

*°The abstiaction of conflict as basic is not Marxist, but Fascist—e g ‘Strife is a
fundamental form of all Existence’, Jaspers, 256ff see Kolnai m general
‘The grand inexorable violence of the decisive hours’, Mussolmi (Rader, 156)
Fascism accepts strife and seeks internal unity by external aggression, Marxism
seeks the clue to the formative procesSi(of inner umty

14
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such a way as to bring about a basic transformation, in which a

radical shift in class-power comes abput Class-strug^e exists,

and must exist, m class-society, as the mode in wluch the new
balances come^bout. Withm the full analysis they are the f6rm
in which a fuller humanity is reahsed and we see the proletariat

as the basic social elements m the transformation of capitahsm.
Once we state the problem thus we have e&ape^he ddemma

which Gilson poses, and Marxism has ceased to ^%mechamcal
But we can do so only if we realise''the hvmg unity of society at

every moment of its development The mechanical separation of
the classes is a denial of any possible dialectical concept^ of

transformation

V

Once we grasp this elementary point, we can begin to define
' the relation of the artist to society First, his realismg vision

must penetrate to the facts of discord about him; its tensions

must have their roots in the reahty of historical conflict But,

pervading that penetration, there must thrive the intuition of the
envelopmg’umty No abstract umty of tame reconcihations, but

"'"rather (in Lenin’s words) a moment of development with reten-

tion of the positive, without vacillations, without eclecticism.

To be sure, m point of fact the artist may vacillate, may seek

eclectic combmations and superficial reconcihations So much
the worse artist he—though in any given historical situation

such vacillations will at least in part represent a necessary

tactical movement as the artist feels about forhis central position
Unless he reahses powerfully the enveloping and hvmg unity of
his society he wiU deal only with superficiahties of either confiict

or harmony, and the more he tries to define the separatmg-out
process, the oppositions at work, the less he will succeed ^To
take sides with the progressive elements m the pohtical or
economic spheres will not save his artistic skin m the least

While, on the other hand, if he has a profound intuitive sense

of the hvmg movement and umty of his society he may vacillate

and go into eclectic combmations, as Balzac did, but he will

get at the root of the truth''

vi

For the artist then/the concretely-realising vision of umty is

the central force of his creativeness ''Once we understand this

fact, we can no longer fall mto the delusion that a class label

“Gilson, 293

15
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caa explain an artist. It may be valuable to discuss aiiaitist’s

conscious attitudes to tbe class-ideas and class-foims of his

society, or the extent to which his work reveals such ideas and

attitudes, bht when all has been said in this relation, we have

still said nothing about his creativeness, his abihty to grasp the

hving unity of his world, which includes the basic conflicts That
unity inVolv^ for liiin both the full social group and his organic

experience, ^d out of it come the symbols, the forms, the

rhythms in wmch the conflicts aie resolved

Pasternak has admirably stated the responsibility of the

artist to the Imngmnity of which he is a part

There are few, even aimd grown-ups, who understand what it is that

forms, creates and binds them together Life rarely tells what she is going

to do With them -She loves hei purpose too well, and even when she

speaks of her work, it is only to those who wish her success and admire her
,

tools No one can help her, anyone can throw her into confusion How"!

In this way If you entrusted a tree with the care of its own growth, it

would become all branch or disappear wholly into its roots or squander

itself on a single leaf, forgetting that the universe must be taken as a model,

and after producing one thing in a thousand it would begin to reproduce_

one thmg a thousand times

For ''the artist’s realisation of the dialectical indivisibility of

organic and social wholes includes in turn a realisation of the

unity of man and nature ^

VII

In affirming the basic nature of the concept of dialectical

unity, one is not severing the artist, or any other individual,

from his social roots On the contrary One is merely stating that

the relationship of artist to society is a creative one. It is in fact

a highly complex matter Of course there enters into the ai list’s

work an apprehension, variously stated m consciousness, of the

discords and conflicts going on round hun within his society,

and m class-society that mcludes an apprehension of class-

conflicts But the final word, the creative and resolving word, is

with the apprehension of umty The creative act itself is an
intense moment of dialectical resolution In it the artist resolves

the'orgamc and emotional conflicts mside himself, the conflict

between himself and society, the multiple series of external

conflicts m which he is m any way concerned, the conflict of
society and nature By his resolution he apprehends the umty of

^^CMdhood ofLuvers

16



DIALECTICS OF UNITY
himself and of society, his own organic umty and the living

fullness of society in its histoncal movfiment,
V Kamenov^a Soviet critic, wrote durmg a controversy, in

the Thirties, in reply to those who still sought to find 4 class-

label for Shakespeare

It IS impossible to interpret Shakespeare as the great p^ple’S poet of.

England and at the same time as the ideologist of the^ourgeoisified

nobility, because these two conceptions are absolutely m&mpatible
All history gathered from source-material m England eloquently

testifies to the predatory, cynical and relentless robb«ry practised by the

new knights of profit It is enough to recall Marx’s charactensation of this

class, and of the role of the new nobility, and to compare its relationship

to money witli Shakespeare’s treatment of this question, to perceive the

utter speciousness and weakness of this soaological interpretation

Of course, advocates of the new conception will put forward arguments

concemmg the ‘plebeian’ quality of Shakespeare’s work,just as additional

arguments may be advanced in support of his affiliation with the bour-

geoisified nob;lity But it may be stated with complete certitude that not

one of them will succeed m explaining Shakespeare’s ‘plebeian’ quality

until such time as they abandon this ‘class’ interpretation of Shakespeare

This statement may be somewhat oversimplified historically,

but It marks a considerable advance towards a dialectical con-

ception However many class-problems and class-conflicts may
have affected Shakespeare and provided important elements of

tension in-his work, we cannot define Shakespearem class-terms

He expresses the whole people, the whole of his historical epoch,

and/his criticism of Money (as Kamenov points out) cannot be
understood from the angle of any separate section of the people

of his day It is a criticism m terms of what the poet feels to be

human wholeness, it reaches back and forward in history, it is

made in terms of the potential harmonies ofhuman life and not

in terms of any economic interests/

‘^See Ln and Marxism 22f Marx’s fine analysis in 1844 of passages fiom
Goethe’s Faust and Shakespeare’s Tlmon in Money (Mar\, e, iii, 147) ‘If money
IS the bond which binds one to human life, to society, to nature and man, is not

money the bond of all bonds? Can it not tie and untie all bonds? Is it not m
consequence, at the same tune the general source of all division? It is the

ventable divisional money as well as the ventable means of connection, the

galvano-chemical force of society Shakespeare brmgs out above all two
peculiarities of money 1 It is the visible divimty, the transformation of all

human and natural virtues into then: opposites, the general confusion and
falsification ol things, it reconciles ureconcilables, 2 It is the umversal prosti-

tute, [i^he umversal go-between of men and peoples ’ Who could attain this

attitude but a creator graspmg the whole movement of his society’’ For further

discussion of this essay of Marx, see K. Muir

17
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We may, then, if we wish, speak of Shakespeare as a poet of

the people, a mass-poef^ if we are using the terms people and

mass in this broad way—if by them we mean eveiyone who is

functionally contributing anything to the umty of society in

Shakespeare’s day Indeed, there is point in using some such

term to di^inguish him fiom some lesser poet of the period

who graspeX^amuch smaller section of the conflict and harmony
of himself-and-society and who may therefore be desciibed with

some hmiting label But even in dealing with the lesser poet we
must remember4hat in so far as he is creative he is intuiting

something of the umties to which Shakespeare can give his vast

comprehensive defiinition

It IS important to reahse the ways in which Shakespeare is

bound up with* the hfe and thought of his period Every such

extension of realisation helps us to get at gnps with the full

tensions and resolutions of his work But the final problem is to

absorb and understand his poetic and human definition—to see

why he remains so gigantically significant as a poet of human
life Marx has stated this point m a different context

^The difficulty is not m giasping the idea that Greek art and epos are

bound up with certain forms of soaal development It rather lies m
understanding why they still constitute with us a source ofaesthetic enjoy-

ment and in certain respects prevail as the standard and model beyond

attainment

vni

Our first simple applications of the concept of dialectical umty
to society and art have cleared up a number of pomts which are

usually clouded by failure to begin with this fundamental

concept In this book it is my intention to continue bringmg the

concept of unity to play on various crucial matters of modern
thought, and find where it leads us I shall throughout have two
mam aims firstly to keep testing out Marxist formulations to

find out how far they have remained true to this key-concept

“Lenin in Oct 1913 put forward much this position m his Critical Notes on the

National Question, Tn each national culture, there are elements, however little

developed they may be, of democratic and socialist culture, for m each nation

there is the labourmg and exploited mass, whose conditions of hfe inevitably

bring to birth a democratic and sociahst ideology ’ (Lenm (b) xvu 136f ) It

follows that the artist, expressmg the unity of his society, must embody the
conflict and fusion of these mass-elements with the upper cultural levels

Engels in his excellent comments on Goethe implies a unitary approach
‘We do not make him m general reproaches from a moral viewpoint or from a
party viewpomt, but at the most from an aesthetic and historical vieiipoint,’

etc (Engels (d) vi 56-8)

“Marx (c) 311f.
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of dialectical understanding, and secondly to find hov' far the

developments of modern science hel^ us to enrich and clarify

the concept itself

Lemn has emphasised the way in which certam aspects of

dialectical logic become more important at different times

Our doctrine—said Engels, refemng to himself and his ^mous fnend

—

IS not a dogma, but a guide to action This classical staten'int stresses with

remarkable force and expressiveness that aspect of Marxism which is

constantly bemg lost sight of And by losmg sight of it, we turn Marxism

mto something one-sided, disfigured and lifeless, we (Seprive it of its livjng

soul, we undermme its basic theoretical foundations—dialectics, the

doctrme that historical development is all-embracmg and full of con-

tradictions, we sever its connection with the defimte ppactical tasks of the

,
epoch, which may change with every new turn m history

The aims of direct and immediate action have changed very markedly

durmg this period, just as the concrete social and pohtical situation has

changed—and consequently, in Marxism, too, since it is a living doctrine,

various sides*were bound to come to the fore “

This modest and penetrating warmng should be kept con-

tinually in mind by all honest thinkers who are seeking for a

comprehensive instrument of thought Bearing it in mmd, let us

turn to glance back at the conditions under which Marx arrived

at his basic ideas

IX

In October 1842, Marx, aged 24, became editor of the

ische Zeitung, a leading radical paper It was during this tune

that he forged ahead from being a hvely disciple of Hegel mto
a ‘philosophic commumst’ His experience as editor gave him
the point of active contact with affairs which he needed to

develop his concepts into hvmg fullness. ‘He sought to build the

paper mto a political force, and m the prpcess was himself

educated

In defending the freedom of the Press, he reahsed with a new
active urgency the relation of spint and society /The Press

(i e expression), he declared, ‘is the ideal world, which con-

stantly wells out of the real world, and more ncUy endowed,
streams back mto it, bringing new inspiration

Having escaped from abstract categories, he has discovered

the vital relationship of spirit and the ‘real world’ He finds

I'Lenm (a) xi 53 (written Jan 1911 on ‘a most senous inner crisis’ of Marxism)
‘'Pascal, 12
“Pascal, 21
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that on^ IS continually transformed into the other, not in any

automatic orirresponsibfe way, but as part of the whole process

of personal'and social movement He grasps at the full process-

structure of men in society, society in nature, and this is a

grasping of umty ‘To be radical means to go to the root of

things Andthe root of things is man himself

During 1^4-5 he followed up his new intuitions of the whole-

ness of proems by philosophic expositions in The Holy Family

and his recently pubhshed Okonomisch-philosophische Manu-
senpte. Here he sgts forth at length the basic creative realisations

out of which he was later to develop more particular pohtical or

economic trams of inquiry Since this is the period when he is

directly concerned with the problem of the umty of process, it is

specially relevafit to our investigation Here it is that we find

his exposition of the Free Individual and of Universal Man, and”
of the relation ofMan to Nature
He regards Nature as a part of human consciousness in that

it IS an object of science and art Since he has rejected all passive

and merely contemplative attitudes, he sees the relation of man
and nature as active on both sides, and since man and nature

thus make up a whole, nature is part ofhuman activity as human
activity IS part of nature

It IS precisely in this active relation that man’s whole essence

hes.'ISIan alone can carry on a sustained active relation to nature,

with roots both in past and future Man alone can plan and
direct his acts on a comprehensively realised plan In this lies

man’s ‘umversal essence’ and his ‘free bemg’ Man’s univer-

sahty, he says,

appears in practice precisely m that universality which makes all nature

his inorganic body Man knows how to produce m accordance with

every genus, knows how to apply the criterion proper to each object, that

IS, man pioduces'in accordance with the laws of beauty

Marx has arrived at a fully orgamc conception of man and
his place m society and nature He sees man as separated off

from nature by his freedom, and yet by that very freedom
reumted with nature m his umversahty

Tins umversahty is not fuUy developed m any single man,
smee no single man ‘knows how to apply the criterion proper to

each object’ in the umverse It is rather the potential element,
the specifically human, which sends man ceaselessly moving
mto a higher level of life. In so far as man reahses his freedom,
he reahses his umversahty

‘'Marx (d)

"See Slochower, 266ff, and 12th Street (Quarterly, N Y) ii (2) 1948
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The indivisible relation between freedom and imiversahty

appears in the indivisible relation between mdiViduahty and
society The human essence of nature appears only m society,

where the mdividuatmg factor achieves ever-renewed force and
fullness precisely because of the umversahsmg factor

4Dnly here has (man’s) natural existence become his hwtnan existence

and nature has become man for him Society therefore S the complete

essential unity of man with nature, the true resurrection of nature, the

completed naturalism ofman and the completed humanism ofnature ^

In these organic concepts we see Marx as the culmmation of

the whole great stream of German idealistic thinking He is

inheriting and bnngmg to a new head much more than the

work of Hegel and Feuerbach; he is resuming also what was
vital in all the Romantic thmkers such as Herder and Schlegel,

'Treviranus and Goethe, Lavater and the Physiognomists

With the aid of Feuerbach he perceives the flaw in the ideahst

abstraction, and then goes far beyond Feuerbach m concen-

tratmg aU that was dialectically valid in Hegel inside the new
concept of the unity of process Spmt is no longer abstracted

into a transcendental world; it finds its hvmg place m the whole
movement ofnature But a pantheist levelling is avoided because

of the dialectical structure of varymg levels

The great contribution of Marx is the concept of dialectical

unity It is this contribution which lies at the root of all that is

new and revolutionary in his formulations If we seek the key-

concept of Marxism we must find it heie

X

In passmg, we may note that Marx goes out of his way to

stress the central importance of individuahty in the human
process

/Above all one must avoid setting ‘society’ up agam as an abstraction

opposed to the individual The individual is the social entity {das gesellen-

schaftlichen we?en) His hfe is therefore an expression and verification

of soaal hfe /

Man is -

/ a distinct individual, and his very distmctiveness makes lum an indivi-

duality, a real mdividual collective being {Gemeinwesen) I

“'^Note the tnbute to the Natui e-philosophcrs by Engels (c) 16, (f)

““Feuerbach (u, 343) says ‘The human essence can only be found in the com-
mumty, m the unity ofman with man ’ Marx said Yes, but this unity cannot be
viewed apart from productive process

““Hegel sets out a dialectic stnicture essentially idealist and dualistic, Feuerbach
proclaims the unity of nature as all-sufficient Marx brought the two together

So his great contribution is the realisation of Dialectical Umty
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The highest human aim is ‘the association of free individuals’.

That aim follows from "the basic nature of man, his need to

achieve both freedom and umversahty

/The mdictment of capitahsm, of class-society, is that it cuts

across this need and prevents men from being either really free

or universal' It constricts the human process and distorts it,

though It ca'^mot destroy it The protest of the proletariat, he

holds, should be that capitahsm contradicts their ‘human
nature’ Capitalism seeks to convert the ‘personal individual’

mto the ‘class-individual’^

These generahsing statements are not of course meant to be

taken as absolute statements Capitalism cannot impose its

concepts on society and the individualm such a way as to drive

out ail other values, or society would cease to exist If people

were ever only ‘class-mdividuals’, they would cease to be human

'

at all They would be economic robots, who in fact are un-

thinkable exceptm a mghtmare What Marx means is thatAinder

capitahsm there is a ceaseless struggle between perspnahty and
class, between human nature and the economic system'' The
need to be free and umversal is twisted mto particular objectives

of personal or class advantage Yet this struggle is at the root of

the historical struggle, the degree of umty attained between man
and nature ^The capitalist system, which is deforming the human
essence, is also drivmg ahead by its sociahsmg developments,

Its mcreased control of nature, into new harmomes of freedom
and umversahty^ This stimulation of the basic human need is

what in the end must destroy capitahsm, for the stimulation

will go on at a faster pace than the system can satisfy. The
sociahsmg movement is bound up with both an increasingly

monopohstic tendency and an mtensifymg hberation of the

human essence

In his vision ofhuman wholeness Marx is concerned to arraign

society for the distortmg factors Under capitahsm /‘human
mdividuahty, human morality itself becomes at once a com-
mercial article and the fabric {Material) m which money
operates.’ Class-societies set a premium on a dehumamsed
egotistical materiahsm, capitahsm m particular ‘estranges man
from nature, from himself, his own active functionmg from
his universal essence.fYlQ declares that /‘it makes man’s essence

mto a mere means for his existence ’ Thus it ‘estranges his

spiritual, his human essence’, and results m ‘the alienation of
man from man'l

Thus Marx had aheady sketched out the thesis which he put
forth later m Capital
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We are concerned only with a definite social relation between human

beings, which, m their eyes, has here assuinad the semblance ofa relation

between things To find an analogy we must enter the nebulous world of

religion In that world, the products of the human mmd become independ-

ent shapes, endowed with hves oftheir own, and able to enter into’relations

with men and women The products of the human hand do the same thing

in the world of commodities I speak of this as tfte feti^istic character

(of commodity-producbon) “ ^

The development of ‘true mdividuahty’ and ‘the truly human’,
he insists, is bound up with the creation of the classless society

which he defines as the ‘real appropriation fif human essence
through and for man’ The problem, he repeats m The Holy
Family, is

'to organise the empirical world in such a manner that (man) expenences
• in It the truly human, becomes accustomed to expenence himself as a man

to assert his true individuality'^

Such a development involves new activisation of essential

human power and a new enrichment ofhuman nature’-^

The goaf IS man’s return tolus ‘umversal nature in a universal

manner, that is, as a total human being’''

XI

It will be clear that unless we grasp these ongmatmg concepts
of Marx’s great new departurem thought we cannot keep before
us the touchstone of his values And we can use that touchstone
at once to dispel certain simple misconceptions Thus, Croce
declares

'^If the transcendental and authoritarian doctnne finds its clear and logical

formula m religious transcendence, it has also full nght to lay claim to all

authoritarian theones of political and moral life, and to the tendencies

that go with them, theories which at first sight appear free of any reference

to the world beyond and even deny and ridicule it

Such are especially the vanous ‘socialist’ theories (without speaking of

‘the atheistic Catholicism’ of the nationalists and the authontanans of

France and of other countnes, and of similar preposterous or cynical

manifestations) They establish as their ideal a paradise on earth, a paradise

that is lost and to be regained (‘return to primitive communism’) or a

paradise to be conquered (‘abolition of class struggles and passage from

the realm of Necessity to the realm of Liberty’, accordmg to the Marxian

interpretation of Paradise), a paradise described as an arrangement of

reason or justice

^^Capital, Pt 1 , ch 14 Cf, ‘Their own productive relationships which stand
outside their control and outside their conscious individual action take on a
“thingified” character ’ see Shirikov, 79
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This ideal cannot be translated into actuality except in so far as one

wishes to^impope it ready-mrde It has as its basis the idea of ‘equality’,

understood not as the consciousness of common humanity, which lies at

the"bottom of liberalism itself and of all true ethics, but as quality con-

ceived m a mathematical and mechanical way Neveitheless, under these

crude and materialistic forms, this ideal hides the endimng appeal of the

Idea of a real^j of perfection without divcisities, made up of beings who

are all equal befoie God

But what does Marx really say and imply? He says that there

is a common element m men~an element which began when
tEE'first men developed an active relation to nature and which

wiU contmue till the end of time This element is precisely that

yitve relation to nature It is what he calls the Human Essence

By reason of it sniin becomes ever more human, becomes nioi e

an mdividual and a social bemg This process of becoming
human is one of attaming freedom and umversahty, freedom
because it involves an ever-greater sphere of creative activity,

umversahty because it enables men to identify themselves with

more and moie of the life of nature

But because this is an active process, a process of spirit as

well as nature, it is nevei a matter of automatic or self-adjusting

relationships and balances For men the actual always includes

the potential In controUing the present men control the future

They plan Their movement is one of the spirit as well as one of

immediate act They seek to create their own future, and to some
extent they do so They do so to the extent that theif will and
creahveness is dialectically one with the movements of nature—
to the extent that the will and creativeness of the individual is

dialectically one with the movements of society. A complex web
of cause and effect is woven in the sphere of history and person

-

ahty But in so far as men are human, we can generalise

their activity as involving a movement towards freedom and
umversahty
At this point Marx turns to his own society, and asks how the

generalisation works out there. He finds an enoimous achieve-

ment of freedom and umversahty, out of which emerge the

“Croce (a) 80f Cf Voigt, ‘For the Marxist the Fall is progressive, a Fall ever
more precipitous The wheels of the dialectic grind out man’s ever darkening
fate until utter and intolerable darkness suddenly engenders liberating

i apocalyptic light ’
.

c f Towbee (ii, 178); ‘Marx has taken the brothers “Historical Necessity” in

place of Yahweh for his omnipotent deity, and the interna! proletanat of the
modem Western World in place of Jewry, and his Messianic Kingdom is

conceived as a Dictatorship of the Proletariat But the salient features of the
traditional Jewish apocalyptic protrude through this threadbare disguise /
See later Ch 8, for bill discussion
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possibilities of a much greater enlargement ofthehuman essence

The possibilities in terms of which fee judges ejustiiig society

and finds it v^anting are not categones caught' from the air

They are not wish-fulfilments or abstract distortions of hiSfbry

They are the concrete potentiahties ofhuman lifem the Situation

where Marx finds hunself. In afifirming that men can now, take
a decisively new control of nature and their*own hves he is not

appeahng to some abstract schemata of thought,""some Fate of
History he is srniply pointing to what he beheves to be facts

Human facts He is setting the potential against the actual, as

men have always done. What is new is this fie clauns that men
can at last find a fully effective relation between actual and
potential, can at last overcome certain hmitmg factors and
achieve a new comprehensive consciousness of purpose
In saymg that, he is swayed by two prime considerations

One IS the generabsed concept of what goes to make men,
the other is the particular histoiical situation He believes that

men wiU hberate themselves, wiU attain an enhanced freedom
and umversahty along certain hnes, because those are the hnes

which the potentialities of the present illuminate /Capitalism

has created vast new possibihties ofcultural, scientific, economic
advance, but in defimte ways impedes as we]I as stimulates the

forward-movement and its full working-out Marx argues that

both the constructive and the obstructive aspects will increase

in power, and that the hnes of the next stage can be guessed at

/because'the lines of the new potentiahties can be grasped m the

I
present

In using or quoting such phrases as Return mto Man’s
Umversahty or a Leap from the Kingdom of Necessity into

that of Freedom,/ Marx and Engels were merely drawing
attention to what they felt would be the decisive change when
the potentialities of the present were reahsed—when, through
the final emergence and confrontation of certain basic con-

tradictions between actual and potential, a hew stable umty of

life and thought would be created To treat such phrases as

dogmatic abstractions is to deny the whole spirit of Marx’s
approach It is to ignore the concept of dialectical umty and to

begin with assuming the conflict in society as something absolute

Then, proletariat and capitahsts are viewed as forces cut apart

as almost distinct species, and nothmg can overcome this

dichotomy except a leap into some new level, an entirely

hypothetical ‘humanity’, which we can only mystically postulate

since It does not yet exist

’“Thisproblem, stated heie simply, will beexploredmCh SandPt 3
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XII

It has been’ necessary to consider these early formulations of

Marx’s thought before we consider Marxism in general, for at

the period in question Marx was primarily concerned with the

whole problem of human history and development With the

advent of th^ stom'iy days of the late Forties, he was more and

more taken up with direct pohtical issues, and then later with the

specific economic analysis of capitahsm By more sharply

limiting the areas of his interest he was able to get at grips with

many extremely iiSportant problems and to make his tremend-

ous impact on history His mind grew evei moie incisive and
compelling in its treatment of the subject-matter he chose, but

events drew him to choose certain delimited areas of history

In pomtmg this out, I am not criticising the use to which .

Marx put his newly won concepts In narrowmg down his

point of reference, he did exactly as he should have done if

he were to bring his dynamic reahsations to bear on the direction

ofhuman affairs Having fundamentally reahsed that capitalism

involved elements which obstructed human wholeness, he bent all

his energies on attacking and exposing the enemy But because
of the nature of the realisation, he sought to attack and expose
always in terms of his vision of the truth—his discovery that

out of the whole cultural, economic and scientific advance of
his world there could be created a subtler and more comprehen-
sive understanding of process His aim was to grasp capitahsm
as a total process, and he sought therefore for the most effective

mstrument of analysis which the scientific consciousness of his

day could provide
And since the actuahsation of a potential umty is not merely

a matter of working out graphs of social or economic move-
ment, he threw his weight into the organisation of that section

of the community which the socialising and levelling pressures

of capitalism made the mam potential basis for a more harmo-
mous system—^the workmg classes.

He did the nght thing, the most powerfully creative thing, in

his situation But his concentration of certain points of his

discovery meant less attention to other points How not?
‘Each real advance is paid for’, says Whyte, ‘by aiming at less

in order to achieve more ’ And Lenin, ‘One step backward, two
steps forward

’

But because Marx was rightm acting as he did, we are equally
right, in our situation, in turmng back to his early works and
reconsidering his exposition of the wholeness of man In
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Lenin’s phrase, with basic changes in the world-situation

different sides are bound to come to*the fore. Marx’s Capital

has done its primary work in leadmg to the Sovik^.Revolution
and in giving us the necessary consciousness of capitahsin’s

fundamental contradictions. That work is by no meads gom-
pleted yet But m the circumstances of the world which has
seen Fascism and Nazism bmlt up and destroyed, an’d which
now finds stirrmg an ever-stronger movement of the peoples
into the fuller life obviously possible for all, a new emphasis
emerges The emphasis must be on what umtes men rather

than on what separates That does not meaH that the peoples

can relax m vigilance and that the struggle against the dividing

and obstructive forces is over On the contrary, as the atomic
bomb IS there to remind us, if we need rermndmg But mcreas-

' ingly, we must reahse, in Pasternak’s phrase, what it is that

forms, creates and binds men together

It IS one of those moments of fundamental change, of mass-
movements in upon new centies of living, when we must think

hard in order to clarify what aspects of our thought should
come to the fore Otherwise, Lenm warns us, we deprive

dialectics of then hving soul

I do not wish to go here into the pohtical, economic, and
social factors bound up with this change But I may bnefiy

point to /Lenin’s development of Marxism with his concept

of the Umted Front, Dunitrov’s exposition of the People’s

Front, Stalin’s analysis of Nationahty and its umtmg elements/

And to the building up of a general anti-fascist front which has

brought together a very large section of the peoples of the world
m an anti-fascist wai

,
with resulting national fronts of a demo-

cratic type, especially among the colonial peoples and some of

the countries which the Nazis overran

XIII

In those early works by Marx, written after he had crossed

his Rubicon and made the basic reahsation of the umty of

process, there is no doubt often a certam largeness of phrase

which suggests the German idealist schools from which he has

“’See Stalin (c)/Tt is impossible to move forward and to advance science without
subjecting outdated propositions and the judgment of well-known authorities

to ciitical analysis This applies not only to authorities in military affairs, but
also to classics ofMarxism ’ And he cites Lenm, ‘wedo not at all regard Marxism
as somethmg complete and inviolable, we are convmced on the contrary that

It has laid the cornerstone of that science which socialists mi/Jt further advance
in all directions if they do not wish to lag behind life

y
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emerged Naturally, the full dialectical complexity of the

issues he'" is raising is not 7et noted But as we read we feel that

he has ins finger on the pulse of the problem. For the first time

m lustory a thinker is intuitmg the umty of process and is

keeping at bay the pull to abstract, to accept the intellect’s

division? as ultimate categories existing m their own right

Spinoza, for instance, had felt strongly the unity of process,

but he had faded to find a satisfactory way of introducing real

development mto his world Marx for the first time was able to

hold fast to the two concepts of unity and development without
falling back on trihscendental hnks and forces

Here is the great creative moment, the fundamental reahsation

in Marx’s thought. It is a moment which cannot lead us astray,

for what it lays-'down is ‘a guide to action’, not a dogma It

merely says, ‘Go you and do likewise’ that is, similarly reahse
the umty ofprocess and seek to find how it works out To harden
such an injunction mto a dogma is to betray it. All it asks is

the statement I accept the truth in its fullness. I have broken
through the delimiting and distorting attitudes which deny the

hvmg umty, The orgamc wholeness of man and nature/ This
acceptance can never become dogma, smce every new discovery
m science, every new achievement in art, everything which
affirms human wholeness, will be an extension of its prermses
It IS nothmg else than the strengthemng consciousness of life

Itself

Dogmatism appears the moment that any attempt is made to
set up any mfaUible idea or method All statements, including
those of Marx himself, must be related to history, to the struggle
for human wholeness and actual circumstances of development
They must be related to the angle and arm of the speaker, and
to the questions he is asking and answermg. There are absolute
elements in human expression, but no human expression is

absolute. The moment we forget this fact we become meta-
physical and try to*fi.t hfe into abstract categories

And the materialist conception of history also has a lot of friends

nowadays to whom it serves as an excuse for not studymg history. Just as

Marx used to say about the French ‘Marxists’ of the late Seventies ‘All T

know is that I am not a Marxist

“Later I shall discuss some of the difficulties raised by terms taken over from
HegeUan idealism But, throughout, the important thing is to recognise the new
use, the new livingfullness, that Marx is bnnging mto the abstractions

“5 Aug 1890 see Marx (b) 472 Cf Lenm (in article dated 10 Apnl 1917) /“We,m turn, must understand the tasks and the pecuharihes of the new epoch Let
us not imitate the lamentable Marxists ofwhom Marx himself said I have sown
dragons and I have gathered a harvest of fleas ’—a phrase from Heine

/
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Engels, who made that comment, thus stated the essential

attitude of Marxism

The great basic thought that the world is not to be comprehended ns a
complex ofready-made thmgs, but as a complex of processes, in which the

things apparently stable not less than their imnd-images in our heads, the

concepts, go through an unmterrupted change of ooming into being and
passmg away, m which, m spite of all temporary retrogression, a pro-
gressive development asserts itself in the end '

The nature of that ‘progressive development’ needs some
discussion, but otherwise the statement has^nly become more
true with every advance of modern^ science

XIV

Whyte, for example, deals with the crisis m life and thought
which Marx forecast, the decisive moment of movement into

conscious acceptance of the umty of process

Contemporary man is to use science to interpret his own condition and
yet to reorganise science in the process of doing so' In so complete a

transformation what remains to preserve the Integrity and contmuity of

scientific thought Science is knowledge in course of organised develop-

ment There is no bar to the self-development of science or to its progress

mto every field while it preserves its single aim the search for unity in

diversity and for contmuity m change Science is the ehmmation of the

arbitrary 'An assembly of facts becomes scientific when it is organised as

the expression of a single order Subjective views grow from a smgle centre,

and hence they tend to oversimphfy and neglect detail, the scientific attitude

recognises the diversity of detail and yet seeks to find a single ordering

pnnciple

He IS putting m terms of modern science the development
which Marx in the 1840’s intuited as mevitably unphcated in the

researches and discoveries already bemg made Marx is vindi-

cated from having rehed on some mystical of abstract formula,

as the citation from Croce in §xi above infers His thesis was
vahdly drawn from the movements of thought and life m his

day, ^s prophetic insight was able to see ahead to the point
where those movements came to a vital point oftransformation

Whyte contmues

The umtary^postulate is the appropriate expression today of the un-

ending search for unity m diversity It seeks to go to the root of all con-

’“Engels (c) 54 Note there is no statement made of the relation of world and
mental image or of the part played by the image m human reahty All that is

said IS that image and outer world are all in movement ofprocesses
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fusions, ^nd by bringing logic into conformity with experienced fact to

form a cosmos from chaos fl provides the basis of a completed system of

thought, notof static categories abstracted from nature,.but m conformity

with the system of natural processes of which thought itself is part

Moreover it is adapted, as was the analytical method, for use by a

particular kind ofmaq living a particular mode of life The unitary postulate

IS not one of several methods of equal status It is the only method which

IS now appropriate, it is as necessary to contemporary man as the assump-

tion of the quantitative space-time frame was to Cartesian man

Indeed, a large<tumber of the thinkers—scientists or artists

—

who have contributed towards the gieat converging movement,
which makes for the unitary outlook, might be cited m accord

one way or another with such a statement I shall, however,

content myself with one, the gestalt-psychologist, Kolfka;

Intellectualism is the result of a special field-organisation achieved in

our Western civihsation, m which certam subsections of the Ego gam
dommance and thereby influence the rest of the field and with it our

philosophy It presupposes a diflerentiation and isolation of sub-systems,

and m a way thereby creates its opposite, just as mechanism creates vital-

ism Therefore, again, the adoption of the opposite point of view seems to

me no ultimate solution either, because it accepts the differentiation and

gives undue prominence to the hitherto neglected part Certain political

tendencies of the present day confirm me m my judgment

As a matter of fact I believe that a complete renunciation of the intellect

wiU lead to consequences much more dangerous and destiuctive than its

glorification The radical solution must m my opmion be developed by

gomg behmd that differentiation, by unifymg what has become severed

Then the ApoUmian mtellect may well turn out to have Dionysian charac-

teristics and the Dionysian urge be capable of assuming ApoUmian clanty

And we should learn to understand why at certam penods, m certam

persons, the ApoUmian,m others the Dionysian, trend became dommant

“Whyte, 17 and 21 J Huxley (e, 228) makes a plea for a unitary outlook ‘It is

one of the prime duties of educated men and women to see tliat the present
duality and antagonism at the heart of what should be the central unity of
civihsation—of its most fundamental idea, its conception of the universe

—

should be termmated ’

®“Koffka (a) 417 This, with its wanung about Fascist trends, was published in
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CHAPTER TWO

Universal Man

Marx, WE SAW, found as an essential element m man the

need to universahse, to achieve unity with naflire and thereby,to

leahse his own umty Man by his active relation to nature has

separated himself out from nature; and that is the ultimate

source of all his duahsms and dichotomies, all his rigidities and
fixed concepts But in so far as his activity is successful he

reunites with nature and reahses this umon in a heightened

sense of the reahty of process

To explore the reasons for the complex series of intellectual

and spiritual dualisms through which men have had to pass,

and to 1 elate that senes in turn to the accompanymg social

divisions, IS a work urgently needed But before it will be

possible there must be a further development of anthropology

and psychology along umtary fines Here it is enough to point

to the fkct that the divisions, social and spiritual, have occurred,

and that despite all their effects society has continued and has

advanced Men have moved, despite setbacks and disasters,

into an ever-increased richness of culture and orgamsation

That IS, the umting element has in the long run proved stronger

than the divisive, harmony has resolved discord, co-operation

has shown itself a more powerful force than competitive

antagonisms Class and caste have crucified the body of human
freedom, but could not keep it dead and sepulchred

To assert the dominance of umty m social organisation is not

to deny the role of struggle, conflict, class-ahtagonisms, and at

moments, of revolutionary cleavages On the contrary The fact

that revolution can mature amid a mass of warrmg mterests

and that when it arrives as a necessarymoment oftransformation

it rends society but also reconstitutes it, is the final proof of the

intense functional unity at work Within that unity conflicts or

asymmetries must appear as long as development continues,

but the formative process moulds them, controls them, and
-finally integrates them withm a new functional whole ^

Cf Lefebvie (b) 222, ‘Dialectical method is not satisfied with saying, There are

contradictions, for sophistry and eclecticism or scepticism can do that It seeks
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II

It follow^ from Marx’s concepts of freedom and universalrty

as 'the human essence that whatever advances freedom and
umv^rsahsing activity among men is the formative process of

individual and society Muniford is saying the same thing

Man’s freedom has always been achieved withm the co-operative patterns

of his culture, not freedom to reject his social heritage, to depart from the

human norm, but to select, to modify, to augment that heritage, and to

raise the norm
He participates mt U the characters of his species, and yet, by the very

complexity of his needs, each individual makes over the life-course of the

species and achieves a character and becomes a person The more fully he

organises his environment, the more skilfully he associates m groups, the

more constantly he diaws on his social heritage, the more does the person
,

emerge from society as its fulfilment and perfection ®

Whatever facilitates the social process, which includes the

intensification of personality, is doing the essential work of
forming man But we cannot leave the matter at so geneial and
vague a statement We must ask a little more closely what it is

that most powerfully facilitates the social process—what it is

that most clearly reveals the active attitudes and methods which
separate men from the other ammals and constitute the basis of

then freedom
What defimtely marks men off from the other animals is their

productive methods and acts, their economic techniques The
lemur-like creature who seems to have been man’s ancestor

started off on the long road to humamty when he began to use

sticks and stones as tools of production It seems then that we
can safely assert the formative human process works centrally

in pioductive energies, methods, relation Many schools of

thought have put forward propositions more or less along these

lines, but Marx stated the pomt with particular cogency and
formulated a law Of basic relationship between the productive
levels and the stages ofhuman development Thus, in the Preface
to the Critique ofPolitical Economy, he stated

to grasp the bond, the unit}, the moiement which begets the conti adictions

,

opposes them, clashes with them, breaks them oi surpasses them. Thus m the
modern world, examination and analysis show that economic conditions (the
very structure ofthe productive industrial forces) create contradictions between
competing groups, antagonistic classes, imperialist nations The right thing then
IS to study this movement, this structure, these needs, in older to seek to resolve
the contradictions Dialectical contradiction differs then from forma’
contradiction m that the latter remains in abstract generality, while dialecti-

cally one IS based in the concrete universal
’

’ Mumford (a) 7
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In the social production which men carry on they enter into definite

relations which are indispensable and independent of their will, these

relations of production correspond to a definite stage of deyelopment of

their material powers of production The sum total of these relations of

production constitutes the economic structure of society, the real founda-

tions on which rise legal and political superstructures, and to which

correspond definite forms of social consciousness

The mode of production in matenal life detenmnes the general character

of the social, political and spiritual processes of life It is not the conscious-

ness of men which determmes their existence, but their social existence

determines their consciousness *

The interpretation of that passage depends on the meaning
we give to the words correspond and determine, and to stnicture

and supei structure But before I discuss that, I should hke to

'cite another of Marx’s formulations The Critique was written in

the later 1850’s and put into final form m 1857-8 But in German
Ideology, written in 1845-6, he stated the same problems in the

following form

The social structure and the state must always arise from tlie life-

process of definite individuals, not as they may appear in their own and

other people’s ideas, but as they really are, that is, as they act, produce in

a material way, therefore as they produce under definite limitations,

presuppositions and conditions which are material and independent of their

will

The production of ideas, concepts and of consciousness is at first

directly mterwoven with the material acUvity and the matenal intercourse

of men, the language of actual life Conception, thought, the mental

intercourse pf men, then still appear as the direct efflux of their matenal

relations The same is true of mental production, as expressed in the

language of the politics, law, morality, religion and metaphysics of a

people Men are the producers of their concepts, ideas, etc—but real

producing men, as they are conditioned by a definite development of their

productive forces and the intercourse, up to its most far-reaching forms,

which correspond to these Consciousness can never be anything else than

conscious existence and the existence.ofmen in their actual hfe-process

.

Men, developing their matenal production and their material inter-

course, change along with this their real existence, also their thinking, and

the products of their thought It is not consciousness that determmes life,

but life that determines consciousness.

At a glance there seems a substantial difference between these

two statements Is the difference real? or is it merely the result

of a different onentation of a basically similar idea? In the

Critique it is social existence which determmes consciousness,
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m German Ideology it is life or life-process The latter doesn’t

mention structures, buf speaks of the production of ideas

in comparing and judgmg these terms we must use Marx’s

own originating reahsation of the umty of process

ni

Production, we said, was the fundamental activity separating

men off from the other annuals But what do we mean by
production? Clearly we cannot mean the mere raechamsm of

pioduction, we raie concerned with an activity, the core of the

formative process of the human essence To think of production

as merely a mechamsm, a matter of external and measurable

matters, reducible to statistics, would be the grossest of abstract

levelhngs In argumg about production m its historical contexts,

we must ofcourse use statistics and graphs, and treat the subject

from the angle of all available quantitative evidences But to

identify production with the human formative process and then

reduce it to a quantitative level would be to blaspheme every

truth of Marx’s umtary vision To say that in production we lay

our finger on the pulse of human reality is a very different thing

from saying that economic modes and relations can be abstracted

as the detemumng force from which spring all the other human
characteristics Such a mechamcal statement is the antithesis of
Marx’s dialectical concept of umty.
When we say that productive activity hes at the rootofhuman

life, we mean that production is the necessary spearhead of the

human need to master nature But that is not to abstract it from
the wholeness ofhuman beings Once we look at reahty, we find

that production by its very nature involves the spiritual life

One IS quite unthinkable without the other Spmtual activity is

mdissolubly fused with the earhest tentative efforts made by
men to control their envuonment Unless there had been present

m those efforts the first glimmerings of scientific hypothesis and
artistic mtegration, there would have been no act at all Or at

most a flittermg semi-automatic act which should have faded
away in the animal consciousness without that spmtual relation

of cause and effect from which come human productivity

Engels has pomted out at length the way in which human
activity brmgs mto a new level of consciousness the dynamic
‘plan’ inherent m all orgamsed life

We cannot think of denying to animals the capacity for planned,

premeditated activity On the contrary Planned activity already exists in

the germ wherever protoplasm, livmg albumen, exists and reacts, i e where
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definite movements, however simple, take place m response to defimte

stimuli firom without Such reactions occur efbn where no cell exists, much
less a nerve cell Likewise the manner m which insectivorouiS plants seize

their prey seems in certain respects planned, although quite uncqpscious

Among animals the capacity for conscious, planned action develops in

relation to the development of the nervous system and already -attams a

high stage among animals

Nevertheless all the planned actions of all animals has not succeeded in

impressing the stamp oftheir will upon the earth For this man was required

In short, the animal merely utilises external nature and effects changes

m it simply by its presence, man in changing it md^es it serve his ends,

dommates it And this is the ultimate essential difference between man and

other animals, and once again it is labour which causes this distinction ®

Labour, then, he is defining as ‘planned premeditated activity’

on a higher level than exists among other animals Central in

it IS the new awareness of purpose and causality Abs'-ract this

consciousness (with all its deep ramifications through the

whole man), and you are back agam on the animal level, and
labour is inexplicable Make the abstraction complete, and you
dive below into sub-human levels until in fact you go beneath

the protoplasm And you make the abstraction complete if you
assert that human history is reducible to productive modes and
relationships externally considered

For a dialectical thinker, it follows, to speak of production

as separate from consciousness, from spmt, is to commit
intellectual suicide The spiritual life and the productive act

are not two separate things, but are different aspects of the

same process, the human process *

IV

Marx has abundantly expressed this umtary viewpomt in the

works we examined in Chapter 1 It is the only tenable position

for a thinker committed to the full imphcations of dialectics

From it, then, we must draw the critenon by which we judge

statements on particular aspects of process

In Genna i Ideology Marx is careful to state as basic ‘the

life-process of defimte mdividuals’ The social structure, the

® Engels (b) 9f
Cf C Cahen, Le dorLn6 humain ‘se presente & nous sous une double forme
un corps humain, soumis aux lois physi tes et biologiques, une conscience, fait

nouveau, entant non plus qu’agentmais objet de connaissance Donnd double,

non pas un coips sans au moms des rudiments de conscience, ni une conscience

en SOI ind6pendante de la prise de conscience d’un corps et d’une nature

prdexistants, non plus que faction sur ce donn6 materiel, de la volonte mais un
corps et une conscience-volont6 donnes comme aspects mdissociables d’une

commune r6alite
’
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State-forms, are an expression of this process (of which they

are also’a part). The pro«:ess is the real life of the mdividuals-of
the-group,‘.that life in all its moving fullness, not as it is imag-

med by the individuals Will plays its part, but there are always a
number of factors independent of the will or consciousness of
particular persons^

Ideas are produced as part ofthe movement ofthe life-process

;

they do not emerge out of a universe set apart from the actual

world The two levels—world and spirit, practical act and
theoretical concept—are. ‘interwoven’. Men think and express

themselves in teffns of a real world, however abstractly or

fantastically, and that real world is both the world of nature

and the world of work The reahsation of the spirit cannot be
separated from* the level of productivity and its movements
Life includes consciousness as part of the formative process of*

man. ^

Interpreted thus, there is nothing in the passage which in any
way contradicts the dialectical concept of unity But there are a

few touches which iftaken separately, could be turned into partial

con&ct with the interpretation At one point the spiritual life,

culture in general and the processes of thought, are stated to be
an efflux of the material relations of men That is a shghtly un-
easy way of statmg the position, since it may be taken to mean
a one-way traffic, an absolute priority of ‘material production’

But as we saw above, to abstract material production from
spiritual activity is at once to smk to a sub-human level and to

introduce a dualistic concept into the very heart of our notion
of human life. Nor is the situation made any better by pre-

supposing some ‘pure’ matenal act, which is followed or accom-
pamed by thought. That is still to be metaphysical and to preserve

the dualism ®

Agam, the phrase ‘hfe deternunes consciousness’ is not quite

happy The terra detetmme comes from the mechanical sciences,

where such things as position, mass, velocity can be mathemat-
ically detemuned It is not a word we normally use except when
that kmd of quantitative exactness of relationship is in question

It suggests that consciousness is mechanically controlled by the

‘material world’ rather than that it is one aspect of the living

whole.® Not, I think, that Marx intended any such mechanical

‘ Cf Cahen, 41, on the falsity of ‘the attitude which consists of thinking that
matenal facts are caused by spiritual facts or vice versa There is perpetual
interaction, or, to use a better phrase, neither one nor the other, in the human
sphere, are ever given pure

'

‘ Lenin does however use ‘determine’ to mean ‘dialectically-connected’, e g, ‘In
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equation in the least I think that if we have grasped his central

concepts, we cannot fall into such interpretatiqns ®ut my
aim in this book is to sift through Marx’s statements wth
special emphasis on his concept of dialectical iimty The
question then arises' Why does Marx use these particular terms

in these passages?

V *
'

*

Marx IS certamly not intending to deny the umtary proposi-

tions with which he started and which gave him his whole new
Vision of process On the contrary, he is seeing to affirm those

propositions with stronger emphasis, but he is doing so from a

polemical angle which lays special weight on certain factors in

development Or rather, the terms he uses, the answers he gives,

depend on the questions he is answering

R G Colhngwood has some remarks on Truth, which are

relevant to our inquiry He asks what is ordinarily meant when
a proposition is called true, and he answers'

(a) The proposition belongs to a question-and-answer complex which as

a whole is ‘true’ m the proper sense of the word,

(b) Within this complex it is an answer to a certain question,

(c) The question is what we ordinarily call a sensible or intelligent

question, not a silly one, or m my terminology it ‘arises’,

(d) The proposition is the right answer to that question

If this IS what IS meant by calling a proposition ‘true’, it follows not

only that you cannot tell whether a proposition is ‘true’ or ‘false’ until

you know what question it was intended to answer, but also that a proposi-

tion which in fact is ‘true’ can always be thought ‘false’ by anyone who
takes the trouble to excogitate a question to which it would have been the

wrong answer, and convinces himself that this was the question it was

meant to answer

Whether a given proposition is true or false, significant or meaningless

depends on what question it was meant to answer ’

He points out that the question of truth ’is thus always an
histoncal question For only the historical approach can clarify

the essential groundwork What question is the statement

meant to answer*^

development there is realised the connection (ofall parts) of an infinite process,

the necessary connection of the whole world the mutually determining
connection of everything,’ see Shirikov, 261
Colhngwood (a) ch v. Cf Nietzsche (Ifi// to Powei ), ‘No one has ever declared

This IS, but some later and more precise generation discovers that the words
have the sense only of This means ’ That is, what is made as an answer to all

questions is found to be an answer to certain questions Lefebvre says a
criticism may be true in a relative denial but false when it makes an absolute

denial, (a) 7
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What we have to get clear, then, is what question Marx is

answerifig The tetms c£ his answer change to some extent

between The Holy Family and. the Cntique, with the German
Ideology as a sort of halfway house But to understand a change

in his terms we must be able to answer the following Is he

changing his mind or changing the question that he answers'^

VI

It IS impossibleHhat Marx is changing his mind The vision

he attained of the unitary nature of dialectical process in the

mid-Forties was fundamental It gave him the essential key to a

great new world-outlook, in which all the contradictions of

previous philosophies were resolved Some of the terms he used

to set forth his vision might be criticised one way or another,

but the basic fact, the vision of the umty of process, could not

be superseded It can never be superseded

In the period of The Holy Family he is writing m a wholly

positive way, out of the heart of his newly-mtegrated reahsation

of the wholeness of hfe But with the advent of violent days and
exile he gets down to a specific task, the analyses of the basic

forms and modes of Capitahsm He is in the thick of the fight

and stays there By doing so he makes great gams He feels his

feet ever more squarely on the sohd earth of history, and he
widens his grasp m many important ways But he inevitably

narrows his inteiests, no matter how he strives to keep alive

his study of poetry and hterature, of many non-economic
facets of hisiory

This ‘narrowing’ was dictated by the histoncai situation and
by Marx’s need to get at gnps with it No other way could he
have acted so powerfully on history in the hght of his guiding

passion* to make human wholeness possible by the defeat of

class-divisions

Imagme on the other hand that he had insisted on making
himself the philosopher of the reahsations he had gamed m the

latter half of the Forties—that he had gone ahead trymg to

demonstrate m every respect how (m Lemn’s phrase) historical

development is all-embracing, that he had tried to work out his

mtuition of the unity of process by showing how it apphed in all

the fields of human activity; that he had wrestled with the
problems of the relation of culture to production and had
shown in detail how the art and thought of each period was
related to the whole movement .We have only to state the
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supposition to see how ridiculous it is. How could he have done
It in any satisfying way? Much of the material whicji makes
such a working-out even barely possibfe has only been available

since his death—the most important part of it only'during the

last generation. If he had set out to develop his mtuition to the

full with the material thrown up in the period 1845-60, how
prolonged, difficult, and largely frustratory, would have been
his struggle of scholarship!

He would no doubt have gained an honoured name in the

upper levels of philosophy, but he would never have provided
the dynamic basis in organismg thought whic^made possible the

revolution of 1917 He set himself to use his ifew-found method-
ology for a single task, the cntique of capitahsm—^which

involved the providing of a broad basis of dialectical thought
basis which could be grasped by the more' class-conscious

workers
It IS not that he said to himself If I let myself wander into

unravelhng the vast complexity of dialectical threads in history

I shall lose my close contact with social and pohtical events

He acted by a deeper compulsion than that—a compulsion
which in fact came from the heart of his vision of umty In

order to enter effectively into the direct action of history, he
had to shape his unifying vision to a particular puipose But
not by some accident, some wilful distortion or self-sacrifice

On the contrary His action was dictated by the living core of

his reahsation, it was in the last resort the proof of that reahsa-

tion’s validity He took the only path which could make possible

the apphcation of bs uuifymg vision on a new and fuller level

m all the fields of thought The steady and certain pressures of

history led him towards the particular aspects of elaboration

and simphfication best suited for most powerfully influencing

the unmediate future, the post-1850 formations of the working-
class That IS, for grapphng with human reahty

VII

In 1857, when Marx was working on the Cntique and moving
towards Capital, it seemed that another revolutionary outburst

was near He wrote to Engels on 13 November, Tn 1848 we
thought our time was commg and m a certain sense it did, but

this tune it’s really conung and everything is at stake Under

“ This over-optimism, with an idea that capitahsm might simply collapse with
inner decay, never quite went Thus Engels wrote to Rebel (24 Oct 1894)
‘According to the leports, you said that 1 had prophesied the collapse of
bourgeois society in 1898 Theieisa slighteiioi there somewhere Alllsaidwas
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this extreme pressure of urgency he wanted to hammer out

m the simplest, clearest gmd most forcible terms what the basic

political apd economic issues were The extent to which he

personally felt that the work was a narrowing of his interests is

shoym^by his exasperated comments In April 1851 he had
written to Engels, T am now so far that I have finished with all

the'drudgery of eoononucs After that I shall woik on my book
at home and pitch into some other science in the Museum It is

beginning to bore me ’ Engels rephed, T am glad that you are

finally through With your political economy The thing was really

lasting too long,’ ^ut it was gomg to last considerably longer-
right up to Marx’s deathbed.

This intensely practical and polemical bent must be taken

into consideration On the one hand Marx carries on the day-to-

day fight and analysis m such activities as his articles in The.

New York Tribune; on the other hand he keeps working away
at the full theoretical exposition of the hopeless discord in

existmg society He feels every hour of the day and night that

he must battle against the veils, the distortions, the lies and
hypocrisies which make up so much of that society’s armour
against the forces of renewal, and which had a particularly

impenetrable smugness in Victorian lamer-faire days He aims
blow after blow against idealist distortions of the nature of
social developments—distortions which conceal all the real

dialectical nexus m false notions of the place of mind or spirit

in the movements of history

He is speaking out at a world which demes or evades the

concrete truth of the hfe-process; which blandly averts its smug
eyes from all that reveals the fullness oflife, the unity ofhumanity
With nature The question he answers is the question which
seeks slyly to ignore or to cut the subtle knot Unking men
dialectically with all other processes of nature The essential

point to bring out is the basic function of productive activity

m making man man
Marx wants primarily to afiirm that there is nothing but the

hfe-process, and that any abstractions or concepts which seek

that we might possibly come to power by 1898 If this does not happen, the old
bourgeois society might still vegetate on for a while, so long as a shove from
outside does not bring the whole ramshackle old building crashing down A
rotten old casing like this can survive its mner essential death for a few
decades, if the atmosphere is undisturbed So I should be very cautious about
prophesying such a thmg Our arrival at thepossibihty of power, on the other
hand, is a pure calculation of probability accordmg to mathematical laws

’

(Cf the extreme over-valuation of working-class developments in U.S A—
letter to F K Wischnewetsky, 3 June 1886) Such intense over-simplification
reveals the weaknesses of the socio-economic isolate (see later in this ch 8)
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to cut their umbilical connection with the productive energies

are denying the whole nature and njovement of history—are

denying the human essence. His increasingly polemical urge
makes him consider his terminology almost entirely from this

aspect. He wants to affirm the fact that the structure of historical

movement can never be grasped unless the key-nature of pro-
duction IS throughout kept in mind But, in*doing so, he moves
from the position of German Ideology, where production
embraces all human activity, including the cultural forms and
expressions, into the position of the Critique, where his angry
probing mto economic structures leads kim to emphasise
more defimtely one of the basic levels involved in production
He is not, I repeat, denymg the proposition put forward in

the German Ideology', he is simply keeping his eye firmly on
. those aspects of ‘production’ which he had found manageable—
the measurable aspects which enabled him to draw up certain

simphfied laws of development In using a rough formula to

indicate that the other aspects have a real relationship to those

which he has dissected, he is meaning no more than the affirma-

tion that everything is within the single life-process. But
because of his particular concentration of attention it has
been possible to interpret his words as meaning that the economic
structure can be abstracted from the total Irfe-process and set

up as a pnmum mobile for men, a basic force from which the

other elements or aspects ofmen are derived

Such an interpretation, however, runs counter to everything

creative m Marx’s thought It is a confusion and distortion

which can only be made if we crudely isolate some of his

statements from the whole current of his mental activity, and
if we refuse to relate those statements to their histoncal context.

vm

Marx himself makes no bones about the way in which
polemical emotions and directions provoke him into one type

offormulation rather than another In the Preface to the Second
Edition of Capital, he writes

More than thirty years ago, when Hegehanism was still fashionable, I

cntiased the mystifying aspect of the Hegelian dialectic But at the very

time when I was working at the first volume of Das Kapital, the peevish

and arrogant mediocnties who nowadays have the ear of the educated

public in Germany, were fond of treatmg Hegel much as in Lessing’s day

the world of Moses Mendelssohn used to treat Spinoza, namely as a ‘dead

dog’, That was why 1 frankly proclaimed myself a disciple of that great
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thinker, and even, in Das Kapital, toyed with the use of Hegelian termin-

ology when discussmg the theory ofvalue And sometimes he uses savagely

ironic analogies'

True, thdre is nothing of ironic intent in the passages cited

above hi §u, but there is much of polemic colouration, and that

colouration must be borne in mind when we ask exactly what
Marx means—what question he is answering He is vindicating

the essential part played by productive eneigies and relations

m the dialectic of the life-process, and is insisting that mind
or spirit cannot function in an abstract space There is a real

dialectical relatiotv^he is saying, between the material productive

level (the quantitative aspects) and the spiritual processes

Each level of process is dialectically determmed by the other

m the sense thqt together they make up the unity of the life-

process Marx has made abundantly clear in his earher,

works that that is the fundamental conception from which he
always starts out He repeated it with only a slight modification

of terms, when m German Ideology he equated the pi eduction

of goods and the production of ideas as diffeient aspects of
the life-process In the Critique he has no intenton of takmg
an iota away from those previous statements, but he is concen-

trating on one aspect of the truth—the aspect which he feels to

be most polemically important in the demolition of contem-
porary ideahsms ®

We must make this differentiation with the utmost care,

with the utmost attention to terms, if we aie to remain true to

the concept of dialectical unity The polemical simplification,

with Its emphasis directed at the vast topsyturviness of 19th-

century thought, enabled Marx’s analysis of the inner con-
tradictions of capitahsm to get across to growing numbers of
class-conscious workers Not of course that Marx is deliberately

hmiting his outlook or his terms for piopagandist purposes
The effective canahsation is brought about by the historical

pressures, the ceaseless convergence of certain basic political

issues upon Marx’s dialectically thinkmg brain

°It IS noteworthy that what is perhaps Engel’s finest statement of dialectics was
made as a polemic against Duhiing For Maix, see also Note, p 69

^"Note how Lenin in his fragment On Dialectic, emphasismg the fundamental
importance of the concept of dialectical unity, points to failures to keep it

in mmd through polemical popularismg ‘This aspect of dialectics customarily
received very httle attention ^ g by Plekhanov) the identity of opposites is

taken as the sum-total of examples, for example “a seed,” and in Engels, for
example, ‘‘pnmitive commumsm” But this is m the interests of populansation
and not as a law of Knowledge (and as the law of the objective world) ’ For
Plekhanov’s fadings in this respect, see Shirikov, 144
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IX

The dialectical position is that practice and theory are one;

act in its external material sense and act in its inder spiritual

sense are one When we say Tn the Beginning was the’Deed’,

we are polemising against the idealist notion that in the Begm-
mng was the transcendent Word But if we^tart thinMng that

men somehow did deeds and then began to think about them

—

thatmen somehow achieved a productive act and then began to

think about it, or that the thought just accompamed the act

without being an integral part of it—then we^rem a hopelessly

mechamst position

Yet in variously veiled forms that abstraction of the Deed,
which at once makes the Deed sub-human, is continually made
by thinkers who ought to know better. Consider the mixture

'of profundity and confusion in the fol'owing statement

Matenal change and mental change, or m the static sense, object and

mental image, are complementary forms of activity, mtimdtely bound

together by a qualitative relaton* We can perhaps follow the process in

this way
The objective behaviour of the world stimulates the human being, that

IS, it causes changes in two apparently separate human qualities, his action

and his thinking The latter, the thinking, sees the former, the action,

however, as part of the objective world, infers, deduces, co-ordinates, and

the cream of this expenence is subsumed mto a theory, m what we call a

rational form, It is a rational form that is approximately the counterpart

of the physical process itself, and it includes his actions

There can be no question of the universe ever showing itself in funda-

msatally irrational form Ranonal thought forn = itselfm the process, and

i£i so doing becomes the msirument for further discoveiy What is actual

can be analysed into rational form Rationality to be valid must have its

counterpart as a possible process m physical nature In this sense are

thought and action a umty, two aspects of a process that exhibits, as a

smgle statistical isolate, an active quahtative relation to the physical

world “

That statement hovers on the edge of a true dialectical

affirmation of the unity of process It sees the way in which the

matenal and the spiritual processes are actively bound up
together—so that lationahty is not a mere matter of judging

correctly a body of automatically given sense-data, but is

rather the hving umty of mental processes with all other

piocesses Thought is a formative process hke the other pro-

cesses (which we call matenal) which it apprehends

Levy (a) 277f
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And yet there is a thin vein of mechanistic thinking which

prevents the passage frtfm being quite right How can there

ever be a moment where you can start off with the ‘objective

behaviour of the world’ as something detached from the life-

process of the individual The mental-material act is always

bound up with the objective behaviour of the world; but that

IS not the same tlnng In one case, action and thinking are

derived from an external stimulation, in the other case, action

and thinking and stimulation are all aspects of a single process

This may be thought hair-sphtting, but if we turn from this

passage, publisheS m 1938, to a passage in another book by
the same author, published in 1945, we see how the mechanistic

elements have hardened

A human being is active He does things, and he thinks and feels about

the things he does, he then passes on to affect the things he thinks and

feels about If the situation irritates him, he tries to change it so that the

irritation may pass, so that the quality of his feelings may change

We put It this way
First stage— world affects his thoughts, passing into

Second stage—The world and his thoughts arouse his feelings,

passing into

Third stage—Uc does something to the world, changing it

These are not separate and distinct as we have written it As he changes

the situation, he is induced thereby to think and again to feel about what

he is doing

In SO far as that statement makes sense, it implies that thought

IS somehow an after-product Logical priority is given to

‘doing things’. Out of the automatic, abstract deed or economic
fact somehow arises the surrogate of thought Such a formu-
lation might have a crude polemical value against the position

that mind is an entity or essence prior to body, but as a precise

scientific formulation it ends by falling into the very one-
sidedness It deplores m its opponent’s case

X

I have said that Marx could not have done otherwise than he
did if he wished to find the point ofmost effective operation for

’^“Levy (b) 39f The mechanist position comes right outm the diagrams on pp 104
and 92 Cf, ‘They interact as opposites in the sense that ideology and social
institutions are evoked or arise from the influence of the material means of
production on the people who operate them, and in their turn finally change
and enhance these forms of production It is the essence of the matenahst
view This is one of the key-prmciples of Marxism’, 103-4 Rather, it is one of
the basic distortions of Marxism arising from an illegitimate use of mechanist
cause and effect in the human sphere
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his dialectical realisations—the point at which his intuition of
the unity of the process could mate most powerfully tvith the
motive forces of history. For from the very first his .orientation

was towards the need for poleraismg against the dmsiv^ forces
in his world His reahsation of the unity of natural process, of
man and nature, of individual and society, led him directly mto
the discovery that class-society outraged and drucified the whole-
ness of man. In takmg the polemical steps which led to Capital,

he was not following any wilful mood of pugnacity, he was
going straight to the heart of reahty, m the inescapable struggle

No other way could dialectics impact on thefreal world at that

stage of history

Marx was obliged to make a certam isolate in order to find his

point of operation That isolate was the process of economic
•production, its modes and relations The choice of that isolate

led him both to the terrific virtue of his analysis and to its

necessary himtations

In acting thus, he was takmg the only procedure open to a
scientist, and his act is to be analysed always in terms of the

Colhngwood formula' What question is he histoncally answer-
ing? That formula must be apphed to all thinkers, all scientists

and artists, if we are to understand their work with any clarity

The historical situation in its full dialectical nature (which
involves the whole human situation at the time, all the economic,
artistic, scientific, mstitutional, etc , aspects) is what lays down the

lines that tan be fruitfully developed As Whyte says, discussmg
the mutual dependence of material and mental aspects,

‘Material and economic conditions determine little unless mental
processes conform, and mental processes are ineffective unless

they can extend their patterns in the external world But
neither of these aspects is in general pnor to the other; both
are expressions of the umtary process The thinker has to

extend his patterns m the external world, and so his thinking

is a dialectical fusion between himself and tfie external world
His problem is to find the hnes along which that fusion operates

most richly and powerfully. And so it is his choice of the lines

of approach, the particular isolate or isolates which he makes,
that shows whether he is in the midstream of human need or
floundering in the shallows

The process of thought is a process of forming isolates

and of breaking them ‘We are always mentally isolating bits

of bits from a umverse in which each thmg or group exists

"Whyte (a) 79
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'

always within a wider group.’^* Engels puts the same pomt;

In order to -understand tfiese detads we must detach them from their

natural or h'lstoncal connections, and examine each one separately, as to

Its nature, its speaal causes and effects, etc

4nd Lenin adds.

The human conception of cause and effect always somewhat simplifies

the objective connection of the phenomena of nature, reflecting it only

approximately, artificially isolating one or another aspect of a single world-

process

XI

If we take some of the great isolates in the history of science,

without which its mam achievements would have been impos-
sible, we find the choice dictated by the needs of the whole
human situation at the time, Outstandmg examples are the

Newtoman and the Darwiman hypotheses.

Newton isolated all that m the umverse which is capable of a
purely quantitative analysis, and from this isolate he built up a
gigantic simplification on which the vast advance of modern
science has been largely dependent. But he did it at the cost of

banishing all quahties from the umverse What he evoked was a
mechanical ghost of reahty, and yet it was the necessary step to

all further advances Not only because of the endless direct ways
in which It strengthened men’s adventure into the mastery of

nature; but also because of the way in wluch, by developmg
various strains and breaks in its structure, it showed progress-

ively where the contrary movements, aiming at the restoration

of fullness to the substance of things, could most effectively

develop and in turn build up an evolutionary scheme: where
the contrary movements could in time tackle the problem of
differing levels and integrations

Thus, there was dependent on the Newtonian hypothesis, not
only the obvious derivations and extensions, but the attitudes

which enabled men to go far beyond it into quite new aspects of
reality

Darwm built up his great evolutionary scheme by isolating

one factor, that of Natural Selection By working out a system
whereby it seemed proved that Natural Selection could bring

“Levy (a) 34
^‘Engels (e) 27
*^“Lemn (a)^ xi 217 There can be major isolates and minor ones Each great
hypothesis is a major isolate, within which a very considerable working-out can
go on before the limitabons assert thenselves
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about the survival of species best adapted to grapple with
environment, he cut the ground away from all .metaphysical

explanations of hfe He gave the stimulus towards the creation

of a real sense of process and of the scientific instrument for

expressing process And yet he did all this by deahng with only
one half of the situation He took for granted Variation and all

its problems I do not mean that he merely 'did not investigate

the problem ofVanation, left to Mendel and others the discovery

of genes, etc I mean that he did not raise the fundamental issue

of what variability was, and how variabihty and adaptation

worked together as different aspects of the^total evolutionary

process

Now if Newton had sat down and gone on brooding over

the problems of alchemy and the phlogiston theory, and so on,

he would never have made his great isolate. He might have
thrown off some remarkable intuitions of what later chemistry

and mathematics did in fact estabhsh, he might have stumbled
on some mystically-phrased concepts in which we could now
recogmse an approach to fuller intuitions of process But he
would have done nothing more And unless someone else had
provided an hypothesis such as that which he did actually

provide, we should never have been m the position even to

congratulate him on his ghmpses of futurity For nobody
would have formulated the great undying concepts which with

all their limitations were what was needed to build the basis

for the Ihter developments
Similarly, if Darwin had gone on brooding over the entire

problem of organism and process, he might have thrown out
even more intuitions of evolutionary movement than his grand-

father Erasmus did. but he could not have done more The basis

for the whole modern advance would have been lacking—till

somebody else (Wallace) did appioximately what he did

There are many leaps and short cutsm the story of knowledge;
but there is no evading the close relation ofdominant hypothesis

with the whole level which humamty has reached at any given

period At every stage, certain definite hmitations have to be
accepted if there is to be any stable advance and expansion of
thought

I am not equating Marx’s choice of the productive processes

(in the himted sense) as his isolate with the choice ofmechamcal
relations by Newton or of natural selection by Darwm.^’ I am

^’Engels does practically equate Marx and Darwin in his funeral oiation for

M arx ‘As Darwin discovered the law of evolution in organic nature, so Marx
discovered the law of evolution m human history

’
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however pointing to the fact that every great isolate or hypoth-

esis in the history of th®ught is m fact an isolate and has its

history And wW stands out on a grand scale in these tremend-

ous thinkers can be traced in a lesser way m every significant

scientific discovery Marx says somewhere that men only tackle

the problem for which they are ready; and in a broad way that

is a statement we fiaust never forget. In the actual movement of

culture a myriad potentiahties emerge But only those go into

frmtful action which are m the key of the general lines of

advance; which coincide with the dominant needs of the human
process at that pcint of time and space Others may die out,

may be crushed in their birth, others again may survive to link

up with history at some future stage In the case of Marx the

line he took in Capital was the fine most capable of fruitful

working-out at that time and place, but other potential aspects

of his thought, which he threw up but did not work out in

the Forties, now provide the key to the world-process

All scientific thought, whether it deals with a huge hypothesis

or a small experiment, moves by the construction of isolates

and then by the breaking of them down ‘We have to remember
that in stating the law there are,m addition to its mere statement,

also the circumstances defimng the limits of the phase to which
It can apply,’

The hmit appears fairly quickly in deahng with a small

isolate, where the potentialities of analysis are soon exhausted.

But in the case of a vast isolate such as that of the measurable
aspects of the universe, there is so much to be done that it is

some time before it becomes at all clear that the measuring
activity does not exhaust all the basic aspects of things

Marx carried out successfully the first phase in the develop-

ment of a dialectical apprehension of the life-process, with the

aid of Engels. He did it in the only way that was historically

possible, or historically fruitful But for us now the important
thing to reahse is that, after we have fully grasped all the valu-

able aspects of the working-out by Marx and Engels, we have no
right to rest on the generahsations of that working-out We
have to reahse them as a whole as well as in detail, and then

move on to the next phase This does not mean a demal of

the first phase, but means an absorption of all its positive

achievements mto the basis for the next arc of movement And
>'H. Levy (a) 106
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in fact, in the work ofLenm and Stalin, we find more than a few

hints as to the way in which that arc develops; we .find the new
onentation rapidly and powerfully maturing But .only now,
with the pohtical experience of ^e anti-fascist struggle and
with the enormous scientific advances smce 1900, is it possible

to move fully mto the new phase. And now, smce it is possible,

it IS also urgently necessary
*

xin

It may be asked’ Why, if all that is correcVdid not Marx say

what you have said? Why did he not say that he was dehberately

hmiting himself to one half of the human process, and that in

order to found the science of dialectics he had. temporarily to

Ignore the spiritual or cultural side of human evolution*^

The answer to that query is in two parts First, Marx and
Engels to a considerable extent did say all that Each man was
deeply interested m cultural matters Marx, for instance, never

gave up his lovmg study of the Greek poets Lafargue says that

he read Aeschylus through in the Greek at least once a year.^®

Such great writers as Homer, Dante, Shakespeare, Cervantes

and Goethe were contmual sources of spiritual strength for

him; and his comments on Greek art, cited above m Ch 1 §vii,

show how acutely aware he was of all those aspects of cultural

activity which cannot be explained in sociological terms In his

deep affection for Heme one may read somethmg of a symbol
of his attitude to the poetry which he so passionately loved but

which he had to set aside to such a considerable extent

He was m close touch with Heinnch Heme and he did much to make the

year 1844 a memorable one m the life of the poet, assisting at the birth of

the fVmier Fables, the Sons of the Weavers and the immortal satires on the

German despots They were not long together, but Marx remained loyal

to Heme even when the howling of the Philistines agamst him became

still more fiinous than it had been against Herwegh, and he generously

remamed silent when the bedndden Heme cited him untruthfully as a

Witness that the annual grant the poet received from the Guizot Mmistry

'"Lafargue in 1891 Talk was mainly of art and literature, and the subject of
politics was forbidden Marx with prodigious memory declaimed long passages
Irom the Divine Comedy, ‘which he knew almost by heart, he recited 5so scenes
from Shakespeare, seconded often by his wife ’ Lafargue says that he had a
cult of Shakespeare, and his daughters ‘knew him by heart’ lliey also recited

poems and satires by Bums, and sang negro songs while dancing (says

Liebknecht) Marx promised them to write a drama on the Gracchi, but never
had time (He also wanted to write a Logic and a History of Philosophy ‘He
would have needed to live a hundred years to carry out his literary projects

'

Lafargue

)
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was irreproachable As we know, m his youth Marx himself had vainly

yearned for poetic laurels afld all his life he retained a hvely sympathy for

poets, invanably showing gieat toleration towards their little weaknesses

He was never misled by the shout about Heine’s alleged treachery,

which even affected Engels and Lassalle, though both had the excuse of

extfenier youth ‘We need very few signs to understand one another’,

wrote Heme on one occasion to excuse his ‘confused scribble’, and the

sentence had a deeper significance than the immediate one which

prompted it
*"

‘We need veiy few signs to understand one another ’ Heme
tduched there the quick of the man, and indeed the circum-

stances of Marx’s devoted toil meant that he had to stay satis-

fied with confused scribble of contact As we saw above, he
groaned under the burden of pohtical economy—but he bore it.

It was only after Marx’s death, when a few correspondents

raised a number of cultural matters, that Engels turned to

face the problems at aU directly Thus, in July 1893, he wrote to

Mehrmg
Marx and I are both to blame upon one point We both placed, and

had to place, the chief weight upon the derivation of the pohtical, legal, and

other ideological notions, with their resulting actions, from economic facts

Consequently, we neglected the elements of their form (i e the actual

mannei in which they developed) Because we have denied that the

different ideological spheres have an independent historical development,

we were supposed to have denied that they had any historical efficacy At

the basis of this is the undialectical vulgar neglect of reciprocity Once an

historical factor has been brought into the world it can react upon its own
conditions

That goes a long way towards stating the limitations which
he and Marx had ‘had to place’ upon themselves It shows that

Engels, when sharply pulled up, could detach himself from the

polemical and practical pressures which had caused the great

first isolate ofMarxism But it was not to be expected that in a

short statement made m a letter he could work out fully the

““MehnngjVSf I feel theie is something equally symbolic in the charming story

that Lunacharski tells of Lenm In 1906 Lenin was at the lodgings ot Liacht-

chenko, who had a library of the works of artists edited by Knackfuss Lenin
stayed for the night Next morning he was found looking drawn and haggard
Asked if the bed had been uncomfortable or full of bugs, he answered, ‘What
an entrancing domain is the history of art How much work here for a com-
munist what a pity that one can’t do it all If I only had more time, I’d like to

study m a much deeper way this side of the social life ofmen ’ No suggestion

there that a simple one-track approach would solve the issues (Cf Lenin’s
remark on Beethoven’s Appasslonata ‘It is astonishing super-human music I

think always with aperhaps naive pride see what miracles men can accomphsh ’’

—Gorky (a) 249 Lenm said he didn’t dare listen to too much music )
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terms of the next phase—terms which are only now becommg
possible of formulation after the newibasic advaijccs made by
science since 1900. His extreme elasticity of mind !§ shown by
the degree to which he can move into a new detachment^ admit

that in the economic isolate ‘the actual forms of development’

m culture have been ignored, and go on to point out the problem
of dialectical reciprocity which had to be unravelled if Marxism
was to progress The burden of the old isolate still appears,

however, m the use of the term ‘derivation’ “ In pomt of

dialectical fact the cultural elements of a society are not derived

from the economic system any more than the econonuc system

is derived from them They arise together with that system as

part of the total human process

Again and again m these late letters Engels- returns to the

theme that Marxists must beware of vulgarisations which seek

to reduce the human hfe-process to economic necessity

It IS not true that the economic situation is the sole active cause and

everything else only a passive effect though there is a fundamental

necessity which m the last instance always asserts itself like a red

thread through all the others

According to the materialist conception of history the deterrmnmg

element m history is ultimately the production and reproduction m real

life More than this neither Marx nor I have ever asserted If therefore

somebody twists this mto the statement that the economic element is the

only determmmg one, he transforms it into a meaningless abstract and

absurd phrase

What IS the key-point that Engels is makmg? That spiritual

or cultural activity is real, is m no way a passive reflection or

epiphenomenon, and that there is a real relation between
the cultural levels and the (economically) productive levels

With these points no dialectician can carp And agam when he
says that law hke the money-market ‘must subimt to the move-

“^The idea of ‘derivation’ is easier to sustain if one thinks in terms of the relation

of such forms as Law to the econonuc structure, for there is often a close

practical connection Note that the generalisations about culture cited above
from the Critique come after the mention of investigations which 'led to the
conclusions that legal relations as well as forms ofState could not be understood
from themselves, nor from the so-called general development of the human
mind, but, on the contiary are rooted m the mateiial conditions of life’. And
there is no tneniion ofArt or Science m either passage !

Marx had perforce studied Jurisprudence at Berlm University under E Cans,
who was philosophically trained and highly polemical against the Prussian
‘historical school’ and ‘its narrowness and mustmess and its deleterious influence

on legislation and the development of law’, Mehring (a) 10 Marx at the
Umversity tiled to found a philosophy of law and did a lot of work before he
realised the ‘falsity of the whole thmg ’ He also madealong study ofthe Hegelian
theory of law
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inent of production as a whole’, we can have no quarrel—if

'production’ IS taken nvthe broad sense of the passage from
German Ideology where Marx speaks of the production of both
ideas and goods, and declares that the two forms of production

are only different aspects of a single hfe-process

What Engels is wrestlmg with is essentially the problem of

finding certain terms of reference and definition adequate to the

full movement of his thought He cannot qmte get across his

meamng because those terms are not yet to hand That is, the

dialectical working out of the real relationship he is discussing

had yet to be made.

XIV

Before I pass on, I should hke to return for a moment to

an essay of Marx’s I have already cited (in Ch 1 § vii) Thisessayy

referred to in the Critique, was only pubhshed in 1903 by
Kautsky Here indeed we find that Marx, on the eve of dedi-

cating all his energies to the economic workmg-out, is rapidly

glancmg over the whole problem and indicating the lines on
which the dialectical understanding of culture must proceed
He insists strongly that there is no mechanical relation between
the material base and the spiritual achievement

For art, one knows that some periods of flowering are not m any way
m relation to the general development of society, or, in consequence, with

the material base, the skeleton m some sort of its organisation For

example, the Greeks compared with the moderns, or with Sh^espeare ”

He goes on to deal with the relation ‘of the total domain of

art with the general development of society’, and to argue

briefly that the contradictions can be resolved within a fuller

dialectical understanding But then, after bringing social and
aesthetic together again, he posits the yet further problem, the

basic one, that after having estabhshed, say, the connection of

Greek art and Greek society, we still have to explain why
Greek art remains aesthetically vital In short, we have still

to deal with the fundamental aesthetic issue and to discover

what is humanly integrative in the aesthetic act

In this essay we perhaps find the turmng-point m Marx’s
development After indicating the lines along which a dialectical

examination of culture would have to proceed, he turned aside

to devote hunself to the isolate of the economic structure

“Marx (f) 246-8.

e , to bring together the Marx who wrote ‘Man produces according to the laws
of Beauty’ and the Marx Who showed that (m commodity-production) men
produce according to the laws of value and surplus-value
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XV

Now, to come to the second reason why the attention on the

primary isolate turned Marx and Engels from workmg out

the terms of the fuller dialectical reference

We must remember always that a thinker, .in making" one of
the grand isolates which give men the basis for a comprehen-
sive advance, must concentrate on exhausting its possibihties,

and that he can do so only if he resolutely limits himself to

the terms of his inquiry ^
If Newton had kept on telhng himself that his mathematical

work was useless without an understanding of the forms and
modes of evolutionary process, he would simply have paralysed

his mind If Darwin had kept on pomting out to himself that

Natural Selection after all omitted the mam problem of evolu-

tionary process, he would merely have confused his thoughts

and would never have written his epochal work If one then

asks why Marx could not proceed fully along the unitary Imes
which dominate his thought up to the Contribution discussed in

the last section, one is simply confessing ignorance as to the

ways m which human knowledge has been gamed and consoh-

dated Creative thinking, however revolutionary, builds itself

up out of the body of thought of its period, it transforms that

thought, but only by reason of its close interpenetration There
is no such thing as a given instrument of thought with self-

sufBcient criteria. ‘Rational thought forms itselfm the process’,

says Levy profoundly, ‘and in doing so becomes the instrument

for further discovery
’

Marx ‘formed’ a dialectical instrument by grapphng with the

bases of scientific knowledge m his day in terms of the only
isolate capable then of extended and precise mvestigation This

mstrument was inevitably a combination of relative and absolute

elements (usmg both terms m reference to human process), on
the one hand it was bound up with the limitations of the scien-

tific knowledge of the period, on the other hand it grasped
certam aspects of the unity of process which remain ‘eternally’

true

XVI

From the remarks made in the last section we can develop
a more exact explanation of Marx’s isolate, its vahdity and its

lirmtations. The old forms of static logic could set themselves up
as infallible and unchanging, since they are conceptually based,
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like the Newtonian hypothesis, on identities and differences

which fcan be quantitaicvely verified But dialectical logic can

never have such comfortable assumptions It is as fai lemoved
from an opportunist relativism as it is from static certitudes;

but it is never separable from the whole body of knowledge and
realisation at any given moment It is the abstraction of that

'body, but can ne'^ei lest content with abstraction It is process-

logic and must continually return to piocess to verify itself

It IS formed m the act of discovering itself; and since the act of

discovery is a movement into a fuller concept of unity, the logic

can never be quite the same at the end of any section of its

adventure as it was at the beginning

Dialectical logic is formed, extended, modified, and rendered

more adequate" by the actual process of its working-out. It is

not a method in the abstract, but is the consciousness of the

totality of scientific and artistic method (which together include

technique) at any given moment, and so it must move fioin one
unifying depth to another It is dependent on science m its

total movement, and changes as the grasp of science changes

and deepens. (It is also m the last degree equally dependent on
art-activity)

When one considers the shattering scientific discoveries

which have gone on since 1900, it is obvious that forms of

dialectical method worked out m the peiiod 1845-80 could no
longer be adequate but must need reconsideration both in

detail and in fundamental concept and method. To think

otherwise is to put oneself automatically out of court by a

confession of ignorance as to the whole nature of dialectics

The appeal must be from the Marxism of the bibliolaters, of

whom Trotsky may be taken as an example, to what Stahn has

called ‘creative Marxism’. And Lenin and Stalin, we find, have
in fact, done much to help the shift to the fuller concept of

dialectical unity . In the directly political sphere they have

almost always kept that concept before them To take one
outstanding example, Stahn’s analysis of Nationhood is con-

cerned with the unifying factors in social hfe and arrives at the

followmg definition

A nation is a historically evolved, stable community of language, terri-

tory, economic hfe, and psychological make-up manifested m a community

of culture

*^Stalin (a) 8 His whole analysis should be studied All the di/isions arc divisions

within a unity, which is perpetually reaffirmed All the complex antagonisms,
conflicts and opportunities, which make up a laige part of the stream of events,
are seen as in the last resort constituting a living unity, the nation, which in
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Only after having cleared up the elements constituting

national unity does Stahn go on to discuss forces whjch split

or modify that unity His method tlftoughout is consciously
unitary

But Lenin and Stahn have been great pohtical leaders who
had no time to spare for tackling the full cultural issues

XVII

In considenng any apphcation of dialectical logic we must
then look to the total state of sciencem its period The dialectical

instrument of Marx and Engels mustm the last resort be related

to the foims and methods of science in the period 1800-80.

Later, in discussing Hegehan logic, I shall go fiirther into this

pomt Foi the moment it is enough to make it in a general way
But meanwhile I trust it will be clear that a ctitique of Marx
along the hnes I have taken is m no way a statement that
Marxism is or has ever been mechanical The problem is, and
always will be, to keep on examining the dialectic for mechan-
ical elements—to bring it closer to the full development going
on m science This involves correction of detail, but also of
theory Theory cannot exist apart from practice, or vice versa
The two aie merely different aspects of a single process of
knowledge

XVIII

There is yet one more factoi that should be glanced at in our
inquiry into the reasons for Marx’s isolate This lies m the
historical'and political situation itself Marx emerged from the
abortive 1848 revolutions to meet the breakdown of Chartism
and the diffieult period when the British woi king-class were
striving to find new foims of union—to develop trade-unions
and co-operatives (and ultimately the Labour Party) inside the
triumphant upcurve of imperiahst expansion
The need to separate things out was predominant—to stress

conflict m a situation where (whatever disturbing factors
might come and go) there was no force capable of bieaking
through the class-divisions Only now, with the enormous
turn IS a factor in larger fields of unity (Ibid 17) Stalin explicitly rejects one"
Sided approaches ‘it is theiefoie clear that tlieic is in fact no single distinguish-
ing characteristic of a nation There is only a sum total of characteristics, of
which, when nations aie compared, one characteristic (national character), or
another (language), oi a thud (territoiy, economic conditions), stand out m
sharper relief A nation constitutes the unity of all these characlcustics taken
togethci’(l 1) ‘Ihe economic, political^ and cultuial conditions of a given nation
constitute the only key to the question of how a paiticulai nation ought to
aiTange its life and whatfoi ms its future constitution ought to take It is possible
diat a specific solution of this pioblem will be lequired for each nation

’

Throughout, Stalin implies the Unitary Methodology
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advance of science and the massing of the peoples for the

achieveanent of full democracy, can we afford to put the

emphasis on' the uniting factors Conflicts enough remain, on a

ghastly and bloody scale of possible destructiveness which even
Marx tould not have dreamed of, and yet the emphasis on those
uniting factors remains It in fact alone can save the situation

' XIX

And now a last word, which I write on re-reading this

chapter some months after its composition I feel that none of
the analyses I ha;/e made are entirely satisfactory, but I feel

that as they stand they open up lines of thought in the necessary
direction Above all, I feel that despite many efforts to protect

my thought from misunderstanding, the reader may have the
impression that I am saying something like this that Marx
got the idea of dialectical unity, applied it narrowly along one
line, and thus left a mass of distortions What I am in fact

saying is something very different

The key-point is that Marx developed his dialectical concept
in terms of the full human situation in which he found himself

Those tensions which can easily be labelled as narrowing are

in fact the particular musculai and spiritual lines of strain as

Marx braces his being for the gigantic struggle against all that

was humanly evil in his world If I speak strongly of mechan-
istic perversions of his thought, it is because such perversions

fail to grasp this central fact Once one has grasped it, one’s

loyalty to Marx can never be shaken, and one must fight

against all and any who deny or fail to see it In the last resort

the polemical aspects of his thought are sucked into that intense

core of creative light, that ceaseless realisation of hving unity,

which determines all his foimulations And because Marx is

always thus at the heart of human life, the shape of his thinking

IS bound up with the shape of his world Not in any superficial

way, but in the sense that his image of the life to be redeemed
IS vitally fused with his image of the evil force which distorts

life and obstructs its freedom. All that I have said above about
the ‘relativities’ in his thought must be undei stood inside this

focus, which gives the last word to his vision of wholeness

“‘In general formulations, where he may seem to be putting a gap between
production and ‘superstructure’, we must allow lor the effect of lus strong sense
of the very realgap, brought to a head by capitalism, between action and thought,
between productive reahties and theoretical workings-out In this way the
change in the C; Ulque probably represents his deepened sense of the wrong done
to hfe by capitalist Ideology What he wants above all is a new way of life m
which the alienating gap between production and culture is no longer existent.
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CHAPTER THREE

Consciousness

I

Towards the end of the last chapter we touched on the

problem of knowledge We noted that the instrument of know-
ledge cannot be some colourless and abstracfinstrument, imply-

ing an absolute and abstract criterion of values Rathei, it is a

structure fashioned in the very process of knowing, and changes

with the changing range and depth of knowledge
As a first consequence of the dialectical approach, we must

take as our basic starting-point the unity of man’s spiritual

processes with the processes of nature Men do not know the

world because they have a given faculty of judgment, which
has enabled them to judge correctly, to comp'are evidence,

and so on Men know the world because they are part of it

The faculty ofjudgment and all the rest of the human psychic

equipment have evolved thiough a differentiation within the

human organism The point of reference is always the human
whole, from which alone the separate faculties derive meaning
and power
Thus Engels cnticises the rationalist or idealist attitude to

knowledge

Such a result comes from acceptmg m quite a naturalistic way ‘con-

sciousness’, ‘thought’, as something given, something from the outset in

contrast to being, to Nature If this were so, it must seem extremely

remarkable that consciousness and Nature should be so closely in

correspondence

But if the further question is laised What then nre tliought and con-

sciousness, and whence come they, it becomes apparent that they are

products of the human brain and that man himself is a product of Nature,

which has been developed m and along with its environment, whence it is

self-evident that the products of the human bram, being m the last analysis

also products of Nature, do not contradict the rest of Nature, but are m
correspondence with it ^

Later, near the end of his life, he wrote

The general laws of motion—both of the external world and of human
thought—(are) two sets of laws which are identical in substance but differ

'Engels (a) 44f
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m their expressionm so far as thehuman mind can apply them consciously,

while in nature and also up,fto now for the most pai t in human history,

these laws asseft^lhemselves in the form of exteinal necessity in the midst

of an endless series of seeming accidents “

With these positions Lenin concurs ®

II

These statements are based on the unitary conception in

which both the external processes of nature and the internal

processes of the ^irit woik by the same principles, and are

ultimately pai ts ofa laiger single process In the act ofknowledge
they make up a living unity, in which consciousness and un-
consciousness afe fused

This appiehension is an act That is, it is actively unifying,"

creative. Into it both nature and the apprehending individual

enter, and tliough subjective elements aie present, the total

result IS neither solipsistically subjective nor abstractly objective.

It IS a real knowledge of a leal world
But because personality is inseparable from social existence,

the story of knowledge is not a simple one of men apprehending
the world and themselves m a steady one-track movement
towards truth The process by which a man apprehends the

world IS bound up m turn with all the struggling divisions and
unions which make up his personal and social life, and vice

versa The expansion of knowledge is bound up with fhe expan-
sion of freedom and universality (in Marx’s sense of those

terms). And m history freedom and umveisahty have been
Imnted, thwarted, distorted as well as realised, and this complex
movement and counter-movement appear in knowledge as

well as in personal and social life

The full psychic issue does not concern us heie but we must
inquire further m.to the terms used to express the relation of
spirit to the outer world and the processes of knowledge If

knowledge is an active process, it must do more than reflect

the world. It apprehends the world, and since the apprehension
IS part of man’s whole active relation to society and nature, it

changes the world. It does not reflect the self, it expresses the

self, and by expression it changes the self.

The processes of knowledge are thus an integral part of the

whole human life-process—of productive activity in the broad
sense which includes sexuality and culture

’Engels (a) 54f
’Lenin (a) xi, 217f
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However, the concentration on the socio-economic isolate,

winch we discussed in Chapter 2, pi evented suiTicient

attention being paid by Marx, Engels or tcnin to the term's

needed to define the relation of knowing to the whole psychic

process The reason foi this is bound up with the polemical

attitudes already discussed Not that Marx, Engels or Lenin

ever really fail to think of mind in the ternns cited above in Si.

They merely proceeded to apply the dialectical generalisation

in a polemic context, they were primaiily conceined with

attacking ideahst preconceptions

The recognition of objective law in natuie and the recognition that this

law IS reflected with approximate fidelity in the mind ofman is materialism *

So Lenin And if one takes that passage in isolation, it could

be argued that mental processes were being desciibcd as

passive and automatic reflections of movements outside the

self Reflection is a teim which no amount of casuistiy can

reconcile with the idea of active processes. But lead the preceding

sentences

For it IS indeed clear that the subjectivist line on the question ofcausality,

the deduction of the order and necessity of nature not from the external

objective world, but fiom consciousness, reason, logic, not only opposes

the former to the latter, but makes nature a pait of reason, instead of

legarding reason as part of nature The subjectivist line in the question of

causality is philosophical idealism (vaiieties ot which ate the theories of

causality ofHume and Kant) i e fideism more or less weakened and diluted

It is clear then (once we invoke the Collingwood formula)
that in using the term leflection Lenin is meiely intending to

aflirm that the external woild really exists a.nd that there is a
leal relationslup between it and the knowing self He is only
affirming that knowledge of the world is possible “

He IS 111 fact conducting his long polemic against the attempt
to find m knowledge only a set of ‘corresponding symbols’,
against Plekhanov’s thesis of ‘hieroglyphs’ and othei slightly-

*Lemn (a) xi, 216
“The extent to which this is his intention, and the minimal extent to which ho
dogmatises about his formulations, can be seen from the toUowmg ‘fhe
scientific doctrine ot the structure of substance, the chemical composition of
food, and the electron may become antiquated with time, but the truth that
man is unable to subsist on thoughts and beget children by platonic love alone
can never become antiquated ’ (a) vi, 152
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disguised idealisms whiph sought to cut the dialectical link

between niiild and nature “

IV

Though he uses the term reflection when he has this polemical

purpose uppermost m his thoughts, he continually makes clear

in other passages, when he comes to deal positively with the

problem of knowledge, that he conceives the mmd as fundamen-
tally active For instance, he then uses the active dialectical

term ti ansformation

The developmeftl of consciousness in each individual and the develop-

ment of the collective knowledge of humanity at huge presents us at every

step with examples of the transformation of the unknown tlung-m-itself

into the known thmg-foi-us, of the transformation of the blind unknown

necessity, ncccssity-iii-itself, into the known neccssity-for-us Epistemologi-

cally, there is no difference whatever between these two transformations ’

And at one point we actually catch him passing from the

polemical anti-idealist term reflection to the positive dialectical

phrase creation In activity, he says, ‘the consciousness of men
not only reflects the objective woild, but also creates it

And m yet another passage he develops the idea of thinking

as a process of transformations in order to attack the sham-
Marxist

Dialectics is characteristic of all human knowledge in general. And
natural science shows us (and here again it must be demonstiated m any

given simple instance) objective nature with the same qualities, the trans-

formation of the singulai into the general, of tlie contingent into the

necessary, transitions, modulations, and the reciprocal connection of

opposites Dialectics is the theory of knowledge of (Hegel and) Marxism,

This IS the ‘side’ ofthe matter (it is not a side, but the essence of the matter)

to which Plekhanov, not to speak of other Marxists, paid no attention ®

Here he claims that transformations are characteristic of

mental process as of any other process

‘Just as Engels developed much of his thought in the polemic against Duhnng,
so Lenin in Maiermllsm and Ciiipii lo-CHtiavm was throughout aiming at the
confused attempt by a group of Russian socialists exiled on Capri to recast
Marxism on positivist lines llis teimmology is tlieiefore based pnmaiily on the
need to establish the leality of the external woild, and must be critically under
stood in this light,

’Lenm(a)xi 249.
‘See Shinkov, 269
•Lenin, (a) xi 83t
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But there is no doubt that the pdliemical use- of the term

reflection has long outlasted any virtues it may onc6‘ have had
It tends to obscure that ‘essence of the matter’, the dialectical

unity and movement of transformations m process It is no use

at all to say

Even the smallest generalisation or mental conclusion is a certain

activity of the subject The movement ofknowledgem the direction of ever

deeper connections supposes an active, operative relationship of the mmd
to its object «

By definmg representations, ideas, as mirror-like reflections of tne

object m consciousness, the Marxist-Lenimst theory of knowledge is only

seekmg to stress the material nature of the object and the reflection of its

Yeal aspects in representations. But from this mirror-like element in

reflection, it by no means follows that human consciousness, hke a lifeless

reflectmg surface, mirrors only that which immediately standsm front of it,

nor that our consciousness, like a matenal mirror, always and m some way
reflects objects according to some immutable laws of its own, and con-

sequently gives, at any given point, either absolute truth or absolute

falsehood

By drawing such conclusions from the theory of reflection, opponents

of the Marxist-Lenmist philosophy such as Max Adler, have either

deliberately or inadvertently distorted it, hke Axelrod they ‘forget’ that

this ‘reflecting’ knowledge is an active moment of historical, evolutionary

social practice

All that IS true enough as an historical explanation of how
the term came to be used by Marxists, but it is futile as a defence

of the continued use of the term Why on earth persist m using

a term which confessedly gives a maximum chance for the

distortion of Marxism"? In fact, its continued use is opposed to

the development of a more fully adequate Marxist theory of
knowledge and of psychic process in general

The double orientation which is shown by the use of a passive

term in a polemical use to vindicate an active relation is exactly

paralleled by the double use made of the term production

^"Shuikov, 217 The extent to which reflection was not intended as a passive term
is shown by Engel’s statement, ‘Dialectical philosophy is nothing more than a
mere reflection of the forces of the thinkmg bram’ (Engels (a) 22)

Lenm’s purely polemical attitude m Emplrio-Criticlsm is shown by the fact

that he is not interested to assess the positive contributions of Mach, who
helped to formulate the bases of gestalt (Mach, (a) ) and by his relational

concepts of space and time leads on to Einstem (Mach, (b))

*^The polemical angle of the term Reflection can be seen further in Marx’s
formulation in the Preface to the second chapter of the first volume of Capital.
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(discussed m Chapter 2) to mean the total life-process and also

economic activity m the^estncted sense

It would be a libel to pick out the passages from Marx and
Engels wheie the polemical purpose allows of a mechanistic

inteipietation, and then to asseit that these passages express the

whole of Marxism and that therefore Marxism is a mechanistic

philosophy, rent by unrealised duahsms That in fact is what
most of the critics of Maixism have done The truth is that

throughout the development of Marxism a vital sense of the

unitary natuie of process has been the central driving-force

But the movemenl^has gone on (as Engels emphatically pointed

out) almost entiiely inside the isolate of economic activity

Consequently, the limitation, necessary as it was for the founda-

tion of dialecties, has introduced certain blind spots and per-

mitted the introduction of passive or dualistic formulations

at the very points where a polemical effort is being made to

assert the unity of process

The polemical purposes—the histoiical pressures which
made the primary isolate necessary—are now ended. Our
problem is to analyse anew all the important documents of
Marxism to release the omnipresent insistence on dialectical

unity into new and more compiehensive application, into more
effective terms

Claude Cahen thus states the task of the Marxist today

But above all, man thinks Well, his thought is not separated from the

matenal conditions of his life, direct bond m some respects with technique,

but far more, since we must fundamentally consider social man, bond with

the social structure A new task, and none the less difficult, is then proposed

to us taking as directing hypothesis of woik the existence of relations

between thought and social structure, to make piecise its modalities and

content For one has said notlimg when one affirms that such a thought

'reflects’ such a structure oi social position.^®

The only way to meet this new task is to consider thought as

one aspect of the unitary life-process of men and then to

examine its integrative movements Part of the problem is then

to develop a theory umfymg nervous and cerebral process with

spiritual process

^®The development of psycho-somatic theory, with related clinical applications,

has gone on rapidly in the Soviet Union since 1940, partly through the attention

paid to closed head-injunes durmg the war, and there are already

emergmg important generalisations as to the relations of mind and
body, differentiation of traumatic and somatogenic psychoses, etc See A S
Shmaryan m Anglo-Soviet Journal, IX, ii (1948) Experiments have shown how
anxiety produces sarcoma and cancerous conditions, which hypnosis, leraoving
the provoked anxieties, can remove

"Cahen, 47.
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Much valuable work has recently been carried out,, which
enables us to get a clearer idea of the physical processes accom-
panying consciousness The primary function of the nervous

system is conduction, the transmission of impulses; and we
know how messages of an electrical natuie are sent along the

sensory and motor nerve-fibres The old attitudes which sought

to visualise such a movement in mechanistic teims, using some
such analogy as that of a telegraphic system^are being supplan-

ted; and we begin to see the process at every step as an integ-

rative activity Groups of cells within the central nervous

system are seen, not as meie passive agents of conduction, but
•as rhythmically active systems

It IS naturally much more difficult to talk about such a system, m which

there is a background of continual activity, than of one which can be

conceived as returning periodically to rest Indeed, it is one of the chief

difficulties of biology that the organism is a gomg concern, and that life

can only be properly conceived as an activity, but our modes of thinlang

make it easier for us to ascribe the essential features of life to the properties

of a substance, ‘protoplasm’, than to an activity In studying the nervous

system, hke any other part of the body, we have to try to trace out the

sources and patterns of this activity which constitutes life, to find out what

makes the system go

Young goes on to say that if the springs of behaviour came in

the mam from changes around the organism, then the ammal
would be a marionette pulled by the environing changes But,

especially m the higher organisms, the initiative comes from
within

There has been sporadic discussion of the natuie of this innei ‘drive’ to

behavioui, but, considering its importance, lelatively little emphasis has

been placed upon it Perhaps this is so because iriciny scientific minds,

familiar with the classical concept of causation, find it easier to think

about a system actuated from without than from within In the past most

“This unitary appioach links with the suggestion of Wigglesworth that ‘the

organism is a giant molecule On this view the difference m organisation of
unicellulai and multicellular animals disappears The latter, piesumably foi

reasons of size, are subdivided into cellular units Interest in these units,

Heidenham pointed out has distracted attention fiom the organism which they
subserve The cells do not “co-operate to mould the body form”, they mei ely

carry and caie for a small segment of the continuum which is the oiganism and
of which they are the servants ’ The movements and secietions producing
growth and metamoiphosis occur in and through the cell, but cannot be
isolated in a cell-unit, 37-9
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of the systems dealt with by physical techniques could be considered as

initially at rest and then aetivated from outside Modem physics have

surmounted the limitations of such concepts, and biology could never be

bound by them, for a living organism is not fully at rest until it is dead

There are systems in the body which are rhythmic and never

come to rest The outstanding example is the bieathing system
Recently it has b6fcn possible to record the electrical effects m
the brain Various sections of the cerebral cortex, each made up
ofmany milhons ofcells, give out rhythmical electrical discharges

which involve the simultaneous electrical activity of many of
these cells A possible explanation is that the mind ‘consists of
the resonance-energy of these discharges of living cells If so,

the mind would be an aspect of the unity of the body, as, for

example, Aristdtle and St Thomas Aquinas believed ’i’'

And just as molecules possess an encigy-structure which is not due to

any of their individual parts, so does the organism as a whole

Along such lines as these we may expect the full growth of a
unitary concept of mmd and body But we have yet far to go
before we can relate the nervous and organic movements to the
whole formative process of individuality, which includes the
building of ideas and art-forms, techniques and mathematics
That relation will be the work of a fully dialectical psychology.

For the purposes of this chapter it is enough to have pointed
out that the biologists who deal with the central nervous
system are themselves moving towards positions which need
the unitary dialectical approach for their clarification And
this IS a problem in which the term reflection can play only an
obfuscatory part

In fact, the final blow cracking this mirror-analogy and
insisting with all possible force on the active function of mind,
comes from" Lenin himself'

ITz' Young', 54fr

^•The whole organism"is a ihytlimic system of this sort—so is each cell ‘The
spheroidal shape is in a relatively stable equilibrium or a symmetry creates

an elongation round some point ’ Then we get contraction and expansion round
a configuration of equilibrium, Rashcvsky (c) 47

B. S Haldane (b), essay on Psychology
^*‘The anatomical substratum of conscious activity is to be sought rather in
some system of interconnections through which the sensory data derived from
external stimuli are brought into functional relation with those activities of the
bram associated with the recognition of the individual self We can only surmise
what the nature of those activities may be, but it has been supposed that the
“sensation of personality” is ultimately determined by the integrated sum of all

those vague impressions resulting from the impulses which are constantly
streaming into the brain from the body itself—from viscera, muscles, joints,

and so forth’, W E. Le Gros Clark (a) 72 If But that leaves the pioblem of
integration still in the an
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The approach of the mind (ofman) to a particular thing, the taking of a

cast of It (in other words, an impression) is noja simple direct aetata lifeless

mirror-reflection, but a complex, twofold and zigzag act, whiph harbours

the possibility that the phantasy may entirely fly away from reality, what

IS more, it harbours the possibility that the abstract conception, the idea,

may be transformed (impeifectly and unwittingly on the pait .of man)

mto phantasy (and in the long run, into God) Boi even the simplest'

generalisation, and the most elementary geneial idea is a fragment of

phantasy "

vir

Whyte thus poses the general problem of formulating a fully

dialectical concept of mind-process and its relation to the

processes of nature

The human system contains a special oigan, the brain, which facilitates

the development of organic piocess to a greater degree than any other

organ or structure m the whole of organic nature In the case of man the

organic process-forms in question are all the forms of human life, the

entire system of behaviour and communication which make up the social

tradition

The human brain facihtates the development of the forms of human
life, firstly, by separating them out and clarifying them in the symbolic

forms of thought (which, however, being oigamc can never be wholly

isolated from the matrix), secondly, by preserving them more efficiently

through an improved faculty of memory, and thirdly, by extending them

further, both in more comprehensive delayed responses to the environment

and through their symbohe communication to others

Facihtation consists m the furthering of the development and extension

of forms, and facilitation of the proper forms of human life imphes the

heightening of the dominance of man over his environment Man
dominates nature because his brain is the most powerful facilitating

structure yet developed

Throughout this book I shall have soineChing to say from
tune to time of this facilitating power of the brain, this oigamc
basis of all spiritual activity Whethei a poem or a new produc-
tive technique results, the principle is the same Tension of inner
and outer, variously resolved, occurs in all spiritual process,

but It IS at its most active level, its most powerful facilitation,

in creative expression. Then an organic fusion of subjective

symbohsation and objective effectiveness is most iichly

achieved.

‘®Lenin, ‘On Dialectits’ (a) \i

•'"Whylc (a) 54
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VIII

But, although I do not wish to discuss yet the full psycholog-

ical problem, it would be as well to make a brief statement

here of certain aspects of the Gestalt theory. For that theory

raises clearly the whole question of the function of the central

nervous system, The Gestalt school seek to escape the

dilemmas of Idealism and Pragmatism, of Vitalism and Mechan-
ism, of Parallelism and Interaction in psychological theory

They introduce the idea of dynamic form or pattern as the link

between physical ‘and mental events, and the idea of field to

break through the old abstractions The psychological act

occurs in a single field which includes the geographical environ-

ment (or stimulus pattern), the organism, and the behavioural

environment The latter, which acts ‘as a mediating link’’

includes social and cultural elements

The theory is mainly worked out m the analysis of the pro-

cess of cognition It squarely attacks the mechanist effort to

explain the complexity of behaviour as the culrrunation of a

crowd of separate processes with emphasis on the locus of an
excitation It then attacks the mechanist (idealist) notion that

there is some basic difference or crevasse between neural and
mental process, e g

Thought and feeling must be lecognised, on any view, as fundamentally

dififeient from any material process, and the motion of the.atoms and

molecules of the brain as fundamentally different from the thoughts and

feelings (Stout, Manual of Psychology )

And Wundt insisted that the sensation blue and the corres-

ponding neuial eventhad absolutely nothing in common To this

attitude Gestalt replies that the opposition of molecular and
mental activity as two totally different levels is false; for quan-
titative aspects are also always qualitative, and in physics

there is nevei a' merely molecular action—there is always

in a changing molecular relationship a transformation of

dynamic patterns Gestalt therefore relates the full neural and
organic pattern to the spiritual pattern, and calls them iso-

morphic Molecular events cease to be thought ofas independent

events, the irreducible basis, the true basis appears as local

^‘Koffka (a) 34
-U von Kries lefuted the atomistic attitude m 1900, and Lashley demolished it at

length again in 1929 For the Gestalt refutation of Berkeley’s (idealist) point-to-

point interpretation of expeiience, see Koffka (a) 155£f
““Wertheimer Anticipations of the isomorphic theory can be found in Mach and
G E MUller among others
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events determined by large field-events.®^ The problem of the

umty-and-difference of object and suiyect is replaced* by the

problem of the relation of local events within a unified process,

the full field And the old subjectivist statement that we know
only our own stimuli, or our own neural processes, is seen as a

wilM selection of one small aspect of the total situation The
unity of our mental processes is a proof of life real existence of'

the outer world-

The stimuli as a pure mosaic possess neither this integration nor this

segregation And therefore it is as misleading to speak of pictures of

outside things bemg on our retinae as on a pholtigraphic plate If we
speak of pictures or images as stimuli we mistake the result of organisation

for the cause of organisation, a mistake that is committed again and again

JCohler has called it the expenence-error I have formulated the actual

state of affairs by saymg we see, not stimuli—a phrase often used, but on

account of, because of, stimuli Things look as they do because of the

field organisation to which the proximal stimulus distribution gives nse

This answer is final and can be so only because it contains the whole

problem of organisation itself”

The isomorphic thesis means that characteristic aspects of the

physiological process are also characteristic aspects of the

processes of consciousness The old dilemmas of Association-

ism, which either accepted ‘reality’ as an arbitrary arrangement
of stimuh or found an orgamsmg factor by going outside nature,

are thus replaced by the concept of dynamic organisation

There are many gaps m this theory, which I shall discuss

further at a later stage, and isomorphism is not a wholly satis-

factory term Gestalt asserts a dynamic correspondence between
physiological and mental activity-patterns, but is unable to

show the point where they organically become one However, in

assuming that the ultimate unity is there and in going on to

show how cognitive activity arises withm the behaviouial field,

It does clear the ground and make the final -solution possible

Its great virtue is that it understands the processes of the self

as an mtegrative activity, and shows that the movement of
knowledge is essentiallyfrom a whole to the parts,

“‘Kdhler (a) Thus, hydrogen occurs in a form composed not of hydrogen atoms
but of hydrogen molecules (each composed of two hydrogen atoms) A com-
pletely new system is formed with two protons and two electrons, with motions
quite unhke that ot the single atom Add an atom of oxygen and get water we
cannot say it is just two hydrogen atoms and one oxygen atom Chemical
analysis which does say so is saying that one sort of system has been transformed
mto other sorts of systems, and that in this tiansformation certain characteristics

(e g total mass) have stayed constant But not that water is just HgO
“’Koflfka (a) 98 Also Kbhler (b) and KofFka (d) 163
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IX

And now, finally, to lay the ghost of a number of distortions

and misconceptions with which I have dealt m these three

chapters, I cannQt do better than cite a splendid passage of

Marx’s, central to all understanding of his thought It covers

thoroughly most of the points I have already laised and others

that I shall raise later The full understanding of it supplies

all we require for the further development of dialectics m the

contemporary situation

The production of use-values, of goods, is not affected in respect of its

general nature by the fact that it is undertaken for a capitalist and under

Ins control. In the first instance, therefore, we must consider the labour-

process apait from the particular form it may assume under particular

social conditions

Pnmanly, labour is a process going on between man and nature, a

process in which man, through his own activity, initiates, regulates and

controls the material reactions between himself and nature He confronts

nature as one ofher own forces, setting in motion arms and legs, head and

hands, in order to appropriate nature’s productions m a form suitable to

his own wants By thus acting on the external world and changmg it, he at

the same time changes his own nature He develops the potentiahties that

slumber within hun, and subjects these mner forces to his own control

A spider carries on operations resembling those ofthe weave!!:, and many

a human architect is put to shame by the skill with which a bee constructs

his cell But what fiom the very first distinguishes the most incompetent

architect from the best of bees, is that the architect has built a cell in his

head before he constructs it m wax The labour-piocess ends in the

creation of something which, when the process began, already existed

in the worker’s imagination, already existed in an ideal form

What happens is, not merely that the worker brmgs about a change of

form m natural objdcts, at the same time, m the nature that exists apart

from himself, he realises his own purpose, the purpose which gives the law

to his activities, the purpose to which he has to subordinate his own will

Nor is this subordination a momentary act Apart from the exertion of

his bodily organs, his purposive will, mamfestmg itselfas attention, must be

operative throu^out the whole duration of his labom
The elementary factors of the labour-process are first, purposive

activity, or the labour itself, secondly, its subject matter, and thirdly,

its mstruments

*‘Capftal.l(pt 3)cfa 5
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It would hardly be possible to put moie emphatically the

points I have been urging. Where, in tj^e hght of such a state-

ment, can vulgar-Marxism, which tallcs of acts ahd reflected

thoughts that follow acts, hide its head? These words of Marx
will continue to be of ever more relevant lUummation, the’ more
we carry on this inquiry. Since they occur m Capital, they

make it impossible for the distorters of Marsism to argue that

'

Marx’s shattering discoveiy of dialectical unity in the Forties

was notlung much and that he put it aside as he grew more
sober.

Note on Terms The polemical non-dogmatic use of terms by Marx, discussed
above, is well brought out by A Sohn-Rethel {Modem Quaiteily, ni, 1947-8,

75)
‘

“It IS not the consciousness of men”, says Marx, “which determines their

being (Sein) but, on the contraiy, their social existence {geselbchaftliches Sew)
which determines their consciousness ” It would be a fatal mistake, however,
to read this sentence as a statement of dogmatic philosophy It is true, in the

first part the words “consciousness” and “being” have still the iing of the

abstracts known to philosophers But they are used by Marxm an uonical sense,

mimicking, as it were, the language of idealism In the second part, the adjective

“social” added to “existence” at once removes all possibility ofreasoning about
the statement in the abstract and of groping for purely conceptual definition of
the term thus predicated ’ That is, Marx is merely concerned with affirming

the concrete unity of process, of which spirit and pioductive act aie diffeient

aspects



CHAPTER FOUR

Problems of Biology

The BRIEFINDICATION given at the end of the last chaptei ofthe
lines on which a unitary notion of perception is emerging can
serve as a link befween the first stages of ray argument and the

second, in winch I wish to examine cursorily a number of fields

of thought in the light of unitary dialectics First, then, I wish

to contmue with a fuller glance at the field of Biology

For our purposes we may begin with the 18th century and the

rapid growth of concepts of organisms and evolution A
multiple senes of causes lay behind this movement of thought
Included in these were the violent economic transformations

which came to a head m the power-engine and the factory

system, the development 'of alchemy through the phlogiston

theory into chemistry, with the discovery by Lavoisier of the

fact of real chemical change, and the discovery by Dalton of
quantitative measurement for the atom and a methbd for the

stable expansion of chemical research Accompanying all this

came the growth of a concept of organism—first through the

Cartesian opposition of atomic matter and mind leading in

Stahl to a rigid opposition ofoiganic and inorganic, then through
a steady breakdown of the Stahl-schema by such work as

Wohler’s laboratory-creation in 1828 of the urea noimally
produced only by organic bodies, and by carbon-chcraistry in

general

Further the general idea of organic formative foices was
sketched out, idealistically, by the Physiognomists such as

Lavater, and the idea of layers or levels of change by the

geologists 1 Workm botany and embryology led to the discovery

^It IS important to note that essential work in developing an evolutionary sense
was done by the mtwe-philosophers, idealists with a keen (exaggerated) con-
viction of formative forces in life e g Treviranus 'In every living bemg there
exists a capability ofan endless variety of form-assumption

,
each possesses the

power to adapt its organisation to the changes of the outei world, and it is this

power, put into action by the change of the universe, that has raised the simple
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of the cell ^ Von Baer noted how the different structures of the

living body grew up out of the egg Q830) Schleiden^n 1838
suggested that a plant developed by^a series of* divisions of

small cells born from the union of male and female cells—the

different cells going through particular changes to let them
carry out their specialised functions in different parts of the
plant Schwann showed that this principle worked also for
animals and that a nucleus supported m the middle of the cell-

substance was the most important agent
At the same time a sense of history as involving real change

was growing up Thinkers began to feel thaj history was not a
mere kaleidoscopic shuffling of given elements, but revealed a
developmental series of phases oi levels ® Again a multiple set of
influences were at work which included the expiopriatzon of the

.peasantry and the advent of dominant industiial forms of
production, the turning-back to the ancient world for a clue

and the contact with eastern civilisations, the linking of the new
organic concepts and chemical discoveries with the idea of
history, the romantic quest for the free clan-life of the past and
that quest’s central image of bard, scald, druid, the discovery
of tribal society as somethmg different from class-society

(especially by the Scottish historians and the Germans),
botanical classifications and comparative anatomy ^ Erasmus
Darwin, for instance, shows in his poems how this multiple set

of influences actually fused to beget the idea oforganic evolution
Following the intuitive attempts at unification, for which there

as yet lacked a rational exphcation, came the analytic investi-

gation and -delimiting of spheres of reference

Among the first theorists of evolution, besides E Darwin,
were Kant, Goethe, and Lamarck Kant in his General History

of Natuie, in 1755, explained the organisms of the world as the
result of a gradual evolution by natural causes from the less to

zoophytes of the primitive world to continually highen stages of organisation
and has introduced a countless variety of species into animate nature,’—see
Geddes (a) 190
“Hooke used the term cell in his analysis of plant-forms
•Right back in the late 17th century Robeit Hooke of the Royal Society, noting
the difterent forms of the same species among domesticated animals, suggested
that small regular changes in different members of the same species might in
time develop lines of breeding so divergent as now to seem new species He also
had a vague notion of a time-scale in the rocks (Hooke, and Edwards and Ross-
iter

) Problems of stock-breeding played an important part in founding the
whole theory of evolution
‘E Darwin, among other arguments, boi rowed from Cuvier the idea that the
species grouped together commonly had structures with a general design, so that
there seemed only a certain number of forms, which had gone through special
adjustments
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the more complex forms of life He used the concepts of

Selectipn, Adaptation, Envuonment and Inheritance In 1790, m
his Cntique'of Judgme/fi, he sees an organic unity m the many
forms of nature, with an evolution from simple beginnings and

also With a prmciple of Purpose The Univeisal Mother must be

acci edited, he says, with ‘an organisation purposive in respect

of all these creatures [inorganic life] otherwise it would not be
possible to think of the possibility of the purposive form of the

products of the animal and vegetable kingdom ’

Lamarck transformed the ancient notion of the Chain of
Being into that of a Natural Sequence of Organisms. He held

that all classificatory schemes of animals into sepaiated species

are artificial; and that species are essentially fluid Changes m the

organism occur through use and disuse organs specially

exercised become specially developed, changing environment
changes the animal by calling on new mtemal developments
Unused organs tend to atrophy and disappear, individual effects

are transmitted

Kant thus stressed the notion of inherent purpose, Lamarck
that of environmental pressures Both attitudes contributed to

the questions Darwin kept on asking and the answers he found,

11

Darwin and Wallace developed the general theory of Natural
Selection about the same time, both being strongly 'influenced

by Malthus and his idea of a ceaseless conflict between Popula-
tion and Subsistence ‘ (The phrase Survival of the Fittest was
Herbert Spencer’s, and was used by T. H Huxley and others m
ways never countenanced by Darwin to defend economic
competition and social inequality ) The Origin of Species was
published m 1859, shortly after Marx had completed his

Cntique In 1858 Engels had wiitten in a letter to Marx
So much IS certain, comparative physiology gives one a withering con-

tempt foi the idealistic exaltation of man over the othei animals At every

step one bumps up against the most complete uniformity of structure with

the rest of the mammals, and in its mam features this uniformity extends

to all vertebrates and even—less clearly—to insects, ciustaceans, earth-

worms, etc The Hegehan business of the qualitative leap in the quantita-

tive senes is also very fine here *

'Both Darwin and Wallace emphasised tlie key-part played by Malthus in their

theoiics —see later, §iv

‘Marx (b) 1 14 see Komarov, 193 and Bernal, 2
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A few months later when The Origin appeared, they acclmnied

it as ending teleology m the natural sciences. In Decem^r, four

months after publication, Engels wfote to Marx, ‘Dai win,

whom I am just reading, is splendid’, and Marx replied,

‘Although it IS developed in the crude English style, this is the

book which contains the basis in natural history from our

point of view ’

,
HI

I have already indicated my main criticism of Darwm He
abstracts one side of the evolutionary process. Natural Selec-

tion He is concerned to show that the appa^^ent Purpose in the

organisation and adaptation of creatures derives from the

relation of favourable evolutionary variations to enviionment

I have now lecapitulated the faets and considerations which have

thoroughly convinced me that species have been modified, during a long

course of descent This has been effected chiefly through the natuial selec-

tion of numerous successive, slight, favourable variations, aided in an im-

portant manner by the inherited effects of the use and misuse of paits, and

in an unimportant manner, that is in relation to the adaptive stiuctures,

whether past or present, by the direct action of external conditions, and

by vanations which seem to us in our ignorance to aiisc spontaneously.’

And then in the modesty and carefulness which he shares with

Marx, he is anxious to pomt out the possible limitations of his

analysis He adds

It appears that I formerly underiated the frequency and value of these

latter forms of vanation, as leading to permanent modifications of stnic-

ture independently of natural selection But as my representations have

lately been much misrepresented, and it has been stated that I attribute the

modification of species exclusively to natural selection, I may be permitted

to remark that m the first edition of this work, and subsequently, I placed

in a most conspicuous position—^namely at the close of the Introduction

—

the following words ‘I am convinced that natuial selection has been the

mam but not the exclusive means of modification
’

'This has been of no
avail Great is the power of steady misrepresentation, but the history of
science shows that fortunately this power does not long endure

Those are great words, among the greatest that men have
uttered They are to be compared with those comments in
Engels’ later letters where he turns round and gets the work of
Marx and himself into a full focus—where he begins to realise
how the grand isolate they have made must be broken down in
terms of a yet more complete concept of the unity of process

’Darwm (a) ch xv
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Darwin himself, then, was able to point to one basic aspect

of evoli^tion which he had had to take more or less for granted.

He could point empincdllly to a relation between selection and
variation; but that was all His tremendous picture of world-

proce^ had been made in spite of, and because of, the limitation

he had imposed on himself He founded the modern concept

of process, but historical ciicumstance ensiued that he could do
so only by taking half of reality into his grasp Fvolution was
defined as sifting out of variations by the piessuies of environ-

ment so that those fittest for adaptation survived

Taken crudely like that, the theory appears mechanical; but
that does not mean we can leduce Darwin’s work to a mechanist
level The isolation of only one side of the full dialectic process

does in effect open the door to many mechanist trends, and in

lesser hands the thesis could be made to uphold a mechanist
concept of blind chance and of automatic piessures But
pervading all Dai win’s work is a powerful lealisation of the

organic unity of process, and it is from this that the whole
creative impulse of his thought derives The total effect of
comprehended process is incomparably stronger than the

mechanistic attitudes into which his partial approach can be
reduced, and this total effect must never be forgotten m the

midst of any ciiticisms of his limitations ®

Thus, he strives to show man as a part of the world of nature,

differentiated from it by the same processes as work in the

differentiation of other animals ® He claims, for instance, that

human powers of communication aie the same in kind as those

owned by beasts and birds, and differ only in degree In the

same way he seeks to link the emotional impulses of man with

those of othei animals Yet,

to the end, at least when off his guard, he continued to speak of man and

the world as two sepaiate though lelated thmgs rather than as two phases

of the one thing This was, no doubt, due, in part at least, to the rigidity

of language and its consequent limitations foi the immediate expression of

a new idea But it was due also to the difficulty of assimilating and domesti-

cating a new and radical idea within the mind so that it will function un-

consciously there m adjusting one’s instinctive thought and speech to the

new idea

Most modern scientists continue to speak of the material world of

mechanical forces as the real and permanent world, and of man with all

his mental faculties and moral purposes as an extrinsic chance-comer and

sj Dewey (a) 1 ff , Dewey points out the powerful ‘contiadiction’ resolved in

Darwin’s very title, species being thought of as fixed forms.
•Darwin (b and d)
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would-be usurper, that by some sort of 'biological acadent’, as Mr San-

tayana puts It, has got upon the surface of a physical world of m^hanical

forces that have no intrinsic connection with me higher part'of his own life,

his mental and moral life. This pseudo-scientific view appears in various

ways m much of the representative poetry and fiction of the last 75 years,

as well as in science and philosophy

Darwin’s difficulty in staling the organic unity which he
intuits and analyses is seen on the one hand in his definition of
man as only different in degree from other animals, and on the
other hand in his puttmg of man over against nature Man is

thus mechanically linked and mechanically separated The two
aspects which come together in the integrated attitude are kept
apart What Darwin means is to show man as part of universal

process and yet to define his differentiation within that process
But, through his mability to find a unitary methodology for his

unitary intuition, he smks man among orgamc beings in general

without showing the real differentiation and he cuts man away
without showing the real linkage Man is mdeed part of the
whole natural process, but his integration is on a higher

evolutionary level than that of any other animals, the formative
process has gone decisively further Darwin ‘makes no inquiry
into the nature of the total or central unifying mental faculty of
man, nor of the corresponding mental faculty of the animals,

nor does he make any comparison between these two’

, IV

But before I pass on to discuss the efforts made since Darwin
to achieve a umtary biology, I should like to point out an aspect
of the thinking both of Darwin and Wallace which has been
almost totally ignored Both thinkers, we noted, found an
essential stimulus in the work of Malthus, which sought to

prove that men were doomed to perpetual poverty and social

inequality because population increased in a geometrical ratio

to the means of subsistence “ Malthus’ wo’rk sprang diiectly

from the convulsions of industrialism and ultimately sought to

justify Its cruelties and miseries, its exploitations. Now, both
Darwin and Wallace wanted to understand what was going on

“RA Wilson, 73f
“Wallace says (a) i 232, of M ’s Principles of Population, ‘Its main principles
remained with me as a permanent possession, and twenty years later gave me
the long-sought clue to the effective agent in the evolution of organic species

’

cf 1 240,361 Darwin said, 'With my mind thus prepared, I fortunately hap-
pened to lead Malthus’s Essav on Population, and the idea of natural selection
through the struggle for existence at once occurred to me ’ Bettany, 72f M,ir\
spotted the relation with complete conipiehension (Marx (b) 198)
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As scientists, they felt that the way to test out Malthus’ doctnne

would b,e to see how it worked m the animal and plant world.

They used it' as a guidin’g hypothesis, and they found that in

some respects it woiked If one considers only this aspect of the

relatioh between Darwin or Wallace and Malthus, one could

say safely enough that the Darwinian thesis, like the work of
Malthus, sprang directly out of the turmoils of industrialism

and sought to justify the new forms of social inequality. And
that in fact was the line which Herbert Spencer and T H Huxley
took
The connection ,between the thesis and the socio-economic

developments of industrialism is certainly there; but the thesis

cannot be reduced to the socio-economic situation The basic

difference between Darwin or Wallace and Malthus is that the

two scientists are fundamentally working with a concept of the-

unity of process. At root they are using Malthus in order to

deny Malthus; they are seeking the unifying outlook which
sunply transcends the whole problem as set foith by Malthus.

And the extent to which they find that outlook can be gauged by
the total divergence of their social philosophy from that of
Malthus Since they began with the application ofthe Malthusian
principles, one would expect them to come out at the other end
of their inquiries with a vindication of Malthus on a wide
field embracing both the woild of nature and the world of man
The opposite is the fact

Darwin in The Descent ofMan lays his whole emphasis on the

sociahsing development of humanity; he attributes the success-

ful evolution of man to a steady intensification of social and
co-operative factors, and he expresses his faith that the future

holds higher forms of socialised living on a basis ofworld unity

He asserts, ‘The more enduring Social Instincts conquer the

less persistent Instincts

Darwm left the mattei at that highly generalised level, which
IS however deciitively aimed against any interpretation of

Natural Selection among men on Malthusian lines The whole
emphasis is on the socialising or unifying factors in human
evolution; and it follows that whatever impedes the growth of
‘universal sympathy’ or fellow-feeling is anti-human. Wallace,

however, went much further along the same lines What in

Darwin is imphcit, Wallace shouts angrily at the top of his voice

(In 1890-2) I showed that the only method of advance for us, as for the

lower animals, is in some form ofnatural selection, and that the only mode

i-'Darwm (b) pt l.chs
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of natural selection that can act alike on physical, mental and moral

qualities will come into play under a social system which giv^s equdil oppor-

tunities of culture, training, leisure and happiness to every individual. This

extension of the principle of natural selection as it acts in the animal world

generally is, I believe, quite new, and is by far the most important of the

new ideas I have given to the world.*’ • '

.

And naively but powerfully he worked out his theory of the

way m which capitalism inhibited human evolution

Looked at broadly, I believe that the power of obtaining interest on

capital, however great, with the corresponding d^ire of the owner .of

capital to obtam interest on it is, next to the pnvate monopoly of land,

the great cause of the poverty and famine that prevail m all the most

advanced and most wealthy communities “

Commentmg on the callous lack of interest in England about
the sufferings of the Indian and colomal peoples, he adds

Neither do ‘chronic and old-standmg sores’ at home affect them The
slums, slow starvation, murder and suicide from want, one-third of our

population hvmg without a sufficiency of the bare necessaries for a healthy

life—food, clothing, warmth and rest, while another third, comprising to-

gether those who create the wealth of the nation, have not tire amount of

relaxation or the certainty of a comfortable old age which m a country

deserving to be called civilised, every human bemg should enjoy *’

In these social attitudes of Darwin and Wallace we touch an
interesting- side-proof of the deep unitary nature of their think-

ing, which, without either of them being quite aware how it has
happened, has transformed the Malthusian attitude into its

direct opposite

V

To what degree have the gaps in evolutionary theory been
filled smce Darwm’s day, and what exactly are those gaps?

The following statement by Needham can be taken as summar-
ising the views of advanced biologists who have clarified

Darwm’s difiiculty about dififenng levels of organisation in

organic and morganic matter, and who at the same time seek

for a prmciple of continuity or umty in process.

From the scientist’s standpomt, the organic conception of the world

mvolves succession m time and envelopes m space Taking the latter jSrst, it

^’Wallace (a) ii, 389 on two articles reprinted in Wallace (b)

“Wallace m Christian Socialist, March 1884 (see a, u, 244)
* ‘Wallace (a) ii, 263f These attitudes ofDarwin and Wallace were given effective,

though again at times naive and one sided, development by Kropotkm
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IS obvious that the diffeient levels of organisation, foi such we must call

thenn, occur one within the cKher Ultimate particles, the proton, electron,

etc build up atoms, atoms build molecules, molecules build large colloidal

particles and cell-constituents and para-crystallme phases and the like,

these m turn are organised into the living cell

Above this level cells form organs and tissues, the lattei combine into

the functioning living body, and the bodies of animals, especially men,

foim social communities As the central nervous system becomes more

complex, so mentalj phenomena emerge, until the elaborate psychological

life of man is attained There is a sense in which minds include and

envelop bodies, for the boundaries of thought are far wider than those of

what the special senses can record, and minds intei penetrate as bodies

cannot “

The envelope within another envelope seems analogous with

a past phase of development—i e ‘inorganic molecules’ existed

before living cells, which depended on the right environment for

the woiking out of the potentialities of the protein system, and

so on ‘The fundamental thread which seems to run through

the history of our world is a continuous rise in level of oigan-

isation
’

There is of course the fuither problem that rise of organisation

is bound up with a corresponding loss of organisation elsewhere.

But for the moment we can leave the problem of entropy, and

consider the statement by Needham on its own. At a glance it

shows a vast inciease in the process-sense since Datwm’s day

But if we sciutinise it, we find that a number of basic problems

are assumed rather than stated To assert that there is a contin-

uous rise in organisation is important, to overcome some of the

confusions in Darwin the notion of differing levels of organ-

isation is needed But we still have not explained how a differing

level emerges—how it is maintained and in turn transcended

In short the problem of development or transformation can now
be more clearly seen, but the solution is lacking

VI

Let us look then in more detail at the attempts made to fill the

gaps left by Darwin These attempts may be grouped in three

muiTi sections, (f) The genetic theory Followmg Darwin, it had

been more or less taken for granted that special qualities were

handed on to coinmg generations by the body conditioning in

‘“Needham (a) 184.
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some way the sex-cells But about 1890 Weismann put a sharp

line of division between body-cells and germ-cells, and the

problem was left rather in the air Meanwhile, Merldel, head of

an Austrian house of religion, had been workmg (tl]rough

observations of the common pea) on the mechanism of heredity

He found that specific qualities of one generation were handed
on as units The causes of the qualities were these special units,

’

independent like chemical atoms, which regularly produced the

same effects under the right conditions Formulas of inheritance

could be worked out

About 1900 his work was noticed by experts, including De
Vries, and developed by Bateson, it piovided the basis for

Genetics Others have extended it consideiably le by th’e

discovery (through analysis of the behaviour of nucleus in cell-

division) of genes and chromosomes, and of the division of
chromosome-substance as the basis of organic structure ”

(II) The expansion of biochemical and biophysical analysis

of the processes of growth We know a lot about the biochem-
istry and biophysics of digestion, of muscular contraction, of
changes in the bloodstream, of vitamins (e g the way in which
vitamin D is synthesised m our skin by photo-chemical action

of ultra-violet hght), of enzymes and hormones and organisers

The advance point of this study is to be found in morphology
and morphogenesis.

Biochemistry has continued with the job of breaking down the

barriers between orgamc and inorganic, but though this work is

of the utmost importance it cannot by itself solve the problem
of integrative levels

(III) The functional analysis This was brought forward by
D’Arcy Thompson in his work On Giowth and Form, in 1917,

which sought mathematical formulas to define the relations

appearing functionally in growth The comparative-morpho-
logical evidence heaped up (mainly by German research) was
basically mechanical, concerned with resemblances in post-

mortem structures of adult and embryonic organisms Such
evidence dealt with structure and shape as things-in-themselves.

Thompson introduced the idea of functional relations m organic
structure, which he tried to define by the use of mathematics
and physics, he used Cartesian co-ordinates to effect the
geometrical transformations of organ or orgamsm. He thus led

to an active development of experimental zoology and to an
extensive refinement of the mathematical defimtions of growth

”R A Fisher (a) , J B S Haldane Ca)
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VII

At tifties Ijirge claims have been made for these contributions

Bateson wrote in 1908

Fjor the first time Variation and Reveision have a conciete, palpable

meaning Hitherto they have stood by in all evolutionaiy debates, con-
• venienl genu, ready to peifoim as little oi as much as might be desired by

the conjuror That vapoious stage of then existence is ovei, and we see

Variation shaping itself as a definite, physiological event, the addition oi

omission of one oi more definite elements, and Revei sion as that particulai

aijdition 01 subtraction which brings the total of the elements back to

something it had been before in the histoiy of the lace

The time foi discussion of Evolution as a pi oblem is closed We face

that problem now as one soluble by minute, critical analysis “

But in fact the unifying hypothesis was still lacking Genetics,

physiology, biochemistry, moiphology, and so on, have all

contributed important elements of analysis, and in some
measure have started coming together—thus, inquiry into the

shape of chemical molecules leads to biological issues. Yet the

full unification is absent, methodology is confused, theie is a

lack of clarity m the use of basic terms such as purpose, field,

gf owth, homologv Pienant cites a chemist saying ‘Biologists do
not apply scientific method in that theydo not define theirterms

’

Thus, the mechanism of vaiiation, but not its origin and
nature, is importantly clarified by the discovery that mutations

of both genes and chiomosomcs can be artificially* caused by
exactly measured use of X-rays and other radiations The
rate of mutation of many genes can be speeded up by using

cheimcal agents oi by raising the temperature of bleeding. This

experiment disposes of the position that the genes are entities

whose action is immutably fixed by internal characteristics,

but that is all. We may claim that it becomes clear there is an
active relation on both sides between gene and environment.

That is a very 'valuable exposition, but the final problem
remains

VIII

Many biologists have been well aware ol the unsatisfactoiy

nature of the one-sided approaches oi theories, and of a mech-
anical effort to put Variation and Natural Selection together

without any real unity of the term Thus, Hogben points out

^“B.Ucbon, 48f
‘“On the other hand ‘genes of mutation’ have been lound, c g in maize or
drosophilae

^
-“G Teissier thinks it explains the whole problem, 421
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that Darwin was making a tentative effort to touch on the

problem of the mtrinsic and extrinsic aspects of eiiolution

(selection and biological make-up) in*his distinction between
Natural and Sexual Selection Dealing with the interstenhty

of two sorts of drosoplulae, Hogben points out that the tex’tbooic

explanation (that it is due to the large inversion of the third

chromosome) may well be correct—the inversion presumably
being the result of a succession of small inversions of the type

which come from X-ray radiations

Such inversions may be associated with partial mterstenlity which might

become complete if several occurred successively *This may well have

happened The view that selection of favourable mutants furnishes an all-

sufficient explanation of evolution does not help us to see why it should

have happened “

Again, discussmg Stern’s work with X-radiation m isolating

intersterile races in Drosophila melanogaster

Stern’s work suggests an explanation for the occurrence ofchiomosome

species of the type which Lancefield desenbes (m isolating two intersterile

races ofD obscura differing m size of Y-chromosome), if we grant that

circumstances in nature from time to time result m a frequency of muta-

tion with no otlier parallel in the experience of standardised laboratory

cultures If so, the circumstances responsible for mutation itself are more

Significant than the action of selection m producing species which differ

in the architecture of the germ-cells Bacon said that the subtlety of nature

IS many times greater than the subtleties of our reasoning powers So I do

not, and have never, suggested that this is the only possible explanation of

the facts I do insist that the mechanical view of evolution as the interplay

between external selective agencies and mutation-rate raised to the status

of a universal physical constant in the mathematical foimulation of the

theory does not offer a bettei one **

If by ‘responsible circumstances’ Hogben means the whole of

the circumstances of transformation, mner and outer, then his

statement is definitely on the lines of unitary thought
Other biologists have tried to fall back on the possibihty of

mutations of a sort never encountered m laboratory-tests Thus,

Goldsmidt distinguishes quantitative differences (directly adap-

tive or capable of interpretation as mdicators of unknown
physiological adaptations, e g colour, pattern of larvae) and
qualitative differences between species The latter he thinks

could never have resulted from any quantitative accumulation

“Hogben, 284-6 1 he two sorts ol D and D melanogaster Meig and D simulans,

Sturt
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of variations, and so he falls back on the strange mutations

Cu6not, also cannot swallow the cumulative process and argues

that many adaptations ’'may have arisen as pre-adaptations

Sewall Wright seeks a many-sided appioach

It has been pointed out, however, that the most favourable conditions

for a continuing evolutionary process are those in which there is, to a

fust ordci, balanced 'action of all the statistical evolutionary factors It is

consequently to be expected that m most actual cases indications can be

found of simultaneous action of all of them

But he does not show how Simultaneous Action actually

works as a transforming factoi Goldsmidt’s Mutation or
Cuenot’s Pic-adaptation also beg the question. Such suggestions

may raise important aspects of the truth, and may show a
healthy refusal to accept mechanistic formulations, but they

cannot solve the problem

IX

In such a situation, where a strain of mechanical connections

hangs heavily on the material, the best thing is perhaps to turn

to those who are piessing an idealist solution Such solutions

may be merely obscuiantist, a withdrawal fiom the real problem
But on the other hand they may piove to be labouiing with an
intuition of the needed approach, foi which they have no
available logical method The idealistic form then becomes a

mode of protest against a false oi inadequate rationality

"Goldsmidt (.i b c )

”Cu6not
“Sewall Wright, 181 He suggest!, that evolution may have opeuUcd diffeiently

in different groups In some it may come mainly thiougli Sclection-piessuio

(following change in conditions), in otheis through landora differentiation of
small local populations, with oi without intergroup Selection Mutation-
pressure may even dominate in other cases Sometimes evolution is gradual and
fine-^iained

, sometimes rough and leady, new species coming direct from
hybridisation and polyploidy

Timofeef-Ressovsky thinks the genetically analysnble matciinl of evolution

(mutations and combinations) and in gcneial known factois (Mutability,

SelecUon, Isolation, Population-waves) provide all the premises needed to

explam the mechanism of niicio-evolution and of geographical vaiiation, but he
wavers when it comes to micro-evolution (123)

“It IS from this angle that we must understand Lenin’s undogmatic agreement
with Gorky (Letter, 25tli Feb 1908), ‘I think that the artist can draw much piofit

from each philosophy In short, I am altogether and without reservation m
accord on this point, that in the problems of artistic ci cation you are a better

judge than anyone and that, drawing your conceptions from your aitistic

experience and from a philosophy, let it be idealist, you can arrive at results

that will enormously benefit the working-class
’
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For we must not forget that m the past Ideahsm has stood

for the active approach, for the intm|ion of dialectical com-
plexities which a logic clogged with mechamstic elements could

not compass And somethmg of this function will lemain for the

‘irrational’ argument until Siere is not a shred of mechanistic

assumption in our thinkmg ‘The chief defect of all hitherto

existing materiahsm—that of Feuerbach mchided—is that the

object, reahty, sensuousness, is conceived only in the form of the

object of contemplation, but not as human sensuous activity,

practice, not subjectively’, Marx jotted down m Brussels in the

spnng of 1845. ‘Thus it happened that the active side, m
opposition to materiahsm, was developed by ideahsm—but
only abstractly

’

What then have the dissident ideahst theses had to say m our
present discussion?

Let us glance at the Emergent Evolutionists, such as J S

Haldane and Lloyd-Morgan They have a strong sense of

process. ‘Life manifests itself in two ways’, says J S Haldane,
‘as structure and as activity. But we also recogmse—a biologist

feels it in his bones—that this is hvmg structure and hving
activity ’ With the emergence of life m individual organic forms
on the surface of the earth, nature moved into a new evolu-

tionary phase Life, mind, and purpose, latent and potential m
the pre-orgamc penod, emerge (he says) to actuality in the

orgamc world, in an ascendmg series from plant to man
The Emergent Evolutiomst (the Vitahst, in his later form)

thus holds that with each new phase something quite new
happens.^® But because he is fighting to preserve the idea of the
continuity of a free life-pnnciple, he has to take back something
of his admission about the emerging-new. The new turns out to

be the actuahsation of something latent or potential m the old

The new is reduced to the old in the last resort, and the umty
of the umverse becomes unreal, so that it is necessary to introduce
some immanent prmciple, God, who is reahsmg fomself in the

contmual change of potential into actual. Otherwise the

structure collapses

The philosophical problem is as old as Aristotle, but it gets

new urgency from the apphcation to new problems really

arnving out of enriched biological experimentation The
remarks in the previous paragraph may seem a crude statement

’®E g ,
Sellars, who sees Nature at certain ‘Critical Points’ gathering up her

old resources for a new experiment and breeding a new quality of existence
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of the contradiction m Emergent Evolution, but it represents an
ever present crux in th« statement of the case. J S Haldane
says that when the problem has been probed to the core, the

answa: will most likely be, not that the mechamcal will give an
explanation of idea and mind, but that life and mind and
personahty will eventually give the explanation and significance

of mechamcal law and ‘inorgamc matter’ That is, he ends by
merely reversing the mechanist equation

The ideahst contradiction appears again in Lloyd-Morgan’s
distmction between activity and Activity—^between what is

‘scientifically relational in natural causation’ and metaphysical

direction, between mechamsm and an emergent directive

principle For him the fuU story of evolution includes on the

one hand the progressive unfolding of the metaphysically

directive principle. To escape theology he demes that the meta-

physical direction intervenes m natural causation But the

problem ofumty is in no way solved. The theory amounts to the

mere statement of the gap that needs to be closed The mtroduc-
tion of the metaphysical duection merely abstracts the problem
that has to be solved m concrete terms

XI

What men hke J. S. Haldane and Lloyd-Morgan are saying

underneath is that some vital connecting Imk is missing from
the Darwiman theory No matter how many gaps are filled up
by Mendehsm, bio-chemistry, mathematics of function^

relations, the mechanist flaw remains They are trying to syn-

thesise the concepts of Development and Contmuity; and they

are at least clear that the othei systems do not meet the issue

they posit.®®

One important aspect of the dispute was illuminated by
Woodger in his Biological Principles. Before his formulation

there had been considerable confusion among dissident biolog-

ists over terms; and many inclined to Vitahsm through an
inabihty to distinguish the ‘vitahst principle’ from the organ-

ising relations, the orgamsation of the hving system This con-

"I may be accused ofneglecting the distmction between Substantial Vitalism and
Emergent Vitalism (as laid down by C D Broad) But the Vitahst still has the
same problem, he cannot get Contmuity and die New really mto the same
picture This dilemma runs through the magnificent work of Alexander, where
a powerful sense of real process is unable to make more than a metaphysical
union of Substance and Process, Umty and changmg levels

“It IS of mterest that Lenm cites Lloyd-Morgan’s early work with some approval,
as showmg an agnostic who can see through the subjectivism of K. Pearson
(Lenm (b)Ja 244)
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fusion was inhibiting the proper study of organising relations,

and putting in its place a mysticism of orgamc umty. '\^^oodger

suggested that Vitahsm should be a terA lunited to propositions

of the type, ‘the hving being consists of an X in addition to

carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, etc plus orga'nising

relations’

That left the question of X open, and oi^gamsmg relations

could be investigated without reference to it But the problem
which the Vitahsts were raising was not thereby met

XTI
•

Let us turn then to the leadmg spokesman for an organic

outlook, Whitehead He began by trymg to work out a umversal

algebra, then collaborated with Bertrand Russell m Pnncipia

Mathematica, the quest for a umversal mathematical logic. His
strong sense of the fullness ofthmgs ensured that he and Russell

would part Studymg Einstein, he rejected Einstein’s account of

Relativity for much the same reasons as he parted from Russell

He came to the conclusion that Einstem, though correct in

holdmg a body’s motion to be dependent on the observer’s

motion, was pMosophically anarchic and described a umverse
of units moving along isolated courses uninfluenced by Time’s
process or by controls from outside Agam Whitehead’s sense

ofthe many-sidedness of life revolted against a narrow approach
His work on relativity-mathematics m 1919-23 came to

conclusions similar to those of E. A Milne’s kinematical

theory At the age of 63 he gave at Harvard the lectures later

collected as Science and the Modem World In this and later

works he sets out to vindicate the wholeness of experience

against aU mechamst restrictions and divisions. He rejects

equally the subjective outlook which cuts off sense-data from
the outer world, or the mechamst view which reduces everjhhing

to quantitative relations He rejects such mechanist concepts as

the emptiness of space, which needs such imaginary filhng as

ether He rejects the mechamst division of body and soul,

mmd and matter
He rejects ‘the divorce of science from the affirmations of our

aesthetic and ethical experience’ He makes a long and excellent

attack on the abstractions of Newtoman saence. Some of his

remarks in this connection are worth citing here, smee they

““‘The notion of empty space, the meie vehicle of spatial intei-connections, has
been eliminated from recent science The whole universe is a field of force, or in

other words, a field of incessant activity ’ (c) 186
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help to clarify what I said about the Newtonian Isolate Newton,
says WJiitehead, used certain abstractions to get at grips with

nature; and -only becauSb of that work of his can we now face

up to the ‘welter of transformations’ But the fact remains that

now we must criticise him for his limitations

Newton’s methodology for physics was an overwhelmmg success But

the forces which he introduced left Nature still without meaning or value

In' the essence of a material body—^in its mass, motion, and shape—there

was no reason for the law of giavitation. Even if the particular forces could

be conceived as the accidents ofa cosmic epoch, there was no reason m the

Newtonian concepts^f mass and motion why material bodies should be

connected by any stress between them Yet the notion of stresses, as essen-

tial connections between bodies, was a fundamental factor m the New-
tonian concept of Nature What Newton left for empirical investigation

was the deteimination of the particular stresses now existmg In this detef-

mmation he made a magnificent beginning by isolating the stresses in-

dicated by his law of gravitation But he left no hint why, m the nature of

things, there should be any stresses at all

By introducing stresses—in particular the law of gravitation—mstead of

the welter of detailed transformations of motion, he greatly mcreased the

systematic aspect of Nature But he left all the factors of the system—more
particularly mass and stress—in the position of detached facts devoid of

any reason for their compresence

Whitehead accepts the need of science to abstract, but attacks

scientists for then holding up the abstraction as reahty This

attitude he calls the Fallacy of Misplaced Concreteness The
notion of Simple Location is just such an abstraction which
functions by making of the world a dead thing Mechanistic

science ‘bifurcates’ the world, i e it draws a hue between what
interests it for a specific purpose, and what doesn’t, and ignores

the latter as unreal

He insists on the umversality of process ‘There is no Nature
apart from transition’®® He sees that we must accept the full

implications of an active relationship between object and
environment, and makes a resolute effort to find out what those

implications are Such a relationship is between, not two things,

but two processes ‘There is no possibihty of a detached self-

contained local existence The environment enters into the

nature of each thing ’®®

“Whitehedd (d)

“^Whitehead (d) 26 and (dj 84
“’V/hitehead (c) 207
“•Whitehead (g 185, 188
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Passive geometrical relations are mere abstractions Eveiy

isolate which we make in order to obtain such lelatio/is must

always be restored to its place in the nrovmg mterrfelated whole

Time IS necessary as a measurement to us, but in Nature there

IS only ‘creative advance’

To define a universe of process, Whitehead uses the term

event for each isolatable moment of process Events may be

divided into smaller and smaller umts till we come to the uUi-

mates, the ‘actual occasions’ or ‘entities’, which are the ‘limiting

type of an event’ Occasions or entities can form a connected

time-senes, and when they are substantially ^he same, they form

a definite physical fact like an electron or a kiss (An actual

occasion owns a minimum of time) Each event is new and
unique Whatever produces an event, creates novelty Whitehead
calls it a Concrescence But an event is simultaneously a fimte

individual thing and an act, a process, hnked with the rest of the

universe The interdependent pattern of things is simultaneously

an interdependent pattern of processes

How does the interdependence work out oiganically, in

terms of process’’ Life Whitehead defines as ‘the capacity for

appropriating experiences into a unity’ This appropriation he
calls Prehension

Thus concrete fact is process Its pnmary analysis is into underlying

activity of prehension, and into realised prehensive events Each event is

an individual matter of fact issuing from an individualisation of the sub-

strate activity

Up to this point what has been cited of Whitehead’s thought
IS essentially m the key of unitary dialectics But now, m his

eagerness to vindicate the organic unity of the cosmos, he
introduces a number of questionable formulations
To define prehension, he says that everjfthtng m the universe

takes note of everythmg else. This takmg-note-of is a feehng
of or for the presence of everything else To reahse the life of the
universe, we must see how ‘the energetic activity considered in

physics is the emotional intensity entertained m life’ In Process
and Reality he seeks to show how the energy-forms recognised
by physics (wave-lengths, vibrations, atomic particles) are
scientific abstractions from what in ourselves we know as
types of emotion. He thus defines the ‘organic connections
between things in terms of something hke feeling’

Emmet
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Besides events and occasions, he says, the universe contains

eternal tobjects The flux of the world-process possesses in its

own right oftly spatio-temporal chacteristics All other qualities

come from the Ingress into the flux of Eternal Objects, which
constitute the Realm of Possibihty and which become concrete

(real) only in so far as they aie Ingredients into Events The
Union of, oi Ingress of Eternal Objects into oi with Events is

what makes up reahty of concrete occurrence

The actual world is thus a selection, one among an infinite

number of actual worlds (worlds latent in the Realm of Possi-

bility)

We conceive actuality as an essential relation to an unfathomable possi-

bility Eternal objects inform actual occasions with hierarchic patterns,

included and excluded in every variety of discrimination Another view of

the same truth is that every actual occasion is a hmitation imposed on

possibility, and that by virtue of this limitation the particular value of that

shaped togetherness of things emerges

But what controls the whole of this involved movement?
Whitehead argues that the principle of limitation must stand

outside the totahty which comes mto being through its apph-
cation (The prmciple of limitation is also the principle of
concretion.) It cannot be located within the flux of process, nor
can any reason be found for it, since from it all reasons flow.

So,

God is the ultimate limitation, and His existence is the ultimate irration-

ality For no reason can be given for just that limitation which it stands in

His nature to impose God is not concrete, but He is the ground for con-

crete actuahty No reason can be given for the nature of God, because that

nature is the ground of rationality

XIV

A few more aspects of Whitehead’s thought may be briefly

summarised. Every occasion, he says, is made up of three parts,

the data to be expenenced, theway in which they are experienced,

and the final experience or enjoyment The first aspect may be
said, in a sense, to exist before the experience; but not so the

Form or the Enjoyment. Thus, a smell or a colour only exists

in the act of umon, which is the experience

Every Form hke every Event is unique, selected from an
infinite number of possibflities. Thus, in event or form the

"Whitehead (a)
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principle of both active and negative prehension are included

Certain possibihties are excluded, others prehended Each

occasion, whole m itself, is externllly related 40 othei

occasions The full occasion is inexphcable without purpose

or aim Involved in every negative or active prehension is an

aim, which is the way in which the subject of the experience

enjoys the data of the experience, ,

Aim enters mto all human action, as we know from exper-

ience Tn fact we are directly conscious of our purpose as

directive of our actions Apart from such direction, no direction

could m any sense be acted upon An^ since Feeling has

been defined as fundamental in the nature of universal process,

the feehng of purpose exists m all nature, m all the prehensive

acts which make up ‘the underlying activity of the world’

XV

One cannot overpraise Whitehead’s emphasis on the unity of

process and on the consequences of the concept of unity Once
for all, he makes the necessary criticism of the phase of physical

science between Newton and Einstein But there are a number
of pomts at which the duahsm he abhors enteis into his woik
As in the thought of Alexander and Lloyd-Morgan, the deity

of purpose is abstracted and set over against the universe That a

dexterous metaphysical argument seeks to imphcate this Deity

or Purpose in the workmgs of process is ofno avail By defimtion

value or arm has been set outside the universe, and thus a split

runs through the heart of the thesis Individual purpose or

form, the ‘selection of possibihties’, the whole living moving
structure of concrete events, gams meanmg only in terms of
something outside process Whitehead has sought above all to

make ‘value’ concrete, and he ends by makmg it a metaphysical
ghost. Like Alexander and Lloyd-Morgan he cannot take the
step which fuUy identifies process and purpose, for then he
fears that purpose will evaporate

This IS the key-pomt, which in the end reduces Whitehead’s
thought to the same conclusions as any othei idealism But to

say that is not to ignore his considerable importance in the
history of critical thought. In a way, we can say that he takes the

Hegehan system to pieces, throws much of its idealist-mechanist

apparatus overborn d, and then refurmshes the core to make it

fit in with the advances of scientific thought smee Hegel. In
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Whitehead, the Hegelian unity has been galvanised into a far

more active relation to process, and made mathematically

respectable in terms of jpost-Einstein concepts

The doctrine of prehension is simply the (Hegelian) doctnne of internal

relations m a developed form The doctrine is, indeed, the key to that

‘mix-up-£dness’ of Whitehead’s universe But just as Whitehead’s

whole IS living and cceative, whereas Hegel’s is static and complete, so his

development of the doctrine of internal relations includes an element of

activity, an active taking into relation instead of a passive being in relation,

which differentiates it from Hegel For this active ‘taking into relation’

Whitehead uses the t^rm ‘prehension’

Whitehead again uses certain aspects of Hegehan logic,

which he tries to bring more up to date—for instance, the idea

of the unity of opposites

The Universe is many because it is wholly and completely to be analysed

into many final actualities It is one because of the universal immanence
There is thus a dualism in this contrast between the unity and multiplicity

Throughout the Universe there reigns the union of opposites which is the

ground of dualism

But, like the Vitalists, he levels and flattens when he means
to distinguish levels of energy. His concept of Prehension
reduces all things and creatures to one level of Feehng, and he
therefore introduces his metaphysical Purpose to mamtam
the hierarchic structure which would otherwise collapse

XVI

But we have not said the last of Whitehead when we have
pointed out his failure to preserve Form or Purpose without

metaphysics. Implicated in his failure there is a brave effort to

tackle a fundamental problem which has so far evaded successful

formulation by anyone It is the X or Woodger’s formal

separating'OUt of*hvmg constituents; and the problem con-

nected with It may be stated thus If the Umverse is truly a
umty of process, what is it that unites men with other ammals,
trees, vnuses, crystals, gases, hght itself? What have they all m
common?
To answer that all are matenal, that they all are forms of

matter, is to answer nothing If by matter we mean the Newton-
ian abstraction, then we are making a purely mechamst answer
If by matter we mean the whole hvmg process, then we are_____

“Whitehead (f) 24S
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committing a tautology Nor is the problem solved m the least

by substitutmg some such term as Energy for Matter. In this

context Energy is just another name Cor Process^ and we are

back where we started

Somehow or other we have got to meet the issue The X
remams, and until we have a logic and a methodology capable

of dealing with it, Vitahst theories like Lloyd-Morgan’s or

Organicist theories hke Whitehead’s are going to try to fill

the gap with spirit, God, elan, nisus or a metaphysical principle

of creative purpose Almost the whole of language is soaked

with anthropocentric attitudes We simplv do not possess a

word which can simultaneously express me activity of the

atom and the activity of a human being We can express

mechamcal relations and we can express personal relations,

but we lack the integrative vocabulary All words such as

activity or conflict suggest a human agent, and in fact we can

hardly write an intelligible sentence about the umverse without

using a hidden mass of anthropomorphic terms That is one of

the difficulties with which we are faced in trying to work out a
dialectical outlook.*^

But unless we make the best use we can of available teims,

the future will never move towards a more adequate logic We
must temper our criticisms of Whitehead’s metaphysic with an
attempt to see what real concretion of terms he is seeking to

bring about
He IS quite clear about a difference of levels of organisation

in the umverse, and wants to keep the idea at the heart of his

thought

One conclusion is the diverse modes of functiomng which are produced

by diverse modes of organisation The second is the aspect of continuity

between the different modes There are borderhne cases, which bridge the

gaps Often these are unstable and pass quickly, but span of existence is

, merely relative to our habits of human hfe For infra-molecular occur-

rences a second is a vast penod oftune A third conclusion is the difference

‘“It is not enough to point out the dangers of ‘obscurantist’ Organicism (see
Bukharin (a) 26 ,

also H Fiankel) It is better to find out what Oiganicism is

getting at and to mcoiporate the vital elements in a fully dialectical outlook
‘‘Note how Engels (in passage cited above Ch 2 § iii) spoke of ‘planned activity’
throughout organic life Among attempts to deal with this problem may be cited
Semon’s theory of Engrams—that when living matter is affected by a stimulus,
its quality can never be the same as before The residual effect is the Engram

,

their sum is the Mneme of the orgamsm—its organic love or memory
Cf Qeddes ‘We cannot ignore the most salient fact, that all the manifold

chemical processes are corielated and controlled in a unified behaviour, m a
purposive agency Even the amoeba is no fool ’ (a) 74
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m the aspects of Nature as we change the scale of observation Each scale

of observation presents us with average effects proper to that scale *•

But, in the interests dl continuity, he blurs out distinctions

with his universal Feeling, and then he has to restore Form by
means 'of the intrusive and metaphysical ‘principle of limita-

tion’

At times the njetaphysical dualism which he is trying to

overcome appears starkly in his wording, as when he asks

what IS behind the activity which is nature ‘How do we add
content to the notion of bare activity? Activity for what,
producing what, aqtivity involving what?’*® But there can be no
question of anybody adding content to a notion of activity

The content is integral in the activity and cannot be abstracted

or ‘added’.

Similarly, his whole statement of the relation of Event and
Eternal Object reveals a sheer metaphysical split

Whitehead notes the ‘fallacy of misplaced concreteness’—e g the cate-

gones of substance and attribute—which is the same as the fallacy of

hypostasisation; yet he himself commits this fallacy in his isolation and

definition of single events

But no matter how often we return to his flaws, we cannot
argue away the problem of stating simultaneously contmuity
and hierarchic levels—of stating what ‘activity’ men share with

ciystals and plants, and how it is that environment and object

are one in the moment of transformation.

XVII

It IS no longer enough to say with Prenant

In biology dialectical materialism is opposed both to vitahsm and to

mechanical materialism, which are both really metaphysical theones It

refuses to make a sharp distinction between the physical and biological

sciences, to reserve causal determmism to the former and to appeal to

termmology m the latter But neither does it suppose that biology must

reduce itself to the physical sciences It affirms the unity of the world, m
which neither life nor human society constitute domains apart, but it also

affirms that this unity expresses itself m qualitatively different forms of

whose distinctive characters one should never lose sight

“Whitehead (d) 73
“Whitehead (c) 200 Note how close be is getting to Lloyd-Morgan’s meta-
physic of Activity

“Craik, 14 See Fiankel for the accumulating weaknesses of his position

‘“Prenant, 86 Scheler (a and b) represents the fully rigid effort to find special active

principles in each level (matter, life, mtnd)
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To say all that is the beginning of dialectical wisdom, but

only the begmmng. Levels do not sifiply exist quahtative

differentiated forms. To leave their definition at that is to

Ignore or deny the unity of process It is not enough to say that

each level has its own laws, but that the law of each level is a

variation ofthe fundamental dialectical principles ofthe utuverse •

That is to abstract ‘prmciples’ in somewhat the same way as

Whitehead abstracts purpose. The levels are one as well as

different To take an obvious example, a human being includes

what Needham (§ v above) has called a whole series of envelopes

startmg from the ultimate particles and ising up through

atoms, molecules, colloids, etc mto mind. But these envelopes

are not the individual at different levels. Nor can the individual

be abstracted at the level of mind. The individual is all the

levels, and further he is an individual It is not enough to pomt
out that human mdmduahty exists on an integrative level all

Its own We need a umfymg concept as well as a differentiating

one when we consider the levels Smce the universe is one
as well as various, the levels are dialectically one as well as

different. The full dialectical problem is to grasp the differen-

tiated umty. to tbnk simultaneously of differing levels and of a
single process.

Whitehead’s great value is that he forces us to surrender

the idea that to state difference and umty m the abstract terms
of the Prenant passage is to realise the dialectical fullness of
process. X gap remams The processes of transformation are

still obscured by a metaphysical approach

XVIII

Another form m which abstraction intrudes to prevent a full

apprehension of process is to be found in the contradiction
between the morphological and the physiological evidences m
evolution From the former there has been built up a picture of
evolution as a process from the simple to the complex, from the
elementary to the perfected Despite many natve value-judg-

*®Another effort to define ‘prehension’ is made by John Laurd in terms of Natural
Election—tha fact that everythmg has somethmg which matters to it or to
which It matters rtike the magnet and iron filmgs) Alexander (b Ch, x ) agrees,
and says that Value is then m some sort a basic feature in the universe

—
‘as the

chemists used to say long ago about the satisfaction of one atom by another
witbm the molecule Here value remains objective Only the distmction
between the individual and the species has not yet emerged in the scale of
existence, and all mterest of one thing m another is objective,’ 298 For the
dangers of Prehension as a ‘property’ of matter, see end of Ch 4 A below
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ments, the morphologists have been able validly to show an
extension of structure, a^d to identify it with Progress, with an
onward-upw'ard evolutidnary movement On the other hand
the Physiologists have recently been able to show that m their

sense evolution is regressive

In effect it appears in what concerns the power of synthesising indis-

pensable organic cofnpounds, a power much more developed among
certain elementary organisms than among the vertebrates It appears

equally m what concerns the aptitude to demolish waste substances, an

aptitude more extended m the most ancient and morphologically most

simple groups Facts lulling up on facts m an impressive way, the physi-

ologists arrive at this very general affirmation Evolution, m its ensemble,

IS essentially characterised by lo&ses offunction.*’’

Evolution can thus be defined from diffeient levels as a
progressive movement from the simple to the complex, or as a
regressive loss of function Lwow sums up ‘Evolution is a
speciabsation and not a progress It becomes clear that our
rationalised ideas of progress as a simple upward movement
must go overboard, we must learn to think simultaneously of
an extending expandmg movement and a continuous loss of
function On the level of physics the same problem appears m
the contradiction between the law of the conservation of
energy and that of entropy

XDC

Yet another contradiction appears m biology in the oppos-
ition of genetics and the physiology of development Many
biologists have argued that the progressive differentiation of
the embryo from the egg reveals a process which cannot be
reconciled with Mendelian genetics Lilhe claims

a division of the phenomena of the hfe-history into three major com-

ponents morphogenesis, embryonic segregation, and genetics. Morpho-
genesis IS the development of form, organs, and the special functions.

Embryonic segregation concerns the origin of specific potencies as defined

“iipacaud, 88
**Lwow, 253 See Needham (a) 207-32 Cf the contradiction between what
Milne calls /-scale of time and r-scale The latter is invariant, absolute, the

former piesupposes an expanding universe, which came into existence at a
certain point in tune (J B S Haldane (c) 93 ) We seem here to touch the basic

disequilibrium, between transformation and structure, in the universe ‘It is

not a fanciful speculation to see in the interplay of radiation keeping /-time
with matter obeymg the classical laws of dynamics on the T-scale a phenomenon
giving rise to the possibility of change in the universe in time, and so an origin

for the action of evolution m both the inorganic and organic universes,’ Milne
Cb) 354
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Genetics concerns the determination of phenotypic chaiacters throughou t

the life-history They are independent variables of the life-history **

The negro biologist Ernest Just brought to bear a unitary

outlook on this problem, and showed how a correct niethod-

ology based on process-logic resolved the contradictions '‘“'He

saw that genetics and the physiology of development are merely
‘two aspects of development’. He threw ovej the whole theory

of segregation as metaphysical—abstracting a section of
process and then arguing back from effects to conclusions about
the process producing those effects. He showed that what
actually happens is a genetic restriction of^the original pluri-

potency The egg becomes unipotent The blastomeres of this

unipotent system (with first cleavage, or later, according to

the species of egg) become further restncted and give rise to

certain areas of the embryo The loss of potencies goes on
simultaneously with increase of nuclear material, which is due
to elaboration of nuclear stuff out of the ground-substance
(cytoplasm) ‘Hence, differentiation during cleavage is the
result of a restriction brought about with the removal of
material from cytoplasm to nuclei On the basis of the chromo-
somal make-up of the nuclei, the removal is regarded to be by
the chromosomes ’

The genes (components of the chromosomes) are then held
to act in heredity as do the chromosomes in genetic restriction

during differentiation ‘Then the gene does not act positively
as carrier 'of the factors of heredity Rather, these are al-

located in the cytoplasm The genes function by removing
matenal and thus fiee the cytoplasm-located factors of heredity
to express themselves
By seeing differentiation as the result of nuclear increase out

of cytoplasm, we relate development to cytoplasmic reactions
‘On the other side, differentiation is marked also by an inciease

"Lillie (a) 528
““Tust (a) 267-311 See also Needham (c) 656 ff and 340 ff
®^He adds, ‘This conception offers for the first time an interpretation of the role of
the gene For the examples given, this conception furnishes a better inter-
pretation than that furnished by the geneticists The inteipretation which the
conception suggests foi sex, haploidy, normal hermaphroditism, intersex-
conditions, etc is far more simple and direct and more consistent with the
observed phenomena than any suggestion so far proffered ’ Contrast Morgan’s
bewilderment as to how the ‘genes in the chromosomes produce the effects m
and through the cytoplasm’ (a) 26 and (b) 285

Goldsmidt has argued that all genettcal phenomena are expiessions ot a
contmuous molecular pattern m the chromosomes (mutations ^ position-
effects derived from minute structiiial reariangements) This theory still
attempts to maintain mechanism
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m the amount of ectoplasm To nucleus, cytoplasm and ecto-

plasm the conception assigns more definite roles in develop-

ment’ fhan
.
previous theories. By relating nuclear increase

and the gene, by ascribing physiological action to the gene, the
thesis * brings together the physiology of development and
heredity as ‘meiely two aspects of the life-history’

• In dealing with jLhe changes occuri ing during embryogenesis,
Just sums up

The piogiessive increase of nuclear and of ectoplasmic material are two
changes that occur duiing cleavage to which as causes I relate embryo-

genesis With these f^lace the alternating hydration and dehydration of

the protoplasmic system, a ihythmical phenomenon in the eleaving egg

whose surface at feitilisation underwent rapid hydiation and dehydration

From then onward the egg establishes new cquihbnum with its medium
with each cleavage-stage

At the beginning and at the end of cleavage when ectoderm and entoderm

aie laid down the egg is a morphological entity In the endeavour to

answer the question—how out of one visible structure, egg, arises another

visible structure, embryo?—-I have dealt with visible structural changes

which take place between beginning and end-stages. These form-changes

anse from activity in the cytoplasmic ground-substance. Hence, I relate

the origin of the tangible embryo to tangible cytoplasmic changes. The
cytoplasm builds the embryo. Then it builds all of it, including characters

called Mendehan “

Thus we see m Just’s work a umtary approach defeating the

limiting abstraction The mathematics of Mendelism are of
great importance, but once they are taken to mean that the gene
can be abstracted fiom the whole cell, they turn the gene into a

metaphysical entity and reduce life to a mechanism Just has

shown the way out of this dilemma
More, by showing how egg changes to embryo (as a result of

the shock of fertilisation) by a series of rhythmical acts which
restrict potency m terms of an extending determinate structure

he gives us a clue to the nature of transformation. What is the

series of acts but an extension of symmetry in a situation of

rapidly differenUatmg fonns mside a umty of disturbed-but-

persisting balances?®* Along such hnes of thought we can

“Just (b) 97-112 For Just himself, see Karpman Just was penalised m his

academic career for having been born a negro ‘One wonders whether the

choice of his life-woik—the supreme importance of environment as against the

statics of heredity and constitution—^may also have been psychogenetically

determined,’ fCarpman, 163 (See also Lillie (d) and R M May

)

^ *‘The organismmay be said to behave as an intncate system ofmatenal processes,

tendmg actively to maintain a complex pattern under constantly changing
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bung together the physical, chemical, morphological aspects.®^

Further, by refusing to take the cell in isolation and by

insisting on relating cell-changes to thfc cell’s environnlent, he

shows the way towards a methodology wluch will embody
scientifically Whitehead’s msistence that the envirohment

enters into every object Such a methodology at last be^s to

apprehend the living unity of opposed processes

XX

Woodger in his Biological Principles exanjined at length the

classical contradictions in biological theory, and thus helped

to clear the giound for the resolutions that we find being made
by men hke Just Needham thus puts in particulaiised form the

questions which I have been asking above

How far may wholes be made transparent, as by X-ray analysis of the

crystalhne and liquid arrangements which, as now known, play such an

important part in the structure of the hvmg body? How far can living

structure be so explored without interference with its delicate organisation

conditions,’ Humphrey, 41 That need to ‘maintain pattern’ is (under
changing conditions) a need to ‘extend symmetry ’ Transformation is a crisis

m this extension

“It IS at this point we can introduce the mathematical lelations of growth and
pattern-tensions E g J Huxley (d), ‘The growth-potential of the organ or
region is distributed m the form of a growth-giadient, normally with a single

high-point of growth-centre, from which the growth-intensity grades down-
wards m both directions (or m one, if the growth-centre be terminal), 102
‘The prevalence of the loganthinic-spiral form in nature is due to the fact that

a uniform single growth-gradient, combined with the method of accretionaiy

growth, must produce a structure in the form of a log spiral,’ 163 The pioblem
here is to find ‘the biochemical basis for growth-centies and the physiological

reasons for the graded distribution of growth-potential on either side of these
centres,’ 164 For rhythmical irregularities of growth-scales, see 203 In general,

D’Aicy Thomson and Essays presented to him ‘Growth is basically rhythmical,
and the final equilibrium is often approached by decreasing oscillations,’

O W Richards, 194 ‘There can be no doubt that all. animal chromosomes
possess a spiral structure,’ M J D White, 16 I give these references to emphasise
that I am fully aware that the question of symmetry in structure, whethei
bilateral or radial, is never simple a complex set of strains and stresses,

external and internal, must always be considered See e g . J Huxley (f) 136f,
also note here at end of Ch 4B Older appeals m the tangle of formulations in

so far as the symmetry-pnnciple is undeistood
“Just (c) Woodger is asking for work along these lines when he points out
the limitations of the Mendelian analysis he asks for an adequate theory of
cell-oiganisation, which will involve a theory of zygote structure The gene
theory was worked out to explain ‘the distribution of properties in Mendelian
ratios among the members of interbreeding populations It was not devised to
explain embryological data ’ To deal with erabryological liansforraations tlie

gene-theory must be included in a ‘theory of cytoplasmic organisation,’ (c)

1 1 8f Then ‘taxonomy and morphology would be transformed
’
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(cf the pnncipla of indeterminacy)? What are the forces which hold

morphological entities together, and how do they link up with forces at

the molecular,and sub-molrftular level?®*

May we say in terms of unitary logic that at every moment of
transformation there must be present some of the next phase as

well as the preceding one—just as water freezes only because
of the presence of certain crystalline formations, or refuses to

become steam, however much heated, unless aided by something
of the next phase (gas), some dust or speck, or tremor Closed
m an ideally clean kettle, water would not boil, but would heat
up as a liquid unti^^a tremor could explode it,®'' Bernal remarks

When water boils normally, small bubbles of steam form in it and grow
and come to the surface and burst But if the bubbles are smaller than a

ceitain size, instead of growing larger they grow smaller and disappear,

and so, without the aid of something to make bubbles, water can nevdr

boil, for boiling it needs nuclei The same is true of any violent change

no chain can break unless there is somewhere some flaw to start a minute

crack.*'

What breaks contmmty is then, not a mere quantitative

increase (which m itself can achieve nothing), but the presence
of some factor which creates diseqmlibrium at a moment of
intense strain

Along such lines of analysis as this we may perhaps arrive at

an understanding of (a) what is the contmmty of form in

process and (b) what happens at an integrative level, when
some shock breaks the old balance and creates a simultaneous
re-assertion of symmetry and a new centre of orgamsation

—

new ihythms of restriction and expansion A cychc movement
in which evolutionary change is yet real.

Needham continues m the passage cited above.

For the emergent evolutionists, as is well known, emergence was a

logical as well as an historical category. Not only had tlie various levels of

complexity in the universe emerged m a historic sequence, but each was

logically unpredictable from the basis of those lower than itself. Modern
physical accounts of chemical events and chemical accounts of biological

events, however, have rendered this point of view too simple Chemical

behavioui can be deduced from atomic physics, and biological behaviour

from biochemistry But the essenbal point is that by the time this has

become possible, the physics and the chemistry have been completely

transformed by the incorporation of wider factual ranges

'“Needham (a) 183
*’Dr R Sliver brought this pomt to my notice

'•Bernal (b) 116
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And Polanyi thus states the way m which the levels are in

fact being found to interpenetrate in concrete scientificproblems

.

It seems to become clear that chemistry wiU never becoine predictable

mathematically and that, in fact, we have rather to make mathematical

physics—in a sense-^nore chemical We have to discover a new set of

empirical simplifications—correspondmg to the nature of the chemical

properties of matter—^which will allow us to crystaHise the general equa-

tions of atomic physics into a form readily apph'cable to chemical

changes ”

XXI

In this discussion on Biology I have hall to range far and
cursorily My purpose wiU have been served if I have suggested

the extent to which mechanist attitudes still (m Whitehead’s
phrase) bifurcate science, even in a branch hke Biology which
deals with orgamc life I have sought to show that the basic

problems faced today by biologists can be solved only along
the hnes of umtary dialectics

A NOTE ON THE RELATION OF ENVIRONMENT AND VARIATION

The Darwmian theory or Natural Selection is commonly
taken to mean that the chance-multiphcities of orgamc variation

beget certain structures which are more functionally adaptable
to an environment than others, and that these survive while
the others die out The law under which the more adaptable
orgamsms survive is that of Natural Selection For those who
take this attitude, genetics is felt to supply the internal mechan-
ism whereby variations m structure occur

I have aheady mdicated the case agamst this idea of a
genetical mechamsm But to complete the case we must go
further and show that Selection itself is no 'matter of certam
chance-variations sunply fitting better in the jigsaw of the
environment than others For (as Sunder Lai Hora points out)
m Darwiman terms Natural Selection ‘is not a force, but a

“Polanyi, 510. Sec Needham (a) 184 Polanyi, it may be noted, is consciously
anti-Marxist

'"’Whyte formulates the mam problems of unitary methodology ‘1 The form-
ulation of the conditions which determine ‘‘recognisable contmmty” 2 The
precise, but non-quantitative, formulation of the process of development m a
form amlicable to all systems, and of the conditions under which the develop-
ment of one system may arrest the development of another 3 As a special
case of 2, the formulation of the process of the development of cellular organ-
isms.’
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method’ Yet, m fact, we contmually find biologists drawn to

talk of.it as a force.
^

With whatever initiative organisms may have been endowed at their

oiigm, they have not escaped continuous mouldmg by theif environment

(BoiTadaile, 375)

The lOle ofnatural selection is to keep the organism m direct adaptation

to its environmental lelations, so that as these latter change the organism

changes with them. (Kerr, 193)

But Natural Selection, which is only a method, caimot
mould or hold the orgamsm Either then these biologists are
introducing unwarlanted teleological terms into their statement
of a mechanism, or they are denymg that the mechanism pro-
vides an adequate explanation of what actually happens

II

It may help to turn aside for a moment and consider some
aspects of variation. Daiwin laid emphasis on Divergence of
Character to explain how the various species had survived and
extended. Osborn in 1902 called this pnnciple of structural

diversification Adaptive Radiation, expressing—‘the idea of
differentiation of habit in several directions from a primitive

type’. In 1926, however, Berg could write ‘Darwm represents

evolution as a process of divergence of characters. As a matter
of fact, predominative importance belongs to convergence of
characters.’ At least it could be claimed that a number of
apparently homogeneous genera and famihes had been shown
to be actually polyphylectic in origin Further, Darwin’s
confident and large statement of Divergence had led to a general

assumption that examples of divergence indicated distant

relationship and those of convergence close affimty. This

assumption went very much further thanthefacts ofevolutionary

relationship Investigation seemed to show that convergence

might occur among animals hvmg under totally different

conditions, and that animals hvmg under identical conditions

showed divergence. What, however, the cases did demonstrate

was that convergence must be understood as conning from
‘mdependent functional adaptation to similar ends’. As Hora
says.

I wish to direct special attention to the phrase ‘similar ends’ for it may
happen that animals living under different environments may have to

'^Hora (a) 271 I owe much of the piesent note to Hora’s statement
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re^nd m a similar fashion to a common factor m the habitats, and this

would lead mdependently to ‘functional adaptation to similar ends’ re-

sulting in the convergence of characters For example, m,tha Case of a

strong swimming fish in stationary waters and of another fish which leads

a more or less sedentary life in rushing torrents, the habitats of 1:he,two

are totally dissimilar, yetm both cases the body is gracefully streamlined to

ofier less resistance to the current . It is clear that in all cases where.

Similar structures or habits have ongmated under 'apparently dissimilar

conditions, a thorough study of the habitats and bionomics of the organ-

isms would probably reveal that these adaptations fulfil similar ends

He goes on to emphasise that the simple statement which
claims different structure-types for the same environment is

quite superficial What really happens is that when one sifts

out the gradations of any single piece of environment, one finds

that different animals occupy deflmte niches m the same habitat.

Convergence of single characters is recognised in all taxonomic
studies, but there seems also a principle of Communal Con-
vergence Wdley raised the point

How far this commumty of habitats leads to structural convergence is

not clear, because the anatomical characters of the associated foi ms have

not been worked out in sufficient details from this point of view

Hora, Annandale, Cedric Dover and others have studied this

problem of Communal Convergence in such matters as the
fauna of mountain streams, the body-forms of biook-inhabitmg
animals, etc Hora sums up

It IS clear from what I have stated above that divergence is the result of
habitudmal segregation, or isolation, or some kind of ‘Adaptive Radia-
tion’, and that divergence has to be attributed to differences in the en-

vironment It may seem a paradox, but convergence is also the result of
some kind of adaptive radiation, and the cause of this is the sunilauty of
an individual factor or factors m the environment

Annandale showed in 1924 a specific type of diveigence, in
which organisms related in general structuie exhibit, in the same
or similai environment, different modifications in structure or
form or instinct, and these modifications are correlated with the
same element in the environment He and Hora, dealing with
mountain-stream fauna, showed that they moved upstream,
step by step colonismg the upper reaches In the piocess the
fauna provided ample illustration of the theory of the Change of
““Hora (a) 264f Cl the crisis concerning Homology (once loosely identified
with morphological correspondence) J Huxley, m Beer, p xii and (e) 395
The Darwmian concept ot Homology breaks down ’

“Hora, 270 (a)
,
also (c)
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Functions ‘The fact that structural modifications are produced
through change of functions seems to have led to a great

confusiCin m the study <?f animal adaptations.’

Along siniilar hnes Dover has studied the bacteria and algae

in hofsprmgs, and decides that there is evidence ‘for the behef
that the fauna of hot springs is the result of the inheritance of
physiological adaptations to a peculiar environment’ Dealing
with certain blue-banded bees, he suggests that the forms ‘have

been evolved by the inheritance of small variations in some ways
influenced by environmental factors’ Annandale made the

sapie suggestion with regard to some aquatic molluscs Such
theses have been *^attacked ‘But they represent the main
conclusions at which any intelhgent student of the diversity of
form in tropical hfe can arrive

’

m

I have given this brief summary of certain experimental work
to bring out the point that the mechanist idea of environment
as something to which fortunate chance-variations elfectively

fit themselves is showing increasing effects of strain It seems
hard to deny that the environment in some sense enters into the

orgamsm and plays its part in variation Only by some such
conclusion can we meet all the problems, such as those raised by
exponents of neo-Lamarckism or of pre-adaptation. The unitary

outlook must refuse to isolate orgamsm from environment as a
self-moving entity—^and this apphes at every phase of develop-

ment, embryomc as much as adult Between orgamsm and
environment there is a continuous field of chemical and electro-

magnetic changes Orgamsm and environment are different

aspects of this single field.**

In this way we can reconstruct the theory of Selection to play

its part in a umtary dialectical theory of Evolution There is no
such thmg as a chance-variation in the mechamst sense, since

every variation occurs as part of a total field of chemical and
electromagnetic changes in which organism and environment
mutually affect one another *^ The environmental factor now

“Dover (c) 213 and (d) 2
“Julian Huxley (a)

“Cf ‘The structure is only the appearance given by what seems at first to be a
constant flow of specific material beginning and endmg in the environment,’

J S Haldane (b) 99
“For instance m plant life, where the relations of cell and environment are

simpler ‘Although cytological studies have thus revealed some physical basis

of sex-difierentiation, sex certainly is not determined merely by the presence
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appears in a new light, and the problem of Communal Conveir

gence is at last clear We are not concerned with a point-to-

point numerical addition of a number of chance-variations

which all happen to fit into the external jigsaw, rather we see a

single continuousfieldm which the total environment and* all the

affected and related organisms are brought dynamically

together The relation of fiinction and structure is not' one of.

abstract mathematical relations nor one of h. chance-variation

which begets a structure which happens to function m a success-

ful way It is mtnnate and dynamic, and is a property of the

total field ofmovement Withm the total field the play of factors

is of course large, and Selection does ehmir&te the less success-

ful developments, but it is of the total field that we must
henceforth think. Environment ceases to be an external and
given factor, and enters into development of the Organism at all

phases The problem is to show the extent to which it does enter

and the waym which the orgamsm arises and develops in terms

of the total situation of which the environment is a dynamic
and dialectical part We must not undervalue the stalnhsing

factors, but in order to analyse fully what happens in zygote

transformation we must not omit environment in its full

dynamic sense And at the same time we must always have
room m our theorising for chaos as well as order, for regression

as well as successful adaptation ’*

B SYMMETRY AND UNITY OF PROCESS

No natural process is entirely efficient or successful. In domg
its job, it always sets off residual processes or side reactions

For some time, or to some extent, these extra-processes can
continue without upsetting the balances and relations on which
or absence of one or more odd chromosomes Undoubtedly physiological
factors of the whole environment act upon the physico-chemical organisation
of the nucleus ’ Manghan, 55

•“This point IS already accepted for specific analysis, e g WiUnier, 288, ‘The type
of cell movement must also bo influenced by the environment, as indeed
must all vital processes including (alas') even the cell’s specific metabolism.’
And of cell-movements, ‘This change in environment involves change of
character,’ 290 Tlie problem is to find a method for estimating the total evolu-
tionary effect of environment on organism, especially on zygote transforma-
tions

“'Lysenko raises afresh the whole problem of environment, his dominance comes
from answering large problems of soviet agriculture, his work in theory is hard
vet to evalue At worst, he rushes in where mechanistic angels feai

,
at best, he

re-onentates biology to new basic issues (See later note, p 7 )
"Whitehead’s universal Prehension, exactly like Hegelian dialectics, ends in an
mterlocking mechanism which cannot explain the complexity of process
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the main process depends. If they are cyclic or auxiliary to the

mam process, they won’t produce any important modification.

But they m^y be antafomstic and cumulative, and then a

different situation emerges. The residual processes

are bound in sufBcient time and m the absence of external disturbances to

accumulate to such an extent that the whole nature of the system and its

’activity are transfonped In the simplest possible case this is merely an

explanation of the universally recurring oscillatory changes Any process,

once set gomg by an initial impulse, continues m the absence of external

forces until, passing its equilibrium position as the result of its own
momentum, it is broi^ht to a stop and reversed

But m more complicated cases instead of mere oscillatory back-and-

forth movement as the type of cyclic change everywhere, we get as the

result of the opposition and stopping of the primary activity a new and
qualitatively different one

Bernal applies this idea to the formation of planets, the
appearance of hydrosphere and atmosphere, and so on. It is an
interesting and highly suggestive idea, and the terms m which we
describe it must be carefully considered

Bernal brings it under the Hegelian categories and defines it

as a change of Quantity into Quality Needham sees m it the
formula of thesis, antithesis and synthesis.’^ But it seems to me
that it is simpler and less abstract to generalise it m terms ofthe
unity of process, symmetry and asymmetry Then we can say

that if a piocess, which is acting in a symmetrical or balanced

way, holding its own intact, brings about as a result of its

activity an internal asymmetry, the point is reached m time
when the process has to make a total movement m which it

reasserts symmetry and decreases asymmetry. In so doing it

decisively changes its structure and achieves a new centre of
organisation, a new equihbrium

This descnption seems to me to be very much more adequate

to deal with living process than are terms borrowed from a
duahstic philosophy, which assume a taking-apart of two
sides of the process as if the process were a thing. Or which
treat the complex issues of orgamsation as a mere increase in

quantity and pay attention to quality only at the moment of
transformation

11

Recent work on muscle-contraction again provides us with a

test for our terminology and methodological approach

"Bernal (b) 104
"Ncedhatn (d) 230,
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In 1930, the pai tides of the chief protein of muscle—^myosin,

a globulin—were found to be rod or fibril shaped,,even in

isolation X-ray analysis showed tha1*myosin-coritraction was

(hke that of a fibre of keratin or cellulose, wool or cofton) a

truly molecular contraction. A myosm-contraction, however,

was reversible, while the contractions of the other fibres were
not •

About the same time, the transference of energy from
molecule to molecule through the breakdown of carbohydrate

fuel was analysed. These cycles ofphosphorylation, with accom-
panying transfer of phosphorus, led to tl^^ substance adeno-

smetriphosphate. From this substance energy passes direct to

the muscle-fibnl

The problem remained; what is the relation between the

chemical chain of reactions, which transferred energy, and
the physical contractile activity of the fibrils? In terms of the

abstract Hegehan categones, one could simply evade the

problem by saying that the chemical and the physical activities

are merely Opposites, and that the full contractile function

was a synthesis of them
In 1937, two scientists in Moscow were in search of the

enzyme in muscle which breaks down adenosinetriphosphate

and frees its energy. They found that this enzyme was myosin,

the contractile protein itself The effect of adenosinetriphosphate

on myosin was investigated That substance was found to

bring about an immediate shortemng of the rod-hke myosin
particles, followed by a slow lengthening as the phosphorus
was freed from the adenosmetriphosphate by enzymic action

That is, the presence of the substrate compels the action of the

enzyme protein The latter in the process changes its physical

configuration By doing so, it facihtates the disappearance of the

substrate, and the configuration change reverses

Probably this conception can be extended to explain many things m em-

bryonic difiFerentiation, but here the configuraUon change would have to

be irreversible, just as the contraction of textile fibres is irreversible or

nearly so ”

But are we to explam this discovery m Hegelian terms, or is

It not more important to use process terms of orgamsation and
symmetry'? Then we can say that what seemed two qmte
different processes, one chemical and one physical, were found
to be different aspects of a smgle process, and that the unity of

’’Needham (d) 232 I take the account of myosin from Needham, and from
Astbury, 322
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process exists as oscillatory symmetrical pattern Here, in the

process by which the organism preserves its stabihty m the

midst of action, we tou£h the direct reassertion of symmetry
In devHopment (eg in embryonic differentiation) the same
process is at work, but not in an oscillation of reversible

patterns Then the pattern which expresses an extension of
symmetry or stability must maintain itself, and the irreversible

extension of structure goes on till a full equilibrium is reached

111

The symmetrical patterns and movements of which I have
been speaking must be conceived in terms of concrete rhyth-

mical process And this comment, I trust, will be kept in mind
whenever later the term symmetry comes up—m relation, for

instance, to psychic process in general or to artistic process in

particular

Turn, for instance, to the microscopic one-celled protozoans
called Radiolanans The different varieties are all very ahke in

structure and lead the same sort of swimming hfe Their ceU>

substance, for a scaffolding support, secretes silicious particles,

which are united in a definite arrangement There is relatively a
very small scope for utihtarian and protective purposes, and one
would expect a general similarity Yet every one of some 5,000

sorts of radiolarians builds its float-shell on a different rhyth-

mical pattern In the same way, the shells of mussels, snails, and
so on, are constructed with extraordinary rhythmical vanety
and richness, and the primeval cuttlefish show the same endless

wealth of rhythmical decorative forms

AH the vital processes have something of the kind about them We do

not speak of ‘organic’ life for nothing Organic invariably signifies some-

thing worked out rhythmically, somethmg unified You clearly have

occurrences with a rhythmic ring to them in the reproductive sequences of

livmg beings, m heredity, m metabolism, in division of labour among the

cells of the higher organism You will also find the analogy m all

inanimate permanent systems of the umverse ”

One may trace this rhythm m the cell-phases of the primitive

proteo-myxa and myxomycetes—^flagellate, amoeboid, and en-

cysted—^with their analogym animal orgamsation of anabolism,
metabohsm, and a balance or union between these two Life

appears

’‘Bolsche, 743 and 744
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no longer as for tlie early Darwinians as so many machune-like combina-

tions of innumerable indefinite variations externally selected from among

yet more mnumerable ones, nor even among a more limited ndmber of

ancestral possibilities, but as so many forms throvwn from the rhythmic

oscillation of the loom of life

Each of these types or species, with its exqmsite intncacy of detail and

individuality of pattern, its marvellous correlation of organs, is thus a-

new unity created from within by its own intexior*play and balance of

vegetative and reproducbve forces, its inner predominances here of

anabolisms and there of katabohsms

Growth and arrest, giant and dwarf, rest and movement, sleep ajid

wakmg, even female and male are contrasts all physiologically akm, and

this single and simple rhythm of metabolisms, of passivities and activities,

goes on mto compound and re-compoimding rhythms, like the figures of

the pendulograph The forms of life are thus distinct and definite, because

harmoniously unified They have a certain stabihty, great or small, yet

they are anew transformable, like musical variations, hke singmg flames

The remarks m this section are intended only as suggestions

To substantiate their viewpomt, the generahsations must be
tested and made concrete by an enormous amount of detailed

work Still, I believe that they can be helpful, even at this

phase, and that they indicate, on the whole, the correct approach
to the problem of hvmg orgamsation

C THERMODYNAMICS

I am only too aware that I should attempt at least as complete
a discussion of the state of physics as of biology; but my weak-

’ 'Geddes, (a) 244 and 85 There is something to be said forDe Vries’ idea of special
pockets of plenty in the geological epochs when the'crisis m nutrition brought
about a specially high burst of rhythmic creative vitality Durmg such a period
of rhythmic ‘over-production’ we may conceive the human bram gaming its

rich differentiations

'•For the complex ways in which equilibrium or symmetry is maintained by the
oiganism, see A V Hill, ‘Conception of the Steady State’, which discusses
‘that which exists between the mside and the outside of the single living cell

that which obtains between the inside and the outside of the whole animal
the steady state at rest the steady state during activity

,
the steady state of

the cell, the mdividual, the tribe, the species The problem is, in a sense, a
single one in all these cases—we are not dealing with a thermodynamic equili-
brium at one end of the scale, with an organised factory at the other Throughout
we are involved, not with genuine equilibria, but with conditions maintained
constant by delicate governors and by a continual expenditure of energy,’ 78f
The derivation and use of that energy is, he thinks, the mam biophysical prob-
lem which mcludes the problem of what ends the steady state

See Rashevsky (a) Ch vi foi the way in which ‘some sufficiently asymmetri-
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ness as a mathematician daunts me. However, there are a few

things I can perhaps say The crisis in mathematical physics,

which centres round th§ Principle of Uncertamty or Indeter-

minacy, IS essentially a crisis in method, an announcement that

the Inmts of the method of quantitative measurement have in

some sort been reached Bohr regarded an electron as movmg
in a discrete senes of orbits with chaiactenstic periods But
when we try to measure the position and velocity of an electron

we meet Heisenberg’s Principle of Uncertainty The leason hes

m the fact that we can ‘see’ an electron only by lUummatmg
it, and its dunensions are the shortest light-waves The problem
IS msoluble, since ^t derives from the corpuscular structure of
light. So, the more accurately the electron’s position is found,

the more uncertain are we as to its momentum; and vice versa ”
This crisis IS bound up with the development of methods of

Probabihty, of Statistical Laws,

Every element of the umveise exhibits at one and the same time a form

of atomic and of statistical behaviour . Even such a simple matter

as the measurement ofa length shows this two-fold aspect. The measures

obtained by a group of people express, m the diversity of the measures

found, the relation of this group to the object measured That is a statis-

tical quality On the other hand . w€ take the average, say, as the

approximation to the true length The latter then represents an atomic

element It is then regarded as a property of the object The different

measures can then be regarded as a pi operty of the group ' ®

The object-property is not to be set agamst the group-property

as exact truth agamst subjective error Each is a different aspect

of a total situation from which human activity can no longer

be abstracted Our concept of object is becommg more concrete

The advent of the statistical method is not the intrusion of

doubts and subjective factors mto a sphere which should be
rigorously objective It betokens the breakdown of a false and
limited concept of objectivity So far from throwing out

the notion of causahty, so that we have to rescue that notion

and reimpose it on the rebellious material, it lays on us the task

cal distiibution of the forces must be present’ to mduce internal movements of
the cell called protoplasmic streamings Work such as this shows how complex
are the factors to be considered m any effort to deteimine what makes up
organic equilibrium or symmetry in growth But they are also confused by their

empiric methodology, which fails to see consistently how the symmetry-
reasseition operates as the basic law

”Stebbmg, 136f, Eddington, 223ff
’‘Levy (al 141f ‘Probability’ represents in one sense the open socialisation of
science
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of creatmg and grasping a fuller and moie dialectical notion of

causality « *

In Einstein the Newtonian universe round its fin'al extension

which was also the statement of a breakdown Relativity with

its Space-Time showed the inability of a mechanist notion of

Space to grapple with the problems of physics today; but it did.

not know how to grasp scientifically the reaiity of process, of

time itself Its objects were isolated objects moving in„ the

complex web of relativity The cnsis which it inaugurated was a

crisis in method, which can only be solved by a new scientific

methodology, a umtary approach «

n

In fact the ongins of the crisis go far back beyond Einstein

and Planck, mto the work of Gibbs and Helmholtz, mto the

new concepts developed by thermodynamics Helmholtz, for

instance, sought to fuse the basic formulae of mechanics,

thermodynamics, electrodynamics and electro-magnetism

About the same time Helm and Natanson were striving towards
general thermodynamics W. J. Macquorn Rankine, the Scots

physicist, as early as 1855 saw something of the needed unity,

and called the new science that of Energetics.

In the classical view thermodynamics are only a particular

apphcation of dynamics Changes of state were merely modifica-

tions m the charactenstic elements of the hidden movements of
the microscopic particles

Agamst such attitudes Duhem, for instance, sought to define
a method for graspmg movement in the fullest sense, including
not only change of place (local movement) but also all kinds of
physical and chemical modification It is illegitimate, he said, to
reduce reahty to pure quantity to make measurement possible
We must remain m the realm of sense ‘The language of
algebra penmts us to reason as well concerning the various in-

tensities of a quahty as concermng the various magmtudes of a
quantity’®® He wants a truly monistic physics, which will in-

tegrate movement, figure, and quahty

’“Duhem (a) 185f
'

““Duhem (a) 193
“^^wmger, Ch x, objects to the monistic attitude, but ends ‘ an indefeasible
fact of the human situation—that the human Spirit is one and that the different
activities m which it expresses itself must in the end arrive at the same con-
clusion ’ Duhem, despite weaknesses, is aware that (m his own words) logical
analysis is historical method, and that the unity of science utters the unity of
process
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m
But despite these theoretical pointers very little attempt has

been made to realise in practice this fuller type of physics An
important step, however, has been taken by Scott-Blair, an in-

dustrial physicist, -who has sought for equations to express and
mtegrate with normally measured aspects of a process those

which normally are ascertainable only to our senses Thus, he
has seen that (in the case of a baker mixing dough, for instance)

mechanical measur'-ements of viscous and elastic aspects do
npt exhaust what the baker feels m testmg the dough at any
given moment of the process To add together the dynamical
aspects IS not to produce a full picture of the facts, it

IS in the last resort only to set one limited equation next to

another But the baker’s fingers integrate the sensations of
viscosity and elasticity and many others inside a unified reaUsa-

tion closely connected with industrial process

Scott-Blair set himself to define this unity mathematically
Such an attempt begins to achieve the monistic approach desired

by Duhem and to introduce a reahty of tune, change, history,

into the heart of the analytic method In nature no process is

precisely reversible, since any experience must affect the actual

structure and internal balance of an object The new physics

must be a physics m which time is a real factor aqd the ure-

versibihty of change or history is taken into account

IV

To complete this section I should attempt to formulate the

problems of energy and entropy, and to suggest the hnes on
which a unified focus can be brought to bear on the thermo-

dynamic contradictions, the increase in orgamsation set agamst
the mcrease in entropy, the connection of work with the destruc-

®*Tnsum,Duhemhas constructed a Thermodynamics ofirreversible phenomenon
—viscosity, friction, hysteresis—^when, until his time, irreversibility was
envisaged under a very general form and almost exceptionally,’ Jouguet, 40-9

Scott-Blair developed on the work ofD Katz He seeks fa) to umte analytic

and mtegrative viewpomts, and discusses (b) the relation of his findings to

Gestalt, ‘Complex entities useful foi companng the rheological properties of
industrial materials are to be regarded psychologically as Qestalten (though
not necessarily primary Gestalten) Physically, they may be described as quasi-

properties or associated groups of quasi-properties The quasi-property

describes a process and not an equilibrium state and if the Newtoman time-

scale IS used, IS defined by an intensity or quantity factor and one or more
fractional numerical exponents which are quality factors’, (c) 31f
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tion of mechanical energy Such a unified focus is one of the

great tasks facmg us

I shall, however, perforce content myself with a few ©bserva-

tions The basis of thermodynamics is the principle of the con-
servation of energy The energy of a system is the sum of
kmetic energy and the internal energy (usually stated as U)
Now, U is the function of the variables a,b . . n which' define

the system’s state Given two systems whioh form a new or

single system, the function of the sum of the variables of each
system is the potential of the mutual action of the two parts of
the envelopmg system From a study of the elementary modifica-

tion (with heat defined so that heat and work are equivalents)

we move to applying the principle of Carnot and Clausius Up
to this point the equation is a simple identity, but now we get

the equation of movement, m which actions of inertia and of
viscosity are represented as elements To determine a system’s

movement, we introduce a further relation expressing the way
in which the system behaves from a calorific viewpoint

From a static symmetry we thus proceed to reahty with its

complex and entangled balances—the ceaseless attempt to re-

assert symmetry or to decrease asymmetry Accordmg to the

Second Law of Thermodynanucs each movement, each loss of
an old balance and achievement of a new, involves an increase

m bound energy, every transformation of energy means a fall

m the energy-level

I have already touched on the problem of getting a single

focus on the principle of entropy and the principle of evolu-

tionary organisation One of the keys must hem the fuller under-

standing of the moment of transformation, which the Second
Law considers only from the angle of mechamcs Approaches
such as those of Duhem and Scott-Blair are leading us to a
grasp which merges with the mechamcal equations other

equations based in history, in irreversible process, in the full

orgamsing situation

Dantec tried to defeat the one-sided apphcation of the

Second Law to hvmg process His method was neo-

Lamarckian, but had mterestmg elements Thus, in opposition

to those who look on the crystal as the perfect model of an
mert body, he points out that each crystal ‘owes, at each instant,

its particular form to an incessant activity which we can call

vital morphogenic activity for an animal and crystalhgenous

““Lowinger, 5

“‘Dantec (c) 103f, 107 For analogies in the behaviour and moiphology of
crystals and organisms, see Rinne
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activity for a crystalhsed body’ That is, ‘the crystal does not

exist by itself, but results from an equihbrium estabhshed

between- what passes ip- its interior and what passes in the

environment’
’

Si I’oh plonge dans ce Jiquide (en surfusion) un cnstal du corps surfondu,

on voit se propager iinmddiatement de proche en proche, dans le Iiquide,

line activite cnstalligene qui pai t du cnstal pr&xistant

Au-dessous de la temperature de fusion, il ne se produit pas de cnstal-

hsation spontance, alors il faut un cnstal pour amorcer le phdnoni^ne, qui

se continue de pioche en proche tant que le degagement de chaleur

latente n’a pas fait renionter le niveau thermique jusqu’a la temperature

de fusion

Passing from the crystal of glycerine to colloidal substances, he
argues that

Les seiiles formes d’energie qui aient des chances de s'lmposer sent

cellcs qui peuvent amorcer ‘des phenom^nes qui contmueut’, c’est4-dire

. des ph6nonitoes qui pioduisent, plus qu’ils n’en consomment, de

J’dnergie particuhere dont ils ont besom pour se mamfester

He argues that the category of mechanical energy can cover

only one aspect of the process of transformation, and that,

though a mechanically definable change occurs in living bodies

at every moment of change, the full process involves other

elements He goes on to consider vital energy, or the form m
which transformation occurs in living substances

He works out formulas to define stability and development
The entnety of an organism’s activity in its environment at a
given moment is represented by the formula (AxB) ‘This

formula is symmetrical, it concerns B as much as A, it com-
prehends the modifications wrought on B under A’s influence

as well as the modifications wiought m A under B’s influence
’

He goes on to try to devise a Symmetrical Language, which will

escape the compheatmg distortions of everyday speech He
points out a colloidal body propagates round itself a rhythmic

zone of action If two come together with different rhythms, a
dissonance or struggle begms, an unbalance or a symmetry
Each body remains on the defensive, until an action from out-

“Ddntec (c) 110
•“Dantec (c) 120f , and (a)

“’Behind him lie the many physiasts who, followmg the advent of the problem of
Entropy, turned effectively to the significance of stability, e g Mach. Whyte m
(c) shows another climaxm that development, with the aigument leading to the

formulation, 'More symmetneal states follow on less symmetrical states

(Mayer, Mach),’ 140 Out of this physical formulation he moved in (a) to the
full unitary definition
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Side disarms one to the benefit of the other ‘Then the favoured

colloid imposes its rhythm on the conquered, it assimilates it

physically ’ The physical assimilation consists then in a^modifi-

cation of colloidal rhythm
On these hnes he attempts to show that we can best under-

stand development and stabihty among orgamsms in terms of

a continual reassertion of symmetry, in which thermic energy

.

plays a complex part There is an orgamsing factor as well as

a disorgamsmg one in all movement, and the thermodynamical
analysis cannot coiiectly Imnt itself to one side of process

Such an analysis only serves to clear some of the ground for

the imtial statement of what the problem is# but it is none the

less useful If the principle of entropy seems to show us a
umverse weighed down on the side of an increasing confusion

and disorgamsation, thermodynanucs must recogmse that the

process of work is also a process of orgamsation which defeats

confusion The progressive stability of hfe, the continuing

rhythmic decrease in asymmetry, Dantec rightly sees, cannot
be simply reduced to the laws of Carnot

V

In his essay Evolution and Thermodynamics Needham covers

much the same ground as Dantec covered in 1910, and it cannot
be said that the many opmions he cites have advanced the

issues to any considerable extent Various thinkers have seen

that the concept of thermodynamical order cannot cover the

whole of reality.

They [organisms] alone seem able to breast the great stream of appar*

ently irreversible processes These processes tear down, living thing®

build up While the rest of the world seems to move towards a dead level

of uniformity, the hving organism is evolving new substances and more
and more mtncate forms

Side by side with the second law ofthermodynamics, in so far as it

may be vahd for large-scale systems—if it is so valid—^there must exist

a law for the evolution of novel forms of aggregated energy and the

emergence of new qualities A generahsation of this nature has not yet

been made, but that a general rule of this type must exist is evident

®“Dantec(c) 127, 146f In (a) he first put out the notion ofa Symmetrical Language
for biology

“®One points in passing to two problems of entropy—^Absolute zero, and the
moment of Transfoimation

“"Needham (a) 207-232
“^G N Lewis (a) Ch vi and viii

. p 178
““Levy (c) 203
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In the processes of metabolism no evidence has been forth-

coming to show that organisms escape the Second Law there

IS always a loss of free energy and orgamc compounds are

broken down to COg and water And in work on evolution such

generaksations as those of Dollo seem to show that the umverse
IS always moving from less probable to moie probable states

—

that entropy is mci easing

The piinciple of entropy is such that it can only deal with probabilities,

and all that it says is that a state improbable in itself is followed on the

aveiage by a more piobable state Biologically interpreted, this pnnaple

points towards degeneration rather than improvement The chaotic, the

ordmaiy, and the comilion, is always more probable than the harmonious,

the excellent, or the rare

Needham points out that thermodynamical order need not,

however, be identified with evolutionary organisation

D L Watson suggests that a classification based on mor-
phological form and efiiciency of function would give a very

different picture from that of statistical mechamcs
But it is not enough to argue that thermodynamical order

and biological orgamsation are different aspects of reahty Such
an argument has value only if it leads at once into the quest for

the umtary outlook which brings the two aspects together on a
higher level of comprehension Somehow the two principles of
increasing entropy and mcreasmg organisation define the two
basic aspects of the umverse, the entwined aspects of symmetry
and asymmetry, stabihty and chaos.

A first result of this conception is to make us thiow over the

limited morphological concept of evolution as a movement
from the sunple to the complex The concept of that sort of

progress is an illusion bred from a rationalist abstraction of one
side of process. The movement out of chaos and the movement
mto chaos are simultaneous The problem for unitary logic is

to grasp the umverse as this simultaneous symmetry and
asymmetry

VI

The problem then is to find the equation which will brmg
together the loss of free therrmc energy and the hberation of

•’Planck (a) 101

•‘He argues that we must extend the concept of organisation down into non-
living patterned aggregations and that smce these need no metabokc upkeep,
the theory that theimodynamical order and biological order are one must be
rejected in favour of a wider generalisation

•‘Watson, 143
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organising energy.®* The crux is what happens at the moment
of transformation and its new stabihsed equihbrium as Dantec

clearly saw. Thus, in the case of two^vessels filled wim gas at

different temperatures and isolated from all other environment

With the.passage of time they will come to exact thermal equihbnum

When tins pomt is reached it will certainly not be possible to get any

further work out of the system, but a pattern has iftiw appeared where it

was not before The system has passed from asymmetry to symmetry

In this example and the range of analogies it opens up, we
get a glimpse of the law of entropy as the law of an orgamsmg
force Entropy must be one aspect of Time, find the importance

of the problem of Entropy is that for the first tune it really dobs

bnng Tune into the heart of scientific concepts Work done
by Gestalt Psychology (see later Ch. 6 and 7), I thmk, opens

up the hnes on which the basic equation of a umtary nature

wdl bnng together entropy and orgamsation under a law of
decreasmg asymmetry

Perhaps we can get somethmg of the needed focus on the

limitations of the concept of entropy if we look at the way in

which historically the concept arose. That concept is a direct

offshoot of the problems of work and heat ansmg from the

power-machme of early mdustriahsm A machine wears out,

does less and less work efficiently, and. has thus an increasing

margm of failure The inquiry into the efficiency of the machine
and Its work-capabihty led to the theorems m which the increase

of bound-energy m aU ‘work done’ is formulated The formula-
tions have remamed tied to problems of heat, and that is cer-

tamly one reason for their msufficiency We need a wider reach
of definition which will mclude entropy with a number of other

matters such as gravitation in a single focus

Entropy is certainly an aspect of Time In it Tune appears at

last concretely m scientific method It is one aspect of the whole
complex of delimiting or down-draggmg factors without which
orgamsation m matter would never even begm to appear We
need a fuUer method, which wdl grasp the concept of inner time

in every whole of movement and which will work towards the

final reahty of Time in the whole universe Mdne’s two tunes
will certamly be found to play an important part m the resolu-

tion of the problem This is not a matter of relativity, but of

'“Needham (a) 228 , Schrodinger (a) , J S Haldane (c) , Mayeihof, ii, 238
"Dantec’s example is not a good one, though I cite it because of the historical

interest of his attempt to formulate the problem , a better example would be of
a heated bodym an enclosed gas (which does work until equihbnum is reached)
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a fuJly concrete grasping of the changes occurring inside a
complex Then entropy will be seen as an aspect of the foices

making Jor stabihty and liymmetry But it clearly refers to only

one aspect of process; else it is impossible to explain how
organic hfe, vegetable or animal, ever developed For life implies

a counter-movement accumulating available energy
‘

the general tendency of life upon the earth is towards the accumu-

lation of available energy m the form of chemical compounds of high

calorific value The process is restricted mainly by animal and bacteiial

life, and by the paucity on the earth of mineral nitrogenous compounds

But it IS clear that oma lifeless planet the enormous store of available

energy contained m the incident of solar radiation would be at once

dissolved, whereas on one which is the seat of hfe the energy so received

tends to be accumulated ••

But m fact this argument applies equally to morgamc matter,

since by the principle of entropy alone we could never explain

how its organisation ever came about Form or process must be
seen to involve always both a dehmitmg and an expanding

aspect Through the concept of entropy men have at last

stumbled naively and confusedly on the measurement of real

time (the concrete inner time of a complex); but the empirical

one-track method of approach has prevented them from pro-

ceeding to the total comprehension.

•®J Johnstone, 219 At the present phase ofknowledge it is onlyguesswork to say
what the relation of entropy-increase and entropy-decrease would be m an
hypothesis which succeeded in grasping total concrete time. My guess is that they
would appear merely as opposed aspects of a single time-process
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CHAPTER FIVE

The Status oj Anthropology

Despite a vast amount of interesting material and valuable

theorismg, Anthropology m some ways has^not yet reached the

full status of a Science. Its methodology is still insecure, no
clear guidmg-hnes of classification have been generally estab-

hshed There is considerable truth m the remarks which A. R
Radcliffe-Brown made to the British Association in 1931

‘It is impossible to reconcile the different theories with one
another, or even to discover prmciples of method about which
theie IS general agreement ’ And he added, ‘Every school goes

its own way, buildmg up its own hypothetical structure, not
attemptmg to seek out pomts on which agreement can be
reached with others. The procedure is often that of disciples of a
cult rather than that of students of a science

’

Variety of approach and freedom of hypothesis are essential

to the healthy development of any science But variety pre-

supposes some common factor, or there is no basis of com-
parison IJnless a science has an agreed field of reference and a
methodology by which different findings can be related, it

ceases to be a science It reveals itself as a confusion which
requires the scientific disciphne Development is arrested in

favour of a series of unconnected circles of argument
To asseit that Anthropology was m such a state of hopeless

confusion would no doubt be to exaggerate; but there is more
than enough of that sort of confusedness to warrant stringent

criticism along the fines indicated by Radclilfe-Brown
It IS hard even to define the subject-matter of Anthropology

The first field was that of man’s physical structure (Hundt in

1501), butm the 17th century it expanded to take in Psychology,
‘the nature of the rationale soul’. By 1822, in the British Encyclo-

pedia, It covered ‘a discourse upon human nature’ as well as

‘that manner of expression by which the inspired writers attri-

bute human parts and passion to God’ In 1876 Topinard des-

cribed it as ‘the branch of natural history which treats of man
and the races of man’ The Concise Oxford Dictionary today
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takes refuge in large generalities ‘Whole science of man
physiological and psychological science of man; study of man
as an animal ’

^

But what IS the ‘natural history’ of man distinct from his

human history? and how can we study man ‘as an ammal’ and
not as a human animal, that is, as man*^ and what is the ‘whole

science of man’ unless it is everything we know of man and his

achievement, the whole of his history, social, cultural, econoimc
and the rest of if?

These definitions alternately limit anthropology to the simpler

biological aspects of human development, the measurable
aspects winch are gi-ouped under the headings of ethnology,

cramology, morphology, and the hke, or expand it amorphously
to take in anything and everything of human history and
prehistory

If we look back over the last century we see various aspects

of the ‘whole science of man’ sphttmg off as delmnted fields of

knowledge, where they become genume sciences One group of
these fields is concerned with the biology ofman m its zoological

and palaeontological relations, comparative physiology, m-
cludmg hormones and blood-groups and so on Another group,

related, seeks to find criteria for ethnological analysis, a third,

encouraged by the development of biological classification,

tries to classify artefacts and begets archaeology and technology;

and a fourth tackles language to find root-forms and the laws

of change, and a fifth separates off the field of man’ S' inner life

and becomes psychology History in general, of course, had
long past separated out; and with Comte the specific term

Sociology was born, to cover the inqmry into the motive forces

of society ^ What, then, is left?

Quite a lot, unless we are to expand the field of sociology

until It embraces the ‘whole science of man’ Clearly, a key-

science is needed, which will bring together all those mentioned
above, and which, in the action of bnngmg them together, wiU
be concerned with defimng, in their wholes and m their parts,

the vanous cultural stages through which men have passed
Its central task we may then describe as the investigation into

the nature and function of Culture—^usmg that term in its

broadest sense—and into the differentiation and interrelation of
the varymg cultures that make up human history “

mendyshe, 356, A C Haddon, If, Casson
-In practice Sociology has dealt with urban societies

,
Anthropology, with prunitive

or folk groups I suggest Sociology be kept for socio-economic issues and
Anthropology for Culture in general at all stages
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II

Anthropology can arise only wl^n men are sufficiently

self-conscious to see the basic contrasts between their own
culture and the culture of other groups, and not so completely

enclosed in the circle of their own group-values as to despise the

values of the other groups as inferior ob. meanmgless The
Greek Stoics often showed a true historical curiosity in dis-

cussing tribal forms, but they were too far m advance of their

period and founded no anthropological school.® With the

breakdown of the closed European bound%m the 16th centhry

there emerged agam the material basis for an anthropological

outlook, which begins coming through m travellers’ tales,

records of Jesuit rmssionaries, and so on But the first impact of

the strange new worlds was to beget Utopian fiction and the

explosive idea of a State of Nature That idea, nourished by the

Stoics, had never been lost from Roman Law; and now it revived

with tremendous force, coming to a head in Rousseau
Some of the travellers, eg Dapper in his Accurate Des-

cnptwn of African Regions (published in 1668 at Amsterdam),
were approaching a scientific attitude, and the mercantile

expansion was leadmg to Collections, such as that of John
Tradescant, from which the Ashmolean was derived Tradescant,

a gardener, visited Virginia and besides botanical specimens
collected ‘mechamck artificial! works m carvmgs, turnings,

sowings and pamtmgs’, and ‘warlike instruments’ His catalogue,

dedicated to the College of Physicians, appeared in 1656. Out of
the welter of change in the Cromwellian period, the antiquarian

interests developed by men hke Camden deepened into true

anthropological inquiries in the work of John Aubrey
But before the full problems could appear, a number of

things had to happen The ideas of Evolution and Orgamsm,
gathering force throughout the 18th century, had to burst out in

the systems of Lamarck and Darwm, the discovery of the cell,

protoplasm and the like. The many related sciences, such as

those mentioned above, in which the concepts of evolution
invaded the human sphere, had to ciystalhse out The modern
unperiahst State had to extend its area of control, resulting in

collections such as that of Scythian goldwork by Peter the
Great and organised research such as that carried out by the
French in Egypt during Napoleon’s invasion Industrial activi-

“Anthropological inquiries can be taken back to the lonians—and Herodotus
Myres, 121-68, J A K Thomson, 58ff
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ties such as canal cutting, deep mining, railway line construction

,

with their refinements ofmeasuring mechanism, helped to found
the sciences ,of geology ^^^nd archaeology Thus, it was William
Smith,^an engineer in charge of canal cutting, who produced the

first co'loured geological map (1815) and Boucher de Perthes

founded prehistoric archaeology and human palaeontology by
examination of industrial and military cuttings at Abbeville

In addition to all this, history had to develop the realisation

of human life as having passed through vaiious different levels,

basic changes in soeial oiganisation, and so to break up the

dogma of a fixed Human Nature And that development had to

be fecundated fron? many angles of thought and feeling Thus,
the Romantic Movement of which the Rousseauesque return to

Nature was one mam strand, stimulated and orgamcally
created the sense of a past quahtatively different from the

present—a past dimly but powerfully imaged m terms of Gothic
raptures, Druidic ‘nature-religion’, Norse and Ossianic bards
of the heroic clan-days; a fuller woild of ‘natural’ freedom
which had been lost.

This realisation of basic changes in history, however couched
in fantasy-terms, was a necessary step to the appreciation of
differences in personal and social organisation between Europ-
eans and primitive peoples Without Rousseau’s daydream and
the Ossianic fantasy there would never have been any genuine
historical and anthropological attitudes But, given these

factors which made for the anthropological sense, what
happened?

Ill

There were two fields on winch the stimulus of the Romantic
Movement could at once operate those of Folklore and of

Classical Studies The romantics, especially in Germany, turned

with intense interest to all survivals offolk-custom and folksong

It was felt that such survivals were close to pure ‘nature’ and
revealed the ‘free’ man whom the money-woild of mdustnahsm
was destroymg In Folklore spoke the nature-religion of the

free clan *

This attitude, however absurdly simplified, had its touch of

truth, and led to collections of folk-customs and manuals of

Northern Mythology The folktale found an urban audience

The Brothers Grimm led the way and may thus be ranked as

"The tsrm folklore itself was not coined till W. J, Thomas {Athenaeum, 22 Aug
1846)
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the fouiideis of Anthropology The next stage came in the

work of Mannhardt and his foUoweis, who explored the customs

of the European peasantry for pre-ciristian feitihty-tults In

1866, Berhn pioneered with the Museum fui Volkerkmidt

An allied line of approach had been affecting Greek ’and

Latin studies The Plutarchian ancient world, asimagined duiing

the 17th and 18th centuries, began to break,up and show folk-

patterns Masonic and Rosicrucian societies stuied a con-

viction of the continuity of religious and aitistic symbol with

their mitiation ritual Warburton saw the ancient Mysteries

with new eyes, and Creuzer and Lobeck probed Greek myth foi

Its inner meaning Lobeck and C O MuUer purged many of the

crude naiveties and prepared the way for a more adequate

analysis, where the work led by Mannhardt came fully into

impact with Graeco-Latin studies One of the less rewarding

trails, however, appeared in the thesis of Max Muller and hts

school who sought for puie nature-allegories m myth and cult

and got rid of all the leal problems by treating mythology as a

‘disease of language’

IV

The movement into mdustnahsation had begun tearingmasses
of peasantry from the soil and had stimulated the sense of a
‘lost earth’ More and more material from the folk-levels of

European culture was brought together A parallel movement
was expanding trade and impenalist spheres of influence, and
bringing m information about barbarian or savage groups
Contempt for natives to a considerable extent inhibited the

flow of information but there were forces at work to countei-
act that contempt At home the struggle for pohtical democracy
was intensifying, the ‘class-struggle’ had been discovered a new
attitude to divisions inside society was growing up This new
hard light on class-divisions meant the advent of a new critical

sense, which, turned outwards beyond European society,

meant a new sense of values in judging and understanding
strange social systems. The interplay of forces, pohtical,

economic and cultural, is very entangled at this point; and
the remarks made above must be taken only as hints towards

‘Many othei false simplifications might be quoted Reduction to sun-worsliip
IS as old as the syncretism of the Roman Empire (eg Macrobius), Heibeit
Spencer plumped for ancestor-worship, Bastian had a theory of Elementary
Ideas common to all men which find expression as Folk ideas, which appear in
Geographical Provinces—a semi-mystical link between the Romantics and
Jung’s Archetypes and the schemes of culhire-pattems, cultuie-arcas
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unravelling the complex of developments which made a new
basic approach to the anthropological problem possible

AmiJ the. convergingimass of new material two men made
powerful efforts at synthesis and unification. Tylor and Morgan
Both had been strongly affected by Darwinian evolutionism,

,but theie were considerable differences in the way they sought to

"apply the evoluticyiary principle

Tylor attempted to sift the cultural evidence by rationalist

criteria, to show that ‘the history of mankind is part and parcel

of the history of Nature’ and that ‘oui thoughts, wills and
actions accord wit]j laws as definite as those which govern the

motion of the waves, the combination of acids and bases, and
the growth of plants and animals’. Such a statement claims too

much and too little, and despite the enormously valuable nature of
Tylor’s effort to work out general categories of classification, the

final result is to flatten out all real differences For him psycholo-

gical reactions are much the same all the world over m those

matters common to all humans It follows then that his scheme
of evolution will be an intellectually conceived one of steady

gradation from the irrational to the rational—with the rational

standard being that of nud-Victorian England.

Tylor saw cultural development as proceeding from a dim
irrational level—animism, a belief in pervasive spirit-forces

—

into differentiated religions and then on into the rationality

of science. Similar conditions produce similar beliefs, and so

(though the diffusion of culture at some points was hot denied)

no particular problem was felt in defining the sequence of
behefs and customs The working-out might be highly com-
pheated, but the movement was essentially simple—from the

irrational to the rational, on obvious evolutionary hnes
He admits the possibilities of regression or stagnation, but

that admission does not shake the simple rationahst values His
‘progression-theory of mankind’ thus ends by explaimng very

Httle, Its methodological barrenness was shown when he tried to

work out a basis of ‘tabulation and classification’, in which the

units of comparison were conceived as being of equivalent

value Human movement was taken as a mechanist matter of
quantitative additions and subtractions, and the problem of
real change was merely omitted ^

Hodgkin, Quaker opponent of slavery, founded the Aborigines Protection
Soc (1837), in which two trends struggled (the missionary and the scientific

outlooks) A split led him and others to form the Ethnological Soc m 1843,
furthei pohticsJ divergences begot the Anthropological Soc m 1863 Keith (b)
‘Tylor (a) 245 Cf the atomistic atutude in Herbert Spencer ‘The structure and
actions throughout soaety are determmed by the property of its units

’
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Morgan, though also an evolutionist, approached the material

from an opposite angle. He wanted above all to grasp the nature

of the changes that human society hadgone through behind
him lay the work of Bachofen, whose Mutterfecht (1861)

had tried to showforms of father-descent as comparativelyTecent

m history,, the earher form was that of mother-descent.’

Morgan seized on what was soundly based m Bachofen’s

thesis, and extended its historical apphcatton. Drawing on
diverse material, he analysed ancient and primitive kin-systems,

m which the unit, though varying, was always much wider than
the patriarchal famdy, and he tried to work out the historical

series revealed by custom and km-terms Rwighly, his method
was to start from a hypothetical state of promiscuity and to

end with monogamy, the place of any kin-system withm the

series was determmed by its degree of contraction from the

hypothetical group-marriage
The km-systems m turn were set within a general framework

based on economic modes and divided into Savagery (three

levels), Baibansm (three levels), and Civihsed Society.

Tylor’s mam concern was with the inner world of man,
despite his interest m customs and artefacts and mstituhons
and ethnographical material he sees man growmg from an
incorrect to a correct understanding of things Morgan, despite

his mterest m the way in which social organisation affects

character, is mainly concerned with finding the nodal pomts m
orgamsational change Tylor was an Enghshman, m an England
convinced of its social supenority and its clue to steady social

progress—an England rapidly extendmg the areas over which
it held sway and in which it had to deal with peoples at lower
cultural levels Morgan was an American, working at the mo-
ment when his fellow-countrymen were crucially transfonnmg a

contment, in which they had to grapple with the native races

There is inherent in Morgan’s attitude a deep respect for the

values of Red Indian culture as there is inherent in Tylor’s a
kindly contempt of the lower races which have yet to be guided,

slowly, to full rationahty

The work of each man was of great value Tylor’s weakness
was that it failed to recogmse or understand the nature of basic

change m history, Morgan’s, that it failed to cover and control

the vast amount of custom and myth which Tylor’s had tenta-

tively reduced to order Tylor sought to grasp the whole man.

’Bachofen’s whole idea of a mattiarchal stage was mainly fantastic, but he had
great value in opening up new lines (i.e

, that of comparative junsprudence)
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but got him into a rationalist time-space where the wholeness

evaporated, Morgan sought to grasp the basic pattern of change

and to isolate primary factors, but omitted the complex interplay

of personal and social factors m culture.

V

Tylor and Morgan together represent one crest of achieve-

ment Despite weaknesses the evolutionary concept seems to be

controlling the material, and all that is needed is to bring

Morgan and Tylor together, to produce a fully adequate

methodology What in fact happened?
First of all, we i«.ust admit in many ways a steady advance

—

for instance, along the arc where Mannhardt, Lobeck and Tylor

(e g in the peison of his follower Andrew Lang) had much in

common A biilliant series of scholars have used thb anthropo-

logical approach to illuminate ancient cultuie, e g Hartland,

Frazer, Famell, Cook, Cornford, Jane Harrison, George
Thomson—the latter and Hartland alone trymg to enlarge

Morgan’s analysis Frazer, in his compilation, has worked in the

full Tylorian sphere, and though such labours are extremely

useful in their assemblage of material, the method is essentially

scholastic, resulting to some extent (in Ruth Benedict’s phrase)

in ‘a kind of mechamcal Frankenstein’s monster’

And field-work went ahead with increasing energy and pre-

cision of method, e g in America, Powell, Brinton
,
Boas_

Mainly through Powell, who as geological surveyo*"

and studied the Indians, the Bureau of American 15^
'denied)

was set up at Washington m 1879, and for the fim
''®

State made serious investigation of the natives withim?.

.

In England, Pitt-Rivers, struck by the evolution

forms, began his collection (now m the Science

Oxford) in which a Tylorian kind of typology for artefacts m
general was worked out ®

But all this sort of work, however necessary, could not of

Itself bring about the fusion of Tylor’s and Morgan’s work. A
number of sectional revolts and heretical movements, denymg
the oversimplified evolutionary hypothesis, showed the fines of
weaknesses, the points of stiain and the difficulties requirmg
lesolution

‘Akin was the work of Sir John Evans in the archaeological fields Cf also the
efforts (Gi aebner, Menghin) to define culture-cycles on the typology of artefacts
These go back to the work of Thomsen m Denmark (c 1812), the literary

tradition of Stone, Bronze, Iron Ages, plus geological classifications, exerted
strong influence Such approaches lead to a simple theory that ‘the motive
force of culture is technological,’ L A White (b)
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Protests against lack of fullness in analysis multiplied

Wundt had already emphasised the nch complexity of the
relation of mdividual and society, tljLOUgh he opposed the
group-soul mysticism of thinkers like Lazarus and Stejnthal

But it was the French school led by Durkheim that led the

mam revolf against Tylonan rationahsm They charged Enghsh
anthropologists m general with having injported the social

values of mid-Victorian England into pnmitive groups The
primitive mentahty, they said, was not to be understood at all

in terms of mid-Victorian categories It had totally different

values and forms, which were based in the intense group-
sohdarity The psychic processes of the piiSiitive had as their

expression what might be termed collective lepiesentations

L6vy-Bruhl went so far as to assert that the primitive existed m
a pre-logical world dominated by the law of participation and
untouched by the law of contradiction.®

This school ofUAnnie Sociologique overstated their case, and
did not notice the great diversity as well as likeness among
primitive groups. But their reaction against Tylorism had
many positive results It made possible a full understanding of

the central part played by ritual in primitive life and the way
that ritual begot symbols or ‘collective representations’ of the

utmost importance for rehgion and art—^indeed, also for science

These lines of approach proved most valuable for the classical

scholars mentioned above, and led to such studies as that of van
Gennep, Rites de Passage Van Gennep saw the ritual

moments as expressions of the crises m the life of individual and
group involving separation from a past level or condition, a

transition or passage, and an admission or integration into a new
level or condition But though such analysis gave considerable

insight into the dynamic forces and forms at work id societies, it

did not develop any general methodology capable of supplant-

ing the Tylonan schemata which it corroded

Several attempts have been made to fill the gap Three mam
fines can be picked out ' the Diffusionist, the Functional and the

Psycho-analytic

VI

I shall begin with the Psycho-analytic, since it most easily

hnks on with the work of the Fiench school Freud and some

“Theory and practice in psychology have reacted considerably on anthrop

methods In the Cambridge Anthrop Exped to the Torres Straits the first

trained psychologists were taken into fleldwoik The Functionalists (e g
Benedict) admit debts to Gestalt, to thinkers UkeW Stern andW D Dilthey,
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of his followers, such as Roheim, have tried to use the psycho-

analytic method to explain the driving force in individual and
society’at aU levels Sinqp Freud has found the Oedipus Complex
central m the psychic life of men of today in European culture,

he looks for it ever5where He accepts the hypothesis of a
prunilave group in which the Father monopohses fhe women
until the Sons ris^ up and kill him. This event leaves an mdel-
ible mark of guilt on men’s mmds, and out of the accompanying
repressions and sublimations derives the whole motive force of
human history

•Roheim has managed to make some effective points in

deahng with Auftrahan totemism, because the Austrahan
tribal systems are so largely dominated by the imtiation-rite

of separation from the Mother, with much repressed aggressive-

ness towards the Father But the hopeless one-sidedness of the

theory appears when any effort is made to apply it to cultural

forms in their endless variety and complex discords and harmon-
ies. Freud is merely projectmg mto history a fantasy of the

castration-complex, which sometmaes comcides with the

material and sometimes does not On the other hand, Jung,

protesting in the name of the integrative processes of the psyche,

pomts out the orgamc nature of symbol (in rehgion and art),

but instead of trying to relate symbol to the reahty of historical

process, he abstracts it into a timeless collective-unconscious,

where history is swallowed up.’^®

vn

The Functionahsts sought to fill in the picture whichTPEgud
and Jung in different ways agreed in reducing to an abstracti^-.^.

For some time field-workers had been feelmg towards a method
which related orgamcally the vanous aspects of a culture

Thus, Boas m America had introduced the idea of a controlling

pattern in group-activity, and worked by dividing North
Amenca mto culture-areas and by probing the psychology of

cultural impacts, exchanges, and assimilations Rivers had
tried, in dealingwith his Melanesians, to relate them to surround-
ing cultures by tracmg out functional intercourse in the elements

concerned

Malmowski went further and durmg the ’twenties sought to

find a way of doing justice to the richly mvolved activities and
motivations of a real society The idea of a culture as a hving
whole grew clearer; and each aspect is seen as gettmg its meamng

*"See Bartlett (a) esp Cli m
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and emphasis from its functional relation to that whole. He put
his method into action in his work on the Trobrianders, but
made the rmstake of generahsmg the Trobnand traits ‘|s vahd
for the primitive world instead of reitogmsing the Trobnand
configuration as one of many observed types’. ->

That criticism was made by Ruth Benedict, who, with
Margaret Mead, was one of those who sought to m'ake a
thorough apphcation of the functionahst« pnnciples This
apphcation can to a high degree provide an exciting account of
a particular culture, selecting its basic attitudes and showing
how they pervade the whole of social and personal hfe But it

ends in a complete relativism There is no culture, only cultures;

and if there is no culture, there is no history Each group is

internally unified and functiomng m terms of that unity, but
we cannot transplant the terms

Thus, Benedict says, ‘We should not lun into the mistake of
thinking that “marnagw” can be undeistood m two cases by the
same set of ideas We must allow for the different components
which have been built up into the resulting trait Carry this

attitude to its logical conclusion and we should have to find a
different origin for ‘marriage’ m each culture Or if we admit
a common origm, we have to posit that ongm at some myster-
ious past moment, after which ‘marriage’ diverged mto different

functions

The Functional method thus proves to have no means of
handhng continuity and real relationship between cultural

levels “Culture” becomes a magic term for explaimng culture,

and there is no way of finding a real senes or of relating a
culture to the stream of history. Each culture has its history,

but there is no history

vni

The Diffusionists step into the breaches and gallantly set out to
provide the connecting links which the psychologists ignored by
asserting all groups have had the same motivations and the
functionalists ignored by saying that all groups have had
different motivations

Diffusiomst theories go far back For instance, in the 18th
century the first attempts to reformulate history hovered
round fantasies from the Old Testament in which Egypt was
often given a mystical importance In the 19th century an

“Benedict, 50
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attempt was made to employ quantitative methods, e.g.

Frobemus with his Geographical Statistical system, to estabhsh

interrelations Graebner went still further and mapped out the

distributions of cultuie-f rticles to find objective ways of show-

ing historical connections and culture-waves Gerland had
earlier argued for a cultural centre from which various elements

were carried over the world

But what was lacking was an hypothesis which would use

the kmd of imaginative insight piled up by Durkheim, Hubert

and Mauss, to penetrate inside the mass of field-material and

find a unifying principle at work The school of Elliot Smith
boldly sought to supply this hypothesis Smith, investigating

mummification wlme Professor ofAnatomy at Cairo, was led to

study Egyptian funerary customs and was struck by certain

aspects which suggested a world-wide diffusion derived from
Egypt He argued that a happy set of favourable accidents

started civilisation off in Egypt, and agriculture and its associ-

ated rituals spread thence over the world In 1915 his Migration

of Culture stated his position, which was powerfully elaborated

byW J Perry in Childien of the Sun (1923) and received support

from so fine a field-worker as Rivers

The Heholithic Culture-Complex, later called the Archaic

Culture, is explained as having spread through agents carrying

the essential elements of Egyptian culture in quest of hfe-

givmg substances such as gold or pearls The megahthic expan-

sion was one of their works
The statement by Perry raised a numbei of basic problems,

It brought together a great deal of facts m ways which showed
there must be some sort of unifying hypothesis, even if it

failed Itself to find the fuUy satisfying one. Thus, it ppinted out

the existence of social forms, to which it gave the name Dual
Organisations, all ovei the world at tribal levels It explained

these foims as mutations of the Double State of Egypt, the

Two Lands The explanation breaks down, and what is shown
IS the fact that the Egyptian Double State is one instance of the

World-Wide complex But in the process the existence of that

complex and the important problems its existence raises have
been brought to hght.

Its one-sided methodology meant that Diffusiomsm could not

prevail, it left unexplained far more problems than it even
tried to explain But there was one great vutue m the attempt
It made—a genuine unagmative penetration mto the modes of
primitive thought and action, which was able to make a bold
grasp at unifying a vast number of important facts that to a
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large extent had not previously been grouped together. The
approach to anthropology could never be the same again.

IX

No soonpr did the Smith DifFusiomsts muster their forces

than the ground was cut from under their feet, not by any
theoretical disproof, but by the fact that archaeological finds no
longer gave any plausibihty to Egypt’s claim to a unique

position From the ’twenties on, Sumeria was clearly revealed as

the great imtiating centre of urban and agricultural develop-

ments Diffusiomsm has therefore reappeaged m a modified

form, which, though to some extent exploring real relationships

m the ctiltuial sphere, lacks the noble sweep of Elliot Smith’s

and Perry’s concepts, and which, wearing thin, exposes the final

consequences of such a doctrine

The new Diffusiomsm can be divided into three subsections

First, there is the blunt statement in, say, Hocart’s Kingship,

which seeks to reduce all the basic prnmtive rituals to the

status of imitations of coronation ritual The Kingship is thus

set up as the source of all cultuial values

Secondly, there is the more discreet work of S H Hooke and
his group, who drop Egypt as the origmal culture-centre and
turn to Sumeria and its early kingship Since so much of
ancient culture is in fact genetically related to early Sumerian
developments, there is much that is of interest m this group’s

expositions, but in the last resort they are advocating the Hocart
thesis

Thirdly, there is the work of scholars hke Raglan and W R
Halhday, who, reacting against sentimental ideas about the

folk and the communal origins of art, deny the folk or the

tribal group any real part in the creation of culture at all In

practice their work often ably demohshes false simphfications

and shows that the process of culture may involve the most
devious of diffused impulses from the higher levels But they

deny that there is any counter flow, from below, and attribute

all real originating power to the highei levels Thus, Halhday
says, ‘the great bulk of folk literature, folksong, and folk-

practice is composed, indeed, of survivals, but they are m the

mam survivals of the hterature and learmng of the higher strata

of society in previous generations rather than creations of the

folk ’ C B Lewis concludes, ‘The folk has neither pait for nor
lot in the making of folklore ’ Raglan asserts that magic ‘is

really the decayed or fossilised remains of ancient rehgion’;
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It was ‘once connected with the highest civihsation of the day’.i^

Thus, all three hnes lead back to the Sumerian origms—in
which they^ teach muct^truth. But they do it by a single-track

approach in which the living complexity, the fusion of opposed
elements, characteristic of a real culture, is sacrificed to an
abstiaction of culture Back in the Sumeiian origins, they halt

at the foot of the kingship and sink in reverence, for what
remains on the ofher side but God"^ Their methodology implies

an ultimate source in divine levelations

The Hooke group in fact is directly concerned with Christian

apologetics And the case of John Layard, who did brilliant

field-work in Mallkula, leveals better than any analysis what
the Hocart method leads to InTheLadyoJ the 1944) Layard
retreats entirely from history and uses the Jungian method to

find the key to revelation, to the intuitive basis of lehgious

symbols in the unconscious, which is considered to have contact

with supernatural sources.

X

We began, m the Romantic Movement, with a radiant

faith m folk-material as holding the key to undefiled cultural

origins, and we end, among the Hocartians, with the thesis that

folk-culture is degenerate or derelict upper-culture Has
Anthropology merely gone through a comphcated cycle m
order to deny the bhthe premises on which it began?

Is history the actualisation of the Oedipus Complex? or is

it the confused scene from which emerge the timeless symbols of
the collective unconscious? Is it a concatenation of distinct

cultural wholes, which may open to receive influences from
without but which then close up into self-contained functional

wholes'^ or is it an unfolding of certain motives laid down
mysteriously at the dawn of civilisation, from which culture

contmually dechnes? or is it a steady progress of rationality

broadening down from precedent to precedent‘s

‘^Halliday (a) 72 and (b) 117—Cf Gastei, 217f. Lewis, Raglan, preface to (a)

Cf A Lang andW Schmidt (a and b) seeking to prove worship of a Supreme
Being prior to magic totemism, natiue-worship, etc For the Diffusionist fight

against Evolution L A White (a), Childe (a)

i^The Smith-Peiry group had a sort of Utopian background, a belief in an
original pacific happy state, but they did not really try to explam how this

broke up, or the relation of the ‘kmgship’ to the advent of war, etc As the
situation narrows down m the second phase of DifiFusionism, the generous
elements go, and the dogmatic elevation of the kingship or of levelation

dominates
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None of these lines of attack on the problem can succeed in

answermg more than a few of the many questions raised by the

full facts We are still far fiom ^nding a n\ethodology

capable of deahng with any culture, primitive or urban, of
separating out its primary elements and of characterising the

culture as k whole, of showing clearly the stage from which
it has grown and the stage to which it is moving
Let us look back at Tylor and Morgan, at {he moment when

large-scale syntheses were attempted I said in connection with

those attempts that it seemed a convergence between the two
lines of approach might yield the requued solution But a

convergence of that sort would mean much^ore than a mere
fitting together of the methods and findings ofTylor and Morgan.
The weaknesses and inadequacies of Tylor’s scheme provoked
the attacks of Durkhemi, and the psychological theories of

Freud and Jung were unable to bridge the gap between Durk-
heim’s premises and Tylor’s The weaknesses and rigidities of

Morgan’s method led to the development of the Functional

School, with their abstraction of the cultural whole as a bnd
of psychic choice on the part of the members of a group. The
Diffusionists alone have offered a scheme which tnes seriously

to bring together the revelations of how primitive mentahty
has worked at various stages, and the ascertained facts of

cultural grouping They showed a number of unreahsed con-

nections, but their one-sided argument has foundered in the

stormy waters of yet more unexplained connections

All these schools, then, show some of the basic lacks in Tylor
and Morgan Yet both Tylor and Morgan had their virtues

Human history does include a movement into greater rationahty

as part of its conquest of nature, but the story of the movement
is lughly complex, and the relations of rationahty and irration-

ahty can only be properly understood within the hving whole
of human development And Morgan’s scheme of history as a
contmual differentiation of class or other groups mside the

general group has a fundamental truth about it, which enables

us to grasp a rough and simplified pattern of historical move-
ment This aspect of Morgan’s thought has powerfully affected

the thinkmg of prehistorians and anthropologists, but has often

been resisted for the same reasons as Marx’s thought has been
‘The opponents of Morgan’, said Rivers, ‘have made no

attempt to distinguish between different parts of his scheme,

but, having shown that certain of its features are unsatisfactory,

they have condemned the whole.’^* Though many of Morgan’s

^‘Rivers fa), (b) 309, (c) Besides Rivers, Haddon, Hartland, Cunow, Reclus and
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points were incorrect and though his whole system was often

too schematic and naive, much of the opposition was provoked

by what w^is sound I^is most severe American critic, R H
Lowie, admits

In social organisation and especially kinship teims, Morgan remains a

towering figure His work has been revised and amplified, but it cannot be

Ignored The distmction of Morgan is not simply that he heaped up

vast stores of information on a subject of theoretical import, but that he

immersed himself in this welter of fact and came to gnps with it

Morgan’s behef that kinship terms corresponded to a social

reahty and could ^le related to matrihneal forms of descent in

primitive stages, has been thoroughly vindicated Other valuable

formulations of his included the contention that different

elements of culture change at uneven tempos But his schema
intended to show how a hypothetical Gioup-Marnage con-

tracted step by step into monogamy is too neat by far, it is now
seen as bearing no relation to the facts. Above all, the discovery

oftotermc orgamsation has put a new focus on the problem, and
until Totem and Tabu are fuUy understood, a mam key to the

development of pnmitive man is missing But the lack of an
adequate methodology has made the solution of Totemism
impossible, and we are back where we started, m quest of that

methodology

XI

How then can we bring together all that is valuable m the

work done since 1850, not to beget an abstract synthesis, but to

create an mstrument capable of grasping the fullness of factors

m historical movement without losmg a sense of the structure"?

The kind of evolutionary scheme which Morgan traced is

certainly an essential part of the patterning, but its effort of
simphfication is one which has to be checked most carefully

with every bit of available evidence, both from the fields of
anthropology and archaeology

Letoumau have acknowledged Morgan’s mduence Engels’s (e) was a vahant
effort to build from Morgan’s start, still important for its method and the
problems it raises

^®See B J Stem, 174f The problems raised by Morgan are not simply ones of
his errors (e g that racial affinity explains tribal resemblances m kinship systems)
or over-simplifications (e g societas, or kin-group, against civitas, or group
not pnmanly based on km) They lie deeper in methodology The solution is

not m works like that of Hobhouse, Wheeler, Ginsberg (however valuably it

clarifies certam aspects of classification) or of Goldenweiser (though it is

valuable to discuss issues of parallelism and convergence m a general way

—

cf R B Dixon, or Chappie and Coon, on the need to show how several
variables change together and affect one another m changing).
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Morgan asserts that, ‘Progress has been found to be sub-

stantially the same in kind in tribes and nations inhabiting

different and even disconnected contments, while in tj^e same
status, with deviations fiom umfornufly m particular instances

produced by special causes ’ He considers that ‘the experience

of mankind has run in nearly uniform channels’, and that ‘a

thorough study of each successive stratum will develop whatever

IS special m its culture and charactenstics and yield a defimte

conception of the whole, m then differences and in their

relations
’

Such generalisations may be accepted, and yet we may think

that their usefulness is limited The stage% in history can be
defined m so broad a way that ‘deviations from uniformity in

particular instances pioduced by special causes’ may be herded

away and explained incorrectly out of sight. Then, what began
as a justified preliminary simplification turns into a metaphysic

of history, and the real connections are lost It is correct to say

of Morgan that he

did not conceive of his function as that of a cultural historian who must

trace specific historical events in their temporal reference in any one place

He was prunanly concerned with classifying types of societies on the basis

of certam distinguishing charactenstics that peoples generally shared m
common at specific levels of culture, and to note the sequences m the

development of those types “

But unless such a generahsmg method is contmually subt

nutted to criticism m terms of new facts and theories, it mus-
inevitably become obstructive and flatten out the real contours

of life

The problem then is to relate the evolutionary schemata of

Morgan to aU that is vahd in the archaeological and anthropo-

logical work since his day That means we must add to the

schema of productive stages an understanding of the way m
which cultural factors m general work at those stages, and we
must relate the abstract schema to the picture of actual history

revealed by archaeology and other sources We must see

individual cultures as functional umties without cuttmg them
away from the contmually-refined schema That is, we cannot

simply abstract the modes of production and the resulting

social relationships as basic irreducible elements in human
history Those modes and relationships must be seen m all

^“Stern, 175 Among qualifications which Morgan did make was an agreement
that cultural borrowings can disturb the internal sequence of a group, and that

'it is by no means easy to conceive of two peoples in disconnected areas living

m conditions precisely similar’
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possible distmctEcss, but not abstracted from the othei levels and
forms of cultural activity, which are equally essential to human
existence or development To deal with the totahty in an
adequate way needs a ifiuch more subtle instrument, a umtary

methodology
The fact that the Functionalists and the Diffusiemsts have

already reached blind-alleys, is enough to show that the revolt

agamst what was«one-sided and over-generalised m Tylor and
Morgan has come to the limit of its usefulness. What is now
needed is the mtegration of all the available material; and that

means a unitary methodology Anthropology will then be

found, I think, thq, Science of Culture the science which deals

with the nature and function of culture, and with the totahty

of elements which come together in the movements, the trans-

formations, of history

A ANTHROPOLOGICAL ELEMENTS IN CONTEMPORARY POETRY
AND ART

I ended the last chapter by discussing the need of a fuller

approach to the issues of Anthropology It is of interest to note,

as a complementary issue, the way m which Anthropology has
helped poets and artists and musicians of the present and last

generation towards a fuller understanding of then arts and of
the relation between art and hfe

In a sense,- the story can be taken mdefinitely back, as far as

the Greeks For the concept Nature, as soon as it detached
Itself as something to be set over against existmg society,

directed attention in some sort to tribal society and to that

society’s glamourised image, the Golden Age, and so the idea

of Nature played a vital part in helping thinkers or artists to

^’The deep sense of,the unity of process which we found m Dai win and Wallace
brought Morgan too to the realisation that the hving potentialities of his world
led to a more highly socialised form of living ‘The time will come when
human mtelligence will rise to the mastery ovei property, and define the lelations

of the state to the property it protects, as well as to the obligations and the
limits of the right of its owners The interests ol society are paramount to
individual interests, which must be brought into just and harmonious relation.

The dissolution of society bids fair to become the termination of a career
of which property is the end and aim, because such a caieer contains the
elements of self-destiucbon Democracy m government, brotheihood in

society, equality in lights and privileges, and imiversal education, foreshadow
the next higlier plane of society to which experience, intelligence and knowledge
are steadily tending,’ Morgan at close of (a)
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find a foothold outside existing society, in a field of free

potentiality, from which to judge existing forms and to project

an imagination of a fuller hfe

In the 18th century that conflict t)f Nature and "Existing

Society m men’s minds reached a high pomt of tension, and
provided one of the spiritual bases making the French Revolu-

tion possible Then to a considerable extent the fantaSy of a.

Natural Good which men had lost was dissipated m the false

glare of Victorian Optumsm The dissident poets, such as the

Symbohstes, tended to take up magical attitudes, opposing an
intuition of deeper transformations to the prevailing mechan-
isms of successful thought In Rimbaud thg alchemic intuition

of ‘orgamc correspondences’ passed over into the Return to

Nature, when he turned from Europe to Africa Rimbaud is of
course a very much more complex person in his make-up than a
Rousseauite of the preceding century, and the entangled
mixture of revulsion, guilt, contempt, hatred and aspiration

which turned him into a trader cannot be leduced to the

Rousseau-formula But m a way he was turning from a poetic

magic which he felt worked-out and contaminated to a world
where the sort of problems that had destroyed him did not yet

exist Then somehow he, or those coming after, might return

into the area of European consciousness in safety

Alas, to what end are these comings and goings, and these fatigues and

adventures among strange races, and these languages with which one fills

the memory, and these nameless labours, if I cannot one day, in a few

years time, rest m a place which almost pleases me and find a family and

have at least a son whom I shall pass the rest of my life in bnngmg up in

my own notions, adormng and arming him with the most complete

education that one can attain m this age and whom I shall see a renowned

engmeer, a man rich and powerful through science “

It IS Rimbaud who underlines the word Science

Tl

L'onentalisme fiangaisiTQ'^resQntoA in a whole gallery of the
Musee de la France d’Outre Mer m Paris) turned into the

flight of Gauguin (and of Pechstein) for the South Seas, and
soon a flood ofNegro or other primitive art was being examined
and imitated by European artists It would be incorrect, of

course, to say that an artist like Picasso imitated Negro or

Polynesian works; but it is equally incorrect to say merely

'"E Rickwotd, 96f
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that ‘he studied the significance of Negro and Polynesian

sculpture for plastic form’ The problem is rather why at that

given time and place some of the forms which Picasso felt

creativefy driven to define had affinities with the primitive

sculptures, so that the contemplation of the latter facilitated his

expression •

. That IS a difficult and involved question, which I do not

wish to discuss fully here But one pomt must be brought out

Picasso’s ‘return’ to primitive elements in ait is bound up with

his attempt to apprehend structural (geometric) elements of
form and movement The abstraction, which represents the

intrusion of the sci^tific generalisation and dissection into art,

shows an accord with various aspects of modern science The
primitive image, which represents the attempt to define the

organic bases of form in all possible simplicity, may be hnked
with the revolt against various aspects of modern science But
both meet in Picasso’s personal problem, the analytic and the

orgamc approaches are merged in the creative image Picasso

IS trying simultaneously to grapple with the analytic dissociative

forces of our day and with the organic intuitions Out of the two
aspects unified in his creative activity, he seeks to express

certain new potentialities of integration, which will overcome
the present contradictions and duahsms

III

This bringmg-together of primitive and highly-sophisticated

(consciously abstract) elements in Picasso’s work provides us

with a key-pattern which can be traced in a great deal of the

most significant art, music, and poetry of our day To show
how the union of images and ideas and forms drawn partly

from science and partly from anthropological material has

fecundated our mmds would need another work But this

brief pointer is relevant to our general quest in this book For in

the aesthetic use of material from anthropology we see some-
thing of the unitary trend which is emergingm all really creative

work of our penod, whatever its superficial ideology Joyce’s

attempt to assemble the mass of flittenng associative material

(which makes up the stream of consciousness and its uncon-
scious groundswell) ends in a vast mythopoeic attempt to

penetrate to the symbols and structure of the psyche The
simple use of follc-music for material by musicians turns into

the subtle comprehension of primitive elements in terms of

“E A Park, u 257
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highly-integrated form by Bartok or (in a different way) by
Sibelius And so on.

To overcome the deademng and disintegrative forces of an
industriahsm based on mechanist scielice, the artist or poet or

musician has to make this extended effort of sympathy and
umficatioH He must go back to pre-capitahst levels and yet

forward along the hnes suggested by the advance-science of his'

day He must pick up the lost tradition of an organic art, and
yet be true to all that is positive and unitary in scientific move-
ment The anthropological element we have been discussing is

simply a sign of the creative quest for orgamc elements of form
in the past, which one way or another are Relevant to his fight

for a new balance Only thus can the fullness of a hvmg
tradition be concretely vindicated

The importance of developing an adequate methodology for

anthropology wiU then be clear By such a methodology we
can make the cultural material of pre-capitalist levels once
more fully comprehensible Whereas now only a few artists

with particularly penetratmg vision can turn effectively to that

past, anthropology with the unitary methodology I have
outlined would bring all the primitive material within anyone’s

reach Only such an understandmg of the orgamc elements m
pre-capitahst art can fully defeat the deademng influences which
have been brought so long to bear on the peoples in industrialised

countries Only that can make the whole human tradition a
vital part of common expenence

““‘From a study of the Negro and the Bushman, we are led to an understandmg
of art m its most elementary form, and the elementary is always the most vital

’

Herbert Read (a) 39f Vital m importance for those whom the dissociations of
class-society have cut away from elementary bases of satisfaction For the gen-
eial significance of the advent of the gencUc approach and the new interest in
primitive art, H Read (b)

”A poet like T S Eliot has made rich use of Tiadition in this full (anthropo-
logical) sense in his poetry, but in his critical work he abstracts his own poetic
activity from the fullness of history and devises an idealist theory of tradition
which empties out all the concrete meaning

n?



CHAPTER SIX

Towards an Art Criticism

A RECENT PLEA has been made against the subjective and
impressionistic methods which predominate m contemporary
art-criticism

Wc Europeans have^eached a cnsis in the criticism and interpretation

of works of art Are we any longer to continue the present haphazard

method of registenng our purely personal reactions to a picture or piece

of sculpture—m other words, is aesthetic appreciation to lemain pre-

ponderatingly subjective—or shall we in future endeavoui to relate oui

aesthetic reactions to some norm or standard? ^

The plea has been made by others, e g R. W Church

To be sure, expressions of mere taste may make interesting reading

both in themselves, and as offering materials for a biography of their

author But so long as cnticism remains without any basis in the discnmm-

ation and the evaluation of the aesthetic materials and forms, as well as

the immanent and referential expression of the felt situations that are m
question, criticism can be little more than the expression of impressions “

A glance at typical theories of art-cnticism m our day show
how very weak and self-contradictory they are Thus, Chve Bell

gave us the term Significant Form But if Form is purely

sigmficant of itself, then each form exists in isolated perfection,

and we cannot compare forms or indeed rightly say anything

about them And if the Form is sigmficant of something other

than Itself, then the phrase is question-begging and we still have

to explam what it signifies Bell in fact meant that Form was
self-significant

The representative element in a work may or may not be harmful,

always it is irrelevant For, to appreciate a work of art we need bnng

with us nothmg from life, no knowledge of its ideas and affairs, no

familiarity with its emotions ®

'A M Ludovici, 41

'R W Church, Michael Roberts puts the plea in reactionary form, m his Study
ofHulme, where he asks for an external (Church) authority to fix the norm
“Clive Bell, 25, 30 Cf the orthodox statement, ‘Since painting appeals primarily
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Hi8 Form is then inexphcable, its appeal ultimately mystical,

and we can say much the same about Croce’s Intuition. Beauty
says Croce, is an Expression of an Intuition; or mose briefly,

Beauty is Intuition Intuition imphes 3n individual image, in its

pure state it lacks all Intellection and is distinct from Sdnsation

(which is ’formless) Form is Spintual Activity, and Intuition is

the primary aspect of the spiritual act (Forms of time and spaed

and concept are later, intellectual ) Feeling ufufies the Intuition.'^

Despite many fine suggestions oftheumtyofprocessm Croce’s
working-out of his thesis, the definitions are scholastic They aie

based on abstractions of aspects of process which are in fact un-
thinkable in such separatedness The Intuition, to which all final

appeals are made, exists for Croce m abstract spontaneity, self-

sufficient, like Bell’s Form As transcendental at root as Hegel’s

Beauty, which is the Idea shinmg through sense-objects. ®

Nor are we any closer to a satisfymg hypothesis with Alex-

ander’s theory of Art as Disinterested Constructiveness. There,

also, the theory is devised, it seems, to avoid the very problem of
the relation of Art and Life, which is the crux ®

The sort of conclusions to which these theones lead is shown
by Ironside, who gives up the ghost Maybe, he says, the nature

of art ‘can only be fragmentarily known to the mind m given

manifestations, it seems certam that its value is best revealed in

terms of itself, that is to say that the most effective criticism

should be peculiarly and egocentrically artistic as the subject

which it tfeats
’’

u

Theones such as the above-mentioned, however full of lUogi-

cahties, may have certain virtues. Though insecurely based, in

to the visual sense, it is perhaps theoretically true that m its purest form it

should be entirely devoid of any further source of attraction such as literary,

descriptive or psychological associations provide,’ Sur Chailes Flolmes, 112
'B Croce, fc) 30, (b), etc

‘Alexander, (b) 219, points out that ‘the imaginative artistic expeiience is

generated in and through the expression itself Verbally our lesult

agrees with Mr Croce’s doctrine but the expression is foi him as much
mental as the intuition Consequently the existence of the expression in external

physical form is a meiely practical matter and indifferent to the artistic

experience
’

‘Alexander, (b) 237H This brief comment on Alexander must not be taUn to

denigiate his very fine contribution to the modern sense of the unity of process

In the essay in question (Ait and Instinct) he aigues (b, 255) ‘significant form is

significant of something ’ And he has a strong sense of the integrative relations

in the art-act

’R It onside
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their working-out they may throw light on various neglected as-

pects of aesth^etics Thus, we may reject Cioce’s Intmtion, but we
cannot deny that ‘the apprehension of beauty is some sort of im-

mediate awareness’, and Under the mtuition-theory Croce is able

to say many excellent things about the umty of apperception ®

Similarly, while denying Bell’s formulation, we must admit
that the problem of Form lies at the root of the problem of Art
Change one note df a Beethoven Quartet, and you have modi-
fied Its meanmg
The Form is the work of art. But we cannot leave the matter

at that statement, we must go on to ask what Form is As Aber-
crombie says, ‘The cigmficance which form carries is the sigm-

ficance it gives to the matter it forms ’ Not that we can speak of

‘form’ as an agept which operates on an inert ‘matter’, but

Abercrombie hunself modifies his account

Form IS not a final imposition on the matter of art, finishmg it off

and compellmg it mto a given mould, the inevitable establishment of its

form IS inherent throughout the whole process of a work of art’s existence

And at the completion of its existence the final resultant and mclusive

impression of all the contnbutory impressions will be an impress of unity

It IS by Form that this matter, whatever it be, is accepted as umty ,

Whatever art gives is given as an instance of a world of unquestioned

order, measure, government, a world m which expenence occurs with

perfect security, knowing that the firm correlation of its process can never

be dislocated by chance '

That IS still a httle stifiiy, mechamcally phrased; but it shows
how much surer the giound becomes once the critic turns to

consideration of art as a process rather than deahng with Form
as an end-product That Croce’s dialectic has been of the utmost
importancem directing attention to process, and to the problem
of the unity of process, cannot be demed His influence is to be
detected m Abercrombie’s phrasing
What we mean by umty is a fundamental issue It is no use for

a critic such as Bell to claim it for his Form, since that Form
IS self-sufficient and no testable statement can be made about it

The isolation of Form leads to a criterion altogether lacking in

Form, a purely subjective and affective response, which cannot
be related to the general processes of personality. The logical

result IS to be seen in Ironside, who denies any umversal vahdity
to the quahties of formal coherence, umty, or order as aspects

of a work of art. — -

•> ’Lascelles Abercrombie, 98, 39, 105
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in

To understand the impasse we have been encountsrmg, we
must consider the general problem of ’^alue and its’exposition in

the work of thmkers Mce Moore, who show the metaphysical

ddemina^ inevitable to mquiries which detach ‘meamng’ from the

processes creating meamng Moore abstracts Value, and there-

fore asserts that it is a simple notion like Yellowness Value then

IS simply Itself, since it can be explained only in terms of itself, it

IS inexphcable, indefinable We are left only with the immediacy
which we discussed in Bell’s Form
The fact is, however, that Yellowness is*not simple, but is a

matter of varymg saturations and intensities, and is relationally

definable Church cuts the knot of the Value-itheory by pointing

out that process always involves opposites, so that there is no real

difficulty, once we turn to experience, in seeing both immediacy
(quahty) and differentiation (relation) as aspects of a work of

art Such a work has both its Form, with values immediately

commumcated, and its complex relation to the whole field of

human activity

Church puts this m academic terms ‘any aesthetic situation

will consist of felt matenals and forms with their immanent and

referential expressions found satisfactorym themselves ’ We can

accept that statement if by ‘immanent’ is meant the Form, the

orgamc symbol projected in the work, and by ‘referential’ the

comphcated relation of the Form to history, to personahty. to

the whole human process Though we separate out these two

aspects m analysis, in creation or enjoyment they are dialectically

fused

IV

The analyses of Tolstoy and Jung can be cited at this point.

Tolstoy lays all emphasis on art as Commumcation, but

because he omits the aspect of Form, he omits all real quahtative

distinctions and has to import from outside his criterion of value

What unifies is good, therefore the work with a durect moral

lesson IS the supenor work That is, he abstracts the emotional

umfymg aspect and then forcibly imposes it on the material

E Moore (al 7f, etc , A B Peny, 599ff, argues for cntena of correctness,

intensity, preference, and inclusiveness, but these are either subjective or leave

a situation as comparable only with itself (Church, 253) In a paper (b, 127)

Moore blandly admits all his ‘proofs’ for the mdefinabihty of ‘good’ were

fallacious, but he still thinks ‘that very likely it is indefinable’

“Church, Ch vi and vii I A Richards tries to make a mechanigt distmction

between value and communication 26, 199
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Jung IS concerned with the underlying Symbols which play a

formative part in creative activity, and which, being shared by
all of uScm our unconscious, provide the ultimate dynamic of
union m the work His analysis helps us to understand more of

the nature of Form, but he tends to treat the Symbols as given

archetypal powers rather than to inquue into their orgaUiic bases,

to find out how they arise and how they work with what Church
calls the referential elements

V

An effort has been made by F I G Rawlings, Scientific

Adviser to the Nafional Gallery, to sketch out the way the

cieative act operates He approaches the subject from two
sides, the materialand the psychic—the chemical and physical

relations of the paint layeis and glazes, and the human signi-

ficance A painting, he says, is a Gestalt—a word hard to

translate, since it means Whole as well as Form, and suggests

integrative activity In the Gestalt school of psychology
emphasis is laid on the fact that parts have meanmg only in

terms of a whole and that wholes are wholes of process
Rawhngs thinks that the Gestalt law of Pragnanz apphes to the
creative act ‘Psychological orgamsation will always be as good
as the prevaibng conditions allow,’ good raeamng regulai,

syrametncal, simple, satisfymg

Since the enjoyment of a picture imphes an experiepce corre-

spondmg in gestalt to that of the creative act, there is an
invariant m apperception However many personal elements
are involved m the act of appreciation, there wiU also be this

invariant, which is objective in nature Rawhngs tries to find a
mathematical formula for it, a formula related to those of
potential curves in physics The creative act consists of a release

of Free-Energy of wluch the co-ordinate is Organisation ‘ The
latter contains an imphcit geometncal factor, which is con-
cerned with such quahties as form, balance, groupings, etc.’

The graph shows the tension and umty between the two
co-ordmates, with Orgamsation seeking to bring Free-Energy
to the pomt of energy-nummum When the minimum has been
more or less successfully reached, the picture is ‘fimshed’, and
we get a conviction of unity, power, peace. Where it has not
been reached, we feel irritated, drawn mto the unexhausted or

^"Valuable applications of analytic principles axe made by Maud Bodkm in her
Archetypal Patterns in Poetry and E A Armstrong m his Shakespeare's
ImaginatwnJtxmes’s Road to Xanadu, etc

“Rawhngs.'Ta) 263ff
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imcontrolied energy-burst. We have the feeling that we want
to get at grips with the work and nght it

IV

The comparative success of such analyses as those of Church
or Rawlings in getting outside the impasse of the Value-
abstractionists or the Foim-mystics is derived from the extent

to which they realise art as a process and not as a thing Once
we get this key, we see the falsification which results in taking

only the Form as Bell has done, or only the Content, as Tolstoy

has done. Arguments which attempt to pgsc Reahsm against

Formalism generally turn out to have hold of the wrong end
of the stick They are concerned with empirical judgments of

the end-product, not with the living process

If we turn to the living process, art is seen as a form of

integration, and since the process is of the whole man, it

includes both what Church calls the immanent and referential

elements of experience, the Jungian symbol and the movement
of history By an empirical criterion such as Realism we cannot

explain why Rubens is a great integrator of the life-process in

the seventeenth century and Picasso m the twentieth, any more
than we can explain it by recourse to a concept of Self-

Sufficient Form Only the concept of Integration can include all

that IS vital in the approaches via both Reahsm and Form
Rubens integrates sense, thought, feeling in the particular Form
of his paintings because the needs of his penod—the needs of

the whole-man in that historical context—can reahse their

fullest potentiahty only along those hnes Picasso, in a different

historical situation, moves along different hnes of analysis and
concretion m order to defeat the pressures of dissociation

actually at work and to reach forward mto new orgamc
harmomes No critenon of ‘reahsm’ or of abstract form can
explain why at this phase (the hmit of Industriahsm’s de-

struction of the old craft-bases) Picasso’s defimtions are

relevant to human needs, whereas a ‘reahsm’ apparently carry-

mg on Rubens’s method could only work out aridly and
acadermcahy detached from the real creative issues of our day
Form IS Content This, as Abercrombie pomted out, is true of

creative activity m all its stages, conscious or unconscious The

“The real dialectical issue appears m Soviet cnticism in discussions as to the

A'ett' Man— i e the ways in which the transformative process of Soviet society

can be best defined And here the term Realism is often used to express, not the
product, but the artistic laymg-hold ofprocess, the new unitary ft:T3si,needed
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final Form, reached according to the Pragnanz formula, is the

final objectmcation of the mner conflict, the degree of unity

between ^energy and orgamsation which prevailing conditions

(inner and outer) allow r

Can we advance from that defimtion? Art, we can say, is the

Structure of human process arrested and objectified at a certain

point (the Pragnanz point) the Pattern or Form is the projection

of the structure. »Rhythm is the movement of the process

employed in bnnging about this projection, and is revealed in

the Pattern The moment of projection reveals further a
Dominance, the keypomt in the development leading to the

work of art, which expresses the particular relation of mner and
outer, orgamsm ana environment, individual and history

The keypomt, expressing and revealing the Dominance, is

integrative It expresses ‘the arrangement of organic structure

and tension so that a single characteristic form is developed.’

(I use this terminology because it relates the creative act to

general evolutionary process ) Development may be defined as

Decrease in A-Symmetry, and the Dominance is the i elation of
the Form to the Process it facilitates

That is, the artist, seeking to unify a confusion and conflict

which is going on inside himself and which is dialectically one
with cordusions and conflicts gomg on outside, strives to

develop the conflict in orgamsed expiession He grapples with

the discordant (a-symmetncal) material—himself and the

world—and seeks to overcome its a-symmetry In doing so,

he creates a new form He reaches forward mto the potential

and makes it the actual He is not concerned at all with reflect-

ing the piesent, with being realistic He is concerned with

facihtating the hfe-process. To bring about his aim, he must
however embrace the actual otherwise he will lack the essential

conflict out of which creativity proceeds and will be dealing

with simple wish-fulfilments The more he can embiace of the

actual, the stronger the conflict and the greater the diive

forward into the levels where present conflicts and a-symmetries

aie resolved in an extended symmetry The stronger his drive to

“1 try to work from the teims set out by L L Whyte in his Glossary 269-71

May I anticipate inisundeistandmgs by pointing out that by Symmetry I do not

here mean simple and foimal balances, but the fullest balance in terms of the

Pragnanz principle

Note how Goethe with his deep msight catches hold of the image of the trans-

formation-moment (discussed above on pages 98 and 105-6) to define the

creative realisation ‘On the instant the plan of Werther was formed, and the

whole drew together, and became one solid mass, just as water in a vessel,

which IS upon the point of freezing, is converted into hard ice by the most
gentle sh^fes^ii, 127
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harmony, the greater his need to embrace more and more
conflict, m order to overcome it He judges life always in terms

of the potential, and his aim is one of mtegration .His ac-

ceptance and comprehension of the world and himself are only

m terms of the resolvmg haimomes which he mtuits andwhich
he brings mto existence by his creation of Form.

VII

These terms which 1 am putting forward are meant as a basis

foi discussion, a first step towards defeating the impasse J;o

which the abstract consideration of V£(Jue-judgments has
reduced our criticism As stated above, it is highly generahsed.

But what IS needed at the moment is a generahsed scheme, a

methodology, to which the many important mvestigations

aheady made mto various aspects of creative activity can be
related Only on some such fines as I have sketched, 1 thmk,
can what is valid m the different schools of thought be brought
together and developed Jung has helped us to understand the

unconscious pattermng; Freud, the vast mass of referential

details which at any given moment mvolves elements from
babyhood and the immediate present We must bring these two
analyses together, and go yet further into the scientific mvesti-

gation of how the forms of symbol are created, how the

pattermng activity actually proceeds bothm its earhest formative

period and. at later stages, and how the Gestalt methods for

isolating what one may call the physics of psychic activity

can be related to the fuller spheres of Jung and Freud
Such an approach will further end by showmg us how to

relate inner and outer in the creative act in the fullest sense,

since outer wiU include the total movement of history m which
the individual is involved The relation of the artist to his

society will cease to be a laigely external and shallow matter

of overt political and social motives, but will be seen in a much
richer and complex sense where the overt motives will be
correctly correlated with the whole movement of expression

More, theie will be a renewed impetus given to the technical

analysis of influences in a particular artist or art epoch, and
of the ways in which one epoch merges mto the next For all

these aspects, at present for the most part treated m isolation,

wiU be oiganically finked with the whole fife-process of which
art IS an essential integration

Until this work is carried to a certain level of clarification, it

will be impossible to speak in other than general terms'^fewhat is
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meant by such matters as Form and its relation of dominance to

the process it facilitates That process is the process of the human
whole, §.nd we can at least meanwhile keep before us this general

pointm order to avoid oe defeat premature attempts to lay down
the law narrowly on the functions or subject-matter of art

Realism, Escapism, Fantasy, Formalism are at best- empirical

descriptive terms applied after the event, at the worst they are

poleimcal weapons used illegitimately m the arena of aesthetics

They can give no help in determining what is the problem now
facing the artist, what is the ‘single characteristic form’ he jieeds

to^develop,and how he best faciUtates the life-process o f our day
It IS worth noting ^|hat a fine poet attempted, during a recent

discussion in France on the possibility of a general aesthetic, to

advocate Realisin as the criterion Butm order to safeguard him-
self agamst having his criterion used to defend the trivial and the

journahstic against the sort of work he actually admires, he has
had to go on to say that he called reahstic many things which did

not commonly possess that title, and vice versa In short, if a
sincere artist or ciitic is going to use such empirical terras he has
to juggle with them and move from material to mner content,

from direct social relation to imaginative grip onmnermearangs,
and so on, in a way which ends by invoking a purely subjective

basis of selection The true dialectical viewpomt can be achieved

only by turmng from the dissection of the end-product to the

process which begot the product The old antithesis ofForm and
Content can no longer be used, it gives up its scholastic ghost,

and the term Form (used as m this essay) must always mean
Form-Content, a crystallisation of Process

VIII

I have referred to the many valuable contributions which have
been made towards grasping certain aspects of the creative pro-

cess One, which I should hke biiefliy to describe here, is that of
Lowenfeld Deahng mainly with the work of weak-sighted or

'“‘Et bien entcndu, quc s’ll ne faut pas donner au mot r6alisme le sens photo

-

graphique que bien des gens lui donnent, si je defends souvent pour ma part
mSme des artistes, des terivains, qu’on ne pent appeler des rdahstes, pour
cette part de r6alit6 pr6cisement qm se reflate dans leur oeuvre

’

Conti ast Lenin’s emphasis on the essential element offantasy in all creative-

ness, and note Marx’s fine statement of the creative part played by fantasy in

effecting basic changes ‘The resurrecuon of the dead, m these revolutions,

has the effect of magnifymg the new struggles, not of parodying the old ones,
exaggerating in imagmation the task to be accomphshed, not subtracting one-
self from the solution by taking refuge in reality, of rediscovering the spuit of
revoluti£::^ot evoking its spectre again,’ i, 25, (My italics

)
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congenitally blind children, he has shown that at the heart of

pictorial 01 plastic art-process hes an impulse in no way con-

cerned with visual imitation He calls this impulse autoplastic, a

movement born from the whole body ®f the artist and emotion-

ally directed to achieve a unified effect A bhnd child, who
prodiices‘a highly-umfied plastic woik of emotional defimtion,

IS obviously basing his work wholly on this autoplastic impulse,

a projection of the total orgamsm •

Further, m dealmg with the successive stages whereby a child

develops his artistic grasp, he shows how a senes of abstract

schemata are built up, continually modified and deepened by^ex-

pressive value-judgments and by distortion^based on bodily ex-

perience or muscular sensations By such detailed mvestigations

we can hope to find out how Form is built up out of the whole

expet lence of the individual, and how the unifymg principle,

partly visual-intellectual and partly autoplastic, does go to

work 1 '’

Out of these multiple approaches we can begin to understand

the actions of art in its fullness, andm tune work securely towards

that umtary realisation which will enable us to grasp clearly the

function of art in the life-process ofmen Meanwhile, even such

a very rough statement of methodology as this essay has set out

can be of use in keeping the ultimate goal steadfastly before us

and in preventing us from falbng into dogmatic error either on
Tolstoy’s or Bell’s side of the fence. Though I have here dealt

with the visual or plastic arts, the same general principles apply

to all the art-forms of expression

A A NOTE ON SYMMETRY AND ART

I hope It has been made clear that the action of the Pragnanz
principle must always be understoodm terms of the full psycho-

logical situation We feel greatness in those works of art m
which a deep conflict has been successfully overcome that is,

where the resultmg Form reveals a maximum-minimum relation

The artist has persisted m his effort to grasp the full concrete

elements of the situation which he is expressing, to eliminate

the irrelevant, and to end with a Form m which the maximum

”V LiJwenfeld, (a) and (b) L descnbes two mam types (visual and haptic)’

even a congenitally-blmd person may be of the ‘visual’ type But autoplastic

unifying elements underlie the work of both types in different
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of Simplification is revealed with the minimum of ‘free energy’

The consequent complexity of variations in method and
defimtiop IS endless For the situation involves not only the

personality of the artist, m its full organic and social basis, but
also the tradition of craft-technique, the whole cultural tra-

dition in which he is developing

In speaking then of a symmetrical basis in all expression, we
are not suggesting^ any formalistic set of equivalences, but a
resolution and balance achieved in terms of the full situation

But the fact that the symmetries of ait are highly complex and
variable is no reason for denying their existence or refiismg to

accept the primary ^nerahsation which I am attempting to set

forth here

r 11

Various empirical attempts have been made to distinguish

the function of symmetry m ait-expression and appreciation,

Lipps investigated the Empathy, or Feeling-mto, which the

observer experiences m lookmg at lines, curves, forms—the

movement which draws us in, or which we feel as stirring and
striving in the forms themselves Empathy certainly appears m
all response to art-forms, and exists in the creation of them as

part of the whole affective attitude of the artist When the work
of art controls this inner movement and imphcation of forms,

colours, planes, masses, volumes, etc , it gives satisfaction.

The more fully it controls, the greater depths of satisfaction we
continue to feel m it.

E D Puffer experunented with the sense of satisfactory

arrangement For instance, she took a black oblong board and
put a narrow strip of white cardboard on it, and then asked
numbers of people to place a strip twice as long m the position

that gave them the greatest satisfaction. From this and other

similar tests she decided that S5mmetry played a central part in

art-orgamsation and brought about ‘a set of reactions corre-

sponding to the orgamsm as a whole’ But

the ‘balance’ we demandm a picture is no mere geometncal symmetry, or

equality of mass of the objects on either side, but . the more subtle

'^Ironside compares pictures by Klee, Poussin, Pisanello, and Turner, and declares
that only one has ‘a formal coherence, unity or order of some kind’—a nonsen-
sical statement which hmits coherence to one particular kind of design Each
pamting is m fact highly organised, coherent and unified m the terms of its

‘situation’ Ironside has so mechanic^ an approach that he thinks the aesthetic

significance which a sketch or fragment may possess refutes the theory of
‘umty’

“Puffer. CfcsSI^er, Homes and Davies, etc Also, H Read (b) 48-50
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influence of interest, and attention, and possibly of suggested movement
are predonunant in giving the beauty of symmetry to a picture

Such principles are doubtless chiefly o^negative value to* the artist

teachmg him what to avoid But in the composition of his pipture the

artist mus^ have further positive reasons for placmg his objects Compos-

ition, according to Ruskin, may best be defined as ‘the help of everythmg

in the picture by everything else’, and it is, he^says, such a complex

problem that there are but few elementary laws of arrangement traceable

d little way ’ In painting, as in poetry, ‘mere fitting and adjustment of

material is nothing, that is watchmalcmg’, while ‘helpful and passionate

harmony’ is the outcome of sacred invention

The fact, however, that no formula of symmetry can be -set

out IS no disproof of the law of Pragnanz ^Rather, it follows

from It Each act of creation is umque in that it deals with a

particular pressure and disequihbnum between artist and
world which cannot recur, so that the resolution m every case

must be unique But the process of organisation follows general

laws

“"Valentme, 62f These analyses deal with symmetry on simple lines For a more
complex analysis, see Rashevsky (a) ch xu and (b) ch xxii But such efforts as
this (or Birkhoff) to find quantitative measures, must be reformulated in Gestalt
terms

®^Now that some two years after writing this chapter I have been able to go into
the Soviet art and literary controversies, I find under the different terms a
substantial agreement The Soviet critics are basically concerned (a) to find
how art plays Us part m the total transformation ofman, (b) what Is the relation

in socialist ai t between the actual and the possible, the realistic image and the

transforming factor, (c) what is the unitary element binding such an art in all

Us variety The important thing is not the very insufficient conclusions
yet reached, but the fact that such issues aie raised and thwsdjiection they
take (Jan 1949

)
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CHAPTER SEVEN

Psychology Suggestions for a Methodology

In THIS chapter I shall attempt only a brief discussion of

the mam contributions of the three leading schools of modern
psychology, Gestalt Psycho-analysis, and Jung’s Analytical

Psychology I have already indicated something of my attitude

towards these three schools, but for the purpose of this book
It will be worth while to elaborate my comments a little and
then attempt to show something of the hnes on which I think

the positive contributions of each school can be brought
together in a unitary methodology

Gestalt IS a psychology of dynamic patterrung concerned to

understand the mind as an integrative process The term gestalt,

said Kohler,

has the meaning of a concrete individual and characteustic entity, existing

as something detached and having a shape or form as one of its attributes ^

Kolfka hastens to add that the pattern is not detached in the

sense of being isolated

A gestalt IS therefore a product of organisation, organisation the

process that leads to a gestalt But as a definition this determination

would not be enough unless one implied the nature of organisation, as it

was expressed in the law of Pragnanz, unless one remembered that organ-

isation as a category is opposed to mere juxtaposition or landom dis-

tribution -

^Kohler (fa) 192
“Kotfka (a) 682 For the Law of Prftgnanz, see & 5 of Ch 6. The Law relates

organisation to certain maximum-mmimuna principles ‘Roughly speaking, a
minimum simplicity will be the simplicity of uniformity, a maximum simplic-

ity that of perfect articulation,’ Kolfka (a) 171 ‘The final time-dependent
distribution contains a minimum of energy capable of doing work,’ Kdhier, (a)

250 and (c) 533 In the case ofa relatively small sub-system and a large reservoir

It can draw from (the two makmg up our total system), then in the process the

sub-systemrf(?aws as much energy as possible and at the end has a larger

energy-co^nt than before Thus, if the reacting system can draw on much
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Wertheimer insists that in the process of orgamsation. ‘what

happens to a part of the whole is determined by mtrmsic laws

inherent m this whole So that the process as much as the

product of organisation is a gestalft Gestalt psychology is

committed to tackhng the processes of the selfm order tb grasp

the charaiteristic structures by which the self articulates its life

and movement

To apply the category of cause and effect means to find out which parts

of nature stand m this relation Similarly, to apply the gestalt category

means to find out which parts of nature belong as parts to functional

wholes, to discover their position m these wholes, their degree of relative

independence, and the articulation of larger whole# into sub-wholes *

II

All perceptual organisation is organisation within a frame-

work and dependent on it The mam directions of the field

constitute the framework.

Using these general findings, Gestalt seeks to show the

differentiations, segregations, and patterning complexity which
arise within the field of the ego and the personality. It uses

the mmimum-maximum formula of the law of Pragnanz to

explain the relation of energy and articulation in the process of
living The self goes on ceaselessly expressmg itself, breaking

down into confusions, reaffirmmg itself m new patterning

integiations, and finding afresh tensions within and without.

In our psychophysical case, then, we have two kinds of forces, those

which exist within the process in distribution itself and which tend to

impress on this distribution the simplest possible shape, and those between

this distiibution and the stimulus pattern, which constrain this stress

towards simplification We shall call the latter external, the former

internal foices of organisation, external and internal lefernng to that part

of the whole process which corresponds to our perceived form

If oui hypothesis is true, we should expect very stable organisations

whenever the two kmds of forces act in the same diiection Conversely

—

if the forces are in strong conflict, the resulting organisation should be less

stable *

energy, it will do so and achieve articulaUon (simplicity of maximum kmd), if

its energy-supply is limited or cut off, the minimum sort will result (Kdhler
applies this principle to organic growth and its increasing articulation (c)

)

“Wertheimer (a) 7

'Koffka (c)

‘Koffkn (a) 1381
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The organism seeks to preserve itself, its equilibrium and
stability It ‘may be said to behave as an intricate system of

materiat processes, tending actively to maintain a complex
pattern under constantl;}' changing conditions But the effort

to maintain pattern amid changing pressures and influences

always means an extension and further complication df pattern

The simplicity or order-balance which reasserts itselfalways does

so inside a new situation which includes the disturbing factor

(or part of it) ‘What actually happens is not a mere conserva-

tion of pattern, but its development
Thus, organic hfe is a ceaseless extension of pattern, and

Gestalt seeks to shofv how the ceaselessly-disturbed equilibrium

between the self and the woild creates a ceaseless process of
articulation of mental forms, which are isomorphic with
physiological processes and which belong to a single field of
force with the outer impacting world Intellectual or spiritual

life IS only one particular case of the general law that growth
or process is a reassertion of symmetry (oiganic balance, stable

pattern) in a new situation

The Ego behaves like any other segregated object in the field

The Ego IS not a constant quantity or thing, it is articulated by
the same law as a single cognitive pattern Human growth
IS m fact a prolonged unending articulation of the Ego with
enriched symmetry To define the gestalt of the personahty
would mean

to consider all the different sub-systems of the Ego, the richness and

complexity of winch we discussed , the way in which these sub-

systems are organised, their relative degrees of dominance, their mutual

communication, and then relative ‘depth’ By this we mean their surface-

centre localisation, or theu: connection with the Self, the very core of the

Ego
Furthermore the ‘openness’ or ‘closedness’ of the whole Ego would

have to be mvestigated, i e ,
its i elation to the surrounding field, The

'Humphrey, 41

"Koffka (a) 309 As an example of the asymmetncal forms or forces that the self

has ceaselessly to overcome we may take Space itself ‘Behavioural space is not
Euclidian, or, otherwise expressed, it has different properties m different

directions Two aspects of this amsotropy have to be distinguished On the
one hand organisation of figures and things creates stresses which are not
restricted to the segregated units but affect the surrounding field to a larger oi

smaller extent On the other hand space as a framework is itself anisotropic

and determines by its anisotropy the organisation of figures and things within
It We have emphasised the fact that there arc main diiections, and that these

main directigns exert functional mfluences upon organisation,’ Koffka (a) 275
Note how*5Sinis ties up with the remarks on art-expression, Ch 6
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dynamic mtercourse between Ego and environment must depend to a

large extent upon the nature of the Ego itself And m this investigation

the products of civilisation must be included *

III

Before I comment on Gestalt, I should like to summarise one
other aspect of its analysis its treatment of the problem of

Memory It turns a number of dilemmas which have baffled

thinkers, by pomting out that memory-traces form organisa-

tional wholes, whose pattern is as real as their material We
therefore cannot reduce unit-formation and shape to ex-

perience (i e to traces) Rather, we must see that traces are

organised systems produced by organised ^processes, and a
reviving excitation is itself patterned

Processes occur m systems already endowed with traces, it is this alone

that makes mental development intelligible For by occurrmg m trace-

endowed systems processes will be influenced by the traces, and the novelty

of a process itselfmay m large measure be due to the traces Such a process

leaves a new tiace m its wake, which m its turn may contribute to the

arousal of another new process without which it could not have arisen '

In deahng with learnmg and other memory functions, Koffka
shows that intrinsic relations act as dynamic relations Other-

wise, one can admit only the workings of bhnd mechanisms or

of a imnd which from above the body can look down into the

relations and interact with the body And the second altei native

with its duahsm leads straight to ideahsm or vitahsm. So
Gestalt insists that intnnsic relations enter into every real

problem-solution—that is, every effective grasp of reahty The
dynamics of the spiritual process are mseparable from the

intnnsic properties of the data The formative umtary powers
of the mmd create the relations as well as realise them The
need to assert balance m a fragmentary or unsatisfactory

situation (ignorance, marticulateness, etc.) drives the mmd on
to define or reahse the full situation, m which balance or com-
pletedness is restored to the umverse

Take, for instance, the case of a mathematical problem

What seems so startlmg in the application ofthis proposition to thought-

processes IS that the kmd of mtrmsic properties which are to be considered

as dynamically efiective seem to exclude such a consideration How can a

purely logical relation exert a real force on a real process m a nervous
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system’’ And yet, even here we possess a good analogy m perceptual

oigamsation the principle of closure Just as a perceived circle will, as a

psychological process, ‘tend’ towards completion, so will + ax, once

it IS seen as arf incomplete square, tend to be completed ”

And just as Gestalt thus shows how the intrinsic relations of
a problem are dynamically identical with the insight of the

act of solution, so it shows that ‘significance’ has been made a

problem only by an act of abstraction Once we see that a fact

IS never a fact in isolation but is always a fact in an intrinsically

coherent whole, we see that significance and fact are not two
concepts belonging to different realms A whole is an integrative

process, and its wholeness is significant The relation of part and
whole, of fact and total movement, must possess meaning
Further,

If a thought process that leads to a new logically valid insight has its

isomorphic counterpart in physiological events, does it theieby lose its

logical stringency and become just a mechanical process of nature, or does

the physiological process, by being isomorphic to the thought, have to be

regarded as sharing the thought’s inherent necessity'’ Our attempt at

integration has claimed the latter, thereby incorporating the category or

significance within our system

That at this point the development of the theory will have to overcome

great difficulties is perfectly obvious to me At the same time it should be

recognised that a beginning has been made to face these difficulties and

to conquer them ' ’

IV

Yes, a beginning has been made, but as Kofika humbly
admits, many difficulties remain At the end of Chapter 3, 1 have
already indicated a first criticism of the Gestalt system Isomor-
phy IS only a helpful foimula, not a scientific explanation as to

how physiological changes are one with spiritual processes.

And despite an insistence that cognitive elements m experience

are bound up with conative elements, and that social and
cultural elements are a fundamental portion of the behavioural

field, the analysis for the most part treats only certain attentive

elements m the process of cogmtion In Koffka’s Pi maples, a
book of 685 pages, Society appears only at page 648 and

‘“Koffka (a) 631 Again note how important this formulation is to the pioblem
of art process

"Koffka (a) 684
^“WertheitwfTO IS
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Personality is covered by pages 676-9 Yet in such an integrative

psychology the full human factors, social and cultural, should

have been emphatically brought forward from the start The
stresses m the behavioural field mcltide social and cultural

elements f^om the very first moment of a child’s life

The result is that Gestalt, while seeking to affirm the reahty

of integrative wholes throughout human hfe, tends to treat

spiritual process in terms of a kind of psyShological physics

We see the self building up a vast system of articulations, and we
are faithfully told that ‘without understandmg the social factors

ofbehaviour we cannot hope to understand behaviour’,^® but we
never see how the behavioural field which#mcludes the social

factors does really operate outside the simpler aspects of per-

ception and memory The full processes never emerge

V

If we turn from the strangely colouiless world of gestalt

oiganisations to the world of Freudian research, we feel a

shock Here seems everything which Gestalt omitted, the whole
violent, confused, tormented, and joyous world of human
reahty The opposition seems indeed complete Gestalt dealt

with characterless integrative forms and forces. Psycho-analysis

deals with a mass of conflicting forces and symbols in which we
at once recognise something of our daily experience, but it has

hardly a word to say on integration Indeed it seems to have no
logical explanation as to how personality does not in every

case spht into hopeless schizophremc divisions, lost m an
ambivalent unconscious which can never issue in action That
is to exaggerate, but at the same time to point to the weakness

of Freud’s work. If Gestalt in the last resort seems to have only

a set of maximum-minimum energy charts to represent leality,

Freud also dissolves the real connections of personality and
seems to show us a generalised figure inside which a number of

manikins labelled Censor, Id, Ego and Superego, and so on,

skurry around grapplmg with a vicious force named the Libido

But there is of course much more m Psycho-analysis than this

set of marionette personifications, as there is much more m
Gestalt than the charts Freud has introduced a number of

positive conceptions which have changed once for aU our

attitude to the inner life Let us look at these in Freud’s own
terms, and then examine those terms First, there is his concept

^"KofFka (a) 648 K Lewin and others have begun to fill the gap Ĵ r Lewm. what
breaks and makes personal and social equilibria is the key-issue
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of the dynamic unconscious (linked with the conscious by the

pre-conscious).^'* There is still much confusion as to exactly

what the unconscious is, but that does not lessen the importance
of the concept for all fifmre psychological inquiry

Secondly, in the relations between conscious and uncon-
scious, with mediating pre-conscious, Freud has disentangled a
complex mechamsm of censorship, of resistance and repression,

as well as a positive relation which he calls subhmation There
IS no simple flow of forms and forces between the levels, on the
contrary there seems a fierce and involved conflict at every

point, part of the flow gets through easily, other parts are

obstructed, distorted, forced back In the depths of the uncon-
scious are a number of ‘primordial impulses and instinctive

urges that are constantly welhng up, as it were, and pressing

forward to find some rehef or satisfaction ’ This, Freud calls

the Id ‘It IS the quite undifferentiated basis of the whole mind ’ ^ ’’

(An early differentiated part as the psyche is the Ego, ‘whose
mam function is to establish relations between the mdividual
orgamsm and the outer world, including the human environ-

ment ’)

Thirdly, Freud shows that character-construction is bound
up with the processes of reaction-formation and subhmation
which result from the tensions and harmonies between the

opposmg levels of the psyche. Some of the Id, he says, is cut off

and opposed to the Ego, part of it manages to flow mto a

unity with the Ego, The cut-off part forms the basis of repres-

sion In turn a part of the Ego is differentiated off into a Super-

Ego, the most moral section ofthepersonahty ^^Thesedifferentia-

“Freud (b) 105
“Freud of course had many forerunners m this respect In 1840, when Marx
was studying Hegel’s identificaUon of the entire historical process with the

development of the spirit, a biologist, Carus, had come to the conclusion that

the ‘key to the understanding of the conscious life of the soul’ lies ‘m the

unconscious,’ Whyte, 142 Freud’s forerunners were rathei thinkers like

Schopenhauer and Von Haitmann Carus influenced Dostoevsky
“The Soviet scientist Luna produced repressions in the laboratoiy, and so
‘proved’ Freudianism His experunents ‘confirm the fact that unconscious and
active mental processes do exist, that these processes remain unconscious due
to an economic mechanism ol repression which manifests itself as resistance

m the conflicting nature of the cure, and finally, that the free flow of associations
IS detemiined and in pait deiived from the subject’s secret complexes,’ Bartlett

(a) 26, Luna, 133-50
”E Jones (c) 22
“Freud (d) The Supex-Ego has a tendency ‘lo punish thoughts with the same
seventy as actions to extend the condemnation of a specific desire to all

desires remotely associated therewith A neurosis of long standing represents

a pecuharly_atable compound of the foices of the Id and of the Super-Ego,’
FlUgel (af^f
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tions are given strength by a senes of identifications of the

self made m the infantile years with those adults who stand

in a potent relation to the child—those who give food pd the

sense of security Father and Mother, (y their surrogates

The Oedipus Complex is the classic form in which conflict

arises m this situation. The desire to possess the food-source

leads to a desire to ehmmate (kill) the rival. To possess the

Mother entire is to kill the Father. This mfantde emotion,

registered in primitive form, is soon repressed. The desire to find

unity (identity) or harmony with the Father, the Power or

Authority-figure, conflicts with the hidden desire to destrpy

hun This strain appearsm the differentiation ofSuper-Ego from
Ego The Super-Ego, the pure Authority-fi^e, threatens the

Ego for its comphcities with the Id—^for its desire to find

satisfactions and pleasure-releases In a sense then, the Ego
IS pressed in between the Father and the Mother, the Moral
Law and the Impulse of Desire Thus, the first simple self-

identifications, out of which the primary balances of per-

sonahty are created, lead into a much more complex series as

the child moves out of the family-circle into an extending social

arena The Super-Ego relates its tensions to those existmg

in society, and so the mythic Father-of-Authonty is identified

with the ruhng moral and ideological forces around the

individual. The resultmg pattern of behaviour and character is

highly complicated. At the one end of the scale is the neurotic

in whom fear is so deeply rooted that he retreats from aU attempt

at satisfaction under the threat of the Super-Ego, at the other

end is the rebel who defies the ruhng powers in the determina-
tion to resolve the existing conflict and achieve a fuller satis-

faction, in between are the endless forms of compromise and
partial balance

Fourthly, there is the therapeutic process whereby a neurotic

obstruction or obsessive con&ct is removed or resolved Tins
process, brought starkly out mto the open m the case of the

“See e g Flugel (a) This is the ‘bourgeois’ concept of a basic split between
Pleasure and Morality, which is in fact one aspect of dissociationm personahty

“Here Freud fails to make an effective analysis Oddly, his work shows him
tethered to an intense father-antagomsm, which works out m a male self-

glorification reducing the woman to status of a ‘castrated male’ Homey has
amusmgly turned the tables and for ‘penis-envy’ substituted a male desire to

emulate the mothers ‘productivity’'

of course go outside the normal apphcationm this sentence, the flaw in psycho-
analysis IS that It treats Society as a given factor or situation into which the
‘cured’ person must haimoniously fit himself For the most part psycho-analysts
treat Politics as a mere projection of the Oedipus Complex, e g Pryhs Hopkins,
or thus reduce all the motive forces and forms of culture Freud (c and g) But
many psycho-analysts are now movmg to a more dialectical posSi^.v’’
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neurotic, operates, however, m all experience m less conscious

ways. (The conscious element in the therapy is the psycho-

analyst, who IS deliberately controlling the movement and its

points of revelatory teij^sion ) The psycho-analytic therapy has

close likenesses to the structuie of Greek tragedy In it the

two antagonists, patient and analyst, come together; the

patient pours out his ‘free associations’ and tells his. dreams,

the analyst becomes identified with both the forces of release

and repression; the patient lives out anew his fantasy-life m
relation to the analyst and the neurotic tensions expose them-
selves; at the crucial point the analyst forces the patient back
upon himself, forces him to detach reality from the fantasy,

forces him to bnn'g the whole obstructive complex into con-

sciousness This^ is the moment called in Greek tragedy.

Recognition Tlie whole past structure of experience is

suddenly hfted on to a new level of awareness, And the patient

can return into normal social life, able to hold his own

VI

A great deal of these basic Freudian formulations are

directly illuminating But there are some heavy weaknesses If

the Gestalt descriptions seemed to make of human life a cease-

less extension of structure at the biochemical level, Fieudiamsm
seems to make the psyche a theatre or temple in which a ritual

embodied m mythological figures is earned on In scholastic

fashion, faculties or sub-systems of the psyche are endowed
with a sort of inherent and separate life, and the reason for

this scholastic attitude lies ultimately m the rigid opposition

between conscious and unconscious. Those two aspects of the

psyche are not viewed as parts of a total process of life in

which organism, society, and nature make up the full field.

They are considered inherent in ‘human nature’; and all history,

all social activity, all cultural creation become nothing but
a projection of their conflict

The central error is perhaps that which finds the basis of

“*Part of the recognition-process is tlie discovery of the meaning of unconscious
symbols and images Though at times over-confident, nanow and schematic
Freudiatusm has done magnificent work in this explication (e g Stekel)

““‘All this may sound a little remmiscent of an ancient mythology, where distinct

deities were endowed with particular functions, but the effect of personification
IS solely due to the necessity for a condensed description’, said E Jones, (c) 23f,

in defence, but he admits too much ‘Actually Freud constdeis that the various
attitudes and functions mentioned are brought about just as automatically as
are those pertainmg to the body itself, and he expressly maintains that the idea
of personal^ is confined to the ego alone ’
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the unconscious in primordial mstinclive urges, which me
fundamentally opposed to consciousness and the Ego, and

which can only in small part be accepted or absorbed by the

conscious levels Personality is inevitably created out of a

ceaseless senes of conflicts, tensions, unbalances, which the

organism* keeps icsolving or restoiing to stability; but tins

conflict is m no sense a matter ofconscious against unconscious

Its tensions operate at all levels of the self, as much m the

unconscious as the conscious. The formative piocess works in

the human being by an extension of symmetry, an activity

which includes both conscious and unconscious, the struggle

for unity goes on at both levels, fiom both aspects of the

process which makes up the individual beiflg There is no such

thing as a given body of instinctive urges and desires existing

in stark separation from the socially-orientated personality.

There is in fact no such thing as instinct in this sense at all.

Here lies the basic flaw m Freud’s formulations, which must
be understood before we can make a fully fruitful use of his

work or relate it to the system of unitary dialectics In point of

fact he continually overcomes the weakness, m the working-out

of his thought and the application of his thei apy What he calls

unconscious ambivalence is really conflict at the unconscious

level, and the Censor is not a myth-figure standing at the door

of the consciousness knocking down or maiming the impulses

which rise below, but is a vital organising factor The conflicts

which Fieud deals with in his patients exist at all levels of

then experience; and what his therapy does is to get at ceitain

eaiher traumatic experiences, in wluch the conflict tied itself

up m knots, and then to untie the knots In so doing, it shifts

the whole balance of forces throughout the psyche and allows

the formative process to move into new integrations

But the flaw remains, preventmg Freud’s thought from its

full and proper development, and above all, pieventmg it

from getting into right focus the relation of individual and
social piocess Only ifwe understand the way in which tensions
arise throughout the whole psyche fiom the moment of birth

and always include a social factor at all levels, can we hope to

see individual and social aspects as different aspects of a single

movement Once we begin with ‘mstmctive’ urges which aie

-‘Oni. example of Freud’s mechanism appears in his concept of setuahty he
ignoies the way in which puberty produces a new organising centre that makes
the sexuality of the adult fundamentally differ fiom the child’s

'-‘To talk of the pleasure-principle and the reality-principle is only once moic to

abstract the points at issue and explain them by giving them luinies— i e

scholasticism ^
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soon largely repiessed, we have shut society out. It appx^rs

mainly as a sort of neutral screen on to which persons project

theu father-and-mother fantasies or as a villain in league with

the Super-Ego to enforce all sorts of repressions. It can never

be int^rally related to* the processes of the psyche, which

swell up into the fateful forces that Freudiamsm usually makes

them From the Freudian angle the masses of men appear as

mgh-demented creatures, toin by desires which they promptly

crucify, and piojectmg the fated conflict into various social,

cultural and political foiras. Obviously, it would take thousands

of yeais to begin even affecting such a situation in a small way
Only when the fate-patterns are seen within the full stream of

sopial and personal 'process do we realise that such an outlook

IS hopelessly false and narrow, and that the fate-patterns are in

fact also the patibrns of freedom.

Society is not a projection of unconscious conflicts into which
cured neurotics must be fitted one by one till somehow, some-
day, enough milhons havebeen fitted in and society itself becomes
sane. Society is a rapidly changing situation, in which changing

men play their parts and m which the total formative process

of human productivity (including science and the arts) has the

last word
VII

But when the worst is said, what a debt we owe to Freud;
with what patience and msight he has shown how the ajssociative

activity of the psyche really works, how orgamc experience

develops symbols, and how the fundamental pattern of exper-

ience is that of a dialectical unity reaflBrnung itself out of

conflict—a hght of unifying reahsation which, suddenly com-
prehendmg the past, changes the present and creates the

future. Once we rid his method of its duahstic factors, we
can use it to grasp the way in which the psyche is emotionally

articulated, and then we can fuse it with the Gestalt demonstra-
tion of the way m which the psyche is mtellectually articulated.

It then becomes clear that what Freud treats almost entirely

as a repressive mechamsm is m fact an economical process in

which the mam emphasis is on mtegrative shaping of experience
Thus, Varendonck declares.

The origuially repressed idea is neither dead noi passive It may be

on the contrary, intensely dynamic and ahve It organises associations It

“'For this reason the Freudian emphasis on infantile experience loses much of
Its force—or rather, finds its significance from a new angle In this I agree with
Wortis (179) though generally he over-simplifies
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ciedtes products of its own. It has a rich unfettered development, ‘in

darkness as it were’, exeicising attraction on everything with which it can

connect itself This is what is meant when it is said that repiession does

not destroy an impulse What it really does is ‘to disturb the ielat#on to the

conscious system’ These creations of the»repiessed idea continue to

develop in ^phantasy unchecked, until, undei certain conditions, they arc

enabled to come to light m the neurotic ”

E A Aimstiong aptly comments ‘Substitute foi “lepiessed"

the wotd “activated” (charged with intellectual interest), and

we have an excellent desciiption of what happens in the zone

of creative imagination Then, under certain conditions, the

phantasy is enabled to come to light in the woik of art

Armstiong continues •

The same system has ambivalent functions, repiessive and consti uctive,

rejecting some items and selecting others Freud *has maligned it by

emphasismg one aspect of its activity Its selective function is usually, if

not always, exercised adaptively—^to enable the individual to cope moie

adequately with the problems of all kinds which life presents, but some-

times m seeking an immediate solution by selecting troublesome material

for relegation to hmbo it lays up future embariassment for the personality.

The Censorship of Freudian psychology is an aspect of the piinciplc of

adaptation by which the organism relates its internal reactions to the

impacts of the external world The intermediate level of the mind, the level

of selective subconscious association, is seen to be alive with potentialities

for creative freedom of association as well as for repression

And he" rightly emphasises that in the true cieativc act the

whole process of the self, which includes both the formative

unconscious and the purposive conscious, is implicated in

such an act the Gestalt law of Pragnanz, which (accoiding to its

formula ofmaximum-minimum energy) shows achievement as a

simphcity of full articulation, is one with the Freudian principle

of a conflict overcome by the act of unifying recognition

‘Sublimation’ falls into place with the geneial concept of integ-

rative process
Vlll

But we still need a further organising factor to bung the

Gestalt and Freudian analyses together, and that is perhaps

•“’See Levine, 117f Vaiendonck in fact says that ‘intuition seems to be tlie

leverse of repression,’ 29] J T Davies at moments sees ‘sublimation’ as the
act of the whole self, but falls back on the Freudian ‘split’ of libido and eg j,

and so can eall on a transcendental factor to explain development, Cf Dv.

Sanctis

“^Armstrong, 176f Freud’s one-sided attitude eontmually appeals I he function
of education is to inhibit, forbid and repress’ (b)
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supplied by Jung We can best approach the problem by asking

more precisely what is the unconscious Without examining at

length the varying Freudian statements on this subject, we can

say generally that the Freudian unconscious is piimarily con-

ceived as the darkness into which repressed impulses sink

Freud’s predecessors mainly raised the problem of the

unconscious in relation to the processes of thought, perception,

memory But in the latei 19th century, clinical work in hyp-

notism and othei psycho-therapies focussed attention on
pathological problems of dissociation Janet, the leading figure,

suggested that dissociation of peisonahty occuried as the result

of a lack of ‘tension’ oi cohesive force; a reduction of available

energy seemed to m»ke it impossible foi the sufferer to hold the

parts of the mind together Freud turned from this question

as to what unified and stabilised the psyche, to the direct

analysis of specific conflicts, antagonisms, between the dis-

sociated parts. He thus began with a dualism, which he nevei

overcame but which enabled him to get at grips with the material

of neurosis.

The nund, he said, is conative or striving, m that hes its

essential function. Dissociation or conflict of any mental kind
therefore reveals an opposition of desiies or urges The dis-

sociated or reflected impulses are forced down into a level of the
mind from which they can exert an influence on behaviour, but

they cannot come directly and nakedly into consciousness A
barrier, which only hypnosis or some such procedure as the

analysis of fiee-associations can pierce, cuts them away, unlike

the temporarily submerged elements of the pre-conscious

which may at any moment rise into thought
But there is another aspect of the unconscious, which though

often touched on by Freudians, is not methodologically differ-

entiated That is the totahty of experiences duiing the infantile

years before speech is mastered Psycho-analysis has drawn on
this period to explain the primary parental attachments and to

discuss certain ‘component instincts’—by which it means
certain basic character-formations which develop early m
connection with functional acts (eating, excreting, etc.) and
muscular tensions. These components, it is argued, can develop
through displacement and subhmation, or reaction-formations,

into strong personal attitudes or habits.®”

There is a certam interest and value in these expositions,

though the whole matter has been oversimplified and treated m
‘“Fltigel (a) 35, E Jones (a) Ch 2
®“See Tables m Flugel (a) 1 10. E Jones on anal-eroticism (b), etc
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iigid narrow teims. But underlying them there is to be found

the real pioblem of the development during those crucial years,

when the tremendous creative achievement of graspiiig speech

IS earned out Clearly, in the process of grasping speech and

the primary elements of the human tradition, the psyche goes

through a very engrossing and stormy experience An enormous
activity of concentration is carried through successfully, during

which the primal orgamc experiences sfee controlled and

translated into the instrument of human expression.

In such an upheaval, it is inevitable that the primary levels

of experience consist of sunple pattermngs in which vaiious

aspects of orgamc experience and pressurgs, pang and release,

rhythm and chaos, satisfaction and feat, expansion and con-

traction are powerfully but simply co-ordmated
Here I suggest hes the fundamental aspect of the unconscious,

these primal orgamc patterns on which all future expiession

is dependent They can never be outgrown, for they are the

basic orgamc experiences moving into human aiticulation

They represent the vitabsmg forces, the ultimate organising

forms, on winch our psychic life depends
If we get ourselves caught up m some insoluble tangle or

conflict, then our conflict or self-division must affect these

organising forms In the case of neurosis the division penetrates

deep and immobihses the powers of renewal in the organism
In this sense, repressions can get maed up with the fundamental
unconscious; but to identify the imconscious with repressed

impulses is to slander hfe at the root

These deep creative unconscious levels of orgamc experience

(m a tension and resolution of inner and outer, social and per-

sonal) are drawn on by all valuable ait-activity Thus, Fieud
tried to use the similarities between daydream and cieative

fantasy to argue that imaginative work is the expiession of

thwarted or repressed conflicts.*^ Roger Fiy, denying that

wish-fulfihnent in this sense was central m art-expression,

made a statement which is fully in accord with the thesis I have
sketched above He said

In art tliere is, I think, an affective quality which hes outside that (of

wish-fulfilment) It is not a mere recognition of order and inter-relation;

every part, as well as the whole, becomes suffused with an emotional tone

Now, from our defihiitiou of this pure beauty, tlie emotional tone is not

due to any recognisable reminiscence or suggestion of the emotional

expenence of life, but I sometimes wonder if it nevertheless does not get

’mreud (a) 80f
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Its force from arousing some very deep, very vague, and immensely

generalised remmiscences

It looks^as though art had access to the substratum of all the emotional

colours of life, to something \T:hich underlies all the paiticular and special-

ised emotions of actual life It seems to derive an emotional energy from the

very conditions of our existence by its revelation of an emotional signifi-

cance in time and space

IX

And so we come to Jung For Jung has intuited these primal

organic patterns which Freud omits from his concept of the

unconscious, but he Jias made an idealist statement about them
Thus, he invents a Collective Unconscious from which he may
derive these orgamc patternmgs, common to all men (though
articulated and developed further along different lines m
different historical situations). This Collective Unconscious
IS merely one more of the idealist fantasies such as the Creative

Elan or Emergent Deity which have been worked out to sup-

plement a mechamst concept ofmovement and change Rightly,

Jung recognised that there was a level in the unconscious which
was qmte unfathomable to introspection and which was the

diametric opposite of Freud’s repressions But, in his reaction

against the mechanist elements m Freud, he abstracted this

creative organic aspect and declared it the life-energy which in

a spontaneous movement to expression generates the hero-

figure of myth and the potent symbols which, appearmg m
individual fantasy, break down the bounds of personal con-

sciousness and make the 1 a hvmg part of the creative We
All the deep creative elements in art, poetry, or music, Jung

thus attributes to the stirring in the mind (within or beneath

the conscious currents) of unconscious forces which he calls

Primordial Images or Aichetypes He strives to give a scientific

aroma to this statement by describing these images as ‘psychic

residua of numberless experiences of the same type’—i e

,

experiences which have happened not to the mdividual but to

his ancestors, and which are inhented m the stiucture of the

bram as a priori determmants of individual experience

Jung’s own statement runs thus

Yet this personal unconscious (of repressions) appears to rest upon a

deeper layer that does uot denve from personal experiences and achieve-

*’Fry (a) 19 See Armstrong, 135 Relate this § via back to the problems ofForm
discussed above in Ch 6

“®Jung (a). His ^^ollective unconscious raises more issues of organic ‘prehension’

than are here tieated
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ment but is inborn This deep layer I call the collective unconscious

1 have chosen the term ‘collective’ because this part of the unconscious is

not individual, but universal; in contrast to the personal psjiche it lias

contents and modes of behaviour that are mijre or less the same everywhere

and in all individuals The collective unconscious, so far as we’know, is

self-identical in all Western men and thus constitutes a psychic foundation

super-peisonal in its nature, that is present in everyone of us

The contents of the personal unconscious constitute the peisonal and

private side of psychic life They are chiefly the so-called feeling-toned

complexes The contents of the collective unconscious, on the other hand,

are the so-called archetypes

The term ‘archetype’ derives from Samt Aujiustine, and deals with

‘ancient’ or, better still, with primordial types—-that is to say, with images

impressed upon the mind since ofold . . «

Primitive tribal lore treats ofarchetypes that are modified in a particulai

way changed into conscious formulas that aie taught according to

tradition, generally in the form of esotenc teaching

Another well-known expiession of the archetype is myth and fable

But here also we are dealing with conscious and specifically moulded
forms that have been handed on relatively unchanged through long periods

of time **

It will be clear that Jung is dealing with an important psychic
reality, but he gives the wrong explanations. The universality
of the pnmary symbol and images which he deals with is derived
from the fact that the infantile levels necessanly show very
slight personal differentiations Therefore place and time are
comparatively indifferent to them That is the explanation of
the fundamental element common in all art-expression of any
period

Jung’s extreme idealism, which, lecognising the integrative
aspect of art and myth, often lationalises them in supciiicial
terms, must not blind us then to the gieat importance of the
issues he raises or the genuine nature of lus material. He
provides us with the broad integrative attitudes, the sense of
organic unities, into which we must fuse the analytic findings
of Gestalt and Freud Then his umty-intuition will be saved
from too simple application We must relate it to the Gestalt-
processes of articulation and the Freudian process of i esolution
at work ceaselessly restoring the equilibrium of the organism
and furthering the extension ofsymmetry or stability Its oiganic

'“Jung (c) S2f For Jung an dichetype ‘designates the psychic content that has as
yet been subjected to no conscious treatment and so lepiesents an nnrnedmtt*
psychic actuality,’ 54
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bases will be seen as one with social process in the living unity of

the self, and a unitary psychology is at last possible But to

achieve it we need more than a formal synthesis of Freud, Jung,

and Gesfalt; we need th^workmg-out of unity in life itself, m
social struggle and individual participation Then, and then only,

we shall see how the resulting psychological instrument enables

us at last to work out fully the problems of dissociation and
integration that are fundamental m all Marx’s work-in his

whole critique of Capitalism and of the revolutionary forces

that will redeem life from capitalism’s crucifixion

A BASIC SYMMlffRICAL PATTERNS IN ART AND ETHICS

In this note 1 shall briefly review some mquines into the

formation of speech and ideas m children

The mfant does not learn to speak through imitation.®® It

starts with gestures (not used m the sense of language gestures)

and laryngeal expressions with an instinctual basis Articulation

begins about the second half year—an activity based on the

estabhshment of circular reflexes between the sound of the

syllable and the response of speakmg it. The vocal synaptic

resistance is lowered or overcome simultaneously with the

auditory stimulation.®’

In short, the activity of learnmg to speak is patterned

activity The process is one of orgamcally building up the

mechanism of speech

An individual cannot mutate anything for which he has not already

established some mechanism, either inhented or learned Hence, if such a

structure is not inhented, then it is the leammg or mquirmg of this abihty

which interests us and which imitation does not explam

This process seems to be one of the touchmg-off of previously acquired

vocal habits by the auditory stimuli condiboned by them The child m

“‘Then we shall see how the understanding of conscious and unconscious factois

m individual and society is bound up with Marx’s analysis of the abstract and
the concrete factors in production That analysis has been totally misundeistood
by most critics of marxism (e g Popper) who see in it ponderous remnants of
German idealism Maix’s terms, of course, show signs of his development out of
that ideahsui, but their essential and subtle truth derives from Marx’s unitaiy

outlook, which for the first time m history grasps at the fullness of human life

with all Its mtemal contradictions or a-symmetnes, and sees social and psycho-
logical, economic and cultural, in a single focus

““Allport, 239, Thorndike, Ch vm
“’Markey (b) 38« and 396, and (a) 30f Ailport, 178ff
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this period of development, as far as can be observed, does not imitate tlie

sounds spoken by another, but responds with the sound foi which the

word by similarity or otherwise is a suflScient stimulus ,

The evidence has been suminanseA®" (i) If vocal responses

are circnJaily fixed, with the sound of speaking them serving as

stimulus, reiteiation of one syllable would be expected, and

that IS what happens (ii) Only sounds already pronounced in

random articulation can be evoked by th*e speech-sounds of

others, those which have had a chance to be circulaily fixated

as ear-vocal leflexes, and evidence suppoits this (iii) The central

nervous system has mechanisms adequate for the circular

fixation of vocal habits, leaving the cortex out of account
(iv) Deaf-mutes can articulate only in the inannei of the

random infantile period •

In the actual development the extension of the circular

lesponses is bound up with the child’s relation to his environ-

ment The pattern is built up by a complex series of identifica-

tions These reactions of the child which difierentiate its own
veibal stimulus as being the same oi similai to that of the mother
and at the same time which give it validity as its own vocal

stimulus give the vocalisation the chaiacter of a symbol
’

Speech is thus a gestalt created by a resolved tension between
organism and behavioural (social) field. ‘The first moment
that such an integration occurs m the behaviour of a child

must be a startling one This flash of co-ordination, facilitation,

inhibition, summation, and integration of responses which
occurs m the behaviour-mechanisms would be a novel and
extraordinary experience. Of course, it had a gradual develop-

ment in genetic growth
Speech thus results out of the continual assertion of a

symmetrical pattern uniting organism and environment and
restoring emotional stability The physical symmetry-pattern
develops through integration with the emotional situation

II

Sylvia Anthony, deahng with the child’s discovery of death,
examines the basic fantasy-forms She finds in the pattern a

’“Maikey (a) 31
““Allport, 185
““Markey (a) 35f ‘The period up to the point at which the child’s own stimulus

IS effectively substituted for the othci’s stimulus has been made (airly clear by
other writers The point which needs further clarification here is this process ot
social mteiaction by means ot which the child does thus effectively make the
interchange ’

^
“S Anthony, 47ff Similarly all the quotations liero in “iii-iv Poi the oscillatory
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tuadic basis Death is commonly considered the result of

aggression, and the fantasy takes an ‘oscillatory’ form The
act of aggression is committed, its nemesis comes in a retort

of the same aggression, •Ae child makes reparation and all is

well In a typical case, a boy is cruel to a bird, takes its nest,

and drops the eggs His mothei told him he was hke a giant to

the birds That night he dreamed a giant took him away He
cried out to his mbther, ‘and he nevei did such a cruel thing

again’. He wished that animals would like him and that he’d

never break an egg again If he got a lot of money, he ‘had a

bird-haven, and a beast-haven, and people came to buy eggs

from the creature-hftven, and one of his hens laid a golden
egg pure gold, and he could spend it

’

‘What did he spend
It on‘>’ ‘On more hens

’

Anthony says

The impression is given that the idea ofretaliation itself, pi mntive as it is,

develops from a manner of thought still more general and primitive The

manner of thought is an oscillation of attention, by which a whole fantasy

or thought-complex is alternatively seen in primary and then reversed

aspect, and then again in primary Thus, a mother loses her child by death,

and then the mother herself dies, and then the child (or a substitute) is

alive again, and then the mother comes back too

This oscillation of attention m fantasy has similarities with
the oscillation of attention in laboratory-tests when someone
fixes lus eyes on a pattern of dots (or figure m ambiguous
perspective) and finds that after a while the pattern changes,

independently of will, goes through one or more such changes,

and then returns to the original phase And this will go on as

long as one stares

In the fantasy-oscillation, however, each phase is affected by
the previous phase The oscillations gather cumulative force

But in both fantasy and visual effect, the completion of the

second phase brings the adjustment of a balance which the

first phase has upset. In the visual experience, the readjustment
IS physiological, in the fantasy, it is ethical, emotional

In the phase-changes the figures are mentally identified But
in fact It may be a desire for identification which forms the

pattern and sets it oscillating

Thus, the child desires to take the father’s place, and have the mother
for his wife In fantasy he identifies himself with the father, their positions

ihen begin to oscillate But with each oscillation, new emotional comphea-

pattern in psyqfio-analytic Recognition (and Tragedy) see Wertham’s formiiU-
tion of the ‘catathymic crisis’
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Uons are carried foi ward from the last phase So guilt arises subsequently

to the identification of the child with his father and a complete oscillation

of the pattern, the guilt is compounded of his desire for his mother seen

from his point of view as child and from his ^oint ofview as fathqi

The process has elements common to the development of all

forms of meaning—identifications based on desire leading to

‘oscillations of attention and aspect and a continually widening

synthesis’. But here there is a special element, since the idea of

death has such utterly dilferent connotations when attached to

the self than when attached to others. Hence the importance of

this fantasy-pattein in the whole development of personality

and of moral responsibility
*

III

This IS how It works out The law of tahon—tit-for-tat, an-

eye-for-an-eye—IS a basic moral law, and it does not originate

from some abstract notion of justice or responsibility It

originates fiom the symmetry-pattern extending in the social

01 moial spliere Its range runs ‘from the impulsive returning

of blow for blow that may occur among animals at play, to the

vicarious sacrifice symbolised by the Eucharist ’ It seeks to

redress a balance, to reassert stability by a symmetry-pattern

‘It presupposes a supporting framework which includes both

paities ard it is itself a function of the whole, concerned with

the maintenance of the whole in equibbrium The liberty,

equality and fiaternity of man are all concerned m retaliation

Retaliation can be no function of the subservient, and only

those equal in spirit and impulse can gam in grace by voluntarily

refraining from it
’

This symmetry-pattern works out in an evei enlarged sphere

of reference The full oscillatory movement, in terms of the

complex social and personal factors involved, moves to further

conclusions and acts The social framework is ultimately built

up out of a senes of identification-acts

The process of oscillation which retabation lepresents in the legal-ethical

field involves reversability of the functions of its members, as automatically

as the figuie m ambiguous perspective presents first one aspect of itself

and then another This involves for each participator a fundamental

duality of parts, and mental conflict Each feels himself at once avenger

and victim For in each mind the succeeding phases leave their cumulative

deposits of emotion, and no attitude completely succeeds the last, oi

reverts to a form identical with an earlier one
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It IS then because the pattern forces the wrong-doer at some
point to realise himself as the sufferer from his deed that he
offers reparation Again no abstract moral power operates, but

an organising pattern whfch includes both visual and emotional,

organic and social aspects The child ‘represents both wrong-
doer and wronged within himself, with an alternation similar

to that which maintains primitive society ’ But since these

alternations are n6t simple and discrete, but cumulative, the

result is not an endless tit-for-tat Revenge yields to ‘a system of

reparation which has its foundations not in forcible imposition,

but in the deeper social sense, and hence the acquiescence of the

wrong-doer and the*wronged ’

Thus we see that as fantasy oscillates, and accumulates fiom each phase

emotional attitudes aJid identifications which are earned over to the next,

new syntheses arise and more comprehensive contrasts appear Simple

antagonisms at first work themselves out in blow foi blow, until the

complications of identification make victory or loss for either into victory

01 loss for both, and then these alternating phases aie seen as a single

phase of conflict and killing, and another phase appears, to contrast with

the first one as a whole Mutual-murder-and-hate gives place to mutual-

love-and-resun ection

TV

Sylvia Anthony goes on to show how this basic pattern (the

oscillation of symmetry-identifications) m connection with

the concept of death leads to a number of veiy important

developments Thus the death-concept becomes charged with

emotional power through bemg brought mto vital association

with unconscious memory-complexes relating to birth (and

pre-natal life) and to impulses of hostility and aggression in

general. At this pomt, m the death-aggression complex, ammals
play a large part in fantasy-hfe, since they seem to be permitted

victims of human aggression by attack and eating

The reahsation of death is mtegral m the work of detachment
and re-unification of self and society, self and nature The effort

to understand age and death is closely bound up with the growth
of interest in numbers and the sense of time-divisions Thus,
the whole advent of a conscious logic and a rational attitude,

and the final dommance of the scientific as opposed to the

magical outlook, is at every moment connected with the develop-

ing concept of death and its background resistances and identi-

fications
*
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Where the hate-aspect of erotism has been securely repressed

or transformed, the discovery of the impotence of the individual

to avert death from the loved person proves to him that he is

not ‘omnipotent’— that he cannot ^ect reality by* a pure
wish-fulfilment, and that natural law prevails over human will

This discovery, while definitely restricting the sphere of the

magical sense and its fantasy-satisfactions, also releases the

individual from the guilt-sense which the* oscillatory identi-

fication-pattern keeps inflicting on him at death oi disaster

in his environment

The first step in the development of logic and science is thus

the dominance of love in consciousness. The second step is

the recognition of the natural inevitability'*of death The third

step IS the direct association of death with the self. ‘In the

attempt to avoid this association the child proceeds from
transduction (or induction based on ubiquity of causation) to

true induction and deduction based on the uniformity of
natural laws.’*''*

V

The oscillatory pattern described by Anthony can be found
throughout folktales and myths in a large number of basic

formulas attack and reprisal, the loss and return of the hero,

humihation and triumph, and so on The whole primitive

method of story-teUing is based on this method, in which the

emotional movement is closely related to a continual direct

oscillation of symmetrical patteins Thus, among the New
Hebrideans, ‘Songs are a form of story-telling Words aie a
native art with an intricate circular pattern

’*®

And it has been held that the essential steps in melodic
development occurred through circular symmetrical foima-
trons—starting from a nucleus of two notes, fg, to a series

cjgc at first with only the extremities fixed, and then gradually

on through the pentatone cdfgac to tlie series which fixed tones

^^One veiy pretty piece of dulectical exposition is that which shows how at
certain phases ol emotional ciisis the child needs a ‘negation of reality’ to give
It the extra couiage needed to go ahead and oveicome fear, deny the negation,
and come out into full reality, (See Anthony, 186, Fercnczi (b) and S Freud
(h))

Another basic primitive symmetry-concept is that grand-parents dwuidle
as children grow, so that children are grand-parents reborn see Anthony, 169,
and E Jones (b)

‘“T Hairisson, 352, f
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and semi-tones strictly along the lines of consonant fourths

and fifths.

To trace the symmetry-pattern further would need a volume

—or vofumes; but I may^point out as direct embodiments of the

oscillatory pattern described above, the structure of Greek

tragedy and of the Pindaric Ode (with its triadic form), the

sonata-form in music, Hebraic parallel verse-form—and in fact,

rhyme. All artistic foi mis based, if successful, on some variation

or other of this basis

The importance of Anthony’s formulation is that it shows in

a single process the basic formative element of both art-form

and ethical emotiog or idea

B WORDS, WHOLES AND MEANING

At several points (e g Ch 3) I have laid emphasis on the

Whole involved in the act of thinking, in the act of creative

expression, and so on This Whole involves an intuitive

element, but cannot be reduced to it, as Croce tries to do. In

the same way, when I spoke of a great poet hke Shakespeare
as having an intuition of the whole movement of his society,

I did not mean that this intuition existed in any Crocean
abstract space of the Spirit It is made up of the totahty of the

poet’s expel lence, which includes all his intellectual judgments
and analyses as well as his sensuous experience, his conscious

and his unconscious, all his knowledge of conflict and union
both directly and indirectly. It is no mysterious holistic or

transcendental awareness, but proceeds on the gestalt principle

With these points kept m mmd, I should like to draw
attention to a statement % Marx and another by Lenin, which
help considerably to make clearer what I was trying to say in

Ch 1, §vi-vu, about the artist m his work grasping something
of the total movement of history and therefore bemg in no
sense reducible to a class-element (And what is true of the

aitist IS of course true of every man One speaks of the artist

thus because he has left the concrete evidence of his spiritual

and social living )

"Manus Sthneidtr In one ol the Aristotelian problems we are told that all

yood melodies return often to a note called the mese (middle) In the Dorian
mode, for ex

,
this note is the fifth descending or fourth ascending Melody is

thus for theAJieeks a complex oscillatory symmetry-pattern (Mountford (a)

167, (b) 33, Macran, 66 )
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Marx ui the Communist Manifesto (I) speaks of sections of

the upper classes being from time to time ‘precipitated into the

proletariat’ whom they supply with ‘fresh elements, of en-

lightenment and progress’. As dissolutiipn increases, the workers

arc joined ‘m particular (by) a portion of the bourgeois

ideologists, who have raised themselves to the level of com-
prehending theoretically the historical movement as a whole

’

Lenin carried this idea much further atfd stated with the

fullest possible precision that Socialism was a creation of the

bourgeois intellectual He is discussing the relation between

spontaneous action (action which results from strong stimulus

but is unaware of the full bearings of either ^imulus or response)

and consciousness, and he emphasises with all his might his

belief that Socialism can never proceed out of economic or

social developments without the directive aid of men who
have grasped the theoretical implications.

We said that there could not yet be Social Democratic consciousness!

among the woikers This consciousness could only be brought to them

from without The history of all countries shows that the working-class

exclusively by its own effort, is able to develop only trade-union conscious-

ness, 1 e ,
it may itself realise the necessity for combining in unions, for

fighting against the employers and for striving to compel the government

to pass necessary labour-legislation, etc

The theory of socialism, however, grew out of the philosophic, historical

and economip theoi les that were elaborated by the educated representatives

of the propertied classes, the intellectuals According to their social status

the founders of modern scientific socialism, Marx and Engels, themselves

belonged to the bourgeois intelligentsia

Similarly, in Russia, the theoretical doctrine of Social Democracy

arose quite independently of the spontaneous growth of the labour-

movement, it arose as a natural and inevitable outcome of the development

of ideas among the revolutionary socialist intelligentsia *'

He conducted a steady and consistent polemic against the

advocates of spontaneity

All those who talk about ‘exaggerating the importance of ideology’,

about exaggerating the role of the conscious elements, etc ,
imagine that a

pure and simple labour-movement can work out an independent ideology

for itself, if only the workers ‘take their fate out ofthehands ofthe leaders’

But this is a profound mistake **

“Lemn (a) li, 53 and 61.

“He acclaims as ‘profoundly true and important’, Kautsky’s statement against

the revisionists who ‘believe that Marx asserted that economic development

and the class struggle create not only the conditions for sociahst production,

but aiso, and directly, the consciousness of its necessity ’ (Kautsky, 79)
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These remarks are of great uiterest, and show that Lemn in

every way supported the idea of the mind as a formative and
facihtatjng force without which human life was a blind cycle

Lemn decisively rejects^ Economic Determinism and its idea

of Mind as an epiphenomenon which plays its part in the fated

movement, but cannot in any decisive way affect that move-
ment He points out that the movement does not exist without

the spiritual grasp«of wholes, in which the formative process of

humamty is expressed.

11

To turn to an e»'tirely different aspect of gestalts, I should

like to say a few words about the various efforts to found a
scientific language, for these efforts are closely related to the

whole problem of value and meaning They continually recede

mto an impossible hope of finding meaning by the emptying
of all meamng, of finding value by lifting the issue out of the

process which creates value.

Centuries ago, m the first burst of mechanist science, Leibmtz
dreamed of a umversal symbohc language able to express

the results of any form of science and of a calculus that would
carry over into all sciences the ‘precision’ reached in the

mathematical sciences. Others (De Morgan, Boole, Pierce,

Grege, Peano, etc ) have contmued the work, and in our time

Whitehead and Russell tned in Prmcipia Mathematica to

provide a logistic analysis of mathematics and to show how the

latter could be deduct from logistics.*® Though based on the

fallacies mentioned above—the abstraction of mathematics
from process, and the attempt to generahse laws of the process

of thought from that abstraction—^the book raised a number
of basic points connected with scientific methodology—^i e it

provided the basis from which Whitehead reacted into his

theory of Orgamsm
A related eflbrt appears in the work of the Logical Positivists

to find a language which will be a neutral system of symbols,

free from the colourations and implications of an historical

language The Positivists profess an extreme devotion to

science, and seek to demohsh metaphysics—defining meta-
physics as any theory which postulates the existence of entities

other than sensations or laws about sensations *“ But because

*’I deal bnefly later with the misconception ofwhat the comprehension of wholes
imphes, m the Sociologista of Knowledge See Chapter 8 at end

“Woodger (a).13

**M Black,i52ff
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of the abstract attitude (which leans over into a ‘phenomena

-

logist’ view that we know only sensations and that science

functions as the organisation and classification of sensations)

they end in an extreme type of metaphysics To reconcile the

permanence of the mateual world wilH the intermittent .nature

of sensatipn, the Positivists have even postulated ‘unsensed
sensations’ Thus, they move from the proposition that the

Universe is X (sensations) to the proposition that the Universe
is Really X '

Bertrand Russell tried to get ovei this dilemma by the use of

mathematical method, since in mathematics we seem to have
methods which are both non-empirical and non-metaphysical.
He sought to supeisede Aristotelian logic by a logic of relations

and the invention of an adequate symbolism for logic, parallel

with the development of branches of mathematics (e g foimal
algebra and the theory ofgroups) not restricted to the considera-

tion of numbei and quantity This symbolic logic is identified

with mathematics

Despite various furthei refinements, the system merely
worked out as intruding its complex logical symbolism into the

gap left more obviously open by the earher Positivists, By
‘replacing inferred entities by constructions’, the issue was
confused, but the dilemma remained

Wittgenstein introduced the attempt to make an analytic

theory of language. Russell’s quest foi an Ideal Language had
been largely an attempt to ‘make language mutate an a piion
ontological stiuctuie’ Wittgenstein sought to define the

conditions which must be met by every system of signs with

meaning. These conditions are the Principle of Verifiability,

and a specification of the context m which a given symbol
can meaningfully occur

He thus tries lo launch a desti active attack on metaphysicians

by showing that then arguments depended on the abuse of the

rules for symbol-combination—the ‘philosophic grammar’ of a
language Their work, he asserts, was a sort of solemn and
dehberate nonsense Further, by investigating the various

kinds and interconnections of the rules of symbol-combination

‘“Russell ta, b, c), and C I Lewis. ‘The logic of Principia is definitely static

Bogoslavsky, 241
“M Black, 57

““Wittgenstein (a) 73 ‘The object of philosophy is the logical claufication of
thoughts Philosophy is not a theory but an activity A philosophic woik consists

largely of elucidations
’

““See further M Black, 59f
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lu logic, mathematics, and philosophy, he tues to clarify many
aspects of these subjects Wittgenstein’s system thus made the

gesture of clearing away much lumber , but it reposed on the

same ab^stiactions and divisions as Russell’s scheme In fact, it is

much further away fr^^m leality than the despised meta-
physicians Thus, since Wittgenstein ‘identifies “the totality of

true propositions’’ with the totality of natural science, he
excludes all those hypotheses from “the sphere of natural

science’’ which aie'not true And since we can never know of an
hypothesis whether oi not it is tiuc, we can nevci know whether
or not it belongs to the sphere of natural science’ ““

in

In all this type of thinking we find the belief that by knowing
the forms or abstmclioiis of thinking we know a superior reality

The subjectivist basis leads to this glorification of the abstracted

thought-symbols or relations. Inevitably it seems to the Positi-

vist a ‘mysterious, inexplicable fact that our thought has this

power to reveal to us authoritatively the nature of objects of
mathematics or logic we have never observed Such an atti-

tude is highly metaphysical, treating mathematics as objects

One and all, these thinkers evade the real problems of
scientific method They try to escape them by an abstract

apotheosis of the relations within the result of the scientific act

Hence, their deification of definition They mistake the end of
the road for the start, they start from the abstract ^instead of
the concrete Foley points out in their work ‘the ’fallacy of
hypostatisation’ which gives to objects and events a precision

in words they do not m fact possess Hawkins points out that

“Popper (a) n 284, ‘The anti-melaphysical theory of moaning m Wittgenstem’s
Tractatus, far from helping to combat metaphysical dogmatism and oracular
philosophy, represents a reinforced dogmatism that opens wide the door to
the enemy, deeply significant metaphysical nonsense, and throws out, by the
same door, the best friend, that is to say, scientific hypothesis ’ See fuithei

Popper (d) Wittgenstem thus opens the way to Heidegger’s Existentialism, and
ultimately to Sartre’s melaphysic of the Absurd (Heidegger ‘Question and
answer concerning nothingness arc in themselves equally nonsensical,’

Poppr (a) 11, 301

)

“Poppei (a) 11 , 283 Caudwell comments, ‘Such philosophers think consciousness
IS contemplation—a limpid image of reality In the same way they think
language exists to be a passive photograph of the universe,’ 21

8

Cf H Gompers, 33-5, on the naive uncntical idea underlying the huge
critical edifices of these purists

"Ayer (a) 92
"Note the connection with an abstiaot art-lor-art’s-sake aestheticism oi the
economics of Marginal theory (with emphasis on Consumption) It is the
Product, not the Process, that is considered

"Foley, 491
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in symbolic logic such as Moore’s the real problems (of implica-

tion and inference) are evaded by a definition of material

implication which is ‘an act of philosophical piracy’ Craik

remarks of the whole attitude which attributed e{Tor*and lack

ofphilosophical solution to inexact definition and use oi terms or

to illegitimate extensions of (or inferences from) them

This surely involves an apnon assumption—that the nature of the real

must accord with our exact definitions The remei^y may he in seeking to

state the real exactly, rather than in seeking ‘internal’ exactness in

definition

At first this may take the form of a claim that definitions, subjectively

laid down, have objective validity with legard to an external, independent

world, but the difficulty of showmg how they dm have this validity led

Kant and all phenomenalists after him to claim instead that the leal was as

narrow as their definitions Subjective definitions, in other words, have

objective validity only because the supposedly objective is merely what is

described by those subjective definitions! Admittedly the phenomenalists

give a somev/hat more sophisticated statement of then position, and evade

all questions as to where sense-data exist, what status they have, or how
they are related to each other and to us, but in essentials the answer is as

above objective validity simply means subjective validity for them

In fact, borrowing a turn of phrase from Whitehead, one
may assert that the whole school is based on the fallacy of
Misplaced Objectivity.

" IV

Some of this work has of course had Iiimted value in clari-

fying certain types of pioblem or providing a shorthand
system of description But its mam intention is self-frustra-

toiy. It seeks to find a ready-made cut to universal knowledge
instead of facing out the hard work in developing the methodol-
ogy of science It seeks, in Carnap’s terms, to show how the

whole ot scientific activity can be orgamsed into a single system
based on uniform principles

“"ciaiK, 1 n
“^E g Woodger (,b). Ct Haldane’!, suggestion that logistic wiU 'only work foi

material that has ceitam highly abstract pioperties, which are rather less

fiequently and much less completely exemplified in the real world than logicians

would like us to believe,’ J B S Haldane (bj 43
M Joiinson shows the laniiliar flaw the athinpt to build a theory ol science

as a logical construction out of seme-data—truth a ‘coherence between com-
municable patterns ot measurement.’

'‘Carnap (b) In (a) Carnap makes a study of formalised language—the theoiy ol

scientific languages m general and the nature of inference within them (For
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But tliis is to invert the way in which scientific method works.
The unity must develop as part of the shifting skein of emerging
problems. Thus Love says:

The calculus was not develcmed by its first founders m accordance with

logical pi'lnciplcs from precisely defined notions, and it gamed adheients

rather through the nnpressiveness and variety of the results that could be

obtained by using it than through the cogency of the ai guments by which

it was established

Many, peihaps all, ofthe mathematical and physical theories which have

survived have had a similar history—a history which may be divided

roughly into two periods* a period of construction, in which results are

obtained fiom partially formed notions, and a period of criticism,m which

the fundamental notions become progressively more and more piecise, and

are shown to be adequate bases for the constructions previously built upon

them ““

That IS, It IS some time before the activity detaches completely

abstract forms or defimtions. It begins in a condition semi-fused

with other movements of the mind—ultimately with the whole
movement of the self (which includes and is included in the

social field) And only gradually do the more purely analytic

aspects consohdate Then a new total movement starts the

process off again

These systems (except in so far as they contribute to clarifying

the grammar of science) are trying to do at a blow the job

which has to be done by a union of umtary dialectics and steady

experimental investigation They try, m short, to supplant the

required methodology of modern science by a metaphysical

structure

V

A similar dilemma is biought about by the various writers on
Value and Meamng In Chapter 6 I glanced at the confusers of

the problem of Value An identical frustration appears m many
theorists on the problem of Meamng. If you abstract Meaning,
you will find that it is separated from concrete process and
you won’t find any ways of getting it back The only way is to

wipe out everything you have done and start all over again

uses, see Woodger (b) 15 ) Carnap throws light on the method foi avoidmg
inconsistency in a definition-using language, (a) 67 His method is partly from
Tarski, who has an ‘absolute’ or ‘correspondence theory of Truth’ Despite
Virtues, all these attempts fail to grasp the concrete unity of process hence
Carnap’s plea, (a) 320, for a unitary attitude is of little avail

“"Love, 535
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With a method that grasps something of the totality of concrete

process

Thus Richards and Ogden in The Meaning of Meaning are

deluded from the outset by the behef that definition is Somehow
more real than reality, so that precisd^definition must yield the

clue of Meaning. The concrete living unity of the stream of

language is something they have never even guessed at; the

roots of meaning in a soil both scientific igid artistic, the soil

of experience, they have never touched

As a result, they are absolutely ngid under the speU of those verbal

ghosts of the physical sciences, ivhich today make up practically the whole

meaning-system of so many European minds

This may seem a strong expression, yet surely nothing but a kind of

enchantment could have prevented two intelligant people who had

succeeded in writing a treatise some four hundred pages long on the

‘meamng of meaning’, from realising that linguistic symbols have a figura-

tive origin, a rule from which high-sounding ‘scientific’ terms like cause,

reference, organism, stimulus, etc
,
are not miraculously exempt’

That those who profess to eschew figurative expiessions are leally

confining themselves to one very old kind of figure, might well escape the

ordinary psychological or historical writer, it usually does, that it should

escape the specialist in Meaning is somehow horribly tragic “

C A NOTE ON EXISTENTIALISM

Existentialism is the idealist theory of Existence Idealism

proper is a theory of Knowledge; and as background in the

past has had various practising religions Existentialism m its

modern form is the attempt to produce a philosophy capable
of replacing religion, or of providing out of idealist metliod a
new vitahsmg force for religion To grasp this point we must
look back to its origins in the later 18th centuiy

“‘Barfield, 140 Note then prim honoi at Bi6al Tt is impossible thus to handle
d scientific matter in metaphorical terms,’ ibid, 5

Pillsbury, 85-7 points out that Meamng is integral at every moment ol

perception Rignano (83, 207) argues that mental process ‘relies on the solid

ground of the real in each phase ot its development ’ Goldstein (a, 495, and b,

1-7) points out that language lives only in ‘the ensemble of life’s activities
’

“'I owe the leading lines to Henn Mougm throughout, also Slochower (a) and
Lenin
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Kant had produced his great scheme of objective idealism;

in which he uses the ‘tianscendental subicct’ (opposed to the

‘empirical self’) as a term required in his description of the

forces unifying consciousness. This subject is, in Kantian idiom,

a necessary element or condition of unification, but in no sense

can It be abstracted It is not an object If we take it alone, we
are taking a condition of experience for a reality in itself. It

IS a function of knpwledge, and cannot do what the subject of

concrete activity does
But the lomantic thinkers who were seeking to found a

religious philosophy of existence discovered in this subject

what they needed to give a transcendental character to

experience, to persbnality Thus, Fichte removed the con-

ditional aspect, aiid identified existence and the activity of the

ego Two contradictions at once result Consciousness is

defined in terms of an idealist dialectic (by the opposition of self

and not-self; the self set running after its own activity), and an
abstract ego is projected, a subject which is made the cause

of Itself and which exists by its own spontaneity prior to the

dialectic. The self is defined at the same moment as absolute and
relative, infinite and limited Though infinite, it grasps

Itself as such in the conscious activity by which it displaces its

own lunits

Thus dialectics is defined as the Play of the Limit between
self and not-self, an endlessly shifting and paiadoxical frontier

of union and separation Fichte indeed is trying to pass from
the transcendental to the existential subject by a construction

of rational form, but in Schelhng we meet a different emphasis.

Here the subject appears as pure intelligibility, and the key-

question IS posited Why does the absolute I give itself limits

at all? ScheUing says the reasons are two 1 Impersonal—-the
spirit needs to manifest itself as a fimte individual, and
2 Personal—I am thus I and not someone else. Both these

concepts are necessary, since we cannot conceive existence

without them They are also unintelligible to our reason. So
existence involves basically both unintelhgibihty and absurdity

Hegel opened his Phenomenology with an attack on these two
thinkers. He accused Fichte of ‘the naivety of the void m
knowledge’. The absolute I of Fichte, opposed to the empirical

1 as to non-being, is cut off in abstraction; when it seeks to pass

from the absolute to the dialectical plane and to rejoin its own
activity, the act is fictitious. For in it the subject sets itself up as

the object. Hegel goes on to attack what we now call historicity

m Its subjective form the I in the pathos of the here-and-now
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II

I shall not here examine the full working out of the existential

philosophy which already in Fichte an% Schelling has developed

Its typical positions The main and inescapable contradiction

lies in the use of the existential subject as both a relation and an

absolute being, the continual jump fiom th&absolute ego to the

existential subject and back again But the purpose behind the

thmking has been successful, the contradiction is after all

precisely what these thinkers need in their effort to define the

complex conflicts of the self in movement. Objective idealism

may be issuing in an existentialist subjectivism (which has to

keep on strugghng hard not to fall mto -simple sohpsism),

but it sketches in the process a form of logic which avoids the

idealist aloofness and grapples with the immediate stuff of

experience For the dialectic of the limit at once leads on to the

heart of the emotional problems of fear and desire, union and
separation, truth and deception, good faith and bad faith,

stabihty and instability, with which men deal in daily life

It is then not sufficient to point out the idealist flaw in all

existential theory, we must go on to find what is of value

in this approach which for all its solipsistic dangeis affects to

emphasise always the concrete

The objective idealist elements in Kant issued m the Hegelian

system, which tries to use an idealist dialectic to grapple with

history as a real development Hegel’s woik at one and the same
tune provided an enriched basis and method for existentialism,

and the forms of thought against which it must fight The
existential subject, based in the ‘void of knowledge’, cannot
accept history as reveahng a progressive stiucture of develop-

ment, even an idealist one; but in fighting against the Hegelian
categories and their application it willy-nilly took on a deepened
content and a fuller texture

III

Throughout It has had to work on the Fichtean concept of the

changing limit between self and not-self (ultimately the ndant,

nothingness) and the Schelling notion of the absurd Schopen-
hauer early expounded much of the emotional content His
Will, being all, must feed on itself and feel the terror of the void,

suffering becomes the key-fact in existence and the umverse is

absurd in its utter opposition to our lationalfly ‘Will, an
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offence to reason, has neither origin nor end, it is absurd, and

the universe which it animates is without sense ’ In Kierkegaard

we get the conscious revolt against Hegel; a refusal to accept

the synthesis or resolvmg movement. Conti adiction is de-

scribed" as indissoluble, " eternal and existential; there is an

abysmal difference of quality between man and god, the

existential I maintains itself in exaspeiation of the contra-

diction, indefinitely immediate, indefinitely passive, indefinitely

moving towards the neant The existential subject proclaims its

triumph over the dialectical process.

While Kierkegaard was struggling against Hegel, Marx was
also pulling Hegel h? pieces Both thinkeis decided that much
in Hegel was phoney But Kierkegaard argued Away with a

false logic which is not coincident with the tensions and move-
ments of life Marx said Let us strive to get rid of the false-

elements and found an adequate dialectic of existence

IV

Both Nietzsche and Dostoevsky take m the existentialist

thesis and insist on working from the subjective experience of

conflict, refusing to be fobbed off with generalised statements

of synthesis which do not grapple m full concreteness with the

suffering subject But neither remains purely at the existentialist

level. Nietzsche set before himself the supreme problem of
iinitmg the dialectic of process with the existentiahst philosophy

of values; and was rent by the tension. Dostoevsky sought the

forms of love and umon m immediate experience which tran-

scended the dilemma
But meanwhile the conflict was appearing in many variations

m the general stream of thought.®® The Bergsonian here-and-

now IS an attack on the Hegehan structure of time, it declares

that the tool-making reason has lost mtuition of existence,

has lost ‘sympathy’ Blondel (following Lacheher) sees the

dialectic as one of human defeat and systematic deception,

Hamehn brings the conceptual deduction to the point where it

turns into the existentialist personahty, Brunschvicg, finding

the god of the equations, opposes his god to earthly life and
finds the latter fouled and corrupted The emphasis on the

““Freud (strongly influenced by Nietzsche) arrives out of this general current,

and shows both its virtues and vices His existentialist ambivalence never really

finds Its resolution, but at the same time gives liim his terrific analytic grip on
conflict
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anguish of the limit reappears At many points there is a close

link with clerical (catholic) apologetics.

In Germany Husserl worked out elaborately the old opposi-

tions' the existential subject fighting rationahty,- pi^ to the

pathos and anguish of its limits and*its abandonment*, and a

metaphysical subject outside and before the world, which sets

and upsets the woild (‘puts it between parentheses’), contem-

plates the essences and makes itself absolutg subject Heidegger

earned on, with emphasis on the sense of the void the pi ofound
layers of existence laid bare by anguish, the ceaseless sense ot

death as the only proper condition of hfe. With Jaspers we. get

a Schelling-orientation; man is a ‘thmkmg unmtelligibility’,

and individuality is unintentional choice, the synonym of

liberty

And both French and German streams can be found in

Sartre, who began by trying to get rid of religion by making the

transcendental self impersonal, but has had later to admit that

solipsism is not so easily avoided The anguish of the limit and
the absurdity of rational formulations are key-ideas ‘Liberty is

choice of one’s being This choice is absurd ’ And so on The
complication may grow more extreme; the subtlety increase

But the logical flaws which Hegel pointed out in Fichte remain

V

Yet a method which has often been ofsuch use to artists—and
Kierkegaard is perhaps best considered as an artist—cannot be
dismissed on the charge of basing its attempt to realise con-
tradictions on an unrealised contradiction in itself.®® In one
sense, we see merely a leap wheieby the idealist theory of

consciousness (with its inner split) becomes a creed turning the

pang or spht into a tragic subject fed on pathos and deception,

and ready to rush into aU subjective entanglements But even
if these attitudes only represented a spht existent m our spirits

during the present stage of social process, they would still be

“’Here we touch the link (cf Brunschvicg) with Logical Positivism If only
mathematical knowledge is rational, the hopeless attempt to solve irrationality

by a semantic reduction shows the existentialist dilemma Jaspers agiees with
Wittgenstein, but turns in a different diiection

““Sartre (see tentin) bases himself on the mechanist concept of Matter as Inertia

Spirit then becomes the vitalising force, and unity comes fiom outside the

woild
““Kafka, with his contrast between the inner sense of guilt and the appaient
lationahty of the external world—a dialectic which makes the guilt rational

and the world irrational, and vice versa—shows the true existentialist pang,
Gide’s actc gratuit, assumed to be a free act of spontaneity, derives from the
same source, Proust is related to Bergson, etc •
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talking about something very real, which we cannot afioid to

ignore. That was what Nietzsche meant when he said that wc
must fight Nihilism by embracing it, tiansfoimmg it from within,

for by no otlrer way coul^ the new mtcgiation be i cached That

particular form of stiuggle is not the whole struggle, but it is an

essential part of it

But by focussing attention on moral issues of fieedom,

lesponsibility, unioTi and separation, existentialism (under many
names) has done more than reflect a temporary situation of the

spirit (All temporary situations, fully plumbed, reveal an

eternal situation—^i.e a situation humanly lecognisable at any

stage of development ) The emphasis on immediacy may reside

on a deeply fallacious philosophy and may lead to all sorts of

unbalances—as im Heidegger, who provided much ideological

support for Hitler But there is a problem theie, and we must
face It Creative energy involves the immediate, the intuitional,

as well as the analytic and techtomc. We cannot bi ush the issue

away as Hegel tried to do by saying that there is a logical

fallacy involved that the real subject rests on the absence of the
immediate, on the fact that the Now is the ‘negation of the

preceding Now’ There is more to it than that, though we cannot
therefore like Kierkegaard sunply turn away from the Hegehan
structure as fake The problem is still that which Nietzsche
stated, to unite the philosophy of development with that of
existential values The key must lie in a fully dialectical in-

strument of psychology

’'Cf Gentile whose inner dialectics of thought-thinking and thought-thought led
to a concept of Pure Spint identified with pure act, identified with the Fascist
State
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CHAPTER EIGHT

Views of Hispry

The UNITARIAN APPROACH to history enables us to settle

certain vexed problems by seeing simply that they exist on account

of incorrect formulations Outstanding is the whole question of

the relation betv^'een the (economic) struifture or substructure

and the (social or cultural) superstructure gtated like that, it

cannot be satisfactorily settled The terms wucture and super-

structwe are hopelessly question-beggmg; they assume what is

to be proved They are static and force on the mind a spacial

material relationship which distorts the issue For what we are

m fact trying to solve is the relationship of two aspects ofhuman
process, economic and cultural It is productive activity and
cultural activity that concern us, not ‘structures’ Only by

extreme abstraction can we extract one aspect of human hfe

as a stiucture and set it over against another aspect as a

structure

The real problem is how culture and productivity are i elated

as aspects facilitating the total human process As Marx said

in the passage cited at the end of Chapter 3 ‘The labour-process

ends in the creation of something which, when the process

began, already existed m the worker’s imagination, already

existed in ideal form.’ That sets the key of the problem How
does the cultural or spiritual process facilitate productivity? and
since the creation of the ‘ideal form’ is basic to the simplest

productive act, what is the relation between diiect economic
activity and general cultural actu’ity within the human whole?

how far is the ‘ideal form’ which is translated into techniques

and productive act, dependent on the aitistic and scientific

activities which most deeply stimulate the human power to

build and project ‘ideal forms’"?

There ale the real pioblems, which are apparent at once if

one tries to grasp the dialectical implications of Marx’s state-

ment
II

It would then be perhaps best to follow this breakmg-down
of an incorrect formulation with some consideratnan of the way
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in which that incorrect formulation has acted. For this purpose
the work of Plekhanov will amply serve Plekhanov may have

served a certain purpose as a polemical vulgariser of Maixist

concepts, but his day is long since over, and he can now only

act as a dangerous distcftter

Thus, m The Matetiahst Conception ofHistory he is‘ attacking

Labiiola and others He attacks the Theory of Factois, and
coiiectly remarks that any amount of sepaiate factois, however
well analysed, will nevei add up to the real movement of

history He rightly wants a concept ot unity

The piogiess of natuial sciences has led to the theory of the unity of

(physical) forces, to the modem theoiy of eneigy In just the same way,

the progiess of social science was bound to lead to the replacement of the

theory of factors, that fruit of social analysis, by a synthetic view of locial

life ‘

Ignormg the unfortunate phrase ‘synthetic view’, we then

ask how Plekhanov interprets the concept of dialectical unity

in history We find him making a series of mechanist statements

in which real dialectical relations do not appear ‘The pro-

ductive forces at man’s disposal determine all his social

relations These relations naturally give rise to definite

interests, which are expressed in law ’ He goes on. ‘Thus the law,

the state-system and the morahty of any given people are

determined directly and immediately by its characteristic

economic relations These economic relations also deteiinme

—

but indirectly and mediately—all the creations of the"mind and
imagination art, science, etc ’ There are more statements of
this soit, but no effort to explain what is the difference between
an immediate and a mediate determination

We have only to set this brittle pack-of-card game with
‘structures’ up against Marx’s statement that any analysis of
laboui -process must include origms m the imagination and that

in carrying out the full process men develop their potentialities

Marx’s words deal with processes, with the single stream of
reahty m which men act, imagine, and realise themselves m all

their human fullness But Plekhanov is concerned with an
abstraction of passive relationships

One example will suffice to show the shallowdbss of his

method Kovalevsky has described a custom among the Ishavs

'Plekhanov (a) 21, 28 etc The whole work is a web of polemics against the

‘Narodnik subjectivists, Mikhailovsky, Kudrin, etc ’ His importance lay in

that he was the first Marxist to set before himself the problem of cultural
activity as hisrmam theme
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of the Caucasus, women cut oflF their hair-braids when brothers

die, but not when husbands die. Plekhanov cites this custom to

attack Labriola’s suggestion that symbohsm is the fiijal cause

of many rites and activities He dedares that tlie important

thing is io understand the relations Vi^^bolised, and that we
must turn to the history of the family to understand why it is

-the brother’s grave on which the woman makes her offering.

Now, It IS quite true that the brother-sister relations among
the Ishavs wluch the rite reveals aie of mteiest and have
relevance to a full undei standing of the nte But, methodo-
logically, we must go on to ask the further question What is the

impulse behind the nte which makes the ^oman carry out this

placatory or expiatory act? is it a substitute-sacrifice? what
IS Its relation to othei such placatory rites‘^*and so on, till we
have placed the rite in the right anthropological senes and
context Its genetic meaning is not m the least affected by the

particular social relations in which among the Ishavs it is

found—however much those lelations blend with the genetic

meanmg m an Ishav woman’s experience. Inadequate as

Labnola’s theory of symbols may have been, he was asking the

right sort of question

HI

Even fess satisfactory is Plekhanov on The Role of the

Individual in History * First he argues that fatalism is not
mhibitive of energy and initiative Moslems and Calvinists have
been fatahsts, and yet they have left a great mark on history

This argument falls m a cleft stick It is relevant only if

Marxism is fatahstic. And if Marxism is fatalistic, then it is all

that Its enemies say it is

Next, he goes on to examine the part played by the individual

m history. But all he actually does is to take various Great
Persons, and to argue that if they had died prematurely or been
different, the course of history would still have been funda-

mentally the same. Shght differences would have occurred, but
the mam trend would have been unaffected

This whole approach is so riddled with mechamst fallacies

that one hardly knows where to start m brushing it aside Such
a piecemeal atomistic approach to history leads nowhere
except to a few sterile ‘if’s’ Of course if you abstract anyone,

“Plekhanov (b) again a network ol polemical comments which may have had ii

vulgaiising value against idealists in the Russian scene in 1898,^1111 nothing else
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gieat or little, from the stream of history, you can ask the

question: Did it really matter if he was there oi not? did it

really rnaltei if he did some act or didn’t? And you can only

answer 'Mo But this proves nothing whatever of the real

relation of people to the stream of events in which they actively

live. It is exactly like the game of the mechanical materialist who
abstracts an act, and then says that whatever you chose to do
you would have been determined Bergson may have his vices

as a thinker, but in Time and Fiee Will he at least showed the

totally illegitimate nature of this sort of killing abstraction

Before we can start answering Plekhanov’s question, we must
put the individual ^ack in the life-piocess and understand his

freedom (which involves his relation to necessity) in terms of his

potentiahty implicated in the productive act The puiposive

movement of the whole man is freedom, as Maix suicly pointed

out with sufficient cogency

IV

1 shall now attempt to deal with various attacks which
have been made on Marx, and to find out how aware they have
been of his full position—that is, the position which emerges,

not from treating one set of his statements as a dogmatic
declaration, but from considering the whole movement of his

thought in its historical setting

First, K Federn takes Marx’s statement in the Cntique about
the Forces of Production, e g. ‘arrived at a certain stage of their

development, the material forces of pioduction come into

conflict with the existing conditions of production .’ He
asks what the Productive Forces are, and is able to cite Marxists

such as A. Braunthal declaring

The matenalist conception of history does not attempt to explain the

development of the productive forces, this development explains itself,

it IS simply the ultimate fact

Fedem himself argues that no developments of any kind in the

human sphere are possible without the action of mind He
comments

The question arises whether the intellectual forces of man belong to the

productive forces or not We do not see how they can well be excluded,

consideimg that they aie the sole forces which play an active part m the

process of economic production Yet, for this very reason, their mode of

operation being different from that of all other forces, it would be difficult

to include then m the same category
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Marx and his followers do not seem to have paid much attention to

this important question Marx certainly did not include them among
the productive foices mentioned m his fheses, for m this case he would

have had to change the latter entirely, and the whole theory w6uld have

crumbled He and his adherents relegate all intellectual activiti* to the

‘ideological'superstructure’ ®

This statement is made in idealist form mind is declared the

‘sole force’ in production—which could oirly be done if pro-

duction was also considered a mechanist activity in winch mind
exerts a transcendental force But it would stand as a criticism

of Marxism if Marxism did m fact cut rmnd away from pro-

duction and relegate it to a superstructure Marx certainly

never had the least intention of such a relegation Critics such

as Federn rely on taking an isolated forirmlation by Marx,
divorcing it from the full movement of his thought, and refusing

to relate it to its polemical purposes (in terms of what I have
called the Collingwood formula) If they do that, they can of

course set up a case for Marx as an economic determimst

But such an attack is making a total falsification of Marx’s
thought To refute it, and to show the lines on which Marxism
must develop, we have only to turn to the passages where Marx
has stated with the utmost plainness that the particular economic
forms, class-conflicts, etc

, of any period take place withm a

larger process of man in umty with nature, for in this larger

process Marx lays the whole emphasis on the imaginative and
intellectual activities of man *

1 now turn to a subtler critic, R Popper, who launches an
attack on Histoncism By Histoncism he means a theory which

Ignores the attitude of the oidmary man who ‘takes the settmg

of his life and the importance of his personal struggles for

granted’, and which claims ‘to survey things from a higher

plane’ It ‘sees the individual as a pawn, as a rather insignificant

instrument in the general development of mankind Nations,

Leaders, Ideas or Classes become the real motive forces, and
from their action are abstracted the Laws of Historical Develop-

ment By these laws the social scientist claims to be able to

predict future developments and decide which political actions

will succeed or fail

“reuern, /

‘Where Marx speaks ol Man lie generally means man fin the full umty of his

personal and social being) over against and within nature When he speaks of

Men, It IS in a particular historical context, with emphasis on the forms of

social differentiation

‘Popper (a) i, 5f
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Popper demes this position and declares

But IS there really no such thing as a universal history in the sense of a

concrete history of mankind? Theie can be none This must be the reply of

every humanitarian, I believe, and especially of every Chustian A concrete

history of mankind, if there >eie any, would have to be the history of all

men It would have to be the history of all human hopes, stiuggles, and

sufferings For there is no one man more important than any other

Clearly, this concretediistory cannot be written We must make abstrac-

tions, we must neglect, select But with this we arrive at the many
histones ®

The many histones, he thinks, which deal with varying aspects

of history, can be tYfitteij, and should be written And though

history has no meaning, we can give meaning to it We can, for

example, ‘interpret the history of powei-pohtics from the point

of view of our fight for the open society, for a rule of reason, foi

justice, freedom, equahty, and for the control of international

crime
’

He attacks Marxism and the dialectical approach from
several angles ’ He considers that Economic Histoncism takes

too limited a view to be able to detect effectively all the possi-

bihties at any moment of history, and that therefore it must
end in fanaticism, irrationahty, and destructive efforts to force

men into preconceived social and personal patterns He asserts

that such an approach is fundamentally metaphysical and
carries on a Platonic notion of essences—in tbs case, the

notion of Essential Forces existent m the evolution of the

-matenal means of production Such attitudes tend to a col-

lectivist bias in wbch all reality of social and personal life is

crushed out They lead to a duahsm between the abstracted

elements and the lest of social and personal life—^mtellectual,

aesthetic, moral, and by abstracting the Essential Forces as

sometbng wbch goes on its fated way according to mexorable
scientific laws, they end by definmg moral and spiritual virtue as

acquiescence m the Fated Pattern of Events What is, may be
evil, but what is to be, will be good Thus, by however round-
about a way, the final moral is bound to be Might is Right; and

“Popper (a) u, 264f The appeal to the Christian is a little strange, since one of
Chnstianity’s main contributions to culture has been the notion of a definite

Pattern running through history (a notion taken over from the Stoa, the
Chaldeans, and more fully developed) Whether one likes or not this notion,
It IS fundamental in Christianity
’It is worth notmg that in attacking Plato and Hegel as ‘histoncists’, Popper
takes a purely relativist and polemical attitude He makes no mquiry mto the
stable enduring elements m their thought, and shows no sense whatever of
histoncal reality
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the person who started out with a high moral aim and with

intellectual integrity must find himself humanly deflated and
forced into a regression towards a collectivism in which the

vital balance of individual and society is lost—what Popper calls

the Closed Society 3

V

Now, It follows clearly from what I have’ already said that

1 should agree with what Popper says if it were possible to

reduce Marxism to Economic Determinism But the whole
point of this book of mine is a refusal to accept that reduction,

an attempt to show that it is totally incoraect to separate out
certain of Marx’s formulations away from the total movement
of his thought Throughout his hfe Marx was struggling with
the Hegelian dialectic, fighting to sort out which of its terms
and methods could be vahdly used and which confused the

issues Inevitably the struggle was not uniformly successful,

certain aspects of the Hegehan terminology and method proved
too tough I have already gone into this issue to some extent

and sought to show how Marx’s break-through into a true

logic of process was necessarily on one side conditioned by the

total advance of science in his period, and the limits imposed
on lus break-through by the contemporary insufficiencies in the

total scientific grasp of process appears m the extent to which
Hegehan nietaphysics govern the terms of his expression

But that does not mean we can abstract those passages in

which the Hegelian metaphysics control the formulation, and
declare that the result is Marxism The point on which I have
insisted throughout this book is that Marx’s central realisations

reach far ahead of the limitations imposed historically on
certain aspects of his work, and it is by taking those realisations

as our criterion that we can complete the break-through into a
fuller logic of process fwhich includes the problems of both
structure and transformation)

If we bring fomard then what I have called tlie full position

of Marx, which includes on the one hand the basic realisations

of the mid-Foities and such definitions as those of Labour
Process m 'Capital, and on the other the great revelation of

capitalist structure and conflict m Capital, we find that Popper’s

objections do not apply Certain aspects of them may apply to

various limited or distorted applications of Marxism, but not

to the cential stream. Further, Popper does not suflficiently

recognise the new orientations, the new compreh^sions and
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attitudes, introduced by Lenin, Stalin, Dimitrov. In a sense,

I might define the purpose of this book of mine as an effort

to bring the general philosophical aspects of Marxism
up-to-date and in line with the theoiy-and-practice developed

in social and political ^spheres by the three thinkers I have

mentioned.

If then Marxism is developed along the lines implicated by

the total movement of Marx’s thought, where do Popper’s

arguments he? First, his aigument that no concrete history can

be wntten It is obviously true that a Ml history which would
recapitulate everything making up the human process could

never be written But must it follow that the method of abstrac-

tion and selection oonsidered valid in other branches of science

does not apply to social science? Long before more than a

comparatively few of the physical phenomena of the universe

were known, generahsations about physics were being made,
and however inadequate they were, they were absolutely neces-

sary to any further advance
Popper might perhaps argue that an imperfect generalisation

about physical processes does not permanently warp the

structure of matter, but an imperfect generalisation about
history (smce it provides the basis on which men try to plan

their society and then personal lives) may warp the human
structure The answer to that is that ever smce men reached

any coherent group-organisation they have been projecting

generahsations and, concepts of purpose which haye kept on
affecting their group and their personal lives And this applies

not only in the sphere of Imuted adaptations and aims, but in

the sphere of their total attitude to society, to man and nature

The theocratic concepts which goveined m the first urban
communities laid down very fully the notion of the purpose for

which the city existed—the service of the god, the cariying-out

of ntual which by ensurmg the death-and-resurrection of the

god ensured the contmued hfe of the group
Every step forward which humanity has made has involved the

creation of new concepts of social purpose (whether in religious

or secular terms), and from these concepts have grown up
certam formulations of historical development, often mystical,

without which the human advance is unthinkable Those
formulations have lam at the heart of social organisation, as

well as at the heait of art and science. They have provided the

structures through which the sense of reahty has stabiUsed

Itself and grovm ever deeper. To prohibit this activity and to

limit such tprmulations to ‘social engineering’, the planning of
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limited aspects of social life, is simply to deny the central

dynamic of human development.

We cannot cut social science off fiom natural science and
treat it as a dangerous sphere in which only partial- mcfvements

of thought are peimissible Poppei lays that we cannot lay

down a Law of Evolution because we cannot know all the

evolutionary forms of the umveisc past, present and futuie, but
admits we can work at laws for the specific aijeas of evolutionary

process which come withm the scope of our vision What
more can anyone ask? Science does not seek for some dogmatic
absolute laws of development or movement in any sphere, eyen

that of mechanics It seeks to formulate, out of a method of
trial and erroi, of theory and practice, th*; simplest and most
effective definitions winch can contain the givpn material These
definitions can serve only as guides to action (taking action in its

fullest sense, which includes intellectual and spiritual action),

not as dogmatic stiuctures infallibly adequate to all con-

tingencies and developments
It seems to me then that the case against a scientific history

falls down History is possible, as long as we know what we are

asking of it. That is the crux

VI

History is possible I should have said that it is necessary.

The struggle to define concepts ofhuman development lies at the

core of human effort as far back as we can see But to say that a i

scientific attitude is possible is not to say that a fully scientific

understanding has been achieved, or can indeed ever be
achieved It merely means that we have got to go on trying,

and—this is essential, or the effort ceases to be scientific—we
have got to keep on realising the hmitations of our ‘laws’

Science began as a self-conscious activity, separating itself

out from a religious concept of the relation of group and
individual, among the Ionian Gieeks It began in the act of

projecting on to nature the sense of unity and law developed
actively by the Greek tubal group emerging substantially intact

into city-life Only aftei the first simple abstractions of km-
unity in tefms of natural process or structure did there appear

the idea of conflicting elements, of opposites strugghng inside

the umty, m the thought of Heraclitus The further growth of

scientific thought and method among the Greeks came from the

effort to affirm unity of process despite the evidence for conflict

and contradiction ,
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These conditions have governed all scientific activity since

the Greeks The struggle has been to lediscover unity amid the

complex confusions and conflicts of phenomena Gestalt

psychology shows us how the simplest peiceptive act is the

same process on a lesst^ scale, all knowledge is a movement
from a whole to its parts

Yet Popper would have us cut off social thinking and the

science of history ,fiom this basic stream of scientific activity

It cannot be done without destroying the creative impulse in

men What, however, he has the tight to demand is that we
be acutely aware of the degree to whicli we have validly

conquered a control of the matciial of history, and of the

limitations of our geneiahsed stiuctuics He has the light to

ask if what he calls Economic Historicism has advanced its

undei standing of the laws of social development to the point

at which it can piophesy with precision or declare with ceitamty

what facilitates human development at any given phase
Consider Marx’s prophesies about the capitalist system

By taking his economic isolate and analysing exhaustively the

capitalism of his peiiod he was able to demonstiate the existence

of certain basic flaws or contradictions in the system, which
no devices fiom within the system could overcome He was
therefore able to prophesy (a) the fact that the system must
sooner or later meet shipwreck, (b) that those basic flaws or
contradictions would be the cause of the shipwreck when it

came, (c) that the working-classes, on whom the ‘sociahsing

pressures of the capitalist development must primarily operate,

weie the section of the community who must take the main
action in changing the system to one better related to human
needs

With the wars of 1914 and 1939 in mind, with the endenuc
crisis which settled down after the post-war boom m the

’twenties, with the huge unemployment figuies of the ’thirties

and the rise of Fascism, and the threat of world-end through
the control of nuclear fission by U S A capitahsm, there is no
need to argue out here whether Marx was right or wrong It is

incontestable that he was right, as no one else was right, m
pointing to innei flaws in the system which could (?nly lead to

disaster unless new and adequate forms of socialisation weie
found—unless a i evolutionary (le basic) change in social,

pohtical and economic organisation occurred
To deny the correctness of Marx’s major prophesies is thus

impossible; and to point out that the development of general

crisis has been vastly more complicated than he could visualise
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m the ’fifties and ’sixties of the last century is in no way to

obscure the correctness Fundamentally his analysis of
capitalism has been vindicated all along the hip To claim

more than this, howevei, is of course foolish 'Having seen

that m major pomts Marx was correct, we may then go on to

minor points of formulation and discuss their comparative
weakness

Theie can be no doubt that Marx expected the final crisis

to come eaiher than it has come, and to come in a much
simpler way His picture is always of a jamrmng of the whole
system by the flat contradiction between the integrative or

socialising trend of capitalistic method and the obstiuctive

monopolistic trend of control or ownersHSp Fundamentally, I

repeat, this description of the impa'ise m which capitalism must
end has been fully justified, but the actual working-out has

involved a highly complex pattern of tensions and adjustments,

of modifications and irregularities, which Marx simply could
not even guess at. Lemn formulated the mam aspect of these

new elements in the situation, by lus thesis of the irregulai

developments m capitalism, and Stalin and others have carried

this thesis much further yet But nobody foresaw fully, to take

one outstanding example, the extent and significance of the rise

of Fascism, or the degree to which such a movement could
mould a great industrialised people like the Geimans to its

will ®

Again, the way in which the development of crisis extended

itself meant the need to work out and integrate a whole new
series of tactics, which Marx had scarcely even begun to

formulate Lemn made the decisive turn in this matter, with the

concept of United Front—the uniting of a maximum opposition

to reaction at every change m the political situation

From 1900 onwards, the advent of complicating factors has
rapidly increased, so that modifications and irregularities have
delayed and entangled the progress of capitalism towards the

“It IS an astonishing example of insight that Jack London in his piophetic
fantasy of Fascism, The lion Heel, wrote, ‘Out of the ethical incoherency and
inconsistent of capitalism, the digarchs emeiged with a new ethic, sharp and
seveie as steel, the most absurd and unscientific and at the same tune the most
potent ever possessed by any tyrant class The digarchs believed their ethics, in

spite of the fact that biology and evolution gave them the he, and because of

their faith, for three centuries they were able to hold back the mighty tide of
human progress—a spectacle, profound, tremendous, puzzling to the meta-
physical moralist, and one that to the materialist is the cause of many doubts
and reconsiderations,’ (Ch xxi—my italics) Another hterary man, William
Morris, foretold the use of a fascist party (Newsfrom Nowhem)
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crash sketched out by Marx, and the problem of tactics has

become correspondingly involved.

All these consideiations (and others of the same sort might

be cited) do not affect Marx’s fundamental conclusions; but

they raise a number of points about the method used by Marx,
about its effective scope and its limitations

VII

All these questions cluster round the problem of the validity

of the economic isolate as used by Marx. Marx took that

isolate because it yjielded a measurable factor in the basic

elements of social rhovement and because it theiefore alone

provided him with” a direct political weapon of the first magni-
tude He hoped to use it to piove that capitalist society was
rent by a contradiction which must pile up and destroy it;

and he was right in his hope
But just consider what this method of approach imphqs It

means that Marx is not working hke a scientist who begins

investigating some area of nature which arouses his interests

and who arrives at his conclusions after he has analysed and
mtegrated the problems before him Marx starts off with the

conviction that capitalism is evil and should be destroyed, and
he turns to pohtical economy because he wants to use that

medium to prove his already-determined point This^is not to

throw any doubts on the scientific value of his findings, which
are tested out rigorously by scientific method and conscience.®

But it does raise the very relevant question Why does he have
the ah eady-faimed conviction of capitalism’s vileness and self-

destructive character?

To answer that question we must turn, as I have been
msistmg throughout this study, to the Marx of the ’forties.

There we find that what obsesses him is the Whole Man.
He revolts against capitahsm because it crucifies the Whole
Man, because it is abhorrent to his moral and human con-

I

victions, and because out of the potentiahties of the existing

world of men he can form the clear concept of a better world
Marx’s originating and basic attitude is thus moral and

humanistic. Any analysis of his work which does not start from

“Joan Robinson, 26f, says of Marx, ‘lus terminology (m Capital) denves its

force from the moral indignation with which it is saturated’, and thinks his
theory of Value is irrelevant to his main argument But that theory is both
the scientific core of his argument and the point of integration with the whole
(moral) man «
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this understanding and hold it fast all the while is incapable

and distorting

vni

We hdve then this mam proposition Marx founds 4 philo-

sophy which IS fundamentally moral and humanistic and which
lays all possible emphasis on the dialectically diiective powers
of the Spirit, Marx spends much of his life, and is chiefly known
in histoiy, as the piopounder of a theory in which movements m
the economic sphere determine human development along lines

independent of human will

The contradiction is only one of term#, and can be resolved

by further inquiiy into Maix’s full meaning All through this

book I am attempting that resolution, and here I should like to

point out how unfortunate have been the limited readings of

Marx which have taken the economic movements as fated, as

proceeding according to a series of abstract categories of

development which human will may slightly and temporarily

disordei but cannot essentially affect

Popper IS able to point quite correctly to the disastrous effect

of this concept on the Social Democratic parties of Europe
m the pre-1939 period Their actions were determined

by their implicit belief that socialism must come But this belief was often

combined, in the leaders, with a hopeless scepticism in regard to the ques-

tion of then own immediate tasks, and of what lay immediately ahead

They had learned from Marxism to organise the workers, and to inspire

them with a truly wonderful faith in their task, the liberation of mankind

But they were unable to prepare for the realisation of their promises

They had learned their textbooks well, they knew all about ‘scientific

socialism’, and they Icnew that the preparation of recipes for the future

was unscientific Utopianism

They waited for the promised suicide of capitalism Aftei the inevitable

capitalist collapse, when things had gone thoroughly wrong, when every-

thing was in dissolution and the risk of discredit and disgrace to themselves

considerably diminished, then they hoped to become the saviouis of

mankind The suffering masses needed more than that Slowly the

leaders began to reahse the terrible consequences of a policy of waiting

and hoping for the great political miracle But it was too late

And m fact the general lack of interest m actual social and
econonuc issues and methods, m constructive social activity,

‘“Popper (a) u, 133 These attitudes were precisely the ‘Marxism’ against whicli

Lenin fought all hts life, convinced as he was of the foimatwe power of mind,
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was such that Lenin exclaimed after the 1917 Revolution. ‘1

do not know of any socialist who has dealt with these pioblems

. We must go by experiments ’ The Webbs’s comment

In the fiist few weeks after he and his friends had seized powei, they

could do*" no more than live fSom hand to mouth, without anything like a

plan, issuing mnumeiable separate oiders about particular enterpiiscs that

had been left derelict

‘Workers’ delegations’, he said aftei wards, ‘used to come to me with

complaints against the factoiy-owners I always said to them, “You want

your factories nationalised well and good We have the decree leady

But tell me Can you take the oigamsation into your own hands'’ Have

you gone into these matteis'I Do you know how and when you produce’’

And do you know the relations between youi production and the Russian

and international market?’’ And inevitably it transpiied that they knew

nothing There was nothing written about such matters in the Bolshevik

textbooks, or even m those of the Mensheviks

So spoke Lenm with his usual directness and honesty Popper
legitimately contrasts this statement by Lenm that the

Bolsheviks had to start from the bottom upwards in all

problems of actual economic organisation, with the over-

simplified statements written only a few months befoie m
State and Revolution, on the eve of the revolution

Accounting and contiol—these are the principal things that are neces-

saiy for the ‘settmg-up’ and coriect functioning of the first phase of

communist society All citizens are transfoimed into the salaried-employees

of the state, which consists of the armed woikers All citizens become
employees and workers of a smgle national state ‘syndicate’ All that is

requii ed is that they should work equally—do their pioper share ofwork

—

and get paid equally The accounting and contiol necessary for this have

been so utteily simplified by capitalism that they have become the extra-

ordinarily simple operations of checking, recording and issuing receipts,

which anyone who can read and write and who knows the first four rules

of arithmetic can perform

When most of the functions ot the state aie reduced to this accounting

and control by the workers themselves, it ceases to be a ‘political state’

But Popper, in labouring this point, omits to show how Lemn,
after facing the problem of actually orgamsmg a soc:ialist state,

developed a new attitude to social and economic techniques

"Webbs, 605f
''Lenin (a) vii, 92f, Poppei (a) ii, 305
'The Leninist polemics against ‘Social-Democracy’ (after the split-oft' of a
section of S D s as Communists) all leduce to this point The S D s base
themselves on^conomic Dctcimmisra (which, being passive, woiks, out as
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And though all Marxists may not have realised the change, the

change was there Thus Lenin again was discovering the

limitations of the histoiical isolate with which Marx had
worked, and was filling out the gaps . .

Much of course yet remains to be done, and will continue to

remain to be done, since Marxism newr set out to be more than

(in Engels’s phrase) a guide to action

IX

But now I must return to the basic problem that Maix,
whose attitude to capitalism had been set by humanistic and
moi al principles, has been taken to formulate, a theoiy of history
in which inexorable economic laws, not*decisions proceeding

from the whole man, were to overthrow capitalism To resolve

this problem we must go much more deeply into the question of

what constitutes historical action A key-point is the claim

apparently made by Marx and Engels that history develops

through a pressuie of forces independent of the wills of the

individual actors, and that these necessary and essential forces

can be abstracted as the economic factors What exactly is

meant by this formulation ? On our answei to that question

depends our whole interpretation of Marxism
It follows from the concept of man put forward by Marx

that the one generalisation we can safely make is that man is an
animal who has achieved an active relation to nature At any
stage of ’development, before class-society, in or beyond it,

that must be so. Man, m this process of becoming human and
more human, achieves umversaUty and freedom. Man is

universal m so far as he reahses his active relation with nature,

since m that relation he develops fai more than a rationalist

instrument of knowledge, he achieves more deeply the creative

power of projecting gestalts m which a unity of nature and
humanity is brought about He is free in so far as this process of

umon with nature widens the area of his potentiality, extends the

area of choice by the enrichment of personal living, and builds

a society in which this continual enrichment of personahty can
harmomously express itself

waiting on? relying on, the capitalists), the Leninists take ‘spirit’ as a real

foimative activity Lenin’s new attitude to ‘social techniques’ was thus only an
extension into a new field of action of his fundamental activist line, which i,

based on the concept of mind as a formative force
' ‘Marx and Engels stress consciousness and aim when considermg Man in Nature,
e g Engels in Feuerbach In natuie ‘there are only blind unconscious agencies

’

but ‘in the history of society the actors are all endowed with consciousness
woiking with delibeiation or passion, working towards definite goals
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These are definitions, Marx makes clear, which apply to man
at any and every stage of his development.

It follows that there is a very complex i elation between the

full movement of the self and the conscious exertions to which

IS attached the feeling of will And again theie is a very complex

relation between the conscious and unconscious ingredients

making up the individual and the full nexus of social lelation-

ships through and in which the sell develops

In any given historical situation we meet a gioup of men
who all have then conscious aims of will, but who also have
then total personalities (which the will only partially controls

01 expresses); and the movement of the group is made up out

of the sum of these (jpnscious and unconscious aims inside the

full environmental field There is conflict and unity in the

group, and conflicf and unity in the self Marx has pointed out

that the total group-movement is not consciously directed by

any one will or by any mere addition of the wills, and Freud
has shown that the total movement of the self is not along

lines laid down solely by consciousness or will.

But the relation of conscious and unconscious is not a static

one, at any given moment of individual or social life the

elements vary m quantities and in mode of mixture What,
however, we can assert is that there is a real relation between
the factors of conscious and unconscious in the individual and
the factors of conscious and unconscious in the group. Not m
any mechanical equivalence, but because both individual and
group are involved m a common field with nature

Both the positive and negative, the dynamic and inhibitive

elements in the common field are diiectly ielated to the degree

of control of nature which the culture exhibits, and within

the common field there will be differences brought about by
the type of work and the social relationships of any given

individual Generally speaking, advance m the control of
nature involves an increase in the umversahsing faculty and
in freedom, in the range of choice opened up to personality

(This freedom is of course no anarchic matter of irrespon-

sible choices, it IS related at every point to the positive and
active field m which men are tackhng nature—achieving um-
versahty).

'*

The important point to grasp is that freedom is not a simple

matter of the conscious will, however necessarily it implicates

that will. It IS a movement of the whole self into increased

potentiality, mto a wider range of comprehensions and capa-

bihties. Thei^fore, to say that the action of any group—

a
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family, a guild, a club, a class, a nation—is independent ol the

conscious wills, is to make a statement which must be true of

human activity at any possible stage of development, whether

in the pnmilive clan, in a Sumerian city, m Giccce-or Rome or

medieval society, m capitalism oi ccunmunism And to say

it, does iKit imply that men at any ol those stages are blind

pawns in the grip of an economic movement in which they

see only a minor section of pcisonal interest.

The economic movement on the contia^y is one aspect of

the total movement which is ficedom and umversalilv—human
life

X

Once this point is giasped—and I trust* I have shown it

necessauly follows from Maix’s concept of man—the objections

raised by Popper fall to the ground, and there is no danger of an

incorrect use being made of ‘social science’ For the thinker

will be too aware of the difliculties m the way ol grasping the

total movement to assert a largei claim than the facts waxrant.

In the matter of Marx, it will be seen that his fundamental

analysis of capitalism and its trends—an analysis j^ioceeding

out of a humanist and moral judgment- -has been justified, but

m ordci to work out fully the methods of its application we must
return with it into the humanist and moral level. That is, to

grasp effectively the way in which the new harmony or balance

can be achieved m society, the thinker must reach out to hold

and undei stand every positive and truly-uniting trend m his

world, and must seek continually to bring them together to the

best of his ability Then, and then only, theie can be no usk of

trying to force life prematurely and abstractly into the categories

of the generalised analysis of structure

And this method, I wish to emphasise, is tire method in-

creasingly followed by Lenin, Stalin, Dimitiov The aim of this

book is to bring out the full implications of the unity of theory-

and-practice m their work
In passing, I should like to glance at the phrase of Hegel’s

‘Freedom is the recognition (or appreciation) of necessity
’

Hegel used this categorical opposition of fieedom and necessity

as pait of his servile trickery It is a final form of the old Stoic

‘ ‘Tills IS not to say that the proportions of conscious and unconscious, the depreo
of universality and freedom, do not vary Sec next section

“In the decisive changes developed by Lenin, Trotsky represents the sphtting-off
of the abstract ‘historicist’ in Popper’s sense
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concept that the wise man can be fiec m prison. Hegel means that

by understanding the necessity of the State and its apparatus

of force one accepts it and rises above the necessity into the

transcendental leap of fieedom By this dialectical device he

escapes the problem of^tively lealising freedom
Engels used it in a different sense He meant that by. scientific

understanding we control nature and also aie given the chance

to break through the bonds of class-society into a higher unity

He wants to emphasise the need lor concrete comprehension

as the first step to ensuie that one’s acts are not self-frustratory

—that they are relevant to the total situation

However, the term has ptobably outlived its usefulness

Its reliance on theJHegehan oppositions makes it liable to

distoit rather than encouiage concrete realisation It tends to

suggest that necessity is some external structure to which men
must accommodate themselves; it encourages a passive lather

than an active attitude, and a retreat towards economic detei-

minism
We must always bear in mind the anti-Hegel twist often

involved in the use of Hegelian terms by Marx and Engels

They were forced to use Hegelian terms as the best available,

but they were only too well aware of many of the distorting

factors which the terms had gathered round them So,

sometimes they used the Hegelian term with a new surprising

slant, sometunes they wrote with Hegel polemicallym mind, but

without mentionuig him For instance, m Marx’s .insistence

on the bhnd factors m history, we hear a polemical note aimed
against Hegel’s servile effort to attach a directing consciousness

to the State

The State is the march of God through the world . The State must

be comprehended as an organism To the complete State belongs,

essentially, consciousness and thought The State knows what it wills

The State is the Spirit of the People itself The actual State is animated

by this spirit, in all its particular affairs, its Wais and its Institutions

The self-consciousness of one particular nation is the vehicle for the

development of the collective spirit In it the Spirit of the Time invests

^’Popper (a) ii, 96, points out the pragmatic dualism involved by Maix's taking-

over and re-using of the Hegelian concepts of the kingdom of neeessity against

the kingdom of freedom His analysis suggests that we must treat these

phrases (in Marx) as simple oppositions of capitalism (the masses fettered to

‘material’ necessity) to socialism (‘spuitual’ freedom foi the masses)—and not
as philosophic concepts involving a dualism of necessity and freedom, matter
and spirit, with a consequent blank gulf between capitalism and socialism This
IS good as far as it goes, but it ignores (as all Poppei's analysis does) the dcepei
questions Marx is raising
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Its Will Against this will, the other national minds have no lights, that

Nation dominates the World

The State is therefore the basis and centie of all the conciete elements

in the life of a people of Ai t. Law, Morals, Religion, and Scfencc

The actual State is animated bv this Spirit inwall its particular affairs, as in

Wars, Institutions

No wondei that wjth this personification of the State in

mind, Marx wants to emphasise the deep# forces at woik in

history under the surface of the power which Hegel so glibly

furnishes with will and consciousness

But, mixed up with the polemical use of teims, is a deeper

issue, derived fiom the problem of ‘ideology’ in general, the

‘false-face’ in consciousness which Engel^ ahead of Freud, so

brilliantly recognised Marx is saying that m*previous societies,

on account of (a) the insecure and unstable control of nature

and (b) the internal divisions based on power and property, this

false-face has had a special character and function, which begins

to fall away as soon as human unity is actualised amid con-

ditions of stable plenty In this sense there is a release from the

ideological false-face. There is at last the chance for the emerg-

ence of what Whyte calls unitary man ‘Unitary man, escaping

both the earlier dissociation and the more recent disintegration,

develops as a co-ordinated person capable of seeing himself

whole, and therefore of recogmsing the single truth which is

expressed in freedom and necessity But to avoid ambiguity

this recognition must be formulated afresh in unitary terms

And part of this reformulation is a correct understanding of

the relation of conscious and unconscious elements m man To
Freud, entangled in the capitalist system at its highest peak of
integration and disintegration, the relation is one of violent

conflict, solved only by sharp repression For unitary man, the

man of woild-socialism, the relation will be one of organic

polarities m which transformation occurs without repression

That IS, the individual will simultaneously increase his un-

conscious depth and his conscious range, with a new freedom and
fullness Once we understand this pomt, we are reheved of the

fear that a Marxist world-society can be one based on abstract

“Hegel (c) 38S, 447, 443, 446, 388, 403, 267, etc Cf Gentile (c) 235f on the State

‘conscious of Its ends, and vastly superior to individuals’

‘“Marx’s formulation is both anti-coflectivist (against Hegel’s facile identifica-

tion of individual and society) and aiiti-iationalist (against the liberal-capitalist

idea that enlightened self-interest is awaie of the origin and effects of its actions)

But It also raises the basic questions I deal with in Ch 7 and 11 The Unity of
communist society must bring into a basically new clarity the relation of
conscious and unconscious, freedom and necessity

a”Wliytc (a) 234 This is Engels’s man who inhabits Freedom
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rationality^—on a death of ideology entailing a consciousness

without an unconscious! A monstrous conception of man as a
robot of rationally perfected will'

XI

Croce IS a Hegghan who has tried to bring idealism up to

date, and who has put forward a theory of Historicism as the

science of history, ‘the affirmation that life and reality are history

and history alone’ Here lustory is consideied as the mani-
festation of the free spirit, so that in the realising mmd it

appears as a simulta?ieity Progress is self-realisation

In contrast with this idea of a progress towards the terminus of some
blessed state of self-satisfaction there has very properly been conceived

the idea of the infinite progress of the infinite spirit, which perpetually

generates new contrasts, and perpetually rises supenor to them “

This concept does not, he argues, condemn men to futility

and repetition or a ‘wild race towards the unattainable’. Every-

thing is transitory, yet everything is preserved in progress.

Amid all doubts and demands for new achievements,

something is possessed and enjoyed, and the apparently precipitous race

is m reality a succession of reposes, of satisfactions m the midst of dis-

satisfactions, of fleeting moments spent m the joy of contemplation The

most evident proof of this is to be found m art and poetry which are never

self-satisfied, but always create new forms whose created works stand

there like deities upon a serene Olympus, aboundingm strength and beauty

All througli life the historian is moved by an impulse towards the future,

he looks on the past with the eye of the artist and he sees the works of man
in this hght, both perfect and imperfect, both transient and intransient.’®

The unity of process is affirmed, but without any clear

statement as to how ddferent strands or aspects come together

or separate out Thus, he declares,

this ethico-pohtical history does not stand over and above other histones

nor does it resolve them m itself, but it penetrates into them, and obtains

from them its own concrete quality as they too do from each other

"Croce (d) 65. This attitude leads logically to Gentile and his’^support of the

Fascist State as Pure Spirit ‘Reality is spmt, and spint never is but is always
coming to be, not something given but a Free Activity That is what distin-

guishes It from nature, and, such being its essence, spiut, wluch is identical

with reality, is history, or the process of self-realisation’ (a) Spirit is ‘the one
man in whom all individuals are united and with whom they are all identified

’

Individual will is ‘really’ one with the Static will (b)

"Cioce (d) 54<''
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The sohdanty of life brings a consequent solidarity m historiography,

each special history from time to time distinguishes itself from the others

only to be again merged m them ”

There we are m one breath told that one history does and

does not Resolve itself into the others, !>ut what the relation is,

we do not gather. The idealist sense of unity is paiied off with

scholastic attempts at definition and differentiation Consider

the mixture of a real sense of unity with an abstract idea of

identity and interrelation m the following passage, and consider

too the pragmatic and vulgar opposition of pohtics and ethics,

which occurs at the veiy point of the effort to vindicate the

‘transformation’ of one into the other in a living unified stream

In this continuous transformation of morals into politics, which still

remains politics, lies the real ethical progress of mankind, just as in the

transformation of thought into poetry lies the perfecting of an ever more

rich and profound poetry Thus on the one hand (in pure poetiy) Homer,

Dante, Shakespeare and Goethe are poets who cannot be compared with

one another, and are independent of one anothei, on the other hand (m
civil history) the one is placed in juxtaposition to the otheis m an cver-

increasmg spiritual complexity

Just as the poet, unconscious of philosophical concepts, finds Ins

attitude of mind pervaded witli new ideas, so the politician concentrating

on utilitarian motives is confionted with new interests which arise from

new moral needs, which he cannot evade and with which he must reckon,

he must accept the new material with the old, just as he accepted the old,

and must tianslate both alike into political action “

Croce throws overboard everything m Hegel which genuinely

grappled with historical change, and accuses Marxism of being

teleological and mystical In it, he says, the structure is like a
hidden deity; and he argues that we cannot explain ethics or art

unless we go back behind classes or other groupings of conflict

into a unifying social element

Not that we wish to ignore divisions and contrapositions of this kind'

although they are indeed very much less simplified and ngid and constant

than this tendencious doctrine usually maintains But not only morals,

even politics become altogethei unintelligible unless we go back to the

concept of ‘olassless class’, of a ‘general class’ which lays the foundation

and rules and governs the state.*"

*>0006 (a) 133f
*"We might say that in order to emphasise continuity and the stable enduring
elements m history, Croce abstracts these aspects, and thus, by cutting them
off from real change, makes them irresponsible, purely intuitive

*«Croce (d) 202
^ *
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Now, that Croce is uiisiiig a leal problem in this matter, we
have already agreed Marx emphasised that there is unity m all

functioning societies as well as conflict But to point to this

functional unity is a very different matter from abstracting it

as a ‘classless class’ Thr unity is indeed the stabilising factor,

which holds society together despite all the strains and stresses

of conflicts and new formations; but to identify it with a ‘class’

which governs th§ State, apparently somewhere well above
the conflict, is to falsify the whole picture

The way m which Cioce abstracts the moial unifying prin-

ciple of society is thus discussed by Antonio Gramsci, an
Italian Marxist, who died m 1937 after eleven years in a Fascist

jail •

In contradiction tfi himself, Cioce confuses ‘liberty’ as a philosophic

prmciple or speculative concept, and liberty as an ideology or practical

instrument of government, an element of moial hegemonic unity If all

history is the history of liberty, or of the spirit that creates itself (and in

this idiom, liberty equals spmt, spirit equals history, and history equals

liberty), why should European histoiy of the 19th century alone be the

history of liberty?

It will be then, not the history of liberty in the philosophic sense, but

the self-consciousness of that liberty and of the diffusion of this self-

consciousness under the form of a religion in the intellectual strata and
under the form of a superstition among the people, who feel that they are

united with those intellectuals, that they are paiticipatmg in a political bloc

of which the intellectuals are the standard-bearers and priests
’

We are therefore deahng with an ideology, that is, with a practical

instrument of government, and it will be necessary to make a study of the

practical nexus on which it is based ‘Liberty’ as an histone concept is the

very dialectic of history and has no practising ‘representatives’, distinct

and mdividuated. History was hberty even under the oriental satrapies,

since even there, there was histone ‘movement’ and those satrapies crum-

bled

XII

There is no need to analyse Croce at any greater length He
has been cited as the final exponent of a deliquescent Hegel-

ianism, and It is of interest that he, the archpriest of Historicisra,

should make the same criticism of Marxism as Popper, the

archfoe of Historicism. Both look on the attempt to grasp a

"’Gramsci, 289 He thus argues that Croce is working himself into a position

from which to^jusufy the Fascist regime as ‘history’ and therefore ‘hberty’
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Structure of development in history as the crime of Marxism

Thus extremes meet Both deny that the attempt to grasp sucli a

stiucture can be made without sacrificing the Moral Man; and

Croce goes so far in his dcsiie to snatch the moral aspficts fiom

Maixism that he hands them ovci to|he ‘classless class’ whicli

governs the State Haidly a sincere attempt to vindicate the

wholeness of man
On the other hand, I have stiiven to .show how Maix’s

thought, taken in its fullness, does show us how to integrate

the moral, cultural, political, economic aspects of society and ot

the individual I have not denied that there is here a crucial

point, which Marxism needs to develop and reformulate in a

moie thorough way But the key to the*fullei understanding

can be found m Marx, and not in his critics—though an in-

telligent critic such as Popper is of value in illuminating the

points at issue and clarifying the lines along which a further

development is required

If my analysis has been correct, then we can still use the

economic isolate effectively in trying to make sense of history

Since it provides the only measuiable aspect of social process,

It gives us an important clue to the structure of human develop-

ment. But we must beware of making it a deus in inacJwm It

does not explain human development by some law of self-

movement. In dealing with any particular period we must
indeed seek to understand with all possible precision and clarity

the measruiable movements m the economic sphere; but in

order to grasp the full nexus of cause and effect we must go on
and attempt to relate the economic findings with the full stream

of internal transformations giasped in their unity with environ-

ment (nature)

We can then see the real part played by spiiit or mind m
facilitating the productive process; how that process cannot be

have not needed to deal with the exponents of the Sociology of Knowledge
(Schclei and Mannheim) who think that by a process of socio-analysis the
intellectual can understand and detach himself from the aocially-condiiioning

forces winch have made him what he is The intellectual thus achieves a total
objectivity, above ideology Poppei finely shows how such an attitude really

omits the social factor Scientific objectivity ‘is a matter of scientific method
And, iiomcally enough, objectivity is closely bound up with the social aspect
of 5Cientiflo»method, with the fact that science and scientific objectivity do not
(and cannot) result from the attempts of an individual scientist to be “objective”
but fiom the co-operation of many scientists Scientihc objectivity can be des-
cribed as the intcr-subjectivity of suentific method ’ Popper (a) ii, Ch 23
Noi need 1 discuss A Toynbee’s hmt. Stiidv Valuable as it is for its collection

of mateiials, the system is thinly scholastic, and, like Croce’s, has the Hegelian
vices with a? few Hegelian virtues Where Cioce supplants the elfoit to grasp a
structure of development with his Simultaneous Spirit popping in and out of
History, Toynbee supplants it with devices of Alternating Balftnccs, etc,
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separated from techniques, arts and sciences, institutions and
ethics The tempo of development, the complex direction and
all Its tangle of differentiations, can only be undeistood m terms

of this full' dialectical analysis We thus finally remove the

abstract teleological prip^'iple, which appears when any effort is

made to fit development into given categories; and are enabled to

think simultaneously of man in a unity over against nature

and society developing through all sorts of internal differentia-

tions and conflicts. There is no ‘inevitable next stage’, there is

no Fate, in history; but there is a Purpose, totally inherent in

the.movement at any given moment And we can analyse this

Purpose, this total movement, not as a given static schema of
relations and modes; but as a structure in process of develop-

ment and theiefore involving certain dominant potentiahties

Along those hnes we can vahdly explore the future In fact,

men have always done so Our problem to-day is to make the

exploration with a surer and fuller understanding of both the

actual and the potential, and Marx has given us the first clear

lead m this direction

But what critics like Popper cannot understand is that Marx
knew very well that his discoveiy and working out of dialectical

umty was bound up with the emergence of a social force

capable of actuahsing umty in a new way. Therein lies the key to

Maix’s piophetic powers, his right to announce the coming of
the revolution He was not analysing just one more social

change. His methodology was bound up with a totahhistorical

movement in which at last ceitain contradictions or divisions

or a-symmetries (that had been developing throughout in force

and extension at the heart of the powers of unity and mastery-

"The problem ofhuman histoiy is thus only one particular aspect of the general

pioblem of Purpose in piocess We have already consideied it in Biology, and
It IS lelevant to recur to the findings there Keith puts one aspect correctly thus
‘There is in the human thigh-bone, as Di Paley was well awaie, just as clear

evidence ofengmeeiing and architcctuial skill as are to be found m any watch ’

The bone-builders are specks of protoplasm called osteoblasts ‘We have
reason to legaid osteoblasts as having a species of consciousness—at least we
know that they are sensitive to the strains and stresses which fall on them and
respond by laying down material so as to meet and carry all transmitted forces

’

But ‘we have never occasion to make any discrimination between “planner”
and “doer”, as Di Paley’ did in abstracting Design ‘There is no duality of
function in living mattei The power to design is a projlferty which is

inherent in every form of living matter known to us,’ (Keith, 42f) Therefore

we must think simultaneously of Design, Structure, Process (Cf M B Foster,

on the concept of Development without Teleology, 201-4 But such arguments
tend towaids Cioceanism ) In human process the active aspects mean a new
kind of emphasis on Purpose men must strive to grasp the stiucture of their

purpose, and that includes the future But as I have stressed, for that very reason,

dogmatism imist be avoided at all costs
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ot-nature) must be realised and overcome unless humanity was
to collapse and hopelessly regiess Within tins focus the new
twist given to the Hegelian opposition of fieedom and necessity

had Its profound meaning—though it is an opposition easily

rmsundeistood by all who have not advanced to the centre of

Marx’s position Within this focus Marx has the right to lay

down the law on the next general stage of human process. For
there is nothing dogmatic m his act, he is simply realising him-
self as a human being

A NOTE ON ETHICS

Fiom Maix’s definition of man it follows that morals have
a stable and continuing element as well as a relative element
All that contributes to advance co-operative activity is good,
and always has been and will be good All that enables men
to come together and umte against nature, in harmony with

nature, is good All that within this framework increases the

freedom of personality and energises the individual is good
All that increases the scope of individual activity and choice

Within this framework is good All that extends sympathy and
understanding is good
On the othci hand, all that obstructs the fiee development

ol pel sodality and society is bad, and always has been, and
always will be AH that prevents men getting together in the

common jobs of understanding and mastering nature is bad
All that imposes inequahties other than those of natuial ability

and character is bad
What do we mean m putting forward such propositions as

eternal moial piinciples? Obviously we do not mean that men
began with a set ol such principles and that they have kept on
setting them forth throughout history Certainly in most
societies we could find statements approximating to them, and
the wide pievalence of the Golden Rule (Do to another as you
would wish him to do to you) is an example of this

But thai is not the point One means that such piinciples

have been at work among men to some extent from the earlier

days, and at all stages, since without them the gioiips would
have lallen apart True, one can find groups who seem to push
such principles into the background,®® and at all stages one

‘‘''1 g MtaclV Mundugumoi’b or BliihIh.!’!, Uobu-ins..
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can find various modifying and distorting factors at work But

it IS obvious that any group which systematically employed lies

and hatred and non co-operation would perish However many
lying add hating and individualistic elements persisted, other

co-ordinating and harmonising elements must to some extent

have counteracted And by the time we come up* past the

stages of pre-agiicultural groupings to settled urban com-
munities we do find a fairly stable morality m which elements

of love, truth, and union have a strong position

I am not here setting out to tell the history of morals, and
therefore this extremely simple formulation must stand It is

enough, I think, to put foith the thesis foi stable and con-

tinuing elements of Human morality, which may be refined and
developed into subtler balances, but which can in one sense

never be outgrown.

A Marxist morality must affirm above all things these stable

and contmumg elements, since they are closely related to the

co-operative aspects of production and are in this sense the

primarily human quahties in action So far from bemg relativist

in morals, a Marxist outlook alone has the basis for a thorough-

going affirmation of all that is least relative m the moral
personality

II

These statements must not of course be taken to deny
the existence of relative elements in the history of raoials The
merest glance at the enormous diversity of customary moral
attitudes on all the central matters of human life (birth, death,

marriage and so on) is enough to demolish any absolutist

thesis And if we are concentrating on these relative aspects,

we can then of course speak of historically-labelled moral
systems—feudal morals, bourgeois morals, communist moials

Because Marx and Engels reacted so violently against those

aspects of bourgeois morahty which tended to ieduce social

relationships to monetary relationships, to lelationships

between things, they often spoke of commumst morahty as

somethmg cut off from bourgeois morals But they did not

in the least mean some relativist system of morals Which would
enable communists to he and cheat the enemy, to devise

collectivist schemes without any concern for the individual, to

force personal morals into the key of some passing need of the

State, and so on They meiely meant a moial system which
abolished all remnants of the treatment of people c/s things.
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In the sense in which I have used the terms above, they

meant the strengthened return to the human tradition, the

entiie freedom of truth and love A vindication of the stable

and enduring elements, not a repudiation of them *

.

I

HI

The Hegelian duahsm had a strong Machiavellian touch
Because the State was equated with the unifying Spirit, the
reconciler of opposites, there was no law to bind the State

The deeds of Great Men, of the World-histoncal Personalities

must not be biought into collision with irrelqyant moral claims The
Litany of private virtues, of modesty, humility, pljdanthropy, and for-

bearance, must not be raised against them The History of the World can,

in pnnciple, entirely ignore the circle within which morality , lies

Marx’s revolt against this soit of stuff lay at the heart of the
tremendous moral fervour out of which came his denunciation
of capitalism as dividing up the living man
Yet we find Engels, for instance, m his eagerness to turn

such attitudes as that of Hegel cited above against the smug
defenders of a cloven system of morals, writing as follows’

According to Hegel, evil is the form m which the motive force of
historical development presents itself This, indeed, contains the twofold

significance that while, on the one hand, each new advance necessarily

appears as ’a sacrilege agamst things hallowed, as a rebellion against

conditions which, however old and monbund, have still been sanctified

by custom, on the other hand, it is precisely the wicked passions ofman

—

greed and lust for power—which, since the emergence ofclass antagomsms,

serve as the lever of historical development—a fact of which the history

of feudalism and of the bourgeoisie, for example, constitute a single

continual proof

Engels IS there taking up what Hegel means to be a defence
of the State as absolute spirit and turmng it into a polemic
against the State—and also against the half-baked ideahsm
of Feuerbach But he forgets thereby to ask where he draws
the definition of good and evil from How is it that Hegel,
the defender of state-absolutism, and Engels, the defender of
communism, both agree that ‘evil’ has been at the forefront in
class-history? Whence comes the criterion?

»iHegel (c) 426, (d) §345
““Engels (a) 47, Ct the passage from Marx’s Money (cited aboveCh 1 § vii) where
Marx appeals to a natural and human morality accessible alike to himself and
to Shakespeoie '
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The only answer can be to turn back to Marx’s definition of
man, with its corollary of a stable and enduring human ethic

It IS in terms of this ethic that both Marx, Engels, and Hegel
agree ofl calling certain forms of violence and greed, cruelty

and egotism, wicked, o

The stable ethic resides m all that m a given society which
makes for co-operation, union, freedom, and effective control

of nature. (Again, let me insist that the actual working-out of
tins generalisation at any point of time and space is highly

complex ) If it had not been for the powerful elements making
for union the ‘evil’ forces to which Engels refers would have
torn society to pieces within twenty-four hours In short, the

conflict always goes on within a umty ®'’

IV

If one were extending this argument further, one would go on
to show the stable enduring elements m the human organism
which underhe all the stable enduring elements in ethics and
in scientific or artistic expression Along these hues one would
be enabled to grasp and explore the common element which
has existed since the beginning of humanity and will continue

till the end At this point then I refer the reader back to the

chapters on psychology to the discussion of the relation of
gestalts, mtellectual, moral or artistic, to the whole organic

structure of the individual in its tension and unity with en-

vironment, and to the discussion of the way in which this

gestalt-creation is Imked with the rhythmic bases of orgamc
life as well as to the ‘archetypal forms’ which I suggested were
built up in the period before the infant learns to speak.

“®In the unitary approach to ethics (with purpose and process one—see note at

end of Ch 8) the problem of Means v Ends simply ceases to exist This point
has already been seen by thinkers like Dewey ‘The end is the present activity,

and so there iS no gap in the mind between means and ends,’ (b) 21-32
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The Structure of Hegelian Dialectics

I

Before we can effectively discuss the adequacy or otherwise of

a dialectical logic founded on the Hegelian categories, we must
considei the way in which those categories were devised. The
histoncal conditions out of which thej^ came, and the basic

attitudes in their deviser, are of primary importance

Hegel’s Logic is essentially a theory of knowledge All its

virtues and vices flow from that fact Hegel asks by what process

he has gained knowledge and consciousness He begins therefore

with himself, his isolated self, and opposes it to the outer world

There aie two things, two factors What umtes them? What
brings them together? He answers that it is the act of knowledge

By that act the rest of the world is included in his mind ^

It is that act, he goes on, which alone links himself and the

world Therefore the act is that which unites If he knew all

things, all things would be lelated m him Therefore the all-

knowing Spirit must exist, since only thereby can the unity of

relationstbe established The Spirit is one with Being, since all

things are included in its act of knowing. As in self-conscious-

ness the self IS berth object and subject of knowledge, so the

absolute Whole constitutes the objects of knowledge by external-

ising Itself and knows the objects which it has externalised.

Thus, the human process of cognition, whereby relations are

established in the knowing mmd, is identified with the processes

which It knows and i elates, and all relationship exists by an

act of spirit

This argument, which I have roughly summarised, is funda-

mental to any understanding of the way that Hegel’s Logic

origuiated In it Hegel begins with a Dualism Men are con-

scious of self, he says, only m so far as they distinguish it from
not-self "Self appears, exists, is known, only in opposition to

not-self Self and not-self are mutually dependent, and the act

of knowledge includes them both Unity or the Synthesis arrives

as the lesult of the two opposed objects colhding Spirit is the

unity which tianscends the opposition

‘Hegel (a anti b), W Wallace, W T Stace, A C Ewing, fail d (Ch S)
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Opposition and transcendent unity are typical of all things

or processes The triad which they represent is basic in the

universe and in Hegel’s logic The problem of opposed objects

IS neither thdir identity nor their difference, but their identity in

differeffee
^

Hegel IS concerned with the categories by which ‘natuic is

made intelligible, quite apart from the activity of then applica-

tion He wants lo„ absliact the structure of the piocess of

knowing, apait from the act ol knowing any particular thing

01 process This abstraction is necessaiy for him m order to

overcome the rationalist oi mechanist notion that categories

are instruments the mind uses, he wants to prove that they are

elements in a whole,«'or stages in a complex process, which m
Its unity the mind- is. He theiefore necessarily retires into the

abstracted consideration of the mental act, and insists that m
knowing outer things the mind moves thiough the cucle of its

self-consciousness in relation to them. The menial act is thus a

continuous movement with a beginning and an end determined
by Its own structure and nature It is a method, not an experi-

mental activity From the first perceptive judgment to the

final scientific and philosophic comprehension of the object m
its relation to other objects and to the knowing mind, there

must be a definite unalterable sequence Logic’s task is to state

the steps of this sequence m general terras applicable to every

act of knowledge, moving from category to category up to the

idea of self-consciousness TThat idea is the category of cate-

gories, the unity of all the other categories.

Thus logic attains a definition of intelligence as the principle

of unity m ail thmgs and a complete idea of method as the

process by wluch the unity-principle is deciphered in all the

manifold vanety of the world

Hegel builds up his categories by starting with the isolated

object in self-contemplation Thus he gets the categories of
Being, by which a thing can be referred to itself as if it had no
relation to other thmgs oi to the mind Such categories are

Being, Quahty, Quantity

Then come the categories which look outside the thing and
hnk It with other objects or at least with something not immed-
iately present in our perception of it Such categories are

Essence and Existence, Substance and Accident, Force and
Expression, Cause and Effect

Finally come such categories as Final Cause and Organic
Unity; by wlych the object is defined m i elation to intelligence
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01 as having that self-determined nature of which intelligence

IS the highest type

Categories of Being lead to those of Relation, which lead to

those of Ideal Unity

11

This brief statement is enough foi our pupposes It shows that

inescapable in the Hegelian logic is a dualistic origin At the

bottom ot that logic there lies the notion of the self as entity

opposed to the outei woild From this dualistic beginning is

started off a series of inclusive and transcendent acts of lelation-

ship which end in God, or Perfect Self*Consciousness where

being and not-bemg are finally one The logic’deals with piocess,

but only in order to abstract a set of categories which repose on
a dualistic idealism Despite the emphasis on act, there is a

basic gap between mind and nature The very system by which
Hegel brings self and object together is based on the gap, which

the act bridges

To say all this is not to belittle Hegel’s great achievement

and historical impoilance He wants to preseive unity and yet

not to subside into a pantheist immanent unity, he wants to

preserve diversity and structure, and yet not trip over a mech-
anist system which reduces the universe to a mosaic of shifting

units. And at the stage which science had reached m his day,

how coutd he go further than he did? He builds an abstract

structure of movement and then plunges it into the living

moving stream of processes Structure and stream do not co-

incide, but in compaiison with all pievious systems the structure

does tremble and leap with the impacting energies of life

What was the total advance of science during the years

when Hegel compiled his system? That is the crucial question.

The Logic was written during the quiet years at Nurnberg which
followed his marriage, 1812-16 It was the peiiod when chemistry

was being founded as a science, and the prelimmaiy bases for an
understanding ot organism and evolution weie being tentatively

laid The system thus rests securely on the level of chemical
change and is agitated by the sense of something beyond that

level—the first stable intuitions of evolution and experiments
into cellulai oiganisation

Now, what was the key-point in the foundation of chemistry
which proved so epochal for culture? It was the pioof that teal

change existed Previously, it had been assumed one way or
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anothei that change m the universe was meiely a matter ol

diflercnt combinations of given and unalterable elements or

units Alchemic intuitions of transformation might beat against

this ideaf but could not centrally affect it. But with the founda-

tion of nhemistry as a science it was discovered that something
really pew came into existence in chemical combinations—that

watei could in no wise be described as two gases And so the

concept gradually §rew of a single stream of matter which at

ceitain nodal points, mathematically desciibable, went through

transformations into elements

Chemical change is thus the clue to Hegel’s advanced concept

of process It appears in his basic formula—that out of quantity,

at a certain stage, crimes quality. Out of two gases meeting,

comes water which has a quality different fiom the gases and
which can yet be related to them by a quantitative formula
(H,0).'^

This basic formula, however, Hegel insists, is not just some-
thing happening on the chemical level which has no relevance

to human experience. He brings together the chemical formula
and the experiencing mind, and unites the two In that step lies

his greatness, his deep intuitive penetration into real unity of
process By making it, he begot a system which was the first

great sustained elfort to relate human and natural processes in

a precise way. We may point out, afterwards, the way in which
mechamst and idealist attitudes limit his achievement, but at

the core there lies a tremendous grasp of process .in all its

fullness With science at such a stage, the only way he can
maintain a sense of process is by laying his emphasis on the

spiritual act, and if now we can look back on his vast picture

and think it a phantom show, it was m its day an incomparable
movement towards an integrated vision of man and nature, and
of the processes of history Not even all its metaphysical

structure, nor the servile use to which Hegel distorted so much
of its apphcation, can blind us to its histoncal virtues.®

The Hegelian ‘leap’ is an attempt to describe the nodal points in chennt il

change But note that modern science employs here the notion of Dynamn.
Equilibrium (mtroduced by Goldberg and Waage in 1865 and developed by
Gibbs) The stable state represents a contmuous change m two contraiy diiec-

tions which neutralise each other ‘The conception of eqmlibriunfJ m chemical
processes constitutes the central idea of what is commonly termed physical

chemistry, which, however, would be better termed theoretical or general
chemistry, smee it deals with the geneial principles of the science,’ Johnston m
Woodruff, 117
®I do not deny that its metaphysical aspects are in a sense the obverse of the

political seivihty and distortion It is important to realise theft the central

Dualism fwhigli the Spirit reconciles) expresses the class-division of Prussia
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in

If we approach the problem of a unitary logic from the

standpoint of the total scientific advance of to-day, wc must

begin wi.th the concept of unity—the unity of all life and

process and organisation in the universe. Any othci primary

concept admits a dualism into the heart of out thinking. Then,

no matter how much we may talk about unjty and process, the

dualism will haunt our thinking and in the last resort make
it inadequate But it we begin with unity—as a dialectical

monism must—we can go on to inquire how the forms of

differentiation develop and how m time the organisation of

spirit occurs *

The Hegelian dialectic is hopelessly compromised with a

dualistic concept at its point of origin Hegel tries to overcome
the dualism by absoibing both sides ol the opposition into

spirit, but the dualism remains. To inveit Hegel’s method is

to put matter in place of spirit, but it is not to leinove the

dualism

Hegel thus states the dualistic concept at the root of his

thought.

Identity is the definition only of a simple, immediate dead thing, hut a

contradiction is at the root of all movement and vitality, and only in so

far as a thing has m itself contradiction does it move, does it possess an

impulse an,d activity

Conti adiction is not simply the negation of normality, but is the

pnnciple of every self-movement, of that which indeed is nothing else

than the expression of contradictions

All things are contradictory in themselves—this pioposition expresses

the truth and essence of things better than any other ‘

Contradiction or duality is made by him an essential con-
dition of life and movement because by that means he can
have the excuse for bringing m spirit as the transcendent
factor, the resolving unity. Such an attitude is diametitcally

opposed to that of a philosophy based on the concept of the

unity of process The latter must of course show how lite and
movement involves strains and stresses, a-symmetnes and
conflicts, inside the unity, but that is a wholly diffci ent appioach.

(and Europe) winch the Stale (monarchy) ‘ovu comes’ and umlies Fuilhci,
the dualistic start u implicated in a need to justity Conflict as Wai. (Hcscl (c)

365, 468, etc) Thus, Hegel begins with Opposites because of his subjective
idealism and his polilicnl servility,

‘See Shiiikov, 140
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Marx in his accounts of the Hegelian dialectic makes cleai

how the oiigm lies m a subjective dualism

But Once it hos placed itself in thesis, this thought, opposed to itself,

doubles itijelfinto two contradictory thoughts, the positive and the negative,

the ‘yes’i.nnd the ‘no’ The struggle of these two ant.igomstic elements,

comprised in the antithesis, Constitutes the dialectic movement The yes

becoming no, the no becoming yes, the yes becoming at once yes and no,

the no becoming at once no and yes, the contraiies balance themselves,

neutralise themselves, paralyse themselves The fusion of the two contra-

dictory thoughts constitutes a new thought which is the synthesis of the

two _This new thought unfolds itselfagain m two contiadictoiy thoughts ‘

And so on But no matter how far the extending process is

earned, its basis mtthe subjective dualism remains Hegel’s

system was undoubtedly the best which could possibly have
been worked out m the early 19th centmy, when the scientific

advance rested on the comparatively slight bases I have
outlined It embodies the new structure of thought, which is

grasping out at a concept of process The logical structure

of dualities connected by a transcending leap of thought is m a
state of close struggle with the deepening process-intiution

But all the intuition has to base itself scientifically upon is the

demonstration of chemical change, in which certain quantitative

oppositions are seen to result in a change of quality Hence
the key-notion of the dialectic, that in the upward movement
through the categoiies real change is expressed by a leap from
opposed quantities into a new quahty, a new unity ® "

IV

What then was the use which Marx made of the Hegelian
dialectic*? He inevitably tuined to it, since it represented the

highest possible structure of logic which the total advance of
science in his day would support As inevitably he made a
number of changes m it—^in its meamng and apphcation, and
ultimately m its whole basis. It is of the utmost importance
to realise how and m what direction he changed the Hegehan
logic and its categories, and we badly falsify the whole relation-

ship if we take the line that Marx was once a full-blown

Hegehan idealist and that he then woke up, put matter where
Hegel put spirit, and then proceeded with a ready-made logic

“Marx (h) 117
“Hence (Popper can rightly say) the Historicism which sees the pieseut as Conflict
—with Unity in the future
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wateitight foi all eternity To argue like that is to paiody

what really happened, and to make a stupid dogmatist out of

Marx The facts are very different.
*

To begin with Marx’s dissident movement • within the

Hegelian system brought him (partly with the aid of Feuerbach)

into a position wheie he reacted most rebelhously agauist the

subjective dualism in that system ’ There lies the crucial point,

the great turning point in the history of thought which Marx

represents All other aspects aie subsidiary” to that, and must

be viewed in teims of it
, < . . ..i. ,

In his first period of fully creative thought—durmg the mid-

forties—Marx worked from the basis that life was a single

process within which diffeientiations and (jon&cts arose as both

effect and cause of development. He showed how human life

was a single process which included the umty of mailed with

the laiger whole of nature and expressed itself internally m the

differentiations, discords, and harmonies of social existence.

The external aspect of man in nature was one with the internal

aspect of men in society The resulting pattern was highly

complex, but movement occurred as the ceaseless ^sertion of

human unity (universahty and freedom) against the limiting

forces of nature and social forms

Then came the long painful relation of this reahsation to the

facts of contemporary society, the grapphng with the isolate

of pohtical-economy The drivmg force throughout was the

sense and understanding of dialectical umty, but the effort to

relate the forms of Hegelian dialectics to a specific and minutely-

examined section of history meant that Marx s sense of unity,

his great individual contribution which had broken through

the Hegehan rigidities and ideahsms, had to keep on wagmg a

continual fight against the dualisms inherent in the very structure

and terminology of Hegel’s thought
, , , . ,

Now Marx formulated the relation between his dialectics and

Hegel’s as follows

Although m Hegel’s hands dialectic underwent a mystification, this

does not obviate the fact that he was the first to expound the general forms

'We must lecognise the important transition-phase m Feuerbach (a 350), who

asseits the-fetait must be made in terms Ego and Th-I ain Myself for me.

and You for someone else, simultaneously That is, ^
I am d Body, my Self is my Whole Organic existence On these lines he tries to

(O) h,, th»., or ooeomon

directly from Feuerbach with this diffuence Feuerbach sajQ^ our ego cogiiisM

cin object sblely by exposing itself to the action of mat object, but Marx says

tiwt oui ego cognises an object by reacting upon it
^
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of its movement m a comprehensive and fully conscious way. In Hegel’s

writings, dialectic stands on its head. You must turn it right way up again

if you want to discover the rational kernel that is hidden away within the

widpping§ of -mystification

'

The fact is that Hegel_was, as Marx emphasises, m one way
giving a vital expositioiYof process What was wrong was his

subjective dualism, with its idealist one-sidedncss. It you turn a

subjective dualism ppside down you do not get a fully scientific

understanding of unity, you get lather an equal though
opposed one-sidedness. And so if all Marx had done was to

invert Hegel, his work would be rightly open to the stuctures

which its enemies have aimed against it It would have been a

one-sided and mechanist materialism ®

But to point out this conflict between Marx’s genuine dialect-

ical realisation and the Hegelian structure of logic which was the

best available at that stage of scientific movement, is in no way
to reduce Marx to the thing he was struggling against On the

contrary.

In a rough way, one can of course see what Marx is getting

at in the words cited above, and have no quarrel with it all. He
sees Hegel with his logic which, derived from natural process,

claims an existence m a realm of spirit outside nature. He has

given the logic a tug and pulled it down to a level where it

must admit that there is no outside-nature existence at all.

But the terms m which he states his act shows that the logic is

still stubbornly hanging on to its duahstic basis

One way and another, however, the Marxist realisation

(that great discovery in the Forties of the umty of piocess) kept

assertmg itself and transformmg the rigid and duahstic elements

of the Hegelian structure and terminology. To begin with,

though Hegel dealt with the process of knowing, his categories

are primarily concerned with Things It is only the Act of
Knowing (an act of spirit) which realises process—^movement
towards the final unity of God But Marx and Engels essentially

put in the place of the concept ofThings the concept ofProcesses
That IS the immediate result of Marx’s tug at the rigid frame-
work of the categories He breaks up the categories inside a

world of process And this was the only way in whicfi he could
proceed, at that stage of general social and cultural develop-

ment, to get his great transforming realisations into action

®Marx, Pref. 2nd ed (a)

“Popper (a) ii, 95, altogether oversimplifies the problem of Marx’s grappling
with Hegelian dualism
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Consider such expressions as ‘movement and self-movement’, meaning

spontaneous, internally necessary movement, ‘change’, ‘movement and

vitality’, ‘the principle of every self-movement’, ‘movement and action’,

in contrast to ‘dead existence’—and who will believe that thesd lepresent

the very c^ore of Hegel’s frozen absolutisnu as it has been called It is

necessary to disclose this essence, to understand it, to save it, to remove its

shell, to cleanse it—and that is what Marx and Engels did

So Lenin pointed out. That was prectseiy what Marx and
Engels set themselves to do Marx’s statement about turning

upside-down did not mean m the least that he thought a simple

act of inversion settled the problem of dialectics Lenin emphas-
ises that theie is still much to be done.

^
Hegel’s logic cannot be applied in its piesent form, it cannot be taken

Jot gt anted We must select from it its logical (gnosiological) shades and

purge it of mystical ideas, that is still a big task “

And in his undogmatic way he is always ready to admit
mistakes and agree that life always turns out fuller and more
complex than one was thinking

By gad, sir, the philosopher Hegel was right—life does progress by

contradictions, and living contradictions are much richer, more varied

and pithier than the mind of man ongmally conceived I thought that the

school was merely the centre of a new faction It turns out not to be so

not m the sense that the school was not the centre of a new faction (it was,

and is so to-day), butm the sense that this is not the whole truth ^

'

So he puts himselfon record against the nothing-but reduction

And indeed it may be worth while to make a brief digression

here on the lack of dogmatism in Marx and Engels, on their

readiness to admit an error or an inadequacy. Thus, The
Communist Manifesto in 1848 opened (§ 1) with the sentence,

‘The history of all hitherto existing society is the history of

class struggles ’ Engels in 1888 added a footnote, ‘That is, all

written lustory In 1847, the prehistory of society, the social

orgamsation existing previous to recorded history, was all but

unknown.’ One could hardly find a more handsomely admitted

quahfication of a basic generalisation. Again, there is Engel’s

letter to Mehnng (14 July, 1893) ‘Marx and I are both to blame
in one point We both placed, and had to place, the chief

weight upon the derivation of the political, legal and other

ideological notions, with their resultmg actions, from economic

‘“See Shirikov, 141

’‘See Adoratsky, 26
“Letter to Gorky, Nov 29, 1909, on Bogdanov’s Vperyod School on Capri.
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facts Consequently we neglected the element of then form

At the basis of this is the undialectical vulgar neglect of reci-

procity.’ Since dialectically Form and Content are one, to say

that one^has neglected the Form of development is to admit that

one has ceased to be dialectical

It is clear then that Marx and Engels would have been moie
than ready to jom in the most stringent re-exammation of

Hegelian ideas and to admit that the use of Hegelian forms

mi^t easily involve ambiguities and confusions

V

The development of the creative aspects of Marxism by Marx
and Engels, Lenm^nd Stalin, has been a continual working-out

of the Hegelian msufficiencies under the test of the unity of

theory and practice. The dualistic element taken over in the

Hegehan logic kept on producing points of strain, and it was
precisely at these points of strain that the Marxist realisation

of the umty of process reasserted itself and drove forward into

new grasps on the reality of historical process With the turn of

the century Impenahsm was rapidly maturing and the trans-

formation of society became increaspigly possible Into this

situation came Lenin, who picked up Marxism where Marx and
Engels had left it and applied everythmg positive m their work
to the unmediate situation in its mam social, economic and
pohtical aspects In pohtical action he developed the concept

of umty, on the one hand practicallym the field of direct tactics,

on the other hand theoretically by analysmg the situation for

the stable elements of cohesive activity Thus he provided the

basis for the successful Soviet Revolution Stahn developed

his work along the same hues, bringing out the points necessary

for the nurturing and stabihsation of soviet society as a sociahst

island in an imperiahst sea

Lmked with this movement was the general growth of
science since the 1890’s—smce Engels’s day The maturing of

the imperiahst phase, with its enormous sociahsation of method
m production, gave science a huge stimulus—even if in other

ways it took back some of what it gave and restficted the

advance and its apphcations. The rapid emergence in science

of ideas and methods of transformation showed that the basis

on which a fuller logic of process could be worked out was at

^“Writing of the ‘eternal’ nature of the laws of movement, Marx, declared to

Kugelmann, ‘What can change, m changmg historical circumstances, is the
form m which these laws operate ’
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last present This development in science was inseparably

linked with the emergence of deinociatic forces and socialising

modes within imperialist society The violent contradictions or

instabilities of that society led to two terrific wais, but, side by

side with the violences, the socialising trends have also gathered

strength *As part of the final movement of social transformation

on a woi Id-stage we need the development of a logic adequate

to the total movement of science in our dqy That is the task

which Maixism faces to-day To realise the creative side of

the Maixist development from Marx to Stalin means to break

thiough the last bonds of Hegehamsm into a fully scientific

dialectic

VI

One brief example will serve to show how essential Marxist

method has beaten against the Hegelian dualism In the

system of Hegelian logic one begins with oppositions, and to

apply that system simply in a form of materiahst inversion one

would have to assert that class-society exists as two opposed

classes which come together in opposition, till out of the

quantities of their combination there leaps the totally new
thing, the totally new society In fact society is a unity out of

which there painfully and slowly emeiges new polarities, which

at long fast crystalhse into class-conflicts and discords The
class-forms develop inside society, they do not come together

to form society
'

Vulgar Marxism, oi distorted Maixism, in fact does state

the social situation m these teims But Marx, as we saw in

Chapter 1
, §111, never lost sight of the fact that conflict and

division occurred within a umty Lenin continually stiesses

the point He insists that society is a unity inside which con-

tinual differentiation and contradiction develops and that

through Instory we see the same ‘immanent emergence of

diffeiences—the mteinal objective logic of evolution and the

stiuggle of the diflfeiences of polarity’

Fmallyr it must be stated with all possible emphasis that

Marxism is in no sense tied down to Hegelian categories and

teims Maixism is bound to nothing except the belief that the

external world exists and that the laws of development are

’ ‘See Shii itov, 256 One reason why Hegel begins with a dualism is because

ho thinks of class division as cteinal
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kiiowable.^“ It used the Hegelian logic as the best logic

devisable in the 19th centuiy to deal with process. But the very

basis of Its use implied the practical certainty that as the total

grasp of process deepens a moie adequate system of logic

would evolve

' ‘’These premises involve also that of the unity ol process

‘“The fear that if one accepts non-Hegelian unitary terms one loses grip on the

essential causal factois, is baseless For the unitary viewpoint always keeps
in mmd the relation of Man to Nature Then production must appear as the

vital point of dialectical union and must piovide the pnmmy basis of definition

of man and history Once that is seen, the relation of cuUute (art, science,

technique) to economic activity cannot be smudged out by idealistic con-
fusions, the acceptance of a multiplicity of foiccs at woik in men cannot mean
that one flatly gives all and any an equal value Production fats relations,

modes, forces) remains the key of any given moment of histoiy (and that

always involves in class-society the lorms of exploitation or suiplus-value)
This IS an impoitant point I wish to stiess, since its clarification would obviate
a great deal of naisundei standing about the ideas I am advancing Maix
never forgets that production must be viewed as the source of ‘self-movement’
m society and as man’s organic union with Natuie Such originality as this

book has lies in an effort to letwn to Mai x’s pwfimdln in this nwltei
, which is

ciiiiial
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Towards a Fuller Dialectic

THE i:xA MPi-F (given at the end ol the last chaptei) of the way
in which the dualistic aspect of Hegelian dialectic can lead to a
quite undialectical notion of conflict may seem too childish

and contrary to the facts of experience to deceive anyone Yet
It IS certainly ti ue that the duahstic emphasis on conflict can
become so shai p as to lead people to thmk m terms of a simple
opposition of things oi parts and not in terms of differentiations

within a single process In fact, I have found it extiemely
difficult, often impossible, to bring such persons to make the

dialectical relation to the unity of process in any concrete way
or to grasp the theoretical impUcations of such a relation For
them umty has become a phantom of the future, something
towards which one wants to move by overcoming the existing

contradictions, it is not a hvmg component—or rather the

living whole—which alone gives meaning and direction to the

conflicts within

To take a slightly more abstruse case A dialectic which still

embodied the Hegelian duahsm would find no difficulty m the

situation discussed m Chapter 4 Its exponents would say that

Enviromnent and Genetical Variation made up two sides or

opposites in the total process of evolution, and that that was
sufficient explanation.^ For the rest, the law of quantity

changing dialectically into quality would explain the general

movement. But the unitary dialectic would deny that such a
dialectic had really touched on the problem of real change,

and would insist on going on to penetrate the cell to find how
all the forms of evolutionary development occurred as

differentiations out of a single process or reality

Again, take the situation left by Newton, m which movement
arises thpough the operation of the laws of mechanics (in

impact, etc.) oi _by^^trac^on mutually exercised by two bodies

' Atlei willing the above I tound that one thinker had aetually done ihis-

set Vaiiation as thesis, Selection as antithesis, with Evolution as synthesis Cf
Ch 4B above In the Hegelian dualism, however disguised, the unification

(c g ol Selection and Genetics) occurs only in the thmler's head, it is not shown
as a coiicietc piocess-fact
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according to the law of gravitation (which gave the quantitative

formula of this force) Here we could say aie two opposites,

one direct impact and the other action at a distance, which

become one in detciminmg the position of an object And
when the laws of magnetic and electiic attraction and repulsion

weie found, they proved to be quantitatively identical with

Newton’s law of gravitation, these were therefoie interpreted

as actions at a distance Then Faraday came along with an
explanation which dropped all ideas of action-at-a-distance, he

explained electrical attiaction and repulsion of two objects by
processes occurring in the intervening medium, the dielectric,

which was propagated in time from place to place Cleik

Maxwell later gave tjhese ideas mathematical foim and intio-

duced the geneial notion of an electric or magnetic field which
carried the forces "He deduced the velocity of the propagation

of electric and magnetic forces (which in empty space was
found to be identical with the velocity of light) The upholders
of Newtonian dualism fought hard, but had to abandon the

theory of distance-action in the electro-magnetic field Then
came their final rout By Einstein, who brought m the idea of
the gravitational field and killed the idea of empty space. A
single field offoices took the place of the duahstic Newtonian
space *

That development is a perfect example of the way m which
the idea of two opposed forms or forces within a single relation-

ship (mechanical action and action-at-a-distance united in

movement) gives way to the idea of a smgle process in terms of
which the opposed or contradictory forces can be understood
as diffeient aspects

The problem of dialectics is then only barely started off

when we can fit things or processes mto the Hegelian categories

of opposition ® The decisive step is taken when we go on

‘Another opposition, going back to Newton, came to a head about the same time
when in 1900 Planck showed the discontinuous increments in energy in the
heat radiated by a hot body, and in 1905 Einstein showed the corpuscular
(photon) constitution of light (thiough electrified pai tides shot from a sensitive
plate when a light beam fell on it) Planck connected the two aspects of light

(particles and continuous wave) in his Law that the kinetic activity of the
particles is a definite number of tunes the number of vibrations per second
of the wave
‘Example of this duahstic attitude ‘The histoiy of the physical sciences in the
19th and 20th centuries shows a steady drift away from the mechanical views of
Newton with a set of iireducible dialectical opposites such as—wave and par-
ticle, mattei and energy, statistical and deteiminate, aggregating and segicga-
tmg processes’ Our dialectical task is precisely to reduce this opposition to
unity
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to find concretely the single stream of process from which
they both arise, and this means much more than talkmg about
their being subsumed under categories of dialectical opposition

It means actually showing how the differentiation occurs within

the unity of process

In malcmg this statement we aieinot denying the great

importance of Hegel’s defimtions Without his work there would
have been no solid basis for the movement to a subtler and fuller

dialectic. As Engels said, ‘We cannot expectHegehanphilosophy
to have been concerned with a subject which natural science

had at that tune not yet placed upon the agenda.’* The full

development of the unitary aspects has been dependent on a
whole series of converging scientific developments

II

It may be asked what developments had occurred between
the time when Hegel laid down his schemata and the time

Marx and Engels developed theu system That question

may best be answered by Engels himself, since towards the

end of his life he drew up a statement of the main achieve-

ments in science during his lifetime He says that science m
general had been ‘transformed from an empirical mto a theoret-

ical science, and, by the integration of the results achieved, into

a system of materialistic knowledge of nature
’

The mechanics of gases, newly created organic chemistry, which

stopped the last remnants of incomprehensibility from the so-called

organic compounds, one after the other, by prepaiing them from in-

organic materials, the science of embryology which dates back to 1818,

geology, palaeontology, and the comparative anatomy of plants and

animals—all of them provided new material to an unprecedented extent

'

But there were three great discoveries of extreme miportance.

(i) The proof of the transformation of energy obtained from
the discovery of the mechanical equivalent of heat (by R. Mayer,
Joule and Colding) ‘The unity of all motion in nature is no
longer a philosophical assertion but a fact of natural science

’

(n) The discovery of the orgamc cell by Schwann and Schleiden.

‘the cell as*the unit, out of the multiphcation and differentiation

of which all organisms, except die very lowest, arise and
develop . . The hitherto incomprehensible miracle resolved

itself mto a process taking place according to a law essentially

‘Engels (a) 22
‘Engels, App B (a).
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jidcntical for all multi-cellular organisms, (in) The Daiwinian

Theory of Evolution.
, r'

We may heartily agree with Engels as to the tremendous

import of these discoveries And it is worth noting that what
he acclaims in them is the great advance m unitary thinking

‘All the mnumeiable oj^hrative causes in nature, which until

then had led a mysteiious inexplicable existence as so-called

“forces’’—mechanical force, heat, radiation (light and radiant

heat), electiicity, magnetism, the force of chemical combination

and dissociation—are now proved to be special forms, modes
of existence of one and the same energy, i e,, motion ’

But m his enthusiasm he heavily overstates the case when he
says, ‘With these thi*ee great discoveries, the main processes

of nature are explained and traced back to natural causes

Only one thing remains to be done here to explain the origin

of life from inorganic nature.’** The earlier chapters of this book
will have given some idea ofhow far we have to go before a full

grasp of process is attained. And if we look at Engels’s three

‘discoveries’ we find that the first covered transformation

only m a mechanical quantitative aspect; the second did not
explain at all how and why orgamc development occurred,

and the third was an account of evolution in terms of a
single external factor

’’

However, the movement of thought which Engels sketched
was of tremendous importance. By achieving a rapid unification

on the mechanical level, plus the first one-sided account of
evolution and the empin^'^^ discovery of the cell, it laid the
basis for the next stage, which I have attempted to describe,

at least m some aspects, in the earher portions of this book It

made possible the movement further on into the concept of
time-space as an mdivisible reality, into the discovery of the

'One important cell-discovery out of his ken was that of H Diiesch, about
1 895, thatW Roux had been wrong in thmking egga showed a ‘mosaic’ develop-
ment (i e if injured, would show a lack m the completed organism, lepiesentmg
the ityured section) Dnesch showed that several blastomcies could be removed
all the blastomeres shuffled, etc , yet a normal embryo would result, any morad
of the egg-cell could form aiW part ^ the embryo This_ discovery shattered
the mechanical concept of cellular diffeientiation, etc (For Dnesch’s idealist

explanation. Broad (b) 123, Alexandei (a) ii, 65 )

’Compare here Whitehead’s list (a) the laea ot a field of physical activity

pervading all space, (b) atomism, which includes the cell-theory m biology-
winch introduced the idea of organism into me world of microcosmic beings,
the Idea of the atom as ultimate entity fading when Pasteur ‘showed the decisive
importance of the idea of oiganism at the stage of infinitesimal magnitude’
(c) law of conservation of energy (peOTanence underlying change in oneigvl
transformations) and (d) evolution (with change as the dominant) Whitehca'd
(a) 143ff ,
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ceaseless transformations of the atom, into the reaflBhnaation

of an organic outlook ^^hlch would preserve the hierarchical

structure of levels, into a new concept of dialectical umty in the

spheres of history, anthropology and psychology. But all these

crucial developments are post-Engels, and many of them have

occurred or come to a head only duiifg the last decade or two

The development which Engels sketches is just what we would

expect from the extent to which Marx and he had been able to

transfoim the Hegelian logic in the directidn of a true logic of

process That he and Marx succeeded so well in terms of the

problem set them by the total advance of science in their day

IS an argument, not for sheltering behind their definition as the

last word on dialectics, but for fighting to develop dialectics

m teims adequate to the total situation in jvhich we find our-

selves When Rutherford and Soddy showed that the iadio-active

atom broke into two parts, one of which was a particle (such as

the alpha or beta) and the other an atom of a new element

which required a new name, they had taken the problem of

transformation right into the heart of matter-energy, of space-

time ® When Engels spoke of energy-transformations, he meant

the only ones visible to the science of his day—^the mechamcal

changes of heat into light and so on Rutherford’s statement

involved a quantitative aspect,® but it went beneath all mechan-

ical issues into the revelation of transformative piocess as

integral in every conceivable ‘unit’ of matter-energy. It was no

longer a mechamcal problem of quantity turmng into quality at

a certain phase of development It was a dialectical problem of

quantity being one with quahty—of the unity of process

involving by its very nature a dynamic quantity-relation which

was also a basic quality-change

m

To approach the problem flora another angle the very

concept of energy meant that the concept could not remain at

the level of mechanical transformations For energy in fact

involves organic pattern As Whitehead says

Mass becomes the name for a quantity of energy considered m relation

q 13 N Evans, 39

"lie said, ‘The normal oi constant radio-activity possessed by thorium m an

equilibrium value, where the rate of increase of radio-activity is due to the

production of fresh active material, is balanced by the ratio of decay of the

radio-activity of that already formed
’

‘"By ‘niecha'nical transformations’ I mean qualitative energy-changes considered

purely from the angle ot Mechanics and Dynamics
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to some of its dynamical effects. This tram of thought leads to the notion

of energy being fundamental, thus displacing matter from that position

But energy is merely the name foi the quantitative aspect of the structure

of happei^ings:, in shoit, it depends on the notion of the functioning of an

organism

Thus Koffka states thfe same issue

In my opinion this famous antithesis of quantity and quality is not a

true antithesis at all Itiowes its popularity to a regrettable ignorance of the

essence of quantity as used in physical science . It is impossible to

discuss here all the functions of quantitative measurement in physics

But it IS fair to say that a mere collection of numbers is never what the

physicist wants What he is frequently interested in is the distribution of

measurable charactenstidi in a given volume and the changes which such

distributions undergd Measurement has then the role to test the

validity of the equation foi the process which it is meant to describe, i e
,

of the relationship established Such a relationship, however, is no longer

quantitative in the simple sense in which any one concrete number is; its

quantity is no longer opposed to quality The misunderstanding anses

when one considers only the individual facts with their measured quantities,

overlooking the manner of their distribution

He takes the example of a soap-bubble, and points out that the

description will be quantitative in so far as it says of each
particle that it is here and not somewhere else, qualitative in

so far as it assigns a defimte shape with all its pecuhanties
to the distribution. Once we see these two aspects of the

account it is hard to decide whether we are speaking quantita-

tively or quahtatively The same fusion is true of any account
of a body in motion Thus, when the velocity varies with the

Sine or cosme of time, the body executes a periodic movement
which IS quahtatively different from a mere translatory move-
ment

We conclude from these examples the quantitative mathematical

description of physical science, far from being opposed to quality is but

a particularly accurate way of representing quahty I will, without proof,

add that a description may be quantitative without being at the same time

the most adequate one Of the two analytic equations for the circle

-f
ya=

r“, and r= constant, the second expresses the spepific quality

of the circle more directly and hence more adequately than the first

It would seem then the opposition of quantity to quality in

the form given by the Hegehan dialectic is the expression of

“Whitehead (a) 149
“Koffka (a) 13f
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transformation considered on the mechamcal level. When
later in the 19th centu^ the concept of energy begins to

supplant the old static term matter, the unity of quantity and
quality in all mathematical description begins to ^how up
Finally, after Rutherford broke up the idea of the permanence
of the atom and. atomic structure, theiidentity of mathematical
relationships and orgamc patternmgs is grasped, and the

Hegelian opposition falls hopelessly down
Lentin, a French Marxist, thus replies td Sartre’s claim that

science and mathematics deal with a quantitative universe,

and that therefore dialectical unity comes from outside the

world

What a fury to affirm that even mathematicsas the science of quantity

Does one ignore all its purely qualitative aspects?*One has only to turn

over the pages of any periodical to find theorems of qualitative analysis

(among others the qualitative integration of differential equations)

And ifone is not familiar with the higher maths, one can, with elementary

examples, grasp the fact that this idea of totality, which is truly the resort

of all dialectic, shows itself at every step The mere fact of having traced a

circle in a plan modifies the plan m its totahty As the fact of putting a

magnet on a table cieates a field, the irruption of the circle creates a

cncular field People begin to know how to lesolve problems when
they feel this modification of the totality, and that they must think differ-

ently according to the magnetic lines introduced by the initial figure

All is quality, different qualities **

But if quality and quantity are thus insepaiable at every

moment of the modification of the unity m which they are

included, then the change of quantity into quality is in fact

the change of a pattern with certain quantitative and qualitative

aspects into another pattern with different quantitative and
quahtative aspects We must go deeper into process to discover

the clue to the nature of transformation

‘“Engels (f) practically admits that this foimula basically generalises chemical

activity ‘chemistry may be called the science of the qualitative changes which
take place m bodies as the effects of changes of quantitative composition This

was aheady known to Hegel
’

The mechanist nature of Hegel’s dialectic appeals in its inability to grapple

with the complex facts of change, with their multiple ranges of possibility

Bogoslavsl^ says coirectly, of the triadic movement, that it ‘would, if tiue,

ensure an inevitable, automatic, and continuous piogress in everything

Any cyclic chemical piocess, the degeneiation of the tissues of a living oigan-

ism, or of a certain species, or of civilisations, or even of philosophies, prove
that processes of this sort (regression) do exist,’ 220

“Lentin, 113 Note Lentin’s emphasis on the unity of process And note how
Sartie’s objection is only a crude foim of the abstraction of Unity to which
Whitehead finally resorts
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In physics that quest includes the problem of showing how
increase of evolutionary organisation, is one aspect of a total

process also described by the second law of thermodynamics
(which de,clares that energy capable of doing work is constantly

decreasing while bound eneigy oi entropy is correspondingly

inci easing) In the cour^p of these essays I have continually

raised the question of the concrete issues of transformation,

and there is no need to lecapitulate them here But it will be

clear that all the luiidamental problems faced by contemporary
science lead to this point. Mechanical formulas are no longer

sufliQient as descriptions of process and transformation In

eveiy science a method must be developed for grasping

concretely what happqfis in transformation and how the actual

changes, while occurring as leaps, also occur as differentiations,

assertions of a new symmetry or balance, within a single

stream

IV

Another Hegelian formulation that at once arouses suspicion

if one approaches it with the concept of the unity of piocess

IS that of Self-Movement What does this mean? We can
accept It if It means that only dialectically relevant factors

in the internal whole of a process are to be considered in

dealing with the movement of that whole. But if it means that

any whole, other than that of the umverse, is self-mqved and
can have its movement abstracted from the environing forces

which make up a larger whole with it, then we must flatly deny
it.^® True, m deahng with any isolate we are concerned with the

laws of its internal movement and restrict ourselves to what
goes on inside the isolate But that is not to say that the isolate

has self-movement in itself or that in the last resort it can be

thought of apart from the fuller fields of which its movement
IS an aspect In Lenm’s words

A particular entity, an object, a phenomenon, etc
,
is (only) one aspect of

idea (truth) For truth there are needed still other aspects of actuality,

'®‘The central idea in Dialectical Materialism is that of Tiansformation The
problem is at the same time How do tianstormations occur and ^low can we
make transformations occur? The approach to this problem lies not in a philo-

sophical analysis and definition of transformation, but in an examination of all

observable facts in the universe as they are known to us from vaiious souices,

scientific or historical, but more particularly m those political and economic
tiansformations m which conscious action takes part ’ Bernal (b) 90 That goes

to the heart of the problem , but why omit ‘cultural’ m the last sentence?
‘“And we cannot^peak even of the Universe in this context in a Laplacean sense
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^vhlch also seem to be independent and particular (existing peculiaily for

themselves) Only in their aggregation and in their relationship is tnith

realised.”

The following definition is given of self-mov6mejit ‘The

movement of a thing, its self-movement, defines its internal

natuie, In its uniqueness, its qualitjk The quality of a

thmg IS given by the particular tand of movement that is

fundamental to it
’

If this means by movement the mdbhamcally-definable

movement, it is false The quality of an object or process cannot

be reduced to mechanical levels If it means the total complex
of patterns and transformations, it is true, but seems an
extremely clumsy and antiquated way oi^saymg what it says

—

a way which is liable to arouse all sorts ofjmsunderstandings

by its ideahst terminology What use, for instance, is it to us

in answering the question What is the quality of human life"^

No use at all; whereas it can be used to distort the issues and to

restrict human reality to some particular measurable aspect.^*

”See Shirikov, 251 The definition is by Shirikov

’“Note that the origin of the category of Self-Movement lies in Hegel’s wish to

prove that ideas are capable of a sort of self-cieation and self-development

out ofnothm^
”My case against Hegel’s logic of Mechanics applies equally to Bogoslovsky’s
Logic of Dynamics (with its Principles of Polarity, Partial Functioning of
Concept, Continuity, and Quarititative indices)
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

Some Suggested Formulations

If the remarks in the last chapter aie at all correct, the

Hegelian categories and terminology aie based m the mathe-
matics of Mechanics, and though Marx and Engels and Lenin
drove them to their limit away fiom this basis, a breaking-pomt

was reached in the 20th century Although the total advance of

science which underlay this culmination has only become
apparent during the last generation, Lenin and Stalin showed
their awaieness of the changing situation m the political and
social sphere and in the formulations they worked out to meet
the needs of that sphere

Roughly, the problem is to devise a dialectical logic with

method and terms drawn from sciences of life rather than fi om
the mechanical sciences

II

First, we must start from the concept of the unity of.process;
and this brings us face to face at once with a continual dualism

that asseits itself m the use of the term Matter What does the

term mean? If it means the Universe, Nature, the Totahty of

Processes and Structures, then we must strictly use it m that

sense, and we must never oppose it to Mmd or mental processes

For mental processes are only a particular aspect of matter

The term Dialectical Materialism is then a tautology; for

Matter merely refers to the whole of nature and dialectics is

the logic of moving wholes Dialectical Materialism then means
the logic-of-wholes of the whole
On the othei hand, if we are using raattei or mateiial m a

specific sense and material means ‘related to the peimanent

aspects of process’,^ the term Dialectical Materialism implies

^This, hke most of the definitions used in this chdptcr, is taken from Whyte’s
Glossary His central definition is Development 'Decrease in a-symmetry The
simplest type ol development is the separation, peisistence and extension of
symmetrical form ’ Process is ‘form withm change’ and form is recognisable

continuity Nature is used foi the Whole Process
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a dualistic attitude to Nature, in which Matter, the more per-

manent aspect, IS opposed to Mind. Since such a dualism runs

counter to every principle of dialectics, we are forced back
to the first interpretation But then what happens tc^ the term
Dialectical Materiahsm, which was developed as a pblemical

term m'attack on Hegelian one-sidedjiess'^

We cannot be too precise or exacting in this matter of basic

terms. What matteis is not only the definition we would give

ifpushed into a coiner but also the whole interplay of suggestion

and allusion which the terms involve A Dialectical-Materiahst

IS wedded to the concept of the unity of process, which utterly

denies the dualism of Mmd and Matter, he is in no way
denying the effective existence of Mind^and yet by the use of

the term Materialism he is hable to assume Mind as something

less important by defimtion than Matter, and thereby to fail to

consider the real pait played by mind in the formative process

of humanity
The question is not easily settled In wnting this book I

have several tunes had to speak of Man and Nature as dialectic-

ally opposed But what I leally meant was the dialectical umty
of the part of nature which is Man with all the other parts which

are not Man. Yet the opposition of Nature and Man inevitably,

through the myiiad overtones and undertones of suggestion

created in the history of thinkmg, summons up other ideas and
emotions than I am theie intending.

The polemical bias in the term Dialectical Materialism tends

to make it say either more or less than it really means to say.

I wish therefore to raise strongly the problem of its continued

use.® It might be better to use the terms unitary dialectics and

process-logic, which say all that Dialectical Materialism wants

to say—that all structure and process are mside nature and

are a part of history—but do not raise the ghosts of departed

duahsms If, however, we continue to use the term Dialectical

Materiahsm, let us keep continually before us the fact that it

prohibits us from opposing Matter and Mind ®

“‘We come to a monistic conclusion, in that we believe that there is only one

fundamental substance, and that this possesses not only material properties, but

also properties for which the word mental is the nearest approach We want a

new word to denote this X, this world-stuff, matter will not do, for that is a

word which the physicists and chemists have moulded to suit themselves, and

since they have not yet learned to detect or measure mental phenomena, they

restrict the word “ material” to mean “non-mental”, and “matter” to mean that

which has “material” properties,’ J Huxley (c) 243

“In argument on this point, fellow-Marxists have contended that the old term

can still be used, as it merely implies that m cosmic stages.j[norganic Matter
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111

All differentiation, contradiction, unbalance, then, occurs

witlun a unity That is our primary concept What occurs to

cause differentiation, anf* how do we describe development?

If we are to seek our terms in the sciences of life, it would
seem from our glances at biology and psychology that we must
define development as occurring through instability in the

orgamsm. Thus, the egg became the embryo through the

explosive shock of fertihsation, which set the plasm into a

furious movement of construction and extension of form The
potential m the plasm is transformed into the actuahsed struc-

ture of the embryo- It is as though a violent disequihbrmm has

begun, and to overcome it the plasm must work out the full

potential structure The embryo is created when this formative

process has again reached a definite point of stability A stable

level hes at the beginning and the end of the burst of develop-

ment
Stabihty is re-attamed by a re-assertion of symmetry

Eggs of most bilaterally symmetncal animals begin their development

as radially symmetrical structures and, therefore, shoiv a polar axis

But at the moment after fertilisation when bilaterality appears m such

an egg, we can no longer speak of an axis In a bilaterally symmetrical

organism—egg or adult—there exists no Ime common to planes as in a

radially symmetrical one Here, accurately speakmg, we can only use the

term, plane of symmetry *

The organising forces in the egg reveal themselves as con-

troUing planes of symmetry and axes of polansation; and it is

when the potential extension within the egg has reached its

limit along these planes that stability reappears Stability is* an
aspect of synunetry But m reading this definition we must
always understand it m terms of the accompanying tensions

within and without

came befoie Organic, thatMmd came at the end of the senes and that productive
activity IS the basic element in human history Certainly this is what Marx and
Lenin meant by the term The problem is whether at this point in the develop-
ment of Marxism new needs do not outweigh those which made*the old term
necessary for Marx and Lemn There can be no question for a Marxist that the
pomt those thinkeis were making was sound What changes is the emphasis, the
angle of orientation, and what is now necessary is the movement of Marxism to

a deepening sense of dialectical umty
^Just (b) 102 The assertion of symmetry takes many forms of course in terms of
the plasmic basis and the tensions of environment That is the biological

counterpart of^lie Law of Prdgnanz, Kohler (c) has attempted to deal with it
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Physicists like Curie and Mach have long past been impressed
by the symmetry of many.stable formsm nature Curie made an
effort to advance towards the generalisations we are here

atternpting He stated that ‘it is a-symmetry which creates the

phenomenon’.® Kohler formulated the converse: that S system
left to itself will, in its approach to \ time-independent state,

lose a-symmetnes and become more regulai.®

In the simpler case of molecular systems, Whyte points out,

simple static forms separate out and tehd to perfect their

symmetry If conditions allow, the process is repeated and the

form grows Here development is seen as the simple separation-

out, persistence and extension of static forms This process

occurs not only m crystallisation and the formation of inorganic
molecules, but also in the ‘reproduction of molecular umts of
orgamc ongm (polymensation; protein synthesis, the multi-

plication of genes, and possibly of viruses and enzymes; and the

growth of the cellulose walls of plants')
’’

In orgamc life we cannot expect to find process reaching a
static and perfected symmetry The extension of structure by
the orientation of new molecules stays subject to the pattern of

the whole orgamsm. When hfe fails and the processes lose their

orgamc character, they end m the static symmetry of inorganic

forms. The general law, however, stdl apphes

Where such separation of (static forms) cannot occur, the process of

development consists m the mutual adjustment of the parts of a complex

system, as' for example an organism and its environment Here no static

equilibrium is reached, but there is a developing process-equihbrium

within the system as a whole The processes of the organism and of the

environment are in equilibrium and hfe is stable, witlun limits But m the

process of organic development there is no close approach to complete

synipietry Fonn is developed, m the symmetry not of static form but of

processes in equilibnum ’

In the workmg-out of the Gestalt minimum-maximum
principle, with its fully-articulated simplicity as the cuhmnation

of process, we see the same prmciple Gestalt seeks to show

oKoffka (a) 108
“Kdhler (a)^57ff
’Whyte 33f Alexander ib, 304) says much the same thmg m general terms

‘New creations which lend an unexplained and strange flavour to existing

institutions and remodel them, external habits and ways of life retained but

their inward meanmg transformed, immense complexities of elements, hitherto

chaotic, now gathering themselves together and as it were flowenng into some
undreamed simplicity

’

For the basic symmetry-formations ofplant-hfc, see H Kejwr
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how the tension between organism and environment results m
an articulated form stabilised at the fullest possible simphfica-

tion The shift towards a minimum of energy m a gestalt is a
process-rpovement towards a time-mdependent state—i.e a

fuUy symmetrical form ® In an orgamsm hke the human being

this movement cannot rf*sult in a physical separation-but, but

it does resultm the crystalhsation of the spmtual act, the gestalt,

which reaches its most powerful expressionm the projections of

art and science
''

rv

It may be worth pointmg to an abortive attempt by a Marxist,

Bukharm, to develoiT a thesis of equihbrium m relation to

growth ‘K there Wre no conflhct’, he said, rightly enough,
‘the world would be in a condition of unchanging stable

equihbrium, i e complete and absolute permanence ’ He goes

on, ‘It is certain that such an absolute state of rest cannot
possibly exist We must therefore reject a position m which
there is no contradiction between opposing and coUidmg forces,

no disturbance of equihbnum’ He seeks to illustrate his

position by the equihbnum of the solar system and examples
of ‘adaptation’ m biology Then he passes on to society and
argues that society ‘m one way or another is m eqmlibnum with
nature’ ®

‘In all these examples’, he says, ‘it is clear that we are dealmg
with one phenomenon, that of equilibrium This bemg the case,

where do the contradictions come in'? For there is no doubt
that conflict is a disturbance of equihbnum’ So he argues that

there are states of rest when the conflict of opposing forces is

concealed Any change of forces disturbs the equihbnum,
which IS m a state of ‘mternal contradiction’ The newly-

estabhshed equihbnum is the new basis, consistmg of the

readjusted forces, ‘It follows that the “conflict”, the “con-

tradiction”, le the antagomsm of forces acting in various

directions, determmes the motion of the system
’

Agamst this system other Marxists argued that Bukharm
was totally mechamst, smce (i) all consideration of quahties is

“Kbhler (a) 250 In the case of a relatively small Sub-System with a large Reser-
voir to draw from then the total system that moves to a mimraum includes

both Sub-System and Reservoir We find that the former draws as much energy
as possible from the latter, so that after the process its energy-content is greater
than before Kdhler (c, 533) applied this prmciple to organic wowth and
mcreasing articulation
“Bukharin (b) 73
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dropped, (u) rest and motion are insufficient to cover the

immanent movement (Hegelian) category, (m) dialectical unity-

and-contradiction is reduced to an impact of oppositely

directed forces, (iv) distinction of organic and morgamc
disappear, and (v) all inner activity or self-movement is ignored,

(vi) the emergence of new quahties is lanexplained

These contentions are substantially correct. But it is a pity

that the critics contented themselves with^ correctly showmg
where Bukharin was wrong It might have been more important
to ask if there were any possible virtue in his hne of approach
Tiue, he reduced everything flatly to a mechanist level, but he
had the one point m his favour that he was trymg to break
through the metaphysical duahsm hogging in the Hegelian
categories and to demolish the abstraction of'self-movement by
pointmg out that society’s changes are dialectically related to

the extent of the control of nature

Bukharin’s thesis is of interest then in showmg a Marxist
attempt to use the concept of equihbrium and in actmg as a
horrible example of the wrong way to use it.

V

When a process leads to the construction of a system which,

with its internal developments, tends to persist and extend

Its form (by a repetition of the process by which it was formed),

we can speak of Structure

Structure, however, is not sharply separated from process,

which may be defined as Form within Change In Structure

the process is approaching a symmetrical state In actual events

structure is involved and modified by process

VI

Needham provides as a working account of what happens m
evolution as we rise from the viruses and protozoa to the

social primates

(i) a nse m the number of parts and envelopes of the organism and

the complexity of their morphological forms and geometncal relations;

(ii) a rise m the effectiveness of the control of their functions by the

organism as a whole,

(ill) a rise in the degree of independence of the organism from its

environment, involvmg diversification and extension of range of the

organism’s activities,

™See Shinkov, 375ff

“Again, the definitions are based on Whyte (a), Glossary
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(iv) a rise m the effectiveness with which the individual organism

carnes out its purposes of survival and reproduction, including the power

of moulding its environment

In sucl} --a situation the maintenance of anything like equili-

brium between organism and environment is clearly,a highly

complex affair, and mdh keep ‘extending" their structure’ by
the continual projection of gestalts, which express the tension

of organism and environment and stabihse it by poweiful

symmetries Therein hes the active symbiosis between men and
nature. Among the gestalts—supreme among them—are the

social and cultural formations by which men keep their life

stable

vu

But if the stabihty is being forever disturbed by changing
tensions between men and nature, which are dialectically one
with changing tensions and conflicts inside the group, we need
a further concept to explain the relation between the stable

system and the processes of its development
The concept is that of Dominance—the relation of a

structure to the processes which it facilitates A system of

processes connected by relations of dominance is a hierarchy

Among men it is productive activity which facihtates process,

which mamtams and extends the stable relationship between
men and nature on the one hand, and which maintains and
extends the stable relationships within society on the other

But by the very virtue which makes men into men, we must
not abstract ‘productive activity’ as a thing in itself, a matter

of statistics or measurable relationships Statistics and measur-
able relations exist, and for certain purposes it is necessary

to know them, but we misunderstand the concept of Dominance
if we think the situation can be reduced to them The economic
situation can never really be isolated from the cultural and
social situation, and vice-versa For the Donunance which
alone makes human productivity possible involves an Organis-

mg Process (the dominant process m the hierarchy of an
OTgaxusm or stable system), and for men the Organising

Process is fundamentally spiritual as well as social That is,

‘^Needham (a) 211
'^^Again, the definitions are Irom Whyte
'•‘This IS directly expressed by the fact that the Child becomes, human (enters by
speech mto society and its cultural traditions) before it has any part whatever
in Idbour-act. Cf Marx on the ‘ideal form’ implicit in productive act
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it IS related to the facilitation by a brain of the formative

aspects of organic process and to the record in the brain of
oiganismg processes which facilitate delayed responses

Therefore, the whole human tradition—which w| roughly

call Culture—is inherent in the Dominance, and out of the

complex instability of the whole socj^l system (m its relation

to nature) and its internal tensions and conflicts there comes a
ceaseless formative process which it is the atm of men to

facilitate In so far as they succeed, they ^cceed m achieving

stability Because of this dominant and integrative function of
the brain, men can plan and invent They can project organic
symbols in art and science, and separate off gestalts as tech-

niques They are never closed m by the actual, the immediate
relations They can look backwards and forwards, and out of a
situation of stress and disequilibrium they can wrest the

potential form, the form which will create a higher stability

in the future

VIII

A glance back at the primitive tribe will clarify these com-
ments Caudwell has rightly said of primitive poetry or dance

Such an instrument is socially necessary when no visible or tangible

cause exists, and yet such a cause is potential

Thus poetry, combmed with dance, ntual and music, becomes the

great switchboard of the instinctive energy of the tribe, directmg it into

trains of collective actions whose immediate causes or gratifications are

not in the visual field and which aienot automatically decided by instinct “

Culture IS the sole directive force in human life, and the con-

centrations and releases of organic energy m dance and other

art-forms are required at every stage Otherwise the unifying

and centripetal force or form facihtating human process

would be lacking But though culture is thus dialectically

related to economic activity (the degree of control of nature),

we cannot simply add, as Caudwell does, ‘This is how poetry

grows out of the economic hfe of a tribe ’ For there would be

no human productivity without poetry and the other forms of

culture One grows out of the other, and there is no one-way
traffic The gestalts from which productive techniques and
group-consciousness ahke derive are inextricably bound up

‘'^Caudwell, 17f
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With the gestalts of dance and song. All these gestalts exist

together m a totality of ceaseless transformations.^*

IX

The key-weakness m t^e Hegehan categories, it will now be

clear, lay m that of self-movement, which enabled thinkers to

abstract society from nature as a system activated by its own
.

immanent laws of rilotion. This abstraction was necessary, on
the lines mdicated in Chapter 2, for the worbng-oiit of the

first great isolate of history by Marx, but the ideaUst termi-

nology of Hegel has since exerted a malign influence by holding
Marxists back from ge(J:mg the isolate fully into focus and from
takmg in due time the next large-scale step in dialectical

thinking Marx himself never lost sight of the embracing whole,
man and nature

In the passage from Capital cited at the end of Chapter 3,

he insists that the enveloping umty of man and nature is some-
thmg which exists at all phases of history, class or non-class.
It could only end if man got outside the universe Marx insists

that, by actmg on nature and changing it, man at the same
time changes his own nature ‘He develops the potentialities

withm him, and subjects these inner forces to his own control
’

Note that Marx is not saying that by changmg society man
changes himself, but that the crucial pomt of relation is between
man and nature.^’ This attitude of Marx, fully in key -with his
carefully defined positions m the ’forties, can only be under-
stood if we keep a umtary focus throughout Marx, while

“Bogoslavsky, 150 The essence of dynamic reasoning is the establishment
of contmuity between two opposite poles of a unit of thought which tends to
terminate in a realisation of their qualitative identity Efficient thinking must
start with an assumption of continuity m potentiality, and work for its actual
realisation ’ See Lefebvre (b, 216) on Idea as the umty of concept and the real,
essence and existence ‘Human beings in their movement towards “more”
reality and towards “othcniess” create the ideal

’

’Note that there is no contradiction between Marx’s statement and the fact that
man also in the process changes society By ‘man’ Marx is simultaneously
thinking ofman m his personal and sociql being In the relation to nature both
aspects are simultaneously involved ‘The universal human essence is deter-
mmed as conscious domination, rational, “planned-out” (following a scientific
plan) of social man over natme on one side and on the other side cjver his own
products (gold, merchandise, the market with its precise economic problems—
institutions, the State, with their political problems) It is m the total
movement of knowledge and of human action that each “essence” com-
prehended by thought or realised by social life fmds its foundation, the “raison
d’etre ’ of its existence The idea, m so far as it takes m this total movement
(idea ofknowledge and idea ofman) is defined then here as umty ofessence and
existence

'
Lefebvre, (b) 217
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making the necessary scientific isolate for the foundation of a
science of history, takes care to hand us the key to the next

phase of dialectical comprehension
Consider some of the consequences of this step’which insists

at every point on relating the social system to nature *It follows

at once that the total relations withm society are dialectically

one with the total relations between society and nature That
the stage of social development is dialectically one with the

stage of technical development—since it is by techniques (in

the full sense which includes science—and m the last resort,

art too) that men actually keep their active contact and relation

with nature.

One obvious advantage of this approach is that cultural and
economic forms and forces are at once brought together m real

act—^whereas a theory of mter-related structures keeps them
apart Social relations, economic formations, and technical

methods are seen as dialectically one, and there is no division

between them and the whole cultural field implicated in the

release of human potentiality by production

The relations of mdividual, society and nature, thus stated,

must not be understood in any sense of static equivalences

True, one is saying that the total relationships within society

are one with the degree of control of nature which the society

has achieved. But this statement must be grasped dialectically

Taken mechamcally, it would amount to a rationalist notion

that man advances along a single track, building up a har-

momous and enhghtened society to the extent to which he

achieves knowledge There is a hmited truth about such a

formulation; but only a hmited one. In actual fact the historical

development is very much more complex One has only to

glance round m the present year 1949 to realise that the enor-

mous expansion of the control of nature during the last decade

has not led to any immediate actualisation of world-harmony

On the contrary In many ways it has stimulated and exacer-

bated discord and division

But this contradiction evaporates once we make a genetic

and dialectical approach We can then see how the fears and

spiritual divisions of primitive men (most plainly expressed in

‘®Waldo Frank keeps the basic Marxist idea before him when he speaks of ‘the

histone sense of mankind, implicit in Marx, as ofa body, which, like all organic

life, evolves by reason of inward assimilations of an objective world from which

It wins sustenance and on which it reacts—all according to a pattern which is

the nature of the organism a pattern which m man is capable of great vanation '

chiefly through the process of what, vaguely, we call consciousness,’
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the notion of the External Soul) lead to intellectual dicho-

tomies and to emotional conflicts, which are linked with

various extensions of discord and conflict within the group as

well as with 'the development of techniques There is a very

complicated issue here, which we shall solve fully only by a

unitary anthiopology and psychology Enough for the moment
to point to the fact that productivity develops in its early stages

through a difflcult process of dissociation of personality and
conflict (class-divisien) inside the gioup The forms of thought

and the modes of technique are not something which grow up
innocently alongside this diflflcult process, free of all its limiting

and (iistorting factors On the contrary, they are imphcated at

the heart of the process in which integration and division are

inextricably welded^

When we speak” then of men’s relation to nature, we are

not speaking of some transparent and passive relation or con-

tact Rather we are speaking of a relation which involves on
the one hand the objective factor of successful techniques and
processes, and on the other hand the subjective factor of a
method of knowledge The latter is inseparable from the level

developed by the whole-man, and in historical fact the move-
ment of separation from nature has included not only an
objectifying and absti acting power of mind but also a dis-

sociation of personality (which we discussed in Chapter 1)

The result is a complex dialectical development in which per-

sonal, social, econonuc, cultural, technical aspects. are in-

dissolubly bound—^though we can detach them to some extent

for the purposes of analysis

This point IS fundamental to the understandmg of Marx’s
thought, and his profound effort to grapple with the dissociative

forces in capitalist culture, the fetishistic distortions of human
emotion Marx at every point understood how his econonuc

“This IS correctly slated by Cahen, ‘This conception (Nilke’s) of a Spiritual being
corresponds very exactly with that v/hich K Marx conceived of man By
this action and reaction man is progressively united with nature, while he
integrates it in himself, humanising it, adapting it to his needs and to his mode of
life It IS necessary to integrate oneself in lealilv in order to transform it,’

161

’"And at the end of Ch 7 I have only touched on this aspect in thw book it is
one of the key-issues in Marxism and needs lengtliy examination Marx has
throughout as a central guiding concept the realisation of the split inside man
as integrally related to productive levels and social forms His analysis of
Value and Surplus-Value mvolves it at every point (That analysis, m my terms
here, leveals the basic instabihty in the capitalist system, the way in which
capitalism must keep on extending its pattern till the pragnanc-limits are
reached )
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analysis was bound up with a struggle against dissociation of

personality, and it is the^ precise fact that he sees the two

aspects as indissolubly one, which gives his thought its great

prophetic sweep The unity of his thought in these masters can

only be grasped along some such lines as those I proposfe

X

These remarks are not intended as solutions of the problem

They are given as the merest indicators of the lines along which

any attack on it must now proceed. They will, however, perhaps

suffice to obviate misunderstandings as to the Marxist concept

of the unity of man and nature as the larger v^hole m which the

unity of individual and society (a unity which includes endless

divisions and diffeientiations) works itself out

True, we must look inside society to find the structure of

its movement—and that is the aspect of the truth which was

stated metaphysically by the Hegelian category of self-

movement But the way we look is changed when we have

once fully grasped the significance of the larger whole The

problem of techniques, for instance, is seen in a fuller context,

and we must explore the meaning of Marx’s dictum that man
produces in accordance with the laws of beauty That is, we

must gam a clarified concept of the fusion of organic and

productive processes. And once we do that, we see the weakness

and fallacy underlying all mechanist phraseology such as

Structure plus Superstructure, or Mind Interacting with Nature,

and so on We must proceed to an adequately active concept

of the function of spirit—the way in which it facilitates the

whole formative process of human life

And once again, if anyone asks why Marx and Engels didn’t

carry their definitions further along those hnes, the answer

IS plain They had at their disposal the sciences of their day,

and not those of ours Biology had not even begun effectively

to Imk the cell-analysis with problems of evolutionary selection,

anthropology was making a similarly limited start, smce^there

was no way of raising the pioblem of totem and taboo—the

problem of how to relate primitive cultural and econonuc

processes And psychology was still in a weak empirical stage

Physics did not even suspect the problems of transformation

awaiting it Marx and Engels made full use of all the scientific

method and material at their disposal, and then intuition leaped

far ahead to grasp the essential unitary points out (gf which the
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next dialectical integrations could be achieved What more
would have been possible‘s

p

All that I need further assert here is that the unitary approach

enables us to make sense of the relation between the economic

and cultural levels m society. We can trace as aspects of a

single process the prev^ling scientific ideas and the forms of

technique, the cultural forms of self-expression and the social

formations In dealing with class-societies we see class-forms as

simultaneously providing the basis of cohesion (since they are

the most effectivemodes at that stage for a maximum-control of

nature) and the basis oftension and antagomsm (since the chang-

ing forms of techniques and exploitation shift the emphasis of

ryominance and put^new potential virtues of human advance-

ment m the hands of one section or class to the detriment

of others) As one class finds that its forms and methods aie in

increased harmony with the Orgamsmg Process, the opposed
class loses its effective relation to Dominance and sinks towards

static formations more and more out of key with the formative

process The clue to new active differentiations and dominances
passes into the hands of the newly emerging class, who then
control and develop productive techmques and methods, and
play an essential part in facihtatmg new cultural formations
These words must be taken only as a brief sketch of the way

m which a process-logic will tackle the various aspects of

social and cultural development, and relate them to a single

human process But the whole direction of my argument will

have been missed if it seems that in all this we are merely
considering and playing about with ideas on the abstractly

intellectual level The ultimate dynamic of all these concepts

of unity lies in the movement of the peoples of the world at this

moment into umty, into sociahsm, a movement against aU the

divisive factors of capitalism m its present bloodily convulsive
state, which threatens the destruction of the earth by nuclear

fission The form of thought I am putting forward is ahve and
will prevail to the extent to which it reahses that umty, that

umty of men with men and of man with nature To that extent

it IS the form of thought of Marx and Lemn The release and
co-ordination at which it aims can reach then first full activity

only m that world-umty, that revolution of the hand and the

“‘The crucial moment m the transition from one dominance to another will

appear in a violent structural diseqiulibrium (class-conflict) with clashes of
moral ideas, cultural attitudes, etc This terminology is essentially m the key of
Marxist-Lenimst theory, which put more emp/tasis on the tealformative power
of the idea than any other philosophy does
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Spirit against all which seeks to reduce men to things But, to

the extent to which it apprehends reality, it must woik to

facilitate that revolution *

xr

All developmeht, it will be clear, iimvolves transformations

of some sort, large or small But we may distinguish on the

one hand the normal facihtation of a system, its tendency

to extend its form by a repetition of the process by which it was
formed; and on the other hand the Critical Points, the moments
of decisive shift m mtegrative levels

In the latter a shock occurs which brings out such a violent

disequihbnum or a-symmetry that onlyi;he leap into a new
orgamsing piocess will serve to save the organism from collapse

The extreme strain begets either death and disintegration or a

new centre of organisation In point of evolutionary fact, what
now seems to us a violent leap in levels has probably been
brought about in a much more gradual way, so that the system

IS able to sustam the shock of the new dominance emergmg
But this IS only one more problem towards the solution of

which this book hopes to point the way If our discussion

begins to clear the ground, it does all that can be expected at

the moment.**^

XII

Well, then, an end I have fimshed my effort to bring together

in terms of the contemporary situation the Marx who wrote
that commodities were produced accordmg to the laws of
surplus-value, etc , and the Marx who wrote that man produced
accordmg to the laws of beauty In the full movement of
Marx’s thought the two aspects are fused; but in order to

develop Marxism adequately in our own world we must
rediscover the lines along which that fusion operates

*®Since writing the above, I note that Maurice Dobb finds it easy to fall into veiy
much the terminology here advocated Marx sought ‘to show the (capitalist)

system as composed simultaneously of equilibrating and disequihbrating
elements, any situation where the former predominated tending periodically

to pass over mto a situation where the latter predominated Economic reahty
for Marx was essentially movement thiough oscillation and inteiaction, in
which stability and mstabihty represented simply contrasted extremes of tempo,’
Modem Quartetly (m, 1947-8) 18
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